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This report is subdivided into three sections as follows:
Section I Journal Papers and Technical Reports of Research Projects directly
related to and partially supported by the research grant.
I.1. "Stress Waves Resulting from Hypervelocity Impact," AIAA paper
No. 69-355, Presented at the 1969 AIAA Hypervelocity Impact
Conference in Cincinnati, Ohio (Authored by R. Madden and T, S. Chang)
Results from a numerical scheme based on the method of characteristics
are presented for the axially symmetric, hypervelocity impact of
similar materials. The analysis is restricted to the early stages of
the impact of a right circular cylinder on a halfspace. The resulting
rarefaction and shock waves produced by the impact are considered as
discrete wavefronts which divide the impacted zone into regions.
Numerical diffusion is then controlled by requiring that the values
of the dependent variables at a given point in the impacted zone to
depend on only the calculated values at earlier times at points in
the same region as the point in question. The numerical results give
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accurate representations of the stress wave profiles (i.e., rarefaction
and shock waves) which should be useful as inputs for a later stage
elastoplastic analysis and/or spallation analysis. The effects of
"numerical diffusion" on the calculated pressure and flow fields when
the rarefaction wave is not considered as discrete is investigated and
the "diffused" results are compared with the more exact analysis.
1.2. "Nonlinear Waves in a Rate-Sensitive, Elastoplastic Material,"
International Journal of Engineering Science, Volume 10, pp. 353-367,
1972. (Authored by E. E. Burniston and T. S. Chang).
Two classes of closed form solutions of one-dimensional, nonlinear
waves in a rate-sensitive, elastoplastic material are reported.
One class of these solutions is self-similar and the other class
consists of constant speed propagations. Applications of these
solutions to unsteady motions behind propagating discontinuities are
also considered.
1.3. "Curved Characteristics Behind Blast Waves," The Physics of Fluids,
Volume 15, pp. 502-504, 1972. (Authored by 0. Laporte and T. S. Chang)
Exact solutions, expressed in closed form in terms of elementary
functions, are presented for the three sets of curved characteristics
behind a self-similar, strong blast wave.
1.4. "On Dispersion and Characteristic Motions of Temperature-Rate
Dependent Materials," National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Report CR-1795, 1971.
A general three-dimensional theory of a thermomechanical material
which can be a metallic or polymeric medium, or a structured
composite, is developed using the modern techniques of axiomatic
continuum mechanics and the laws of thermodynamics. One-dimensional
linear spatial gradient temperature-rate dependent theories are
presented for both thermoviscoelastic and thermoelastic materials.
The characteristic motions are considered and it is shown that, due
to the presence of temperature-rate effects, thermal propagation
speeds have finite values. A comprehensive study of the dispersion
relations is presented and illustrated graphically for typical values
of the material constants. Analytical expressions are obtained for
both high and low frequency responses. It is demonstrated that the
characteristic speeds coincide with the high frequency asymptotic
phase velocities in both cases. Physical and numerical limitations
on the material constants are obtained for stable wave propagations.
A class of self-similar solutions is obtained for the temperature-rate
dependent thermoelastic medium using the theory of continuous group
of transformations.
1.5. "Comments on Application of Singular Eigenfunction Expansions to the
Propagation of Periodic Disturbances in a Radiating Grey Gas," The
Physics of Fluids, Volume 16, pp. 159-160, 1973. (Authored by
T. S. Chang, K. H. Kim and M. N. Osizik)
Recently, we have been extending our analysis of sound propagation
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in dissociative, radiative media to include the effects of scattering.
It is of interest to note that the set of pertinent integrodifferential
equations can also be solved exactly using the singular eigenfunction
expansion technique.
Section II Computer Programs and Numerical Results of Hypervelocity Impact
Calculations
II.1. Method of Characteristics Calculations and the Computer Code Using
Orthogonal Polynomial Least Square Surface Fits.
Very recently, we have developed a new numerical scheme using the
method of characteristics to calculate the flow properties and pressures
behind decaying shock waves for materials under hypervelocity impact.
This procedure is quite different from our earlier methods (see
paper I.1). We are now able to replace the time-consuming double
interpolation subroutines used in paper I.1 by a technique based on
Orthogonal Polynomial Least Square Surface Fits. Typical calculated
results are given and in Tables 1-19. These results are compared with
the double-interpolation results. The complete computer program is
also included.
11.2. Method of Characteristics Calculations and the Computer Code for
Materials with Arbitrary Equations of State.
As reported in our earlier status reports, we have developed a
numerical code capable of calculating flow properties and pressures
behind decaying shock waves for materials under hypervelocity impact
with arbitrary equations of state. For comparison purposes, we have
made some sample calculations using the new code for impact conditions
similar to those reported in I.1. These results are quite encouraging
and are displayed graphically in Figures 1-3. A listing of the
numerical code is also attached.
Section III Fundamental Research on Equations of State and Non-Equilibrium
Statistical Mechanics Generated by the Research Grant.
Materials under hypervelocity impact experience extreme changes of
stresses, strains, and thermodynamic states. We have looked into
some basic research areas related to (1) the non-equilibrium statistical
mechanical aspects of heat transfer with discontinuous velocity boundary
conditions, and (2) the fundamental understanding of the equations of
statp, phase transitions, and critical phenomena of materials under
extreme thermodynamic environments. Our research efforts along these
directions are found in the following research papers:
III.l. "Elementary Solutions of Coupled Model Equations in the Kinetic
Theory of Gases," International Journal of Engineering Science,
Volume 12, pp. 441-470, 1974. (Authors: J. T. Kriese, T. S. Chang,
and C. E. Siewert.)
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The method of elementary solutions is employed to solve two coupled
integrodifferential equations sufficient for determining temperature -
density effects in a linearized BGK model in the kinetic theory of
gases. Full-range completeness and orthogonality theorems are proved
for the developed normal modes and the infinite-medium Green's function
is constructed as an illustration of the full-range formalism. The
appropriate homogeneous matrix Riemann problem is discussed, and
half-range completeness and orthogonality theorems are proved for a
certain subset of the normal modes. The required existence and
uniqueness theorems relevant to the H matrix, basic to the half-range
analysis, are proved, and an accurate and efficient computational
method is discussed. The half-space temperature-slip problem is
solved analytically, and a highly accurate value of the temperature-
slip coefficient is reported.
111.2. "Tricritical Points in Multicomponent Fluid Mixtures," Physical Review,
Volume A9, pp. 2573-2578, 1974. (Authors: A. Hankey, T. S. Chang, and
H. E. Stanley)
In view of experimental considerations, we give a model-independent
argument that the novel tricritical points in multicomponent fluid
mixtures, where three phases simultaneously become critical, are
points on the boundary of a single two-dimensional surface of critical
points. This result is corroborated by the Landau model suggested by
Griffiths. The relationship between these tricritical points and the
complex "higher-order" critical points proposed to exist in certain
magnetic systems is elucidated.
111.3. "Generalized Scaling Hypothesis in Multicomponent Systems.
I. Classification of Critical Points by Order and Scaling at Tricritical
Points," Physical Review, Volume B8, pp. 346-364. (Authored by T. S.
Chang, A. Hankey, and H. E. Stanley.)
The goal of this work is to provide an analysis of spaces of critical
points for multicomponent systems. First, we propose the geometric
concept of order 0 for critical points; we distinguish it from a
previous definition of a "multicri ical" point. Specifically, we may
define the intersection of space df critical points of order 0 to be
a space of critical points of order (0 + 1). Ordinary critical points
are defined to be of order 0 = 2, so that the tricritical points
introduced by Griffiths are of order 0 = 3. We discuss more general
examples of critical spaces of order 0 = 3 which are known for a wide
variety of systems; we also propose several examples of models of
magnetic systems showing critical points of order 0 = 4 - i.e.,
systems having intersecting lines of tricritical points. The analysis
of critical and coexistence spaces also provides a new form of the
Gibbs phase rule suitable for complex magnetic models. Next we define -
for the critical points of order 0 of which examples have been given -
special directions in terms of which to make a scaling hypothesis.
We give the hypothesis for simple systems and then for tricritical
points, and then, in a subsequent paper, part II, the special directions
are used to make a scaling hypothesis at spaces of critical points of
any order. Certain predictions (e.g., scaling laws and "single-power"
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scaling functions) follow in a simple and straightforward fashion.
We consider the scaling hypothesis at a critical space of order 0
in terms of a group of transformations. We can define a set of
invariants of the group. It is possible, for 0 > 3, to make a
second scaling hypothesis for the space of order 0 - 1 using certain
of these invariants as independent variables. This is advantageous
because certain "double-power" scaling functions then follow directly;
these predict that for 0 = 3, experimental data collapse from a
volume onto a line. This prediction is to be contrasted with
ordinary scaling function, which predict that data collapse by only
a single dimension (e.g., from a volume onto a surface or from a
surface onto a line).
111.4. "Double-Power Scaling Functions Near Tricritical Points," Physical
Review, Volume B7, pp. 4263-4266, 1973. (Authored by T. S. Chang,
A. Hankey, and H. E. Stanley.)
We introduce invariants of the scaling equation about the tricritical
point. Using these invariants, a modified version of the scaling
hypothesis about the three critical lines meeting at the tricritical
point is presented. From it we demonstrate that the thermodynamic
equation of state near a tricritical point and near a critical line
may be expressed as double-power scaling functions. These imply
that experimental data should collapse from a volume onto a line
(i.e., by two dimensions). This behavior is in contrast to ordinary
"single-power" scaling functions, which predict data collapsing from
a volume onto a surface or from a surface onto a line (i.e., by one
dimension).
In conclusion, we have obtained much information pertaining to the behavior
materials under impact, particularly hypervelocity impact. Two useful numerical
des have been developed for calculations of axisymmetric hypervelocity impact for
terials with rather general equations of state. Fundamental research in the
eas of critical equations of state and non-equilibrium statistical mechanics and
at transfer have also been considered.
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List of Symbols
t = time (psec)
r = radial coordinate (cm)
Z = axial coordinate (cm) \ 0
U = radial velocity (cm/usec)
V = axial velocity (cm/isec)
p = mass density (gm/cm3)
e = internal energy per unit mass (megabar cm3/gm) Z
a = sound speed (cm/usec)
P = pressure (megabars)
cos o = direction cosine of normal with respect to r axis
sin ao = direction cosine of normal with respect to Z axis0i
Table 1. Flow properties in Projectile Shock at t = 1.18 psec after
impact of a 2.5-cm-diameter projectile at 0.76 cm/isec
on an aluminum half-space based on (1) Double Interpolation
and (2) Othogonal Polynomials Least Square Surface Fit with
Double Interpolation after t = 1.1 psec.
(1) . (2)
Z r P U V Z r P U V
P e 'a cos a0 sin a p e a cos an sin a.o
-0.3532 0.0 1.0869 0.0 0.3800 -0.3532 0.0 1.0869 0.0 0.3800
4.2103 0.0722 1.0038 0.0 1.0000 4.2103 0.0722 1.0038 0.0 1.0000
-0.3532 0.2500 1.0869 0.0 0.3800 -Q.3532 0.2500 1.0869 0.0 0.3800
4.2103 0.0722 1.0038 0.0 1.0000 4.2103 0.0722 1.0038 0.0 1.0000
-0.3521 0.5012 1.0412 0.0025 0.3910 -0.3509 0.5009 0.9911 0.0017 0.4033
4.1738 -0.0681 0.9934 -0.0068 1.0000 4.1325 0.0636 0.9820 -0.0049 1.0000
-0.3312 0.7611 0.8591 0.0209 0.4372 -0.3312 . .7630 0.7851 0.0106 0.4554
4.0185 0.0521 0.9500 -0.0648 0.9976 3.9533 0.0463 0.9318 -0.0348 0.9991
-0.2120 1.0183 0.4162 0.0124 0.5679 -0.2117 1.0177 0.4090 0.0116 0.5704
3.5399 0.0183 0.8122 -0.0667 0.9968 3.5303 0.0178 0.8094 -0.0613 0.9972
Table 2. Flow properties in Target Shock at t = 1.18 Psec after impact
of a 2.5-cm-diameter projectile at 0.76 cm/psec on an aluminum
half-space based on (1) Double Interpolation and (2) Orthogonal
Polynomials Least Square Surface Fit with Double Interpolation
after t = 1.1 psec.
(1) (2)
Z r P U V Z r P U V
P e a cos a sin a P e a cos a sin a
-- 0 o 
_o o
1.2500 0.0 1.0869 0.0 0.3800 1.2500 0.0 1.0869 0.0 0.3800
4.2103 0.0722 1.0038 0.0 1.0000 4.2103 0.0722 1.0038 0.0 1.0000
1.2500 0.2500 1.0869 0.0 0.3800 1.2500 0.2500 1.0869 0.0 0.3800
4.2103 0.0722 1.0038 0.0 1.0000 4.2103 0.0722 1.0038 0.0 1.0000
1.2500 0.5007 1.0686 0.0029 0.3756 1.2497 0.5007 1.0685 0.0029 0.3756
4.1957 0.0750 0.9997 0.0078 1.0000 4.1957 0.0705 0.9997 0.0078 1.0000
1.2398 0.7544 0.9647 0.0058 0.3501 1.2398 0.7544 0.9647 0.0058 0.3501
4.1106 0.0613 0.9758 0.0165 0.9998 L 4.1106 0.0613 0.9758 0.0165 0.9998
1.2143 1.0281 0.8382 0.0192 0.3169 i 1.2143 1.0281 0.8382 0.0192 0.3169
3.9996 0.0503 0.9446 0.0605 0.9979 3.9996 0.0503 0.9446 0.0605 0.9979
1.1235 1.3139 0.5624 0.0302 0.2368 1.1236 1.3139 0.5679 0.0304 0.2384
3190 _ 0_.0285 0.8649 0.1265 0.991.0 3.7252 0.0290 0.8666 0.1265 i 0.9910
0.7683 1.7372 0.1558 0.0540 0.0691 0.7678 1.7377 0.1546 0.0528 0.0694
3.1170. 0.0038 0.6776 0.6152 0.7870 3.1144 0.0037 0.6768 0.6050 0.7948
0.5808 1.8634 0.0670 0.0330 0.0263 1 0.5807 1.8634 0.0664 0.0327 0.0261
2.9088 .0.0008 0.6045 0.7817 0.6227 2.9071 0.0008 0.6039 0.7816 0.6227
0.3716 1.9378 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3716 1.9377 0.0 0.0 0.0
2.7000 0.0 0.5277 0.9289 0.3690 2.7000 0.0 0.5277 0.9289 0.3690
r/
Table 3.Flow properties in Rarefaction at t = 1.18 Vsec after impact
of a 2.5-cm-diameter projectile at 0.76 cm/psec on an aluminum
half-space based on (1) Double Interpolation and (2) Orthogonal
Polynomials Least Square Surface Fit with Double Interpolation
after t =1.1 psec.
C1) (2)
Z r cos a sin a z r cos a sin a
0 0 0 0
1.2500 0.3781 0.6768 -0.7362 1.2500 0.3781 0.6768 -0.7362
1.1356 0.2852 0.5801 -0.8145 1.1355 0.2852 0.5801 -0.8145
1.0210 0.2132 0.4834 -0.8754 1.0210 0.2132 0.4834 -0.8754
0.9065 0.1577 0.3867 -0.9222 0.9065 0.1577 0.3867 -0.9222
0.7920 0.1165 0.2901 -0.9570 0.7920 0.1165 0.2901 -0.9570
0.6774 0.0879 0.1934 -0.9811 0.6774 0.0879 0.1934 -0.9811
0.5629 0.0711 0.0967 -0.9953 0.5629 0.0711 0.0967 -0.9953
0.4484 0.0656 -0.0000 -1.0000 0.4484 0.0656 -0.0000. -1.0000
0.3339 0.0711 -0.0967 -0.9953 0.3339 0.0711 -0.0967 -0.9953
0.2194 0.0879 -0.1934 -0.9811 0.2194 0.0879 -0.1934 -0.9811
0.1048 0.1165 -0.2901 -0.9570 0.1048 0.1165 -0.2901 -0.9570
-0.0097 0.1577 -0.3867 -0.9222 -0.0097 0.1577 -0.3867 -0.9222
-0.1242 0.2132 -0.4834 -0.8754 -0.1242 0.2132 -0.4834 -0.8754
-0.2387 0.2852 -0.5801 
-0.8145 -0.2387 0.2852 -0.5801 
-0.8145
-0.3532 0.3781 -0.6768 
-0.7362 -0.3532 0.3781 
-0668 -0.7362
Table 4. Flow properties in Interior Region at t = 1.18 isec after
impact of a 2.5-cm-diameter projectile at 0.76 cm/psec on
an aluminum half-space based on (1) Double Interpolation
and (2) Orthogonal Polynomial Least Square Surfact Pit
with Double Interpolation after t = 1.1 psec at Z = -0.25 cm.
Z = - 0.25 cm r P U V p e a
0.0 1.0869 0.0 0.3800 4.2103 0.0722 1.0038
0.2500 1.0869 0.0 0.3800 4.2103 0.0722 1.0038
i 0.5000 0.9289 0.0167 0.4159 4.050 0.0622 0.9654
0.7500 0.6891 0.0558 0.3987 3.8200 0.0422 0.9012
1) 0000 0,0 0.0 0.0 2.7000 0.0 0.5277
1.2500 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.7000 0.0 0.5277
1.5000 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.700 0 0.5277
1.7500 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.7000 0,0 0Q527
2.0000 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.7000 0.0 0.5277
0.0 1.0869 0.0 0.3800 4.2103 0.0722 1.0038
0.2500 1.0869 0.0 0.3800 4.2103 0.0722 1.0038
0.5000 0.6710 -0,1555 04333 3.7854 00425 0 _89_4_
0.7500 2.2439 -0.0865 0.9374 5.2602 0.1201 1.2174
1.0000 0.0 0.0 0.0 :2.7000 0.0 0.5277
1.2500 0,0 0.0 0.0 2.7000 0.0 0.5277
1.5000 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.7000 0.0 0.5277
1.7500' 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.7000 0.0 0.5277
2.0000 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.7000 0.0 0.5277
Table 5. Flow properties in Interior Region at t = 1.18
lsec after impact of a 2.5-cm-diameter projectile
at 0.76 cm/vsec on an aluminum half-space based
on (1) Double Interpolation and (2) Orthogonal
Polynomial Least Square Surface Fit with Double
Interpolation after t = 1.1 Psec at Z = 0.0 cm.
Z 0.0 cm r P U V p e a
0.0 1.0869 0.0 0.3800 4.2103 0.0722 1.0038
0.2500 0.9644 0.0130 0.3829 4.0861 0.0646 0.9743
0.5000 0.6875 0.0985 0.4466 3.7705 0.0478 0.8972
0.7500 0.4822 0.2065 0.5931 3.5022 0.0348 0.8269
(1) 1.0000 0.1931 0.2829 0.7128 3.0774 0.0132 0.6916
1.2500 0.0. 0.6160 0.3904 2.7000 0.0 0.5277
1.5000 0.0 0.1923 -0.0971 2.7000 0.0 0.5277
1.7500 0.0 0.1103 -0.1452 2.7000 0.0 0.5277
2.0000 0.0 0.0303 
-0.0074 2.7000 0.0 0.5277
0.0 1.0869 0.0 0.3800 4.2103 0.0722 1.0038
0.2500 0.4956 -0.1726 0.3333 3.5563 0.0318 0.8347
0.5000 0.5533 0.0033 0.4539 3.6020 0.0395 0.8537
0.7500 0.7227 0.2308 0.6779 3.8156 0.0497 0.9081
(2)
1.0000 0.0112 0.3021 0.6287 2.6397 0.0053 0.5362
1.2500 0.0 0.3460 0.4024 2.7000 0.0 0.5277
1.5000 0.0 0.2988 -0.1707 2,7000 0.0 0.5277
1.7500 0.0 0.0076 -0.0333 2.7000 0.0 0.5277
2.000 0.0 1.0304 0.0920 2.7000 0.0 0.5277
Table 6. Flow properties in Interior Region at t = 1.18
psec after impact of a 2.5-cm-diameter projectile
at 0.76 cm/lsec on an aluminum half-space based
on (1) Double Interpolation and (2) Orthogonal
Polynomial Least Square Surface Fit with Double
Interpolation after t = 1.1 psec at Z = 0.25 cm.
Z = 0.25 cm r P U V p e
0.0 1.0869 0.0 0.3800 4.2103 0.0722 1.0038
0.2500 0.9018 0.0414 0.3889 4.0190 0.0608 0.9582
0.5000 0.6611 0.1029 0.3898 3.7383 0.0461 0.8890
-..07500 0.5468 0.1589 0.4410 3.5875 0.0393 0.8504
(1) .1.0000 0.4078 0.2552 0.5698 3.3982 0.0296 0.7973
1.2500 0.2713 0.3356 0.2505 3.1741 0.0216 0.7328
1.5000 0.1800 0.2782 -0.0038 3.0497 0.0126 0.6831
1.7500 0.1452 0.1345 -0.0307 3.0979 0.0032 0.6704
2.0000 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.7000 0.0
- "0.5277
0.0 1.0869 0.0 0.3800 4.2103 0. 7 2 1.0038
0.2500 0.9041 0.0405 0.4685 4.0212 0.0610 0.9588
0.5000 0.6238 0.1083 0.3428 3.6922 0.0436 0.8770
0.7500 0.4999 0.1591 0.4221 3.5219 0.0365 0.8332(2)
1.0000 0.4384 0.1553 0.5946 3,4452 0.0314 0.8102
1.2500 0.3310 0.3414 0.2448 3.2767 0.0250 0.7629
1.5000 0.1820 0.2935 0.0031 3.0507 0.0130 0.6841
1.7500 0.1509 0.1379 -0.0592 3.1113 0.0033 0.6746
2.0000 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.7000 0.0 0.5277
Ii
Table 7. Flow properties in Interior Region at t = 1.18
psec after impact of a 2,5-cm-diameter projectile
at 0.76 cm/vsec on an aluminum half-space based
on (I) Double Interpolation and (2) Orthogonal
Polynomial Least Square Surface Fit with Double
Interpolation after t = 1.1 Vsec at Z = 0.50 cm.
= 0.50 cm . r P U V p e a
0.0 1.0869 0.0 0.3800 4.2103 0.0722 1.0038
0.2500 0.9285 0.0338 0.3758 4.0475 0.0625 0.9651
0.5000 0.7314 -0.0768 0.3523 3.8244 0.0504 0.9106
0.7500 0.6101 0.1090 0.3385 3.6714 0.0432 0.8723
1.0000 0.5674 0.1441 0.3850 3.6154 0.0406 0.8577
1.2500 0.3240 0.2039 0.1874 3.2650 0.0246 0.7595
1.5000 0.2336 0.1796 0.0690 3.2048 0.0115 0.7206
1.7500 0.1461 0.0865 0.0345 3.1018 0.0031 0.6713
2.0000 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.7000 0.0 0.5277
0.0 1.0869 0.0 0.3800 4.2103 0.0722 1.0038
0.2500 0.9477 0.0025 0.4235 4.0676 0.0637 0.9700
0.5000 0.7109 0.0920 0.3266 3.8004 0.0491 0.9045
07500 . 0.5934 0.0993 0.3379 3.6493 0.0422 0.8666
(2) 1.0000 0.5876 0.1442 0.3938- 3.6421 0.0418 0.8647
1.2500 0.3056 0.2154 0.1785 3..2283 0.0241 0.7501
1.5000 0.2380 0.1708 0.0771 3.2140 0.0117 0.7232
1.7500 0.1611 0.1319 0.0292 3.1346 0.0036 0.6820
2.000 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.7000 0.0 0.5277
Table 8. Flow properties in Interior Region at
t = 1.18 psec after impact of a 2.5-
cm-diameter projectile at 0.76 cm/psec
on an aluminum half-space based on (1)
Double Interpolation and (2) Orthogonal
Polynomial Least Sauare Surface Fit.with
Double Interpolation after t = 1.1 sec at Z = 0.75 cm.
Z = 0.75 cm r P U V p e a
0.0 1.0869 0.0 0.3800 ' 4.2103 0.0722 1.0038
0.2500 1.0006 0.0200 0.3730 4.1231 0.0669 0.9832
0.5000 0.8307 0.0490 0.3472 3.9397 0.0565 0.9391
(1) I 0.7500 0.7051 0.0710 0.3163 3;7917 0.0489 0.9026
1.0000 0.6166 0.0937 0.3127 3.6908 0.0423 .0.8752
1.2500 0.4242 0.1292 0.1985 3.4661 0.0263 0.8077
1.5000 0.3014 0.1187 0.1145 3.3803 0.0108 0.7624
1.7500 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.7000 0.0 0.5277
2.0000 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.7000 0.0 0.5277
0.0 1.0869 0.0 0.3800 4.2103 0.0722 1.0038
0.2500 0.9148 -0.0201 0.4072 4.0334 0.0615 0.9616
0-5000 0,8167 0.0542 0.3333 3.9244 0.0556 0.9352
(2) (2) 00 0..6996 0.0658 0.3149 3.7846 0.0486 0.9009
1. 000 0.5993 0.0982 .0.3095 3.6667 0.0414 0.8693
1.2500 0.4229 0.1272 0.1785 3.4620 0.0265 0.8070
1.5000 0.3248 0.1134 0.1264 3.4247 0.0115 0.7744
1.7500 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.7000 0.0 0.5277
1 2.0000 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.7000 0.0 0.5277
Table 9. Flow properties in Interior Region at
t = 1.18 vsec after impact of a 2 ,5-cm-
diameter projectile at 0.76 cm/psec on
an aluminum half-space based on (1)
Double Interpolation and (2) Orthogonal
Polynomial Least Square Surface Fit with
Double Interpolation after t = 1.1 psec
at Z = 1.00 cm.
Z = 1.00 cm r P U V p e a
0.0 1.0869 0.0 0.3800 4.2103 0.0722 1.0038
0.2500 1.0869 0.0 0.3800 4.2103 0.0722 1.0038
0.5000 0.9551 0.0239 0.3569 4.0754 0.0642 0.9719
0.7500 0.8458 
.0.0404 0.3263 13 9_658 0.056 Q(1) 1.0000 0.7492 0.0545 0.3053 3.8760 0.0477 0.9180
1.2500 0.5566 0.0703 0.2330 3.6866 0.0306 0.8607
1.5000 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.7000 0.0 0.5277
1.7500 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.7000 0.0 0.5277
2.0000 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.7000 0.0 0.5277
0.0 1.0869 0.0 0.3800 4.2103 0.0722 1.0038
0.2500 1.0869 0.0 0.3800 4.2103 0.0722 1.-0038
0.5000 0.9137 0.0337 0.3572 4.0315 0.0616 0.9613
0.7500 0.8233 0.0460 0.3269 3.9397 0.0549 0.9376
(2) 1.0000 0.7430 0.0646 0.3254 3.8604 0.0465 0.9137
1.2500 0.5142 0.0880 '0.2854 3.6369 0.0275 0.8463
1.5000 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.7000 0.0 0.5277
1.7500 0.0 . 0.0 0.0 2.7000 0.0 0.5277
2.0000 0.0 0.0 0.0 i 2.7000 0.0 0.5277
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Table 10. Flow properties in Interior Region
at t = 1.18 psec after impact of
a 2.5-cm-diameter projectile at 0.76
cm/psec on an aluminum half-space
based on (1) Double Interpolation and
(2) Orthogonal Polynomial Least Square
"Surface Fit with Double Interpolation
after t = 1.1 lsec at Z = 1.25 cm.
Z = 1.25 cm r . P U V p e a
0.0 1.0869 0.0 0.3800 4.2103 0.0722 1.0038
0.2500 1.0869 0.0 0.3800 , 4.2103 0.0722 1.0038
0.5000 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.7000 0.0 0.5277
0-.7500 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.7000 0.0 0.5277
(1): 1.0000 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.7000 0.0 0.5277
1.2500 0.0 '0.0 0.0 2.7000 0.0 0.5277
1.5000 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.7000 0.0 0.5277
1.7500 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.7000 0.0 0.5277
2.0000 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.7000 0.0 0.5277
0.0 1.0869 0.0 0.3800 4.2103 0.0722 1.0038
0.2500 1.0869 0.0 0.3800 4.2103 0.0722 1.0038
0.5000 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.7000 0.0 0.5277
0.7500 0.0 0.0 0.0 2,7000 0.0 0.5277
(2) 1.0000 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.7000 0.0 0.5277
1.2500 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.7000 0.0 0.5277
1.5000 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.7000 0.0 0.5277
1.7500 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.7000 0.0 0.5277
2.0000 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.7000 0.0 0.5277
Table 11. Flow properties in Projectile Shock at t = 1.25 psec after
impact of a 2.5-cm-diameter projectile 0.76 cm/psec on an
aluminum half-space based on (1) Double Interpolation and
(2) Orthogonal Polynomials Least Square Surface Fit with
Double Interpolation after t = 1.1 psec.
(1) (2)
z r P U V Z r P U V
P e a cos an sin a. p e a cos a sin a
-0.3742 0.0 1.0869 0.0 0.3800 -0.3742 0.0 1.0869 0.0 .0.3800
4.2103 0.0722 1.0038 0.0 1.0000 4.2103 0.0722 1.0038 0.0 1.0000
-0.3742 0.2500 1.0869 0.0 0.3800 -0.3742 0.2500 1.0869 0.0 0.3800
4.2103 0.0722 1.0038 0.0 1.0000 4.2103 0.0722 1.0038 0.0 1.0000
-0.3713 0.5018 1.0071 0.0029 0.3993 -0.3684 0.5014 0.9280 0.0019 0.4191
4.1460 0.0650 0.9857 -0.0079 0.9999 4.0789 0.0581 0.9670 -0.0057 1.0000
-0.3468 0.7660 0.8343 0.0217 0.4438 -0.3437 0.7655 0.7182 0.0104 0.4750
3.9954 0.0501 0.9436 -0.0685 0.9973 3.8844 0.0405 0.9123 -0.0366 0.9990
-0.2153 1.0232 0.4007 0.0144 0.5731 -0.2140 1.0213 .0.3767 0.0113 0.5816
3.5195 0.0173 0.8060 -0.0775 0.9958 3.4869 0.0157 0.7961 -0.0636 0.9970
Table 12. Flow properties in Target Shock at t = 1.25 psec after impact of
a 2 .5-cm-diameter projectile at 0.76 cm/sec or an aluminum half-
space based on (1) Double Interpolation and (2) Orthogonal Polynomials
Least Square Surface Fit with Double Interpolation after t = 1.1 lsec.
(1) (2)
Z r P U V Z r P U V
p -e a cos ao sin a p e a cos a sin a
1.3242 0.P '1.0869 0.0 0.3800 1.3242 0.0 1.0869 0.0 0.3800
4.2103 0.0722 1.0038 0.0 1.0000 4.2103 0.0722 1.0038 0.0 1.0000
1.3242 0.2500 1.0869 0.0 0.3800 1.3242 0.2500 1.0869 0.0 0.3800
4.2103 0.0722 1.0038 0.0 1.0000 4.2103 0.0722 1.0038 0.0 1.0000
1.3233 0.5015 1.0568 0.0039 0.3724 1.3232 0.5014 1.0550 0.0034 0.3723
4.1863 0.0695 0.9970 0.0105 0.9999 4.2848 0.0693 0.9966 0.0092 1.0000
1.3110 0.7558 0.9511 0.0066 0.3467 1.3109 0.7558 0.9506 0.0066 0.3465
4.0991 0.0601 0.9726 0.0190 0.9998 4.0986 0.0600 0.9725 0.0190 0.9998
1.2823 1.0325 0..8208 0.0203 0.3122 1.2823 1.0325 0.8240 0.0204 0.3130
3.9830 0.0490 0.9401 0.0650 0.9976 3.9859 0.0492 0.9409 0.0649 0.9976
1.1836 1.3220 0.5493 0.0312 0.2325 1.1840 1.3224 0.5610 0.0332 0.2359
3.7041 0.0276 0.8654 0.1328 0.9901 3.7174 0.0284 0.8645 0.1390 0.9892
0.8044 1.7655 0.1534 0.0550 0.0669 0.8039 1.7655 0.1475 0.0512 0.0664
3.1120 0.0037 0.6759 0.6341 0.7718 3.0997 0.0035 0.6717 0.6098 0.7910
0.6060 1.8958 0.0637 0.0318 0.0248 0.6060 1.8957 0.0621 0.0310 0.0242
2.9000 0.0007 0.6013 0.7876 0.6152 2.8955 0.0007 0.5997 0.7875 0.6152
0.3853 1.9721. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3853 1.9722 0.0 0.0 . 0.0
2.7000 0.0 0.5277 0.9354 0.3522 2.7000 0.0 0.5277 0.9354 0.3524S2----
Table 13. Flow properties in Rarefaction at t = 1.25 psec after
impact of a 2.5-cm-diameter projectile at 0.76 cm/ sec
on an aluminum half-space based on (1) Double Inter-
polation and (2) Orthogonal Polynomials Least Souare
Surface Fit with Double Interpolation after t = 1.1 lsec.
(1) (2)
Z r cos ao sin a Z r cos a sin a0 0 0 0
1.3242 0.3263 - 0.6768 _ -06. 736- 1.3242 0.3263 0.6768 
-0.7362
1.2029 0.2280 0.5801 -0.8145 1.2029 0.2280 0.5801 - -0.8145
.0816 0.1517 0.4834 -0.8754 1.0816 0.1517 0.4834 -0.8754
_0.9602 0.0929 0.3867 -0.9222 0.9602 0.0929 0.3867 -0.9222
0.8389 0.0493 0.2901 -0.9570 0.8389 0.0493 0.2901 
-0.9570
0.7176 0.0190 0.1934 -0.9811 0.7176 0.0190 0.1934 -0.-8T
0.5963 0.0012 0.0967 





-0.004- ! 0.0000 -1.0000
--- ~~ ~ ~~ ~~ -----------------.- 00 - . 000.3537 0.0012 -0.0967 
-0.9953 0.3537 0.00129953
---- -,-37 1-0.0967 -0.9953
.Q22.4 0.0190 -0.1934 
-0.9811 0.2324 0.0190 -0.1934 
-0.9811
0.1111 0.0493 -0.2901 -0.9570 j 0.1111 0.0493 -0.2901 -0.9570
-0.0102 0.0929 -0.3867 -0.9222 -0.0102 0.0929 -0.3867 -U922 -
-0.1316 .0.1517 -0.4834 -0.8754 -0.1316 0.1517 -0.4834 -0.875
-0.2529 0.2280 -0.5801 -0.8145 -0,2529 0.2280 -0.5801 -0.8145
-0.3742 -3263 -66-0.5801 
-0.8145




Table 14. Flow properties in Interior Region at t = 1.11 1sec
after impact of a 2.5-cm-diameter projectile at 0.76
cm/psec on an aluminum half-space based on (1) Double
Interpolation and (2) Orthogonal Polynomials Least
Square Surface Fit with Double Interpolation afte
t = 1.1 lsec at Z = -0.25 cm.
Z = - 0.25cm r P U V e a
0.0 1.0869 0.0 0.3800 4.2103 0.0722 10 03_8__.3
0.2500 1.0869 0.0 0.3800 4.2103 0.0722 1.0038
' 0.5000 1.0000" 0.0011 0.3947 4.1232 0.0668 0.9832
(1) 0.7500 0.9432 0.0686 0.4380 4_J.035 _._ _0,059_ i0...97115____
1.0000 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 2.70000 0.0 0.5277
1.2500 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.7000 0.0 05277
1.5000 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.7000 0.0 0.5277
1.7500 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.7000 0.0 0.5277
2.0000 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.7000 0.0 0.5277
0.0 1.0869 0.0 0.3800 4.2103 0.07'22 1.0038
K_2500 - I 0D69 0 ,3800 4.211 .____07_22 -.1.0038.--
0.5000 0.9865 -0.0923 0.4746 4.1090 .0660 0.9798
0. 7500 1.6829 0.0102 0.7228 4.7963 0.0979 1.1264
(2) 1.0000 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.7000 0.0 0.5277
1.2500 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.7000 0.0 0.5277
1.5000 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.7000 0.0 0.5277
1.7500 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.7000 0.0 0.5277
2.0000 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.7000 0.0 0.5277
Table 15. Flow properties in Interior Region at t = 1.11 isec
after impact of a 2 .5-cm-diameter projectile at 0.76
cm/lsec on an aluminum half-space based on (1) Double
Interpolation and (2) Orthogonal Polynomials Least
Square Surface Fit with Double Interpolation after
t = 1.1 lsec at Z = 0.0 cm.
Z = 0.0 cm r P U v e a
0.0 1.0869 0.0 0.38000 4.2103 0.0722 1.0038
0.2500 i10869 0.0 0.3800 4.2103 0.0722 1.0038
0.5000 0.7294 0.0887 0.4327 3.8222 0.0503 0.9100
(1)
0..7500 i 0.5505 0.1836 0.5982 3.5915 0.0396 0.8517
1.0000 . 0.1969 0.2836 0.7136 3.0808 0.0137 0.6937
1.2500 0.0 0.6041 0.3687 2,7000 0.0 0.5277
-- SOO0 0.0 0.2022 -0.1010 2.0Z7000 00 .57___
1.7500 0.0 0.1250 -0.1445 2.7000 0.0 0.5277
2.0000 0.0 0.0672 0.0310 2.7000 0.0 0.5277.
0.0 1.0869 0.0 0.3800 4.2103 0.0722 1.0038
0.2500 1.0869 0.0 0.3800 4.2103 0.0722 1.0038
0.5000. 0.6684 0.0649 0.4247 3.7487 0.0464 0.8914
0.7500 0.5433 0.2089 0.5837 3.5837 i 0.0390 0.8493
(2) 1.0000 0.1233 0.2851 0.6878 2.9268 0.0100 0.6429-
1.2500 0.0 0.5798 0.3784 - 2.7000 0.0 0.5277
1.5000 i 0.0 0.2384 -0.1266 2.7000 0.0 0.5277
1.7500 0.0 0.0790 
-0.1272 2.7000 0.0 0.5277
2.0000 0.0 0.7397 0.1453 2.7000 0.0 0.5277
Table 16. Flow properties in Interior Region at t = 1.11 psec
after impact of a 2.5-cm-diameter projectile at 0.76
cm/vsec on an aluminum half space based on (1) Double
Interpolation and (2) Orthogonal Polynomials Least
Square Surface Fit with Double Interpolation after
t = 1.1 ,sec at Z = 0.25 cm.
= 0.25cm r P U v
0.0 1.0869 0.0 0.3800 4.2103 0.0722 
1.0038
0.2500 0.9839 0.0272 0.3851 4.1059 I 0.0659 0.9791S0.9037
0.5000 0.7084 0.0902 0.38571 0489-
0.7500 0.5403 0.1560 0.4163 S5_ -0,8481
(1) 1l.0000 0.4323 0.2422 0.5445 3.4320 0.0 1580
1.2500 0.2618 0.3301 0.2324
i  3.1521 0._2
3.0472 0.0120 ' 0.6809
1.5000 0.1760 1
0,0025 0.6606
2.0000 0.0 0.0 0.0 __ 2.7_00.0_ 00 .__27
0.-0 1.0869 I 0.0 0.3800 4.2103 0.0722 1.0038
025000.9982 0.0263 0.4170 4.1207 0.0668 0.9826
0.5000 0.6946 0.0922 0.3700 3.7806 0.0480 0895...
0.7503.5626 0.0381 
0.8439
1.0000 0.4507 0.2414 0.5557 3.4600 0.0325 
. 0.8148
1.2500 0.2818 0.3320 0.2294 3.1805..22022 ...... 0.7380
1.5000 0.1784 0.2771 0.0039 3.0516 0.0122 
0.6825
1.7500 0.1331 0.1192 -0.0361 3.0754 0.0025 
0.6618
2.0000 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.7000 0.0 . 0.5277
Table 17. Flow properties in Interior Region at t = 1.11 vsec
after impact of a 2.5-cm-diameter projectile at 0.76
cm/Psec on an aluminum half space based on (1) Double
Interpolation and (2) Orthogonal Polynomials Least
Square Surface Fit with Double Interpolation after
t = 1.1 lsec at Z = 2.50 cm.
Z = 0.50 cm r P P e
0.0 1.0869 0.0 0.3800 4.2103 0.0722 1.0038
0.2500 1.0058 0.0224 0.3776 4.1284 0.0672 0.9845
0.-5000 0.7873 0.0644 0.3560 3.8904 0.0538 0.9270
0.7500 0.6405 0.1002 0.3370 3.7108 0.0450 0.8823
(1) 1.0000 0.5742 0.1362 0.3663 3.6236 0.0410 0.8600
1.2500 0.3283 0.1942 0.1842 3.2750 0.0246 0.7618
1.5000 0.2347 0.1758 0.0773 3.2145 0.0110 i0.7219
1.7500 0.1343 0.0741 0.0354 3.0770 0.0026 0.6626
2.0000 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.7000 0.0 0.5277
0.0 1.0869 0.0 0.3800 4.2103 0.0722 1.0038
0.2500 1.0122 0.0136 0.3928 4.1350 0.0676 0.9860
0.5000 0.7791 0.0687 0.3477 3.8810 0.0533 0.9246
0.7500 0.6353 0.0971 .0.3368 3.7042 0.0447 0.8806
1. 0 0 0 0  0.5763 0.1374 0.3665 3.6261 0.0412 0.8607
(2) 1.2500 j 0.3191 0.1977 0.1809 3.2574 0.0243 0.7572
1.5000 0.2371 0.1742 ' 0.0802 3.2194 0.0111 0.7233
1.7500 0.1428 0.0846 0.0336 3.0931 0.0028 0.6679
2.0000 0.0 0.0 1 0.0 2.7000 0.0 1 0.5277
Table 18. Flow properties in Interior Region at t = 1.1 psec
after impact of a 2.5-cm-diameter projectile at 0.76
cm/psec cn an aluminum half space based on (1) Double
Interpolation and (2) Orthogonal Polynomials Least
Square Surface Fit with Double Interpolation after
t = 1.1 isec at Z = 0.75 cm.
Z =0.75 cm: '  r P U V p e a
0.0 1.0869 0.0 0.3800 4.2103 0.0722 1.0038
I 0.2500 1.0575 0.0069 0.3782 4.1810 0.0704 0.9969
0.5000 0.8898 0.0374 0.3551 4.0054 0.0601 0.9550
0.7500 0.7535 0.0622 0.3208 3.8501 0.0518 0.9171
(1) 1.0000 0.6515 0.0859 0.3099 3.7372 0.0442 0.8867
1.2500 0.4555 0.1199 0.2073 3.5178 0.0276 0.8208
1.5000 0.3195 0.1068 0,1168 3.4168 0.0112 0.7720
1.7500 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.7000 0.0 0.5277
2.0000 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.7000 0.0 0.5277
0.0 1.0869 0.0 0.3800 4.2103 0.0722 1.0038
0.2500. 0.9930 -0.0229 0.3930 4.1156 0.0664 0.9814
0.5000 0.8864 0.0404 0.3514 4.1108 0.0599 0.9541
0.7500 0.7504 0.0603 0.3195 3.8462 0.0517 0.9162
(2) 1.0000 0.6505 0.0868 0.3100 3.7355 0.0442 0.8864
1.2500 0.4552 0.1210 0,2011 3.5168 0.0277 0.8263
1.5000 0.3313 0.1054 0.1197 3.4382 0.0116 0.7778
1.7500 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.7000 0.0 0.5277
2.0000 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.7000 0.0 0.5277
Table 19. Flow properties in Interior Region at t = 1.1 psec
after impact of a 2.5-cmdiameter projectile at 0.76
cm/psec on an aluminum half space based on (1) Double
Interpolation and (2) Orthogonal Polynomials Least
Square Surface Fit with Double Interpolation after
t = 1.1 psec at Z = 1.00 cm.
Z = 1. 0 cm r P U V p e a
0.0 1.0869 0.0 0.3800 4.2103 0.0722 1.0038
0.2500.. 1.0869 -- 0.. . ...- 0.3800..... . --4.2103 .... . 0.0722... 1.0038
0.5000 1.0119 0.0131 0.3673 4".1346 0.0676 0.9860
(1) 0.7500 0.8990 0.0297 0.3359 4.0258 0.0593 0.9581
1.0000 0.7910 0.0414 0.3143 3.9271 0.0499 0.9302i..- -.---- 0.0330 0.8773
1.2500 0.6043 0.0512 0.2428 3.7526 0.0330 0.8773
1.500 0.0 0.0 0.0 _ 2.7000 0.0 
0.5277..
1.7500 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.7000 0.0 0.5277
2.0000 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.7000 0.0 0.5277
0.0 1.0369 0.0 0.3800 4.2103 0.0722 1.0038
0.2500 1.0869 0. 0.380 42032 T003
0.5000 1.0110 0.0122 0.3680 4.1335 0.0676 0.9857
0.7500 0.8941 0.0332 0.3364 4.0203 0.0590 0.9568
1.0000 0.7734 0.0489 0.3178 1 3.9067 0.0488 0.9252
(2) 1.2500 0.6046 0.0551 0.2587 . 3.7552 0.0328 0.8776
1.5000 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.7000 0.0 0.5277
1.7500 0.0 0.0 0.0. 2.7000 0.0 0.5277
2.0000 0.0 0.0 T 0.0 2.7000 0. 0 0.5277


























1 FORMAT (IH1) 26
CALL DVCHK(KEY) 27
KICK=0O 28
IF (KEY.EQ.1) GO TO 9980 29
C 30
DO 2 K=1,6 31
00 2 J=1,20 32










C DATA INPUT SECTION 43
C 44
4 FORMAT (52H1HYPERVELOCITY IMPACT METHOD OF CHARACTERISTICS CODE/// 45
1) 46
C ID AND FX. PT. CONSTANTS 47
C 48
READ (1,8) CASEIDITS1,ITSZ,ITS3,ITS4,ITI1T12,ITII3,ITI4,NDEL 49
8 FORMAT (13A6,A2/913) 50
IRARF=ITI2 51
C 52
C FL. PT. CONSTANTS 53
C 54
READ (1,15) EPSltEPS2,EPS3,EPS4,EPS5,EPS6,EPI1,EPI2,EPI3,EPI4,EPI5 55
1,EPI6,EPI7 56
READ (1,14) NP,NT,NR 57
14 FORMAT (313) 58
READ (1915) APR,BPRBIGAPR,BIGBPRESTARALPHA,BETARHOSTREPRS,REF 59
1L 60
READ (1,15) ZMIN,ZMAX,RMINtRMAXGRGZDELTAVPLENGTH,RADIUSHSTAR 61
15 FORMAT (6E12.8) 62
READ (1,15) RST 63
IF (RST.GT.O.) GO TO 16 64
REWIND 5
C 00 1529 JTP=1,200 66
READ (5)TIME 67









DO 1500 J=1,20 77
00 1500 I=1,20 78
00 1500 K=1,6 79
1500 XMESH2(IJ,K)=XMESH(IJK) 80
DO 1501 I=1,15 81
00 1501 J1,8 82
1501 SURF2(I,J)=SURF(IJ) 83





WRITE (3,10) CASEID, ITS1,ITS2,ITS3,ITS4,ITI1,ITI2,IT13,ITI4,NDEL 89
10 FORMAT (1X13A6,A2//17H SHOCK ITERATIONS6X,414//20H INTERIOR ITERAT 90
110NS3X,414//7H NDEL =,14///) 91
WRITE (3,18) EPS1,EPS2,EPS3,EPS4sEPS5,EPS6,EPIlEPI2,EPI3,EPI4EPI 92
15,EP16,EPI7TZMINZMAXRMIN,RMAX,DELTAVPtLENGTHRADIUSAPRBPRBIG 93
1APRBIGBPRESTARALPHABETARHOSTREPRSREFL 94
18 FORMAT (///38H ERROR CRITERIA FOR SHOCK COMPUTATIONS//5X8HDELTA Z1 95
18X8HDELTA R18X9HOELTA RHOTX7HDELTA E9X7HDELTA P9X7HDELTA U/6E16.6/ 96
1//41H ERROR CRITERIA FOR INTERIOR COMPUTATIONS//5X8HDELTA ZI8X8HDE 97
1LTA RI8X7HDELTA P9X7HDELTA U9X7HDELTA V9X9HDELTA RHO7X7HDELTA E/7E 98
116.6///5X4HZMIN12X4HZMAX12X4HRMIN12X4HRMAX12X5HDELTA1lX2HVP14X6HLE 99
1NGTH10OX6HRADIUS/8E16.6///5X2HA'14XA1X2HB14X6HBIG A'10X6HBIG 81OX2HE 100
1*14X5HALPHA11X4HBETA12X4HRHO*/8E16.6//5X3HE'S13X4HREFL/2E16.6///) 101
IF (RST.LT.0.) GO TO 140 102
C 103
C STORE RHO* IN ALL XMESH 104
C 105
00 22 J=1,20 106
DO 22 I=1,20 107
22 XMESH(IJ,4)=RHOSTR 108
40 FORMAT (5E12.8) 109
C 110
C PROJECTILE SHOCK 111
C 112
CALL EQOSI(PRHOtPPPPVVPEE,TEE,TRHOKICK) 113
IF (KICK.EQ.2200) GO TO 9980 114














C TARGET SHOCK 129
C 130
M=0 131






























DO 205 N=2,NR 162
RARF(N, )=RARF(N-i,1)-ADEL 163
205 CONTINUE 164


























C FREE SURFACE 191
C 192










00 51 I=1,NP 203
00 51 J=1,8 204
51 SURF2(I,J)=SURF(I,J) 205
















IF (NUZON.EQ.0) GO TO 5101 222
00 5100 I=1,10 223
00 5100 J=1,10 224





GO TO 157 230
5101 CONTINUE 231
C 232
C COMPUTE A FOR 2 SHOCKS AND MESH 233
C 234
00 86 K=1,3 235
GO TO (57,59,61),K 236
57 NN=NP 237
JJ=1 238
GO TO 63 239
59 NN=NT 240
JJ=1 241
GO TO 63 242
61 NN=20 243
JJ=20 24463 00 84 N=1,NN 245
00 82 J=1,JJ 246
GO TO (65,65,68),K 24765 P=TAB(Nt3,K) 248
RHO=TAB(N96,K) 249
E=TAB(N,7,K) 250






GO TO (7676, 78),K 257
76 TAB(N,8,K)=AA 258







IF (KQ.EQ.1) GO TO 9980 266
C 267
C STORE A FOR RAREFACTION 268
C 269
00 90 I=1,NR 270
90 RARF(I,8)=AR 271
C 272
C COMPLETE SHOCK TABLES 273
C 274
00 99 K=1,2 275
GO TO (92,94),K 276
92 NN=NP 277
GO TO 95 278
94 NN=NT 279
US=O. 280
95 00 97 N=1,NN 281













C STORE ALL XMESH IN XMESH2 295
C 296
130 00 135 K=1,6 297
00 135 J=1,20 298










139 IF (KREFL.NE.O) GO TO 143 308
C ENTRY FOR TIME STEP 309
C 310
140 READ (1,142) H 311
142 FORMAT (E12.8) 312
143 CONTINUE 313
TIME=TIME+H 314
WRITE (3,145) TIME 315
145 FORMAT (1H1///6H TIME=,E15.8///) 316
WRITE (3,999) KR 317
999 FORMAT (5X,4H KR=,IS) 318
C. 319
C 320
C ADVANCE SHOCK POINTS 321
C 322
DO 159 N=1,NP 323
IF (TAB(N,14,1).LT.O.) GO TO 156 324









DO 155 N=1,NT 334
TAB2(N,1,2)=TAB(N,1,2)+TAB(N1l3,2)*H*TAB(N,10,2) 335
155 TAB2(N,2,2)=TAB(N,2,2)+TAB(Nl3,2)*H*TAB(N,9,2) 336
DO 158 M=1,NT 337
IF (TAB2(Ml,,2).GT.ZMAX) GO TO 5000 338
IF (TAB2(M,2,2).GT.RMAX) GO TO 5000 339
158 CONTINUE 340
157 NUZON=O 341
C ADVANCE RAREFACTION 342
C 343
IF (RARF(1,2).LT.O.)IRARF=1 344




DO 510 N=2,NR 349
RARF2(N,1)=RARF2(N-1,1)-ADEL 350
510 CONTINUE 351









IF (ITS3.EQ.1) GO TO 569 361
C SHOCK COMPUTATIONS COMPLETED 362
C COMPUTE PARTICLE CURVES 363
C 364
TMP=.5VP*H 365
00 520 N=1,NP 366
SPART(N,1,1)=TAB(Nl,1)+TAB(N,5,1)*H 367
520 SPART(Nt2,1)=TAB(N,2,1)+TAB(N,4,l)*H 368
DO 525 N=1,NT 369
SPARTIN,1,2)=TAB(N,1,2)+TAB(N,5,2)*H 370
525 SPART(Nt22)=TAB(N2,2)+TAB(N,4,2)*H 371
IF (IRARFoEQ.1) GO TO 531 372






568 CALL SOUT2 379
569 CONTINUE 380
C ADVANCE PROJECTILE REAR SURFACE 381
00 5300 I=1SNP 382




IF (KQ.EQ.I) GO TO 9980 387
C 388











C INITIALIZE FOR NEXT TIME STEP 398
C 399
00 920 K=1l6 400
00 920 J=1.20 401
DO 920 1=1,20 402
XMESH(IJK)=XMESH2(I,JK) 403
920 CONTINUE 404
00 930 J=1,13 405
DO 930 I=1,NP 406
TAB(ltJl,)=TAB2(IJ,1) 407
930 CONTINUE 408
00 940 J=1,13 409
DO 940 I=1,NT 410
TAB(I,J,2)=TAB2(ItJ,2) 411
940 CONTINUE 412
IF (IRARF.EQ.1) GO TO 951 413





00 960 I=1,NP 419




777 IF (KREFL.EQ.0) GO TO 980 442
KREFL=O 443
H=H1 444
GO TO 143 445
980 CONTINUE 446
CALL DVCHK(KICK) 447
IF (KICK.EQ.2) GO TO 140 448
WRITE (3,970) 449
970 FORMAT (28HODIVIDE CHECK AT END OF CASE/1Hi) 450
CALL EXIT 451
C 452
C DIVIDE CHECK 453
C 454
9980 WRITE (3,9985) KICK 455






C 1ST ORDER DOUBLE INTERPOLATION THAT CONSIDERS 3

























IF (KEY.EQ.2) GO TO 4 29
NO=O 30
GO TO 940 31
C 32







IF (ITS3.EQ.1) GO TO 3 40
DO 1 K=1,2 41
IF (K.EQ.2)NN=NT 42
DO 1 I=1,NN 43
ALF=SQRT((TAB(I,1,K)-ZX)**2+(TAB(l,2,K)-RX)**2) 44









IF (IRARF.EQ.1) GO TO 3 54
DO 2 I=1sNR 55
ALF=SQRT((RARF(I,1)-ZX)**2+(RARF(I,2)-RX)**2) 56















C I LOOP FOR UPPER AND LOWER Z GRID LINES 72
C 73
00 800 I=1,2 74
IF (ITS3.EQ.1) GO TO 14 75
IF (I.EQ.2) GO TO 8 76
II=I1 77
GO TO 12 78
8 11=12 79
12 M=COMP(ZX,RXZ(II),R(J)) 80
IF (M.EQ.11 GO TO 13 81
MCOM=1 82
GO TO 20 83
13 M=COMP(ZXRXZ(ll),R(J2)) 84
IF (M.EQ.1) GO TO 14 85
MCOM=2 86
GO TO 20 87
C 88
C GET 6 VALUES ON GRID LINES 89
C 90





IF (NO.EQ.2) GO TO 17 96
NO=15 97
GO TO 940 98
17 ANS1(I,1)=ZllI) 99
ANS(1I,2)=RX 100






IF (M.EQ.1) GO TO 300 107
C 108
C 109
DO 25 K=1,2 110
KATCH=0 111
GO TO (21,22),K 112
21 NN=NP 113
GO TO 23 114
22 NN=NT 115
23 JJJ=NN-1 116
DO 24 M=1,JJJ 117
IF (M.EQ.JJJ) GO TO 210 118





IF (KQ.EQ.1) GO TO 940 124
IF (I.EQ.2) GO TO 211 125
IF (KATCH.EQ.1) GO TO 212 126
KATCH=1 127
GO TO 213 128
212 IF ((ZX-ZI(K)).GT.(ZX-ZM)) GO TO 24 129
IF (ZI(K).GT.ZX) GO TO 24 130
213 ZM=ZItK) 131
IF (K.EQ.2) GO TO 215 132
NPS=M 133
GO TO 24 134
215 NTS=M 135
GO TO 24 136
211 CONTINUE 137
IF (KATCH.EQ.1) GO TO 26 138
KATCH=1 139
GO TO 213 140
26 IF ((ZI(K)-ZX).GT.(ZM-ZX)) GO TO 24 141
IF (ZI(K).LT.ZX) GO TO 24 142
GO TO 213 143
24 CONTINUE 144
ZI(K)=ZM 145




IF (IRARF.EQ.1) GO TO 2504 150
KATCH=0O 151
JJJ=NR-1 152





IF (KQ.EQ.1) GO TO 940 158
IF (ABS(ZI(3)-ZX).GT.1.E-5) GO TO 279 159




GO TO 820 164
279 CONTINUE 165
IF (I.EQ.2) GO TO 28 166
IF (ZI(3).GT.ZX) GO TO 27 167
Ljij1
IF (KATCH.EQ.1) GO TO 280 168
KATCH=l 169
GO TO 281 170
280 IF ((ZX-ZI(3)).GT.(ZX-ZMI) GO TO 27 171
281 ZM=ZI(3) 172
MR=M 173
GO TO 27 174
28 IF (ZI(3).LT.ZX) GO TO 27 175
IF (KATCH.EQ.1) GO TO 282 176
KATCH=1 177
GO TO 281 178
282 IF ((ZI(3)-ZX).GT.(ZM-ZX)) GO TO 27 179







00 2700 M=1,JJJ 187
IF (M.EQ.JJJ) GO TO 2710 188
IF (RX.GT.SURF(M+1,2).OR.RX.LT.SURF(M,2)) GO TO 2700 189
2710 ZI ( 4=SURF(M+1,1)+(SURF(M, 1)-SURF(M+1, 1) ) *(RX-SURF(M+1,2 )/(SURF(M 190
1,2)-SURF(M+1,2)) 191
IF (KQ.EQ.1) GO TO 940 192
CALL DVCHK(KQ) 193
NO=2710 194
IF (I.EQ.2) GO TO 2711 195
IF (KATCH.EQ.1) GO TO 2712 196
KATCH=1 197
GO TO 2713 198
2712 IF ((ZX-ZI(K)).GT.(ZX-ZM)) GO TO 2700 199
2713 ZM=ZI(4) 200
MS=M 201
GO TO 2700 202
2711 CONTINUE 203
IF (KATCH.EQ.1) GO TO 2726 204
KATCH=1 205
GO TO 2713 206
2726 IF ((ZI(K)-ZX).GT.(ZM-ZX)) GO TO 2700 207
GO TO 2713 208
2700 CONTINUE 209
ZI (4)=ZM 210







C FIND INTERSECTION TO USE 218
C 219
30 KEY=0O 220
IF (I.EQ.2) GO TO 50 221
C 222
C UPPER GRID LINE 223
C 224
00 40 KK=1,4 225
IF (Z(II).GT.ZI(KK)) GO TO 40 226
IF (ABS(ZI(KK)-ZX).LT.1.E-5) GO TO 35 227
IF (ZI(KK).GT.ZX) GO TO 40 228
IF (KEY.EQ.0) GO TO 35 229
IF (ZI(KK).LE.ZI(KEEP)) GO TO 40 230
KEEP=KK 231




GO TO 65 236
C 237
C LOWER GRID LINE 238
C 239
50 00 60 KK=1,4 240
IF (Z(II).LT.ZI(KK)) GO TO 60 241
IF (ABS(ZI(KK)-ZX).LT.1.E-5) GO TO 55 242
IF (ZI(KK).LT.ZX) GO TO 60 243
IF (KEY.EQ.01 GO TO 55 244
IF (ZI(KKI.GE.ZI(KEEPI) GO TO 60 245
KEEP=KK 246





65 IF (KEY.NE.O) GO TO 70 252
WRITE (6,67) ZX,RX,I,(ZI(KEY),KEY=1,4),(RI(KEY),KEY=1,41 253






C FIND 6 VALUES ON SELECTED DISCONTINUITY 260
C 261
70 IF (KEEP.EQ.3) GO TO 80 262
IF (KEEP.EQ.4) GO TO 81 263
IF (KEEP.EQ.2) GO TO 71 264
N=NPS 265












IF (KQ.EQ.1) GO TO 940 277
75 CONTINUE 278










IF (KQ.EQ.1) GO TO 940 289
85 CONTINUE 290









90 CALL DVCHK(NO) 300
IF (NO.EQ.2) GO TO 92 301
NO=90 302
GO TO 940 303
92 ANSIItl)=ZY 304
ANS1(I,2)=RY 305
GO TO 800 306
C 307







00 310 K=1,2 315
KATCH=0O 316
GO TO (303,301),K 317
303 NN=NP 318
GO TO 302 319
301 NN=NT 320
302 JJJ=NN-1 321
DO 309 M=1,JJJ 322
IF ((TAB(M,1,K)-TAB(M+1,1,K)).GT.1.E-6) GO TO 3030 323




IF (NO.EQ.2) GO TO 3031 328
NO=3030 329
GO TO 940 330
3031 CONTINUE 331
IF (M.EQ.JJJ) GO TO 3022 332
IF (RI(K).GT.TAB(M+1,2,K).OR.RI(K).LT.TAB(M,2,K)) GO TO 309 333
3022 IF (MCOM.EQ.2) GO TO 305 334
IF (KATCH.EQ.1) GO TO 304 335
KATCH=1 336
GO TO 3050 337
304 IF ((RX-RI(K)).GT.(RX-RM)) GO TO 309 338
3050 RM=RI(K) 339
IF (K.EQ.2) GO TO 3040 340
MPS=M 341
KATCHP=1 342
GO TO 309 343
3040 MTS=M 344
KATCHT=1 345
GO TO 309 346
305 CONTINUE 347
IF (KATCH.EQ.1) GO TO 306 348
KATCH=1 349
GO TO 3050 350
306 IF ((RI(K)-RX).GT.(RM-RX)) GO TO 309 351
GO TO 3050 352
309 CONTINUE 353
RI(K)=RM 354





IF (IRARF.EQ.1) GO TO 315 360
JJJ=NR-1 361
KATCH=0O 362





IF (KQ.EQ.1) GO TO 940 368
IF-(M.EQ.JJJ.OR.M.EQ.1) GO TO 3122 369
IF (RI(KI.GT.RARF(M+1,2).OR.RI(K).LT.RARF(M,2)) GO TO 312 370
3122 IF (MCOM.EQ.2) GO TO 316 371
IF (KATCH.EQ.1) GO TO 317 372
KATCH=1 373
GO TO 3051 374




GO TO 312 379
316 CONTINUE 380
IF (KATCH.EQ.1) GO TO 318 381
KATCH=1 382
GO TO 3051 383
318 IF ((RI(K)-RX).GT.(RM-RX)I GO TO 312 384
GO TO 3051 385
312 CONTINUE 386
RI(K)=RM 387





00 3150 M=1lJJJ 393
IF ((SURF(M,1)-SURF(M+1,t)).GT.1.E-6) GO TO 3130 394





IF (KQ.EQ.1I) GO TO 940 400
IF (N.EQ.JJJ) GO TO 3123 401
IF (RI(4).GT.SURF(M+1,2).OR.RI(4).LT.SURF(M,2)) GO TO 3150 402
3123 IF (MCOM.EQ.2) GO TO 3105 403
IF (KATCH.EQ.1) GO TO 3104 404
KATCH=1 405
GO TO 3109 406




GO TO 3150 411
3105 IF (KATCH.EQ.1) GO TO 3106 412
KATCH= 1 413
GO TO 3109 414
3106 IF ((RI(4)-RX).GT.(RM-RX)) GO TO 3150 415
GO TO 3109 416
3150 CONTINUE 417
RI(4)=RM 418
IF (KATCH.NE.0) GO TO 3107 419
RI(4)=RMAX+1. 420
3107 CONTINUE 421





C J LOOP FOR LEFT AND RIGHT R GRID LINES 427
C 428
00 700 J=1,2 429
IF (J.EQ.2) GO TO 350 430
C 431




DO 340 N=1,4 436
IF (R(J1).GT.RI(N)) GO TO 340 437
IF (RI(N).GT.RX) GO TO 340 438
IF (KEY.EQ.1) GO TO 330 439
KEY= 1  440
KEEP=N 441
GO TO 340 442
C 443




IF (DIF1.LE.DIF2) GO TO 340 448
KEEP=N 449
340 CONTINUE 450
GO TO 375 451
C 452




00 360 N=1,4 457
IF (R(J2).LT.RI(N)) GO TO 360 458
IF (RI(N).LT.RX) GO TO 360 459
IF (KEY.EQ.1) GO TO 355 460
KEY=1 461
KEEP=N 462
GO TO 360 463
355 DIFI=RI(KEEP)-RX 464
DIF2=RI(N)-RX 465
IF (DIF1.LE.DI0F2) GO TO 360 466
KEEP=N 467
360 CONTINUE 468
375 IF (KEY.EQ.1) GO TO 400 469
C 470










GO TO 700 481
C 482
C POINT FOUND BETWEEN RX AND GRID POINTS 483
C 484
400 GO TO (4059410,470,481),KEEP 485
C 486





GO TO 520 492
C 493





GO TO 520 499
C 500





GO TO 520 506
C 507





GO TO 520 513
C 514
C 515




C FIND TABLE VALUES 521
C 522
520 IF (KEEP.EQ.3) GO TO 580 523
IF (KEEP.EQ.4) GO TO 591 524






IF (ZX.LT.0..ANDO.ABS(RX-RADIUS).LT.1.E-6) GO TO 552 530







GO TO 600 538





GO TO 600 544





600 CALL DVCHK(NO) 550
IF (NO.EQ.2) GO TO 605 551
NO=600 552








C INTERPOLATE FOR UPPER AND LOWER VALUES 561
C 562





IF (NO.EQ.2) GO TO 730 568
NO=720 569








C FIND FINAL VALUES 578
C 579





IF (NO.EQ.2) GO TO 820 585
NO=810 586
GO TO 940 587
820 RETURN 588
C 589
940 WRITE (3,942) 590
942 FORMAT (35HODIVIDE CHECK ERROR IN SUBR. DBLTRP) 591
950 WRITE (3,952) NOZX,RXll1Jl1KEEPtZIRI 592
952 FORMAT (19H NEAR STATEMENT NO.I4/1X3HZX=tE15.8,4X3HRX=E15.8/lX3H 593
111=,I4,4X3HJ1=914,4X5HKEEP=I4/IX3HZI=,4E18.8/1X3HRI=,4E18o8) 594
WRITE (3,955) ((ANS1(IJ),J=1,8),I=1,2),((ANS2(I,J),J=1,8),I=1,2) 595


































C BEGIN SHOCK POINT COMPUTATIONS 28
DO 505 K=1,2 29
GO TO (158,160),K 30
158 NN=NP 31
GO TO 162 32
160 NN=NT 33
VBARS=0. 34
162 00 500 I=1,NN 35
MPROJ=O 36
IF (TAB(I,14,K).LT.O.) GO TO 500 37
164 CONTINUE 38
C 39























IF (FF.LT..001) GO TO 350 63
170 IF (I.NE.1) GO TO 180 64
MO=TAB(I10,K) 65
LO=0. 66
GO TO 190 67














IF (KQ.EQ.1) GO TO 9980 82
C 83


















GO TO 350 102
190 ITS33=ITS3 103
C 104
C FIND GUESS TO START ITERATION 105
C 106
195 CALL GUESS(1,KOD2,ZOtRO,ItKZZRRDZtDR) 107
IF (KOD2.EQ.1) GO TO 200 108
WRITE (3,198) I,KZORO 109
WRITE (3,7002) ZZRRDZDR 110






IF (K.EQ.2) GO TO 201 117
VBARS=VP*LO 118
DIRCOS=-MO 119




IF (KODE.EQ.0) GO TO 205 124
C 125
C BICHARACTERISTIC SELECTION SCHEME 126
C 127
IF (NBIC.EQ.0) GO TO 204 128
IF (NTW.EQ.8)KY=KY+1 129















































IF (M.EQ.1) GO TO 6203 176
MM=MM+1 177
IF (MM.LT.360/NOM) GO TO 6201 178
7000 WRITE (3,7001) 179
7001 FORMAT (41HOBICHARACTERISTIC SELECTION SCHEME FAILED) 180
WRITE (3,614) ZO,RO 181
614 FORMAT (IX5HZO =tE15.8,4X5HRO =,E15.8) 182
WRITE (3,7002) UAVAAAUBVB,ABtUCVCACZZtDZRRDR,ANGI 183























IF (KQ.EQ.1) GO TO 9980 208







IF (K.EQ.2) GO TO 208 216





IF (MI.EQ.1) GO TO 210 222
PUR=0. 223
PVR=0. 224
GO TO 215 225










GO TO 225 236












IF (ABS(R1).LE.EPS) GO TO 235 249
6Q73
SBAR1=SBAR1+U1/R1 250















IF (KQ.EQ.1) GO TO 9980 266
TEMP=I.-RHOSTR/RHOO 267
TMP=SQRT(PO*TEMP/RHOSTR) 268
IF (K.EQ.2) GO TO 251 269





















IF (ABS(BIGH).GT..0001) GO TO 267 292
BIGH=0. 293
















IF (KQ.EQ.1) GO TO 9980 310
CALL EQOSP(RHOO2,E02,P02) 311
UBARO2=(1.-RHOSTR/RH002)*(PO2/RHOSTR) 312
IF (UBARO2.GT.O.) GO TO 2669 313
WRITE (3,2700) P02,RHOO2,E02,RO,Z0 314
WRITE (3,7002) Pl,U1,VI,RHO1,ElZ1TR1,SBARI 315
2700. FORMAT (4E16.8) 316
2669 CONTINUE 317
UBARO2=SQRT(UBAR02) 318
IF (E02.LT.1.E-5) GO TO 273 319
IF (ABS((E02-EO)/E02).LT.EPS4) GO TO 273 320
IF (ABS(DEO)IGT..01*EPS4) GO TO 275 321
273 IF (ABS((RHOO2-RHOO)/RHOO2)*LE*EPS3) GO TO 285 322
IF (ABS(DRHOO).LT.EPS3) GO TO 285 323
275 ITS22=ITS22-1 324
IF (ITS22.GT.0) GO TO 280 325
WRITE (3,278) ITS2 326
278 FORMAT (35HOE AND RHO FAILED TO CONVERGE AFTER,I4,6H TRIES) 327
WRITE (3,279) I,K,ZORO,EO,RHOO,POEO2,RHOO2,P02 328



















IF (KQ.EQ.1) GO TO 9980 346
IF (K.EQ.2) GO TO 286 347
VBARO=VP*LO 348











IF (ABS((UBAR-UTOH)/UBAR).LE.EPS6) GO TO 350 360
IF (ABS(UBAR-UTOH).LT.EPS6) GO TO 350 361
ITS44=ITS44-1 362
IF (ITS44.GT.0) GO TO 325 363
WRITE (3,297) ITS4,UTOH,UTO 364
297 FORMAT (30HOUBAR FAILED TO CONVERGE AFTER,14,6H TRIES/1X5HUTOH=,E1 365
15.8,4X4HUTO=,E15.8) 366
CALL EXIT 367
WRITE (3,279) I,KtZOROEORHOOPO,EO2,RHOO2,P02 368
C 369









GO TO 195 379
C 380
























9980 WRITE (3,9985.) KICK 404







C COMPUTES S1,Q1 FOR SHOCK LINE 3
C ITERATION FOR Z19R1 4
C 5
COMMON CASEID(14),ITS1,ITS2,ITS3,ITS4,ITIltITI2,ITI3ITI4 ,EPS1,EPS 6


































































1 FORMAT (1HI) 32
TSSS=1.1
EPS=.0000001 33
DO 905 J=1,20 34






IF (KQ.EQ.1) GO TO 9980 41
IF (M.EQ.3.AND.ZO.LT.EPS.AND.ABS(RO-RADIUS).LT.EPS M=1 42
IF (M.NE.1) GO TO 900 43
DO 2 L=1,NP 44
IF (TAB(L,14,1).LT.O.) GO TO 20 45
2 CONTINUE 46
IF (IRARF.EQ.1) GO TO 20 47
DO 3 N=1,NR 48
IF (R(J).GT.RARF(N,2)) GO TO 5 49
3 CONTINUE 50













GO TO 870 64
20 CONTINUE 65
CALL GUESS(2,KODZOtROI,JZZtRRDZDR) 66
IF (KOD.EQ.1) GO TO 580 67
WRITE (3,575) IJZORO 68
575 FORMAT (41HONO GUESS FOUND FOR INTERIOR REGION POINT/3HOI=I46X2HK 69
1=,I4,10X3HZO=,E15.8,1OX3HRO=,E15.8/1H1) 70
CALL EXIT 71
























IF (KQ.EQ.1) GO TO 9980 91





GO TO 620 97
C 98
C 99
594 IF (ABS(RO-RADIUS).GT.EPS) GO TO 600 100





GO TO 620 106














C ITERATE FOR I VALUES 121
C 122
619 CONTINUE 123











IF (KODE.NE.0) GO TO 6200 133
















IF (KQ.EQ.1) GO TO 9980 146
GO TO 6400 147
C 148
C BICHARACTERISTIC SELECTION SCHEME 149
C 150
7000 WRITE (3,7001) 151
7001 FORMAT (41HOBICHARACTERISTIC SELECTION SCHEME FAILED) 152
WRITE (3,614) ZORO 153
WRITE (3,7002) (PSI(MNMN),MNMNN=1,7),UAVA,VAAtUBtVBABUCVCtACZZ, 154
1DOZRR9DR#ANG1,ANG2 155
SUB=ISUB 156
WRITE (3,7002) SUBZI(ISUB),RIIISUB) 157
7002 FORMAT (4E16.8) 158
CALL EXIT 159
6200 CONTINUE 160
IF (NBIC.NE.0) GO TO 7000 161
IF (L1.NE.2.0R.LL(1).EQ.1) GO TO 7300 162
LL(1)=1 163
GO TO 619 164
7300 CONTINUE 165
IF (L1.NE.3) GO TO 7310 166
IF (PSI(6).GT.4.2) GO TO 7310 167
PSI(6)=5,75959 168
GO TO 619 169
7310 CONTINUE 170









IF(TIME.GT.TSSS) GO TO 128
CALL DBLTRP(ZZZRRANS)
GO TO 129








































IF (LM.EQ.2) GO TO 6700 210
75
IF (M.EQ.1) GO TO 6203 211
GO TO 6800 212
6700 CONTINUE 213
IF (M.NE.1) GO TO 6203 214
6800 CONTINUE 215
MM=MM+1 216
IF (MM*LE.360/NOM) GO TO 6201 217
612 WRITE (3,613) ITI1 218
613 FORMAT (44HOFAILED TO FIND 2 POINTS IN THE SAME REGION 21H IN SUBR 219
1. NRIT2 AFTER,14,6H TRIES) 220
WRITE (3,614) ZO,RO 221
614 FORMAT (lX5HZO =,E15.8,4X5HRO =,E15.8) 222
WRITE (3,6144) LM 223
WRITE (3,6145) M 224
WRITE (3,6146) KODE 225
WRITE (3,7002) XB,YB,XB1,YB1 226
6144 FORMAT (4H LM=,14) 227
6145 FORMAT (3H M=,I4) 228
6146 FORMAT (6H KODE=,I4) 229
CALL EXIT 230
6203 GO TO (6204,6205),LM 231
6204 ANG1=TPSI 232
MM=O 233















IF (Li.EQ.2.OR.L1.EQ.3) GO TO 642 248
C CALL NRIT2(ZI(8),RI8),ZZDZRR,OREPI1,EPI2,FGOF5,ITI1,KODE) 249
CALL NRIT2(ZI(8),RI(8),ZZDZtRRtDR,EPIIEPI2,FGOF5,ITI1,KODEt
1 PHINMAXMMAX)
IF (KOOE.EQ.0) GO TO 635 250
ISUB=8 251
WRITE (3,622) ITIlItJtISUBZOtROZZ,RR,ZI(8),RI(8) 252


















642 00 670 IL=19LLL 267
NN=LL(IL) 268
M=PART(,tZI(NN),RI(NN),ZXtRX,DELTANDEL) 269
IF (M.EQ.1) GO TO 645 270
PUR(NN)=O. 271
PVR(NN)=O. 272
GO TO 648 273
























IF (ABS(RI(NNI).GT.EPS) GO TO 660 290
CON=PUR(NN) 291






1002 FORMAT (4E16.8) 298
KICK=670 299
CALL DVCHK(KQ) 300
IF (KQ.EQ.1) GO TO 9980 301
C 302
C COMPUTE NEW PUV 303
C 304




















TMPl=RHOI(7)*RHOI(6)*AI(7)*AI(6)*(CPSI (7)*SPSI(6)-SPSI 7)*CPSI(61 324
V02=(S(6)*RHOI(7)*AI(7)*CPSI(7)-S(7)*RHOI(6)*AI(6)*CPSI(6))/TMP1 325
U02=(S(6)-RHOI(6)*AI(6)*SPSI(6)*V02)/(RHOI(6)*AI(6)*CPSI(6)I 326































IF (KQ.EQ.1) GO TO 9980 357
C 358








C CHECK E02,RHOO2 FOR CONVERGENCE 367
KICK=726 368
CALL DVCHK(KQ) 369
IF (KQ.EQ.1) GO TO 9980 370
C 371
IF (ABS(OEO/EOI.LT.EPI7) GO TO 726 372
IF (ABS(DEO).GT..O1*EPI7) GO TO 730 373
726 IF (ABS(DRHOO/RHOO).LE.EPI6) GO TO 740 374
IF (ABS(DRHOO).LT.EPI6) GO TO 740 375
730 ITI33=ITI33-1 376
IF (ITI33.NE.O) GO TO 735 377
WRITE (6,732) IT13tIJtZOtROPOUOVORHOOEOPO9UO2rVO2ORHOOu2EO 378
12 379
732 FORMAT (33HOEO0RHOO FAILED TO CONVERGE AFTERI4,6H TRIES/1X2HI=,I4 380
1,4X2HJ=I14,4X2HZ=,E15.8,4X2HR=,ES5.8/5X2HPOl8X2HU018X2HVOI8X4HRHOO 381






GO TO 708 388
C 389





IF (RHOO2.GE.RHOSTR) GO TO 750 395
IF (EO2.LT.EPRS) GO TO 750 396
742 CHECK2=0O 397
GO TO 752 398
750 CHECK2=1 399
752 A02=SQRT(+PGRHO+PO2*PGE/RHO02**2) 400
IF (CHECK.EQ.CHECK2) GO TO 870 401
ITI44=ITI44-1 402
IF (ITI44.NE.0) GO TO 770 403
WRITE (3,755) ITI4,ItJZORO,POUOtVORHOOEO,AOPO2,UO2,VO2,RHOO2 404
1,E02,A02 405








IF (KQ.EQ.1) GO TO 9980 414
ITI33=ITI3 415
GO TO 735 416
C 417











IF IKQ.EQ.1) GO TO 9980 429
900 CONTINUE 430
905 CONTINUE 431




9980 WRITE (3,9985) KICK 436
WRITE (3,614) ZO,RO 437










































C IF(ABS(DLTRHOI.LT.1.E-07) GO TO 101 37
IF (ABS(DLTRHO).LT.1.E-06) GO TO 101 38
100 CONTINUE 39
KICK=2200 40









































































IF (RHO.GT.RHOSTR) GO TO 72 27
76


























































































COMMON CASEID(14) ITSi, ITS2, ITS3,ITS4,ITI11IT12,ITI3,ITI4,EPS1,EPS 3
12,EPS3,EPS4,EPS5,EPS6,EPI1,EPI2,EPI3,EPI4,EPI5,EPI6,EPI7TVPtARtLEN 4
1GTHtAPRBPR,BIGAPRBIGBPRESTARALPHAtBETARHOSTRtEPRSRHOS 5




































IF (RHOO.GT.RHOSTR) GO TO 720 42
IF (EO.LT.EPRS) GO TO 720 43
715 C1=RHOSTR/RHOO-1. 44
BEC1=BETA*C1 45
IF (BEC1.LT.10.E10) GO TO 716 46
C2=0.0 47
GO TO 717 48
716 C2=EXP(-BEC1) 49
717 C3AL=ALPHA*C1**2 50
IF (C3AL.LT.10.E12) GO TO 718 51
C3=0.0 52































C PRINTS 6 LINES OF DISCONTINUITY AT TO 3
C 4






















4 FORMAT (///30H CURVES OF DISCONTINUITY AT TO//40X20H--PROJECTILE S 26
1HOCK--//) 27
6 FORMAT (//35X29H--PROJECTILE PARTICLE CURVE--//) 28
8 FORMAT (//42X16H--TARGET SHOCK--//) 29
10 FORMAT (//38X25H--TARGET PARTICLE CURVE--//) 30
12 FORMAT (//42XlSH--RAREFACTION--//) 31
14 FORMAT (//35X30H--RAREFACTION PARTICLE CURVE--//) 32
16 FORMAT (7X1HZ9X1HR19X1HP19XX1HU19XIHV/7X3HRH17X1HE19X1HA19X1HL19X 33
11HM//) 34
18 FORMAT (7X1HZ19X1HR//) 35
20 FORMAT (7XIHZ19X1HR19XlHL19X1HM//) 36
30 FORMAT (5E20.8/5E20.8//) 37
35 FORMAT (2E20.8) 38
38 FORMAT (4E20.8) 39
39 FORMAT (//35X16H--FREE SURFACE--//) 40
40 FORMAT (1H1) 41
WRITE (3,4) 42
WRITE (3,16) 43
WRITE (3,30) ((TAB2(IJl),J=1,10),I=1,NP) 44
WRITE (3,6) 45
WRITE (3,18) 46




WRITE (3,30) ((TAB2(IJ,2),J=1,10)qI=1,NT) 50
WRITE (3,10) 51
WRITE (3,18) 52
WRITE (3,35) ((SPART(I,J,2),J=l,2),=1,NT) 53
WRITE (3,12) 54
WRITE (3,20) 55
WRITE (3,38) ((RARF2(IJ),J=1,4)t=1,NR) 56
WRITE (3,14) 57
WRITE (3,39) 58































4 FORMAT (///32H CURVES OF DISCONTINUITY AT TO-H//40X20H--PROJECTILE 26
1 SHOCK--//) 27
6 FORMAT (//42X16H--TARGET SHOCK--//) 28
8 FORMAT (//42X15H--RAREFACTION--//) 29
10 FORMAT (7XIHZ19XIHR19X1HP19X1HU19X1HV/7X3HRH017X1HE19XlHA19XIHL19X 30
11HM//) 31
15 FORMAT (5E20.8/5E20.8//) 32
18 FORMAT (1HI) 33
21 FORMAT (//35X16H--FREE SURFACE--//) 34
25 FORMAT (2E20.8) 35
WRITE (3,4) 36
WRITE (3,101 37
WRITE (3,15) ((TAB(ItJl1),J=1,10),I=1,NP) 38
WRITE (3,6) 39
WRITE (3,10) 40
WRITE (3,15) ((TAB(I,J2),J=1,tlO)I=1,NT) 41
WRITE (3,8) 42
WRITE (3,10) 43
WRITE (3,15) ((RARF(I,J),J=1,10),I=1,NR) 44
WRITE (3,21) 45









C PRINTS INTERIOR REGION 2
C 3
COMMON CASEID(14),ITSl ITS2,ITS3,IT4ITSITI1IT12,IT13tITI4,EPS1,EPS 4
'93


























00 15 I=1,20 27
00 15 J=1,20 28
IF (ABS(BL(IJ,1l)+ABS(BLI,J,2))+ABS(BL(IJ,3))) 20,15,20 29
15 CONTINUE 30
WRITE (3,18) 31
18 FORMAT (15HITABLES ALL = 0/1HI) 32
CALL EXIT 33
20 I1= 34
DO 30 1=11,20 35
IF (ABS(BLItlll))+ABS(BL(I,1,2))+ABS(BL(I,1, 3 ))) 30,22,30 36
22 00 25 J=1,20 37
IF (ABS(BL(IJ,1))+ABS(BL(IIJ,2))+ABS(BL(IJ,3))) 30,25,30 38
25 CONTINUE 39
12=1-1 40
GO TO 35 41
30 CONTINUE 42
12=20 43
35 DO 45 J=1,20 44
IF (ABS(BL(I1,Jl))+ABSIBL(I1,J,2))+ABS(BL(IlJ,3))) 45,37,45 45
37 DO 40 1=11,2 46
IF (ABS(BL(I,Jtl))+ABS(BL(J2))+ABS(BL( J,3))) 45,40,45 47
40 CONTINUE 48
J2=J-1 49





C PRINT TABLE 55
C 56
GO TO (52,56),KK 57
52 WRITE (3,53) 58
53 FORMAT (//24HOINTERIOR REGION AT TO-H///) 59
GO TO 62 60
56 WRITE (3,57) 61
57 FORMAT (//22HOINTERIOR REGION AT TO///) 62
62 00 70 1=11,12 63
WRITE (3,64) ZTAB(I) 64





00 69 J=J1,J2 67




































80 WRITE (3,82) 72






C SUBROUTINE NRIT2(XYXOtDXYODYEXtEYFGOFtITKODE) 1
C 2
C NEWTON-RAPHSON METHOD FOR SOLUTION OF 3























































IF (DET.EQ.O.) GO TO 920 51
DELX=(B2*C1-B1*C2)/DET 52
DELY=(AL*C2-A2*C1)/DET 53
IF (ABS(DELX)oGT..001) GO TO 8 54
DELX= 0 . 55







C TEST FOR SAME REGION 63
C 64











GO TO 930 76
15 IF (ABS(XB-XB1).GT.EX) GO TO 45 77
IF (ABS(YB-YB1).GT.EY) GO TO 45 78






IF (KODE.NE.1) GO TO 46 85
IF (SDEL.GT.EPI1) GO TO 46 86
DELX=.5*DELX 87
DELY= 5*DELY 88




00 70 N=1,NDEL 93
XB2=XB+DEL 94
M=COMP(XBYB8XB2,YB) 95
IF (M.NE.1) GO TO 55 96
DXX=DEL 97
99'
GO TO 80 9855 XB2=XB-DEL 99
M=COMP(XBYBtXB2,YB) 
100
IF (M.NE.1) GO TO 60 101
DXX=-DEL 102
GO TO 80 10360 DEL=.5*DEL 104
70 CONTINUE 105
GO TO 980 106
80 DEL=DELTA 10700 100 N=1lNDEL 108
YB82=YB+DEL 109M=COMPIXBtYBXBYB2) 110
IF (M.NE.1) GO TO 85 111
DYY=DEL 112
GO TO 50 11385 YB2=YB-DEL 114
M=COMP(XB,YBXBYB2) 115
IF (M.NE.1) GO TO 90 116
DYY=-DEL 117
GO TO 50 11890 DEL=.5*DEL 119100 CONTINUE 120




IF (KOOE.EQ.1) RETURN 125
KODE=1 126
GO TO 1 127920 WRITE (3,922) I 128
922 FORMAT (46HODETERMINANT IS 0 IN SUBR. NRIT2 FOR ITERATION,I4) 129
GO TO 950 130930. KODE=2 131
RETURN 132950 WRITE (3,952) XO,YOXBvYBXB1lYBIDELX,DELY 133
952 FORMAT (1X5HZO =qE15.8,4X5HRO =,E15.8/IX5HZB =tE15.8,4X5HRB = 134

































IF (RP1.LT.O.) GO TO 80 24
IF (ZP1.GE.O.) GO TO 4 25
A/
IF (RP1.GT.RADIUSI GO TO 80 26
C 27
C FIND CONTROL CONSTANTS FOR ZPRP 28
C 29
4 CONTINUE 30
IF (ITS3.EQ.1) GO TO 33 31





IF (FF.LT.0.) GO TO 11 37
10 NN=1 313
GO TO 13 39
11 NN=O 40
13 CONTINUE 41






IF (K.EQ.2) GO TO 17 48
IF (RPI.GT.RADIUS) GO TO 21 49
IF (FF.LT.-EPS) GO TO 90 50
GO TO 21 51
17 IF (FF.GT.EPS) GO TO 100 52




IF (FF) 80,22,22 57
22 CONTINUE 58






IF (FF.LT.O.) GO TO 31 64
30 NN1= 65
GO TO 32 66
31 NNI=0 67





















C DETERMINES 2 CLOSEST CONSECUTIVE POINTS ON SPECIFIED 3























GO TO (5,10,100,300),KODE 27
5 NN=NP 28
K=1 29





C SEARCH SHOCK TABLES 35
C 36
00 60 N=2,NN 37
A=(TAB(N,1,K)-ZP)**2+(TAB(N,2,K)-RP)**2 38











C SEARCH RAREFACTION TABLE 50
C 51
DO 200 N=2,NR 52
A=(RARF(N,1)-ZP)**2+(RARF(N,2)-RP)**2 53











C SEARCH FREE SURFACE TABLE 65
C 66
DO 400 N=2,NP 67
A=(SURF(N,1)-ZP)**2+(SURF(Nt21-RP)**2 68












SUBROUTINE GUESS(KOD1,KOD2,ZPRP, 2K2,ZGtRGDZDR) 1
C 2
C DETERMINES STARTING POINT AND DELTAS 3
/65































IF (KOD1.EQ.2) GO TO 10 28
ZG=TAB(121,K2) 29
RG=TAB(I2,2,K2) 30
IF (IRARF.EQ.1) GO TO 9 31
2 M=I-(NR-2)*(K2-2) 32
FF=RG-RARF(M+1,2)-(RARF(Mt2)-RARF(M+1,2 ))*(ZG-RARF(M+1,1) /(RARF(M 33
11)-RARF(M+1,1)) 34




IF (RG.GT.(RADIUS-.01)) GO TO 110 38
GO TO 2 39
9 CONTINUE 40
GO TO 50 41
10 JJJ=NT-1 42
IF (ITS3.EQ.1) GO TO 26 43
00 24 M=1,JJJ 44
IF (RP.GT.TAB(M+1,2,2).OR.RP.LT.TAB(M,2,2)) GO TO 24 45
GO TO 25 46
24 CONTINUE 47
25 CONTINUE 48
FF=ZP-TAB(M+1l1 2)-(TAB(Mtl,2)-TAB(M+1,1,2))*(RP-TAB(M+12,2) )/(TA 49
1B(M,2,2)-TAB(M+1,2,2)) 50








GO TO (50,920,930),M 59
C 60




C Z DELTA 65
C 66
LL=O 67
52 00 70 N=1,NDEL 68
ZZ=ZG+DEL 69
M=COMP(ZGRGiZZRG) 70
IF (M.NE.1) GO TO 55 71
DZ=DEL 72
GO TO 80 73
55 ZZ=ZG-DEL 74
M=COMP(ZGRGZZRG) 75
IF (M.NE.1) GO TO 60 76
DZ=-DEL 78






IF (LL.EQ.3) GO TO 75 82
RG=RG-DELTA/5. 83
DEL=DELTA 84




IF (KS.EQ.1) GO TO 120 90
C 
91




82 DO 100 N=1,NDEL 95
RR=RG+DEL 96
M=COMP(ZG,RG,ZG,RR) 96
IF (M.NE.1) GO TO 85 97
DR=DEL 99
IF (KS.EQ.1) GO TO 50 100





IF (M.NE.1) GO TO 90 103
DR=-DEL 
104
IF (KS.EQ.1) GO TO 50 105















IF (M.NE.1) GO TO 108 117
KS=1 118





920 WRITE (3,922) 124
922 FORMAT (42HOERROR FOR COINCIDENT LINES IN SUBR. GUESS) 125
GO TO 950 126
C 127
930 WRITE (39932) 128
932 FORMAT (40HOERROR FOR PARALLEL LINES IN SUBR. GUESS) 129
C 130
950 WRITE (3,952) KOD1,I2tK2,ZP,RP 131



























10 IF (ABS(D1).GT.EPS) GO TO 20 21














C LOCATES A POINT IN THE SAME REGION AS A GIVEN POINT 3
C TO BE USED IN COMPUTING A PARTIAL 4
C MODE=1,WITH RESPECT TO R 5
C MODE=2,WITH RESPECT TO Z 6
C 7
GO TO (2,4)MrHODE 8
2 DR=DELTA
DZ=O. 10




























C DETERMINES 2 CLOSEST CONSECUTIVE POINTS ON SPECIFIED 3




















GO TO (510,100,205t210,300500),KODE 24
5 NN=NP 25
K=1 26
GO TO 15 27
10 NN=NT 28
K=2  29
15 AA=(TAB2(1,K)-ZP )*2+(TAB2(1,2,K)-RP)**2 30
C 31
C SEARCH SHOCK TABLES 32
C 33
DO 60 N=2,NN 34
A=(TAB2(N,1,K)-ZP)**2+(TAB2(N,2,K)-RP)**2 35









100 AA= (RARF2 ( 1 )-ZP)**2+(RARF2 ( 2)-RP)**2 45
C 46
C SEARCH RAREFACTION TABLE 47
C 48
DO 200 N=2,NR 49
A=(RARF2(N,1)-ZP)**2+(RARF2(Nt2)-RP)**2 50











GO TO 215 62
210 NN=NT 63
K=2 o 64
215 AA=(SPART( 1,1,K)-ZP)**2+(SPART(1,2,K)-RP)i*2 65
C 66
C SEARCH SHOCK PARTICLE TABLES 67
C 68
DO0 260 N=2,NN 69
A=(SPART(NltK)-ZP)**2+(SPART(N,2,K)-RP)**2 70









300 AA= (RPART ( 1 1)-ZP ) 2+(RPART( 1 2)-RP) 2 80
C 81
C SEARCH RAREFACTION PARTICLE TABLE 82
C 83
00 400 N=2,NR 84
A=(RPART(N,1)-ZP)**2+(RPART(N,2)-RP)**2 " 85
113











C SEARCH FREE SURFACE TABLE 97
C 98
DO 520 N=2tNP 99
A=(SURF2(N 1 )-ZP)**2+( SURF2N21-RP)**2 100














C DETERMINES IF A GIVEN INTERIOR POINT IS IN 4
























IF (ITS3.EQ.1) GO TO 5 29
IF (RP.GT.(RADIUS+EPS)) GO TO 5 30
M=PICK2(ZPRP,7) 31




IF (KQ.EQ.1) GO TO 9980 36
IF (FF) 200,5,5 37
5 CONTINUE 38
IF (ZP.GT.-EPS) GO TO 1 39
IF (RP.GT.(RADIUS+EPSI) GO TO 200 40
1 DO 10 K=1.2 461








IF (KQ.EQ.1) GO TO 9980 49
IF (K.EQ.2) GO TO 50 50
IF (RP.GT.RADIUS) GO TO 10 51
IF (FF) 200,10,10 52
50 IF (FF) 10,10,200 53
10 CONTINUE 54








IF (KQ.EO.1) GO TO 9980 63
IF (K.EQ.2) GO TO 15 64
IF (RP.GT.RADIUS) GO TO 20 65
IF (FF.LT..001) GO TO 300 66
GO TO 20 67
15 IF (FF.GT.-.001) GO TO 400 68
20 CONTINUE 69






IF (KQ.EQ.1) GO TO 9980 76






IF (KQ.EQ.1) GO TO 9980 83
















9980 WRITE (3,9985) KICK 100








C COMPUTES SSQ5 FOR INTERIOR REGION 3










COMMON ZOROPOUOVOLOMORHOOEOAOtUBARO VBARO 14
C 15


















































C INTERPOLATION SCHEME FOR POINTS BETWEEN PARTICLE CURVES 25





DO 1000 J=1,20 31
DO 1000 I=1,20 32
M=TEST(Z(I),RIJ)) 33
IF (M.NE.5) GO TO 906 34
IF (IRARF.EQ.1) GO TO 906 35
NR1=NR-1 36
DO 907 JJ=1,NR1 37






IF (FF.LT.O.) GO TO 1000 43
906 CONTINUE 44
IF (M.EQ.3.AND.Z(II).LT.EPS.AND.ABS(R(J)-RADIUS).LT.EPS) GO TO 1000 45
IF (M.LT.3) GO TO 8051 46
WRITE (3,8050) 47
8050 FORMAT (30HOINTERPOLATION SCHEME EMPLOYED) 48
614 FORMAT (1X5HZO =,E15.8,4X5HRO =,E15.8) 49
ZO=Z(I) 50
RO=R(J) 51
WRITE (3,614) ZORO 52
WRITE (3,8888) M 53
8888 FORMAT (1X4HM =,14) 54
8051 CONTINUE 55
GO TO (1000,1000,1001l,010,1100),M 56




IF (FF.GT.0.) GO TO 1003 61
DO 8002 K=1,6 62
L=K+2 63
8002 XMESH2(I,J,K)=RARF(1,L) 64
GO TO 1000 65
1003 L=I+ 66
N=TEST(Z(L),R(J)) 67
GO TO (10041007,1030,1030,1050),N 68
1004 M=PICK2(Z(I)tR(J),1) 69
00 1006 K=18 70
ANS=TAB2(MK,1)+(TAB2(M+1,K1l)-TAB2(M,K,1))*(R(J)-TAB2(M,2lI))/(TA 71
182(M+1,2,1)-TAB2(M,2,1)) 72
IF (K.NE.1) GO TO 8005 73
ANSI=ANS 74
GO TO 1006 75
8005 CONTINUE 76
IF (K.EQ.2) GO TO 1006 77
KX=K-2 78
IF (ABS(R(J)-RADIUSI.GT.EPS) GO TO 9024 79










GO TO 1000 90
1007 MM=PICK2(Z(I),R(J),2) 91
M=PICK2(Z(I),R(J)l1) 92





IF (K.NE.1) GO TO 1008 98
ANS1=ANS 99
ANS2=ANSW 100
GO TO 1009 101
1008 CONTINUE 102




GO TO 1000 107




IF (FF.GT.0.) GO TO 1013 112
DO 1012 K=1,6 113
L=K+2 114
1012 XMESH2(IJK)=RARF(1,L) 115
GO TO 1000 116
1013 L=I-1 117
IF (ABS(Z(I)).LT.EPS) GO TO 1017 118
N=TEST(Z(L),R(J)) 119
GO TO (1014,1017,1030,1017,1051),N 120
1014 M=PICK2(Z(I),R(J),2) 121
00 1016 K=1,8 122
ANS=TAB2(M,K,2)+(TAB2(M+1,K,2)-TAB2(M,K,2))*(R(J)-TAB2(M,2,2))/(TA 123
182(M+1,2,2)-TAB2(M,2,2)) 124
IF (K.NE.1) GO TO 1015 125
ANS1=ANS 126
GO TO 1016 127
1015 CONTINUE 128




GO TO 1000 133
1017 L=J-1 134
N=TEST(Z(I),R(L)) 135
GO TO (1024,1030,10301030,1051),N 136
1024 M=PICK2(Z(I),R(J),2) 137
DO 1026 K=2,8 138
ANS=TAB2(MK 2)+(TAB2(M+1,K,2)-TAB2(MK,2))*(Z(I)-TAB2(Ml,21)/(TA 139
182(M+1,1,2)-TAB2(Ml,2)) 140
IF (K.NE.2) GO TO 1025 141
ANS1=ANS 142
GO TO 1026 143
1025 CONTINUE 144
KX=K-2 145
IF (ABS(Z(I)).GT.EPS) GO TO 9125 146
















GO TO (1101,1030,10511030),M 163
1101 CONTINUE 164














IF (KOD1.EQ.0) GO TO 2000 179
M=PICK2(Z(II1),R4JJ1),1) 180
00 2016 K=1,8 181
ANS=TAB2tM,Kl)+(TAB2(M+Kl)-TAB2(MK,1l)*(R(JJ1)-TAB2(M,21l))/( 182
1TAB2(M+1,2,1)-TAB2(Mv2,l)) 183
IF (K.NE.1) GO TO 2005 184
ANSI=ANS 185










2000 IF (KOD2.EQ.O) GO TO 3000 195
M=PICK2(Z(II2),R(JJ2),2) 196
DO 3016 K=1,8 197
ANS=TAB2(M,K,2)+(TAB2(M+1K,2)-TAB2(MtK,2))*(R(JJ2)-TAB2(M,2,2) )/( 198
1TAB2(M+l12,2)-TAB2(M,2,2)) 199
IF (K.NE.1) GO TO 3015 200
ANSI=ANS 201










GO TO 3017 212
1030 WRITE (3t1040) IJ 213





































C COMPUTES SIQI FOR INTERIOR REGION 3











COMMON ZOROrPOvUOvVOtLO#MOvRHOOvEOtAOtUBAROVBARO 14C 15COMMON NPNTtNRNItNDELISUB 16
17COMMON ZMIN,ZMAXRMINRMAXRADIUSGZGRDELTAH 18
COMMON DIRCOS 19COMMON TIME 20COMMON IRARF 21COMMON KSTOP 22COMMON TPSI 23
COMMON KKK 24
REAL LO0MOLENGTHMUvKO 25C 26
DIMENSION ANS(6),PSI(4),SPSI(11)CPSI(11) 27
DOUBLE PRECISION PHI(2020,6)
C 28C 29C 30C 31
32TSSS=1.1









11.2. Method of Characteristics Calculations and the Computer Code
for Materials with Arbitrary Equations of State.
N\
RADIAL COORDINATE -cm-
0 .5 1. 1.5 2.
Projectile
1.08 1.08 1.0 .83 @ Projectile Shock
.86 * Target Shock
.56 4 ORIGINAL FREE A Interior Region
SURFACE
P = 0 0 Rarefaction
0- A .89 A.63 .16
• .81 .53 18
1.08
.5- A.85 *.56 & .15'
A .77 &.59 3.171.15





Fig. 1. Pressure distribution from the characteristic solution at t - 1.25 usec
after impact of a 2.5 -cm- diameter projectile at 0.76 cm/psec on an
aluminum half-space.
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1.08 1. .89 .76
Fig. 2. Pressure distribtuion from the characteristic solution at 
t - 1.52 usec
after impact of a 2.5 -cm- diameter projectile at 0.76 cm/psec on an
aluminum half-space.
1.2
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I
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AXIAL COORDINATE -cm-
Fig 3. Axial pressure profiles at various times as predicted by the
charactersitc method for a 2.5 -cm- diameter aluminum projectile









COMMON ZOlROPOUOVOtLOMORHOOEOAOUBAROVBARO MAIN 9
C MAIN 10
COMMON NP,NTtNRNI,NDELISUB MAIN 11
C MAIN 12
COMMON ZMINZMAXtRMIN,RMAX,RADIUSGZGR,DELTAH MAIN 13
COMMON DIRCOS. MAIN 14
COMMON TIME MAIN 15
COMMON IRARF MAIN 16
COMMON KSTOP MAIN 17
COMMON TPSI MAIN 18
COMMON KKK MAIN 19
C MAIN 20
C MAIN 21




1 FORMAT (1HI) MAIN 26
CALL OVCHK(KEY) MAIN 27
KICK=O MAIN 28
IF (KEY.EQ.1) GO TO 9980 MAIN 29
C MAIN 30
DO 2 K=196 MAIN 31
00 2 J=1,20 MAIN 32
DO 2 1=1,20 MAIN 33
XMESH(IJvKl10. MAIN 34
XMESH2(I,J,K)=0. MAIN 35
2 CONTINUE MAIN 36




WRITE (3,4) MAIN 41
C MAIN 42
C DATA INPUT SECTION MAIN 43
C MAIN 44
4 FORMAT (52HIHYPERVELOCITY IMPACT METHOD OF CHARACTER.ISTICS CODE///MAIN 45
1) MAIN 46
C 10 AND FX. PT. CONSTANTS MAIN 47
C MAIN 48
READ (1,8) CASEIDITSlTTSS2ITS3,ITS4,ITI1,1TI2,ITI3,TI1TNDEL MAIN 49
8 FORMAT (13A6tA2/913) MAIN 50
IRARF=ITI2 MAIN 51
C MAIN 52
C FL. PT. CONSTANTS MAIN 53
C MAIN 54
READ (1,151 EPSIEPS2tEPS3tEPS4,EPS5,9PS6,EPIItEPI2,EPI3,EPI4,EPI5MAIN 55
19EPI6,EPI7 MAIN 56
READ (1,14 NPNTNR MAIN 57
14 FORMAT (313) MAIN 58
READ (1,15) APRBPRBIGAPRBIGBPRtESTARALPHAtBETARHOSTRtEPRSREFMAIN 59
1L MAIN 60
READ (1,t15 ZMINZMAXRMINRMAXGRtGZ,0ELTAVPLENGTHRADIUSHSTARMAIN 61
15 FORMAT (6E12.8) MAIN 62
READ (1,15) RST MAIN 63
IF (RST.GT.O.) GO TO 16 MAIN 64
REWIND 9 MAIN 65
C 00 1529 JTP=19200 MAIN 66
READ (9)TIME MAIN 67
C IF(ABS(RST+TIME).LT..001) GO TO 1530 MAIN 68
C READ(9)BLOB MAIN 69
C1529 CONTINUE MAIN 70
1530 CONTINUE MAIN 71
C KRW=I MAIN 72
READ (9)(((XMESH(IJJtK),I=1,20),J=1,20)tK=I,6)(ZI( I)tI=1,20It(R( IMAIN 73
l[l=l,20),((SURF(ltJ) lt=l15),J=1,8),(((TAB(I,JKl l=1,15),J=1,14),MAIN 74
1K=1,2),((RARF(IJI'l=1,15),J=1,11),TIMEZMINZMAXtRMINRMAXtGRGZMAIN 75
IAR MAIN 76
DO 1500 J=1,20 MAIN 77
00 1500 1=1,20 MAIN 78
00 1500 K=1,6 MAIN 79
1500 XMESH2(I,JtK)=XMESH(I,JK) MAIN 80
00 1501 I=1,15 MAIN 81
00 1501 J=1,8 MAIN 82
1501 SURF2(I,J)=SURF(I,J) MAIN 83
WRITE (3,145) TIME MAIN 84
CALL SOUT MAIN 85
CALL PRINT4XMESH2,Z,R,1) MAIN 86
KREFL=O MAIN 87
16 CONTINUE MAIN 88
WRITE (3,10) CASEID,ITS1,ITS2,lTS3,ITS4,ITI1,ITI2,ITI3,ITI4,NDEL MAIN 89
10 FORMAT (1X13A6,A2//17H SHOCK ITERATIONS6X,414//20H INTERIOR ITERATMAIN 90
110NS3X,414//7H NDEL =,14///) MAIN 91
WRITE (3,181 EPSI,EPS2,EPS3,EPS4,EPS5,EPS6,EPII,EPI2,EPI3,EPI4,EPIMAIN 92
15,FPI6,EPIT,ZMINlZMRMAX,DELTA, VPLENGTH,RADIUS, APRBPR,BIGMAIN 93
1APRBIGBPRESTAR,ALPHA,BETARHOSTREPRStREFL MAIN 94
18 FORMAT (///38H ERROR CRITERIA FOR SHOCK COMPUTATIONS//SX8HDELTA ZIMAIN 95
18X8HOELTA R18X9HDELTA RHOTX7HOELTA E9X7HDELTA P9X7HDELTA U/6E16.6/MAIN 96
1//41H ERROR CRITERIA FOR INTERIOR COMPUTATIONS//SX8HDELTA ZI8X8HDEMAIN 97
ILTA RI8X7HDELTA P9X7HDELTA U9X7HDELTA V9X9HDELTA RHO7X7HDELTA E/7EMAIN 98
116.6///5X4HZMIN12X4HZMAX12X4HRMIN12X4HRMAXI2X5HDELTAI1X2HVP14X6HLEMAIN 99
INGTHIOX6HRADIUS/8E16.6///5X2HA4X2HB2H14X6HBIG A'1OX6HBIG 8'1OX2HEMAIN 100
1 14XSHALPHAllX4HBETA12X4HRHO*/8E16.6//5X3HE'S13X4HREFL/2E16.6///) MAIN 101
IF (RST.LT.O. GO TO 140 MAIN 102
C MAIN 103
C STORE RHO* IN ALL XMESH MAIN 104
C MAIN 105
00 22 J=1,20 MAIN 106
00 22 1=1,20 MAIN 107
22 XMESH(IJ,4)=RHOSTR MAIN 108
40 FORMAT (5E12.8) MAIN 109
C MAIN 110
C PROJECTILE SHOCK MAIN 111
C MAIN 112
CALL EQOSI(PRHOPPPtPVVtPEEtTEEtTRHOKICKI MAIN 113
IF (KICK.EQ.2200) GO TO 9980 MAIN 114












230 CONTINUE MAIN 127
C MAIN 128
C TARGET SHOCK MAIN 129
C MAIN 130
M=O MAIN 131













GO TO 240 MAIN 145








240 CONTINUE MAIN 154
C MAIN 155
C RAREFACTION MAIN 156
C MAIN 157




DO 205 N=2,NR MAIN 162
RARF(N,1)=RARF(N-l,1)-ADEL MAIN 163
205 CONTINUE MAIN 164
DO 210 N=1,NR MAIN 165
RARF(N,10)=(RARF(N,1)/HSTAR-.5*VPI/AR MAIN 166
RARF(N9)=-SQRT(1.-RARF(N, 1O)**2) MAIN 167
RARF(N,2)=RAOIUS+HSTAR*AR*RARF(N,9) MAIN 168
210 CONTINUE MAIN 169






220 CONTINUE MAIN 176
C REGION INTERIOR TO SHOCKS MAIN 177
I=-ZMIN/GZ+1.2 MAIN 178
J=O MAIN 179
260 J=J+l MAIN 180










C FREE SURFACE MAIN 191
C MAIN 192
DO 50 I=1,NP MAIN 193
SURF( Ill=-LENGTH+VP*HSTAR MAIN 194
SURF( I21=TAB(1,21t) MAIN 195




SURF( 1,7=0. MAIN 200
SURF( ,8)=SQRT(BIGAPR/RHOSTR) MAIN 201
50 CONTINUE MAIN 202
DO 51 I=l1NP MAIN 203
00 51 J=1,8 MAIN 204
51 SURF2(I,J =SURF(I,JI MAIN 205
IF (NUZON.EQ.O) GO TO 5001 MAIN 206





WRITE (3,5003) MAIN 212
5003 FORMAT (7H REZONE///) -MAIN 213
5001 CONTINUF MAIN 214
C MAIN 215
C MAIN 216'
00 55 1=1,20 MAIN 217
EE= I- MAIN 218
Z( I)=ZMIN+EE*GZ MAIN 21
R(1)=RMIN+EE*GR MAIN 220
55 CONTINUE MAIN 221
IF (NUZON.EQ.O) GO TO 5101 MAIN 222
DO 5100 1=1,10 MAIN 223
DO 5100 J=1,1 MAIN 224




5100 CONTINUE MAIN 229
GO TO 157 MAIN 230
5101 CONTINUE MAIN 231
C MAIN 232
C COMPUTE A FOR 2 SHOCKS AND MESH MAIN 233
C MAIN 234
00 86 K=193 MAIN 235
GO TO (57,59,61),K MAIN 236
57 NN=NP MAIN 237
JJ=l MAIN 238
GO TO 63 MAIN 239
59 NN=NT MAIN 240
JJ=1 MAIN 241
GO TO 63 MAIN 242
61 NN=20 MAIN 243
JJ=20 MAIN 244
63 DO 84 N=1,NN MAIN 245
DO 82 J=lJJ MAIN 246
GO TO (65,65,68),K MAIN 247
65 P=TAB(Nv3,K) MAIN 248
RHO=TAB(Nt6,K) MAIN 249
E=TAB(N,7,K) MAIN 250
GO TO 70 MAIN 251
68 P=XMESH(JNtll MAIN 252
RHO=XMESH JN,4) MAIN 253
E=XMESH(JvN*5) MAIN 254
70 CONTINUE MAIN 255
CALL EQOOS3(RHOAA#EP) MAIN 256
GO TO (76,76,78),K MAIN 257
76 TA8(N,8,K)=AA MAIN 258
GO TO 82 MAIN 259
78 XMESH(JtN96)=AA MAIN 260
82 CONTINUE MAIN 261
84 CONTINUE MAIN 262
86 CONTINUE MAIN 263
KICK=86 MAIN 264
CALL DVCHK(KQ) MAIN 265
IF (KQ.EQ.1) GO TO 9980 MAIN 266
C MAIN 267
C STORE A FOR RAREFACTION MAIN 268
C MAIN 269
DO 90 I=1,NR MAIN 270
90 RARF(le8)=AR MAIN 271
C MAIN 272
C COMPLETE SHOCK TABLES MAIN 273
C MAIN 274
00 99 K=1,2 MAIN 275
GO TO (92,94),K MAIN 276
92 NN=NP MAIN 277
GO TO 95 MAIN 278
94 NN=NT MAIN 279
US=O. MAIN 280
95 DO 97 N=1,NN MAIN 281
GO TO (93,96),K MAIN 282
93 CONTINUE MAIN 283
US=VP*TAB(N, 10,1) MAIN 284
96 CONTINUE MAIN 285
TAB(N, 11,KI=TAB(NttK)KtK)+N KTAN,10,K)*TA8(N,5,K) MAIN 286
TAB(N,12,K)=TAB(N,9,KI*TAB(N,5,K)-TAB(N,10,K)*TABIN,4,K) MAIN 287
TAB(N,13,KI=((TAB(N69K)*ABS(TAB(N11,K)))/(TAB(N,6tK)-RHOSTR)-US)MAIN 288
1*(-. )**K MAIN 289
TAB(N,14,K)=1. MAIN 290
97 CONTINUE MAIN 291
99 CONTINUE MAIN 292
C MAIN 293
C MAIN 294
C STORE ALL XMESH IN XMESH2 MAIN 295
C MAIN 296
130 DO 135 K=1,6 MAIN 297
00 135 J=1,20 MAIN 298
DO 135 1=1,20 MAIN 299
XMESH2(I, JK)=XMESH(I JK) MAIN 300
135 CONTINUE MAIN 301
TIME=HSTAR MAIN 302
WRITE (39145) TIME MAIN 303
CALL SOUT MAIN 304
CALL PRINTIXMESH2tZR,1) MAIN 305
C MAIN 306
KREFL=O MAIN 307
139 IF (KREFL.NE.0) GO TO 143 MAIN 308
C ENTRY FOR TIME STEP MAIN 309
C MAIN 310
140 READ (,1942) H MAIN 311
142 FORMAT (E12.8) MAIN 312
143 CONTINUE MAIN 313
TIME=TIME+H MAIN 314
WRITE (3,145) TIME MAIN 315
145 FORMAT (IH1///6H TIME=,EI5.8///) MAIN 316
WRITE (3,999) KR MAIN 317
999 FORMAT (5X,4H KR=,I5) MAIN 318
C MAIN 319
C MAIN 320
C ADVANCE SHOCK POINTS MAIN 321
C MAIN 322
00 159 N=1,NP MAIN 323
IF (TAB(N14,f1).LT.O.) GO TO 156 MAIN 324
IF ((TAB(Noll-SURF(NI).GT.EPS) GO TO 154 MAIN 325
156 TAB2(Ntlt)=TAB(N,1tl) MAIN 326
TAB2(N,2,I)=TAB(N,2,1) MAIN 327
TAB(N,14,1)=-1. MAIN 328
GO TO 159 MAIN 329
154 TAB2(N,II)=rAB(N,1,1)+TAB(N,13,1)*H*TAB(N, 0, l)-VP*TAB(N,9,1)TABMAIN 330
1(N,101Ot)*H MAIN 331
150 TAB2(N,2,1=TAB(N,2,1)+TAB(N,13,1)*H*TAB(N,9,1)-VP*TAB(N,9,1)**2*HMAIN 332
159 CONTINUE MAIN 333
00 155 N=1tNT MAIN 334
TAB2(N,1,2)=TAB(N,1,2)+TAB(N,13,2)*H*TAB(N10,,2) MAIN 335
155 TAB2(N,2t2)=TAB(N,2,2)+TAB(Nt,132)*H*TAB(N9,t2) MAIN 336
00 158 M=1,NT MAIN 337
IF (TAB2(M,l2).GT.ZMAX) GO TO 5000 MAIN 338
IF (TAB2(M,2,2).GT.RMAX) GO TO 5000 MAIN 339
158 CONTINUE MAIN 340
157 NUZON=O MAIN 341
C ADVANCE RAREFACTION MAIN 342
C MAIN 343
'IF (RARF(1,2).LT. .IIRARF=l MAIN 344
IF (IRARF.EQ.1) GO TO 516 MAIN 345
ENR=NR-1 MAIN 346
ADEL=TAB2(1,1,2)-TAB2( 1,11))/ENR MAIN 347
RARF2(1tr1=TAB2(1,1,2) MAIN 348
00 510 N=2,NR MAIN 349
RARF2(N,l)=RARF2(N-1o1)-ADEL MAIN 350
510 CONTINUE MAIN 351




515 CONTINUE MAIN 356
516 CONTINUE MAIN 357
CALL SHOCK MAIN 358
C MAIN 359
C MAIN 360
IF (ITS3.EQ.1) GO TO 569 MAIN 361
C SHOCK COMPUTATIONS COMPLETED MAIN 362
C COMPUTE PARTICLE CURVES MAIN 363
C MAIN 364
TMP=.5*VP*H MAIN 365
DO 520 N=1,NP MAIN 366
SPART(N,1,1)=TAB(N,1,1)+TAB(N,5,1)*H MAIN 367
520 SPART(N,2,1)=TAB(Nt2,1)+TABIN,4*I )*H MAIN 368
00 525 N=1,NT MAIN 369
SPART(NlT2)=TAB(N,1,2)+TA8(N,5,2)*H MAIN 370
525 SPART(N,2,2)=TAB(N,2,2)+TAB(Nt,42)*H MAIN 371
IF (IRARF.EQ.1 GO TO 531 MAIN 372
00 530 N=1,NR MAIN 373
•RPART(N l)=RARF(N1 +TMP MAIN 374
530 RPART(N,2)=RARF(N2) MAIN 375
531 CONTINUE MAIN 376
C MAIN 377
C MAIN 378
568 CALL SOUT2 MAIN 379
569 CONTINUE MAIN 380
C ADVANCE PROJECTILE REAR SURFACE MAIN 381
00 5300 I=1,NP MAIN 382
00 5300 J=1,8 MAIN 383
5300 SURF2(IJI=SURF(IJ) MAIN 384
KICK=568 MAIN 385
CALL OVCHK(KQ) MAIN 386
IF (KQ.EQ.1) GO TO 9980 MAIN 387
C MAIN 388
C START INTERIOR REGION COMPUTATIONS MAIN 389
C MAIN 390
CALL INTER MAIN 391
C MAIN 392
C INTERIOR REGION COMPUTATIONS COMPLETED MAIN 393
C MAIN 394
CALL PRINT(XMESH2,ZR,2 MAIN 395
570 CONTINUE MAIN 396
C MAIN 397
C INITIALIZE FOR NEXT TIME STEP MAIN 398
C MAIN 399
00 920 K=1,6 MAIN 400
DO 920 J=l120 MAIN 401
DO 920 I=1,20 MAIN 402
XMESH(IJK)=XMESH2([IJK) MAIN 403
920 CONTINUE MAIN 404
00 930 J=1,13 MAIN 405
00 930 I=1,NP MAIN 406
TAB(It,J,)=TAB2(I,J,Ii MAIN 407
930 CONTINUE MAIN 408
00 940 J=1,13 MAIN 409
DO 940 I=1,NT MAIN 410
TAB(I1J,2)=TAB2(I,J,2) MAIN 411
940 CONTINUE MAIN 412
IF (IRARF.EQ.1) GO TO 951 MAIN 413
DO 950 I=L,NR MAIN 414
RARF( I1)=RARF2( 1,1) MAIN 415
RARF(II2)=RARF2I 1,2 MAIN 416
950 CONTINUE MAIN 417
951 CONTINUE MAIN 418
DO 960 I=1,NP MAIN 419
00 959 J=1,5 MAIN 420
SURF(IJ)=SURF2([,J) MAIN 421
959 CONTINUE MAIN 422
960 CONTINUE MAIN 423
IF (KR.EQ.10) GO TO 888 MAIN 424
REWIND 4 MAIN 425
WRITE (4)TIME MAIN 426
WRITE (4)(((XMESH(IJK),I=1,20),J=1,20)tK=1,6),(Z(ItI=1,20)(R( IMAIN 427
1),I=1,20)O((SURF(IJ)I=1tl5)tJ=1,8h1(((TAB(IJK),I=tlI5),J=1,14)MAIN 428
lK=1,2)((RARF(I JltI=1,15) J=1t11),TIMEZMINZMAX,RMINRMAXGRtGZMAIN 429
1,AR MAIN 430
KR=10 MAIN 431
GO TO 77 MAIN 432
888 REWIND 10 MAIN 433
C IF(KRW.EQ.1)REWIND10O MAIN 434
C KRW=O MAIN 435






777 IF (KREFL.EQ.O) GO TO 980 MAIN 442
KREFL=O MAIN 443
H=H1 MAIN 444
GO TO 143 MAIN 445
980 CONTINUE MAIN 446
CALL DVCHK(KICK) MAIN 447
IF (KICK.EQ.2) GO TO 140 MAIN 448
WRITE (3,970) MAIN 449
970 FORMAT (28HODIVIDE CHECK AT END OF CASE/IH1l MAIN 450
CALL EXIT MAIN 451
C MAIN 452
C DIVIDE CHECK MAIN 453
C MAIN 454
9980 WRITE (3,9985) KICK MAIN 455
9985 FORMAT (32HODIVIDE CHECK NEAR STATEMENT NO.,15/1H1) MAIN 456
RETURN MAIN 457
END MAIN 458
SUBROUTINE DBLTRP(ZXRXtANS) SUBI I
C SUBI 2
C 1ST ORDER DOUBLE INTERPOLATION THAT CONSIDERS SUB1 3










COMMON ZOtROtPOUOVOLOMORHOOtEOtAOeUBAR0,VBARO SUBI 14
C SUBL 15
COMMON NP,NTNR,NI,NDEL,ISUB SUBI 16
C SUB1 17
COMMON ZMINZMAX,RM'INRMAXRADIUS,GZGRDELTAeH SUB1 18
COMMON DIRCOS SUBI 19
COMMON TIME SUB1 20
COMMON IRARF SUB1 21
COMMON KSTOP SUBI 22
COMMON TPSI SUB1 23
COMMON KKK SUB1 24
REAL LOMOLENGTHMUKO SUBI 25
C SUBI 26
DIMENSION ANS(6),ANSL(2,8),ANS2(2,8),ZI(4).RI(41,IK(4) SUB1 27
CALL OVCHK(KEY) SUBI 28
IF (KEY.FQ.2) GO TO 4 SUB1 29
NO=O SUB1 30
GO TO 940 SUB1 31
C SUB1 32
C FIND SUBSCRIPTS FOR GRID SUBI 33
C SUB1 34





IF (ITS3.EQ.1I GO TO 3 SUBL 40
00 1 K=1,2 SUBI 41
IF (K.EQ.2)NN=NT SUBI 42
DO 1 I=1,NN SUB1 43
ALF=SQRT((TAB(I,t,K)-ZX)**2+(TAB(I,2,K)-RX)**2) SUBI 44








1 CONTINUE SUBI1 53
IF (IRARF.EQ.1) GO TO 3 SUBI 54
DO 2 I=1,NR SUBI 55
ALF=SQRT((RARF(II,)-ZX)**2+(RARFII,2)-RXI**2) SUBI 56








2 CONTINUE SUB1 65






C I LOOP FOR UPPER AND LOWER Z GRID LINES SUB1 72
C SUB1 73
DO 800 I=1,2 SUB1 74
IF (ITS3.EQ.1 GO TO 14 SUB1 75
IF (I.EQ.2) GO TO 8 SUB1 76
11=I1 SUB1 77
GO TO 12 SUBI 78
8 [1=12 SUBI 79
12 M=COMP( Z X,RX,Z( II) ,R( Jl )) SUB1 80
IF (M.EQ.1) GO TO 13 SUB1 81
MCOM=t SUBI 82
GO TO 20 SUBI 83
13 M=COMP(ZXRXZ(II),R(J2)) SUBI 84
IF (M.EQ.1) GO TO 14 SUB1 85
MCOM=2 SUB1 86
GO TO 20 SUB1 87
C SUB1 88
C GET 6 VALUES ON GRID LINFS SUBI 89
C SUB1 90
14 DO 15 K=l16 SUB1 91
ANS (I K+2)=XMESH( IIlJIK)+(XMESH(IIJ2,K)-XMESH(II, JlKI)*(RX-R(JSUB1 92
11I)/(R(J21-R(J1)) SUB1 93
15 CONTINUE .SUB1 94
CALL DVCHK(NO) SUB1 95
IF (NO.EQ.2) GO TO 17 SUB1 96
NO=15 SUBI 97
GO TO 940 SUB1 98
17 ANSI(IlE=Z(II SUBI 99
ANSI(I,2)=RX SUB1 100
GO TO 800 SUB1 101
C SUB1 102
C SUB1 103
20 ZZ=Z(II) SUB1 104
RR=RX SUB1 105
M=COMP(ZXRXZZRR) SUB1 106
IF (M.EQ.1) GO TO 300 SUB1 107
C SU81 108
C SUB1 109
DO 25 K=192 SUBI 110
KATCH=0 SUB1 111
GO TO (21,22),K SUB1 112
21 NN=NP SUB1 113
GO TO 23 SUBI 114
22 NN=NT SUBI 115
23 JJJ=NN-1 SUB1 116
00 24 M=1,JJJ SUBI 117
IF (M.EQ.JJJI GO TO 210 SUB1 118




CALL DVCHKIKQ) SUB1 123
IF (KQ.EQ.1) GO TO 940 SUBI 124
IF (I.EQ.2) GO TO 211 SUBI 125
IF (KATCH.EQ.1) GO TO 212 SUB1 126
KATCH=1 SUBI 127
GO TO 213 SUBI 128
212 IF ((ZX-ZI(K)).GT.(ZX-ZM)) GO TO 24 SUB1 129
IF (ZI(K).GT.ZX) GO TO 24 SUB1 130
213 ZM=ZI(K) SUBI 131
IF (K.EQ.2) GO TO 215 SUBI 132
NPS=M SUBI 133
GO TO 24 SUB1 134
215 NTS=M SUB1 135
GO TO 24 SUBI 136
211 CONTINUE SUBI 137
IF (KATCH.EQ.1) GO TO 26 SUB1 138
KATCH=1 SUB1 139
GO TO 213 SUBI 140
26 IF ((ZI(KI-ZXI.GT.(ZM-ZX)) GO TO 24 SUB1 141
IF (ZI(K).LT.ZXI GO TO 24 SUBI 142
GO TO 213 SUBI 143
24 CONTINUE SUBI 144
ZI(K)=ZM SUB1 145
IF (KATCH.NE.0) GO TO 25 SUBI 146
ZI(K)=ZMAX+1. SUBL 147
25 CONTINUE SUBL 148
IF (IRARF.EQ.1)ZI(3)=ZMAX+1. SUB1 149
IF (IRARF.EQ.11 GO TO 2504 SUBI 150
KATCH=0 SUB1 151
JJJ=NR-1 SUBI 152




CALL OVCHK(KQI SUBI 157
IF (KQ.EQ.1) GO TO 940 SUBI 158
IF (ABS(ZI(3)-ZX).GT.I.E-5) GO TO 279 SUBI 159
00 2799 LN=1,6 SUB1 160
LNN=LN+2 SUBI 161
ANSILN)=RARF (1LNN) SUBl 162
2799 CONTINUE SUBI 163
GO TO 820 SUBI 164
279 CONTINUE SUBI 165
IF (I.EQ.2) GO TO 28 SUBI 166
IF (ZI(3).GT.ZX GO TO 27 SUB1 167
IF (KATCH.EQ.1) GO TO 280 SUB1 168
KATCH=1 SUB1 169
GO TO 281 SUB1 170
280 IF ((ZX-ZI(3)1.GT.(ZX-ZMn) GO TO 27 SUBI 171
281 ZM=ZI(31 SUB1 172
MR=M SUB1 173
GO TO 27 SUB1 174
28 IF (ZI(3.LT.ZXI GO TO 27 SUBI 175
IF (KATCH.EQ.1) GO TO 282 SUB1 176
KATCH=1 SUB1 177
GO TO 281 SUB1 178
282 IF ((ZI(31-ZX).GT.(ZM-ZX)I GO TO 27 SUBI 179
GO TO 281 SUB1 180
27 CONTINUE SUBI 181
ZI(3)=ZM SUB1 182




DO 2700 Ml1,JJJ SUBi 187
IF (M.EQ.JJJ) GO TO 2710 SUB1 188
IF (RX.GT.SURF(M+1,2).OR.RX.LT.SURF(M,21) GO TO 2700 SUBI 189
2710 ZI(41=SURFNM+1,1)(SURF(Mtl)SUURF4M+1.1 *(RX-SURFiM+1,201/(SURF(MSUBI 190
1,2)-SURF(M+1921g SUBI 191
IF (KQ.EQ.I) GO TO 940 SUBI 192
CALL DVCHK(KQ) SUBI 193
NO=2710 SUB1 194
IF (I.EQ.2) GO TO 2711 SUB1 195
IF (KATCH.EQ.1) GO TO 2712 SUB1 196
KATCH=1 SUB1 197
GO TO 2713 SUB1 198
2712 IF ((ZX-ZIqK)I.GT.(ZX-ZM) GO TO 2700 SUBI 199
2713 ZM=ZI(4) SUB1 200
MS=M SUB1 201
GO TO 2700 SUBI 202
2711 CONTINUE SUB1 203
IF (KATCH.EQ.1) GO TO 2726 SUBI 204
KATCH=1 SUBt 205
GO TO 2713 SUB1 206
2726 IF ((ZI(K)-ZX).GT.(LM-ZX)) GO TO 2700 SUB1 207
GO TO 2713 SU81 208
2700 CONTINUE SUB1 209
ZI(4)=ZM SUB1 210
IF (KATCH.NE.0) GO TO 2701 SUB1 211
ZI(4)=ZMAX+1. SUB1 212
2701 CONTINUE SUB1 213
RI(1)=RX SUBI 214
RI(2)=RX SUBI 215
RI( 3)=RX SUB1 216
RI(4)=RX SUB1 217
C FIND INTERSECTION TO USE SUB1 218
C SUeB 219
30 KEY=O SUB1 220
IF (I.EQ.2) GO TO 50 SUB1 221
C SUB1 222
C UPPER GRID LINE SUB1 223
C SUBI 224
00 40 KK=1,4 SUBI 225
IF (Z(II).GT.ZI(KK)) GO TO 40 SUBI 226
IF (ABS(ZI(KKl-ZX).LT.1.E-5) GO TO 35 SUBI 227
IF (ZI(KK).GT.ZX) GO TO 40 SUB1 228
IF (KEY.EQ.0) GO TO 35 SUB1 229
IF (ZI(KK).LE.ZI(KEEP)) GO TO 40 SUBI 230
KEEP=KK SUB1 231
GO TO 40 SUBI 232
35 KEEP=KK SUBI 233
KEY=t SUBI 234
40 CONTINUE SUB1 235
GO TO 65 SUB1 236
C SUBI 237
C LOWER GRID LINE SUB1 238
C SUB1 239
50 DO 60 KK=1,4 SUB1 240
IF (Z(II).LT.ZI(KKI) GO TO 60 SUB1 241
IF (ABS(ZI(KK)-ZX).LT.L.E-5) GO TO 55 SUB1 242
IF (ZI(KK).LT.ZX) GO TO 60 SUB1 243
IF (KEY.EQ.0) GO TO 55 SUB1 244
IF (ZI(KKI.GE.ZI(KEEP)) GO TO 60 SUBI 245
KEEP=KK SUBI 246
GO TO 60 SUB1 247
55 KEEP=KK SUBI 248
KEY=1 SUBI 249
60 CONTINUE SUB1 250
C SUB1 251
65 IF (KEY.NE.O) GO TO 70 SUBI 252
WRITE (6,67) ZXRXI,(ZI(KEY),KEY=L,4),(RI(KEY),KEY=1,4) SUB1 253
67 FORMAT (34HOERROR NEAR STATEMENT 65 IN DBLTRP/IX3HZX=,E15.8,4X3HRXSUB1 254
1=,Fl5.8,4X2HI=,[3/1X3HZI=,4E20.8/X3HRI=,4E20.8/IHI) SUB1 255
XYZ=-2. SUB1 256
ZYX=SQRT( XYZ SUBI 257
CALL EXIT SUB1 258
C SUB1 259
C FIND 6 VALUES ON SELECTED DISCONTINUITY SUBI 260
C SUB1 261
70 IF (KEEP.EQ.3) GO TO 80 SUBI 262
~/9-
IF (KEEP.EQ.4) GO TO 81 SUB1 263
IF (KEEP.EQ.2) GO TO 71 SUBI 264
N=NPS SUB1 265
GO TO 72 SUBI 266
71 N=NTS SUBI 267
72 CONTINUE SUBI 268
ZY=ZI(KEEPs SUBI 269
RY=RX SUB1 270
00 75 K=3,8 SUBI 271
ANS1(I,K)=TABINK,KEEP)+(TAB(N+1,K,KEEP)-TAB(N,K,KEEPI)*SQRT(t(RY-SUBI 272
ITAB(N,2,KEEP)**2+(ZY-TABNLKEEP))**2)/((TAB(N+1,2,KEEP)-TAB(N,2SUBI 273
1,KEEP))**2+(TAB(N+1 ,KEEP)-TAB(N,1,KEEP))**2)) SUBI 274
NO=75 SUB1 275
CALL OVCHK(KQ) SUBI 276
IF (KQ.EQ.1) GO TO 940 SUB1 277
75 CONTINUE SUB1 278
GO TO 90 SUB1 279
80 N=MR SUBI 280
ZY=ZI(3) SUB1 281
RY=RX SUB1 282





CALL DVCHK(KQ) SUB1 288
IF (KQ.EQ.1) GO TO 940 SUB1 289
85 CONTINUE SUBI 290
GO TO 90 SUBI 291
81 N=MS SUB1 292
ZY=ZI(4) SUB1 293
RY=RX SUBI 294




86 CONTINUE SUBI 299
90 CALL DVCHK(NOl SUB1 300
IF (NO.EQ.2) GO TO 92 SUB 301
NO=90 SUBI 302
GO TO 940 SUBI 303
92 ANSI(I,1)=ZY SUBL 304
ANSI(I,2)=RY SUBI 305
GO TO 800 SUBI 306
C SUB1 307
C FIND INTERSECTIONS OF 3 DISCONTINUITIES AND Z GRID LINE SUBI 308
C SUB1 309





DO 310 K=1,2 SUBI 315
KATCH=O SUB1 316
GO TO (303,301),K SUB1 317
303 NN=NP SUBI 318
GO TO 302 SUBI 319
301 NN=NT SUBI 320
302 JJJ=NN-1 SUBI 321
DO 309 M=1,JJJ SUBI 322
IF ((TAB(M,1,K)-TAB(M+1l1,Kl).GT.1.E-6) GO TO 3030 SUBI 323
GO TO 309 SUB1 324
3030 RI(K)=TAB(M+1,2,KI+(TAB(M,2,K)-TAB(M+1,2,K))*(Z(II)-TAB(M+1,1,Ki)/SUBI 325
1(TAB(NM,,K)-TA8(M+1,K)) SUB1 326
CALL DVCHK(NO) SUB1 327
IF (NO.EQ.2) GO TO 3031 SUBI 328
NO=3030 SUBI 329
GO TO 940 SUB1 330
3031 CONTINUE SUB1 331
IF (M.EQ.JJJI GO TO 3022 SUBI 332
IF (RI(K).GT.TAB(M+12,K).OR.RI(K).LT.TAB(Mt2,K)) GO TO 309 SUB1 333
3022 IF (MCOM.EQ.2) GO TO 305 SUB1 334
161
IF (KATCH.EQ.1) GO TO 304 SUBI .335
KATCH=1 SUB1 336
GO TO 3050 SUBI 337
304 IF ((RX-RI(K)).GT.(RX-RM)) GO TO 309 SUBI 338
3050 RM=RI(Ki SUBI 339
IF (K.EQ.21 GO TO 3040 SUB1 340
MPS=M SUBI 341
KATCHP=1 SUB1 342
GO TO 309 SUBI 343
3040 MTS=M SUB1 344
KATCHT=1 SUB1 345
GO TO 309 SUB1 346
305 CONTINUE SUB1 347
IF (KATCH.EQ.1) GO TO 306 SUB1 348
KATCH=1 SUBI 349
GO TO 3050 SUB1 350
306 IF ((RI(K-RX).GT.(RM-RX)) GO TO 309 SUB1 351
GO TO 3050 SUB1 352
309 CONTINUE SUBI 353
RI(K)=RM SUB1 354
IF (KATCH.NE.O) GO TO 310 SUB1 355
RI(K)=RMAX+1. SUB1 356
310 CONTINUE SUB1 357
K=3 SUB1 358
IF (IRARF.EQ.1)RI(3)=RMAX+1. SUBI 359
IF (IRARF.EQ.1) GO TO 315 SUI8 360
JJJ=NR-1 SUBI 361
KATCH=0 SUB1 362




CALL DVCHK(KQl SUB1 367
IF (KO.EQ.1) GO TO 940 SUB1 368
IF (M.EQ.JJJ.OR.M.EQ.1) GO TO 3122 SUBI 369
IF (RI(K).GT.RARF(M+1n2).OR.RI(K).LT.RARF(M,2)I GO TO 312 SUB1 370
3122 IF (MCOM.EQ.2 GO TO 316 SUB1 371
IF (KATCH.EQ.1) GO TO 317 SUBI 372
KATCH=1 SUBI 373
GO TO 3051 SUB1 374
317 IF ((RX-RI(K)).GT.(RX-RM)) GO TO 312 SUB1 375
3051 RM=RI(K) SUB1 376
MR=M SUB1 377
KATCHR=1 SUB1 378
GO TO 312 SUB1 379
316 CONTINUE SUB1 380
IF (KATCH.EQ.1) GO TO 318 SUBI 381
KATCH=1 SUBI 382
GO TO 3051 SUB1 383
318 IF ((RI(K)-RX).GT.(RM-RX)) GO TO 312 SUB1 384
GO TO 3051 SUBI 385
312 CONTINUE SUBI 386
RI(K)=RM SUBI 387
IF (KATCH.NEO) GO TO 315 SUBI 388
RI(K)=RMAX+I. SUB1 389
315 CONTINUE SUBI 390
KATCH=0 SUB1 391
JJJ=NP-1 SUB1 392
00 3150 M=1,JJJ SUB1 393
IF ((SURF(Mll-SURF(M+N1,l).GT.1.E-6) GO TO 3130 SUB1 394




CALL DVCHK(KQ) SUB1 399
IF (KQ.EQ.1) GO TO 940 SUBI 400
IF (M.EQ.JJJ) GO TO 3123 SUB1 401
IF (RI(4).GT.SURF(M+N12).OR.RI(4i.LT.SURF(M,2|) GO TO 3150 SUB1 402
3123 IF (MCOM.EQ.21 GO TO 3105 SUB1 403
IF (KATCH.EQ.1) GO TO 3104 SUB1 404
KATCH-1 SUB1 405
GO TO 3109 SUB1 406
3104 IF ((RX-RI(41).GT.(RX-RN)l GO TO 3150 SUB1 407
3109 RM=RI(4) SUB1 408
MS=M SUB1 409
KATCHS=1 SUB1 410
GO TO 3150 SUB1 411
3105 IF (KATCH.EQ.1) GO TO 3106 SUB1 412
KATCH=1 SU81 413
GO TO 3109 SUB1 414
3106 IF ((RI(41-RXI.GT.(RM-RX)i GO TO 3150 SUB1 415
GO TO 3109 SUBI 416
3150 CONTINUE SUB1 417
RI(4)-RN SUBI 418
IF (KATCH.NE.0) GO TO 3107 SUBI 419
RI(4)=RMAX+1. SUB1 420
3107 CONTINUE SUB1 421





C J LOOP FOR LEFT AND RIGHT R GRID LINES SUBI 427
C SUBI 428
DO 700'J=1,2 SUBI 429
IF (J.EQ.2 GO TOI350 SUB1 430
C SUB1 431




00 340 N=194 SUBI 436
IF (R(Jl).GT.RI(NI) GO TO 340 SUB1 437
IF (RI(N).GT.RXI GO TO 340 SUB1 438
IF (KEY.EQ.1) GO TO 330 SUB1 439
KEY=I SUB1 440
KEEP=N SU81 441
GO TO 340 SUB1 442
C SUB1 443
C FIND CLOSEST SUB1 444
C SUB1 445
330 DIFI=RX-RI(KEEP) SUBI 446
DIF2=RX-RI(N) SUB1 447
IF (DIFI.LE.DIF2) GO TO 340 SUBI 448
KEEP=N SUB1 449
340 CONTINUE SUBI 450
GO TO 375 SUBI 451
C SUBI 452
C RIGHT R GRID LINE SUBI 453
C SUBI 454
350 JJ=J2 SUBI 455
KEY=0 SUBI 456
DO 360 N=1,4 SUBI 457
IF (RlJ2).LT.RI(Nl) GO TO 360 SUBI 458
IF (RI(N).LT.RX) GO TO 360 SUBI 459
IF (KEY.EQ.1) GO TO 355 SUBI 460
KEY=1 SUB1 461
KEEP=N SUB1 462
GO TO 360 SUB1 463
355 DIFI=RI(KEEP)-RX SUB1 464
DIF2=RI(N)-RX SUBI 465
IF (DIFl.LE.DIF2) -GO TO 360 SUBI 466
KEEP=N SUB1 467
360 CONTINUE SUBI 468
375 IF (KEY.EQ.1) GO TO 400 SUBI 469
C SUBI 470










ANS2(J,8)=XMESH( IlJJ96) SUB1 480
GO TO 700 SUBI 481
C SUB1 482
C POINT FOUND BETWEEN RX AND GRID POINTS SUBI 483
C SUBI 484
400 GO TO (405,410,470,4811KEEP SUBI 485
C SUB1 486
C INTERSECTION ON PROJECTILE SHOCK SUBI 487
C SUB1 488
405 NI-MPS SUB1 489
RY=RI(KEEP) SUBI 490
ZY=Z(II) SUBI 491
GO TO.520 SUB1 492
C SUB1 493
C INTERSECTION ON TARGET SHOCK SUB1 494
C SUBI 495
410 N-1MTS SUBI 496
RY=RI(KEEP) SUB1 497
ZY=Z(II) SUB1 498
GO TO 520 SUBI 499
C SUB1 500
.C INTERSECTION ON RAREFACTION SUB1 501
C SUB1 502
470 N1=MR SUB1 503
RY=RI(KEEPI SUB1 504
ZY=Z(II) SUB1 505
GO TO 520 SUB1 506
C SUB1 507
C INTERSECTION ON FREE SURFACE SUBI 508
C SUBI 509
481 N1=MS SUB1 510
RY=RI(KEEP) SUBI 511
ZY=Z(II) SUB1 512
GO TO 520 SUBI 513
C SUBL 514
C SUB1 515
485 WRITE (3,488) KEEPIIlJJZXRX SUBI 516
488 FORMAT (25HOERROR NEAR STATEMENT 485/1X5HKEEP=,I4,4X3HII=,I4,4X3HJSUBI 517
1J=,I4/IX3HZX=tE15.8t4X3HRX=,E15.8/1H1) SUBI 518
CALL EXIT SUB1 519
C SUB1 520
C FIND TABLE VALUES SUBI 521
C SUB1 522
520 IF (KEEP.EQ.31 GO TO 580 SUB1 523
IF (KEEP.EQ.4) GO TO 591 SUB1 524




550 CONTINUE SUB1 529
IF (ZX.LT.O..AND.ABS(RX-RADIUS).LT.1.E-6) GO TO 552 SUB1 530
IF (RX.LT.RADIUS.OR.ABS(Z(II)).GT.1.E-61 GO TO 551 SUB1 531
552 CONTINUE SUBI 532
ANS2(Jt3)-O. SUB1 533
ANS2(J 6)=RHOSTR SUB1 534
ANS2(J,7)=O. SUB1 535
ANS2(J8)=SQRT(BIGAPR/RHOSTR) SUB1 536
551 CONTINUE SUBI 537
GO TO 600 SUB1 538




590 CONTINUE SUB1 543
GO TO 600 SUB1 544




592 CONTINUE SUBI 549
600 CALL DVCHK(NOI SUB1 550
IF (NO.EQ.2) GO TO 605 SUBI 551
NO=600 SUBI 552
GO TO 940 SUB1 553
605 ANS2(J,1)=ZY SUB1 554
ANS2(J,2)=RY SUBI 555
C SUBI 556
C END OF LOOP FOR BOTH R GRID LINES SUBI 557
C SUB1 558
700 CONTINUE SUB1 559
C SUB1 560
C INTERPOLATE FOR UPPER AND LOWER VALUES SUB1 561
C SUB1 562
DO 720 J=3,8 SUBI 563
ANSI(I,JI=ANS2(1,J)+(ANS2(2,JI-ANS2(1,J))*tRX-ANS2(1,2))/(ANS2(2,2SUB1 564
1)-ANS2(1,21) SUB1 565
720 CONTINUE SUB1 566
CALL DVCHK(NOI SUB1 567
IF (NO.EQ.2) GO TO 730 SUBI 568
NO=720 SUBI 569
GO TO 940 SUB1 570
730 ANS1(Ii)=Z(II) SUB1 571
ANSI(I,2)=RX SUBI 572
C SUB1 573
C END OF LOOP FOR BOTH Z GRID LINES SUB1 574
C SUB1 575
800 CONTINUE SUBI 576
C SUB1 577
C FIND FINAL VALUES SUBI 578
C SUBI 579
00 810 J=1,6 SUB1 580
ANS(J)=ANSI(1,J+2)+(ANSI(2,J+2)-ANS1(1,J+2)i*(ZX-ANSI(1,1))/(ANSI(SUB1 581
12,1)-ANS1(1i1)t SUB1 582
810 CONTINUE SUB1 583
CALL DVCHK(NOI SUB1 584
IF (NO.EQ.o2) GO TO 820 SUBI 585
NO=810 SUB1 586
GO TO 940 SUBI 587
820 RETURN SUBI 588
C SUB1 589
940 WRITE (3,942) SUB1 590
942 FORMAT (35HODIVIDE CHECK ERROR IN SUBR. DBLTRP) SUB1 591
950 WRITE (3,952) NOZXtRX,It,JItKEEPZIRI SUB1 592
952 FORMAT (19H NEAR STATEMENT NO.,I4/1X3HZX=,E15.8t4X3HRX=,E15.8/1X3HSUBI 593
[ll=,I4,4X3HJI=,14,4X5HKEEP=,I4/1X3HZI=,4E18.8/1X3HRI=,4E18.8) SUB1 594
WRITE (3,9551 ((ANSI(IJ),J=1,8),I=1,2),((ANS2(I,J),J=I,8),I=1,2) SUB 595
955 FORMAT (IX5HANSI=/8E16.8/8E16.8/1X5HANS2=/8E16.8/8E16.8/lHIl SUB1 596
XYZ=-2. SUBI 597
ZYX=SQRT(XYZ) SUBI 598
CALL EXIT SUBI 599
RETURN SUBI 600
END SUB1 601
SUBROUTINE SHOCK SUB2 1








COMMON ZO,ROtPOUOVO,LO,MO,RHOOtEOAO,UBAROVBARO SUB2 10
C SUB2 11
COMMON NPNTNRNINDELISUB SUB2 12
C SUB2 13
COMMON ZMINZMAXRMINRMAX,RADIUSGZGRDELTAH SUB2 14
COMMON DIRCOS SUB2 15
COMMON TIME SUB2 16
COMMON IRARF SUB2 17
COMMON KSTOP SUB2 18
COMMON TPSI SUB2 19
COMMON KKK SUB2 20
C SUB2 21
REAL LO,MO,LENGTH,MUKO SUB2 22
C SUB2 23
DIMENSION ANS46) SUB2 24
EXTERNAL FGOF1 SUB2 25
EPS=.0000001 SUB2 26
C SUB2 27
C BEGIN SHOCK POINT COMPUTATIONS SUB2 28
00 505 K=1,2 SUB2 29
GO TO (158,160),K SUB2 30
158 NN=NP SUB2 31
GO TO 162 SUB2 32
160 NN=NT SUB2 33
VBARS=O. SUB2 34
162 00 500 I=1,NN SUB2 35
MPROJ=0O SUB2 36
IF (TAB(I,14,K).LT.O.) GO TO 500 SUB2 37
164 CONTINUE SUB2 38
C SUB2 39






















169 CONTINUE SUB2 62
IF (FF.LT..O01) GO TO 350 SUB2 63
170 IF (I.NF.1) GO TO 180 SUB2 64
MO=TAB(I 10,K) SUB2 65
LO=O. SUB2 66
GO TO 190 SUB2 67




GO TO 186 SUB2 72








CALL DVCHK(KQ) SUB2 81
IF (KQ.EQ.1) GO TO 9980 SUB2 82
C SUB2 83
C COMPUTE NEW LO,MO SUB2 84
C SUB2 85
















GO TO 350 SUB2 102
190 ITS33=ITS3 SU82 103
C SUB2 104
C FIND GUESS TO START ITERATION SUB2 L05
C SUB2 106
195 CALL GUESS(1tKOD29Z0,ROtl,KZZRR,0Z,DR) SUB2 107
IF (KOD2.EQ.1) GO TO 200 SUB2 108
WRITE (3,198) I,KZO,RO SUB2 109
WRITE (3,7002) ZZRR,DZ,DR SU82 110
198 FORMAT (31HONO GUESS FOUND FOR SHOCK POINT/3HOI=,I4,6X2HK=,I4,10X3SUB2 111
IHZO=,E15.8,IOX3HRO=,E15.8/1HI) SUB2 112
CALL EXIT SU82 113
200 CONTINUE SUB2 114
KY=K SUB2 115
NTW=O SUB2 116
IF (K.EQ.2) GO TO 201 SUB2 117
VBARS=VP*LO SUB2 118
DIRCOS=-MO SUB2 119
GO TO 203 SUB2 120
201 DIRCOS=MO SUB2 121
203 CONTINUE SUB2 122
CALL NRIT2(ZI,RI,ZZ,DZ,RR,DR,EPSIEEPS2,FGOFI,ITSKODE) SUB2 123
IF (KODE.EQ.0) GO TO 205 SUB2 124
C SUB2 125
C BICHARACTERISTIC SELECTION SCHEME SUB2 126
C SUB2 127
IF (NBIC.EQ.0) GO TO 204 SUB2 128
IF (NTW.EQ.8)KYKY+l SUB2 129





GO TO 203 SUB2 135
204 CONTINUE SUB2 136
NBIC=1 SUB2 137






























DELX=(R2*CI-BI*C2) DET SUB2 168
DELY=(A*C2-A2*CL1)/ET SUB2 169
C SUB2 170





IF (M.EQ.1) GO TO 6203 SUB2 176
MM=MM+1 SUB2 177
IF (MM.LT.360/NOM) GO TO 6201 SUB2 178
7000 WRITE (3,700L) SUB2 179
7001 FORMAT (41HOBICHARACTERISTIC SELECTION SCHEME FAILED) SUB2 180
WRITE (3,614) ZO,RO SU82 181
614 FORMAT (lX5HZO =,FL5.8,4X5HRO =,E15.8) SUB2 182
WRITE.(3,7002) UAtVAtAA,UBVBtABUC,VCACZZDZRRDRANGI SUB2 183
7002 FORMAT (4E16.8) SUB2 184
CALL EXIT SUB2 185
6203 CONTINUE SUB2 186
WRITE (3,6210) SUB2 187
6210 FORMAT (53HOBICHARACTERISTIC SELECTION SCHEME EMPLOYED BY SHOCKX) SUB2 188





GO TO 203 SUB2 194
205 CONTINUE SUB2 195
UBARS1=0. SUB2 196
IF (K.EQ.1)UBARSI=MO*VP SUB2 197






Al=ANS(6) SUB2 204I A 6) 
206 CONTINUE SUB2 205
KICK=205 SUB2 206
CALL DVCHK(KQ) SUB2 207
IF (KQ.EQ.1) GO TO 9980 SUB2 208
IF (NBIC.EQ.0) GO TO 207 SUB2 209




207 CONTINUE SUB2 214
UBAR1=LO*UI+MO*V1 SUB2 215
IF (K.EQ.2) GO TO 208 SUB2 216
IF (UBARI.LT.VP/2.) GO TO 208 SUB2 217
UBARI=UBARSI-UBARI SUB2 218
208 CONTINUE SUB2 219
218 CONTINUE SUB2 220
M1=PART(1,ZI,R1,ZZ,RR,DELTANDEL) SUB2 221
IF (MI.EQ.1) GO TO 210 SUB2 222
PUR=O. SUB2 223
PVR=O. SUB2 224
GO TO 215 SUB2 225
210 CALL DBLTRP(ZZ,RRANS) SUB2 226
DP=RR-R1 SUB2 227
PUR=(ANS(2)-U1)/DP SUB2 228
219 CONTINUE SUB2 229
PVR=(ANS(3)-VI)/DP SUB2 230
215 M1=PART(2,tZI,R1ZZRRDELTANDEL) SU82 231




GO TO 225 SUB2 236
220 CALL DBLTRP(ZZRRANS) SUB2 237
OP=ZZ-Zl SUB2 238
PUZ=(ANS( 2 )-U ) /DP SUB2 239
PVZ=(ANS(3)-VL)/DP SU62 240
225 CONTINUE SUB2 241






226 CONTINUE SUB2 248
IF (ABS(R),.LE.EPS) GO TO 235 SUB2 249
SBARL=SBARI+Ul/Rl SUB2 250
GO TO 240 SUB2 251
7004 CONTINUE SUB2 252
IF (VL.GT.VP/2..AND.K.EQ.I)VI=VP-V1 SUB2 253
SBARI=SINTH**2*PUR-SINTH*COSTH*(PUZ+PVR)+COSTH**2*PVZ SUB2 254
GO TO 226 SUB2 255
235 SBARI=SBARL+PUR SUB2 256
C SUB2 257
C SUB2 258
240 ITS22=ITS2 SUB2 259
MMM=O SUB2 260
250 CONTINUE SUB2 261
CALL EQOSStPFR,PFE) SUB2 262
BIGAI=RHOI*A1 SUB2 263
KICK=250 SUB2 264
CALL DVCHKIKQ) SUB2 265
IF (KQ.EQ.1) GO TO 9980 SUB2 266
TEMP=1.-RHOSTR/RHOO SUB2 267
TMP=SQRT(PO*TEMP/RHOSTR) SUB2 268
IF (K.EQ.2) GO TO 251 SUB2 269
IF (TMP.LT.VP/2.) GO TO 251 SUB2 270
MPROJ=1 SUB2 271
TMP=UBARS1-TMP SUB2 272
251 CONTINUE SUB2 273
TMP6=TMP SU'? 274







IF (NBIC.EO.O) GO TO 259 SUB2 282
GTMP=GTMP*(COSTH*LO+SINTH*MO) SUR2 283








IF (ABS(RIGH).GT..0001) GO TO 267 SUB2 292
BIGH=O. SUB2 293
267 IF (ABS(BIGGI.GT..001) GO TO 269 SUB2 294
BIGG=0. SUB2 295
269 CONTINUE, SUB2 296
C SUB2 297







IF (EO2.LT.O.)EO2=0. SUB2 305
RHOO2=O+DR HOO SUB2 306
IF (RHOO2.LT.RHOSTR)RHOO2=RHOO SUB2 307
KICK=265 SUB2 308
CALL DVCHK(KQ) SUB2 309
IF (KQ.EQ.1) GO TO 9980 SUB2 310
CALL EQOSP(RHOO2,E02,P02) SUB2 311
UBARO2=(1.-RHOSTR/RHOO2)*(PO2/RHOSTR) SUB2 312
IF (UBARO2.GT.O.) GO TO 2669 SUB2 313
WRITE (3,2700) P02,RHOO2,EO2,RO,ZO SUB2 314
WRITE (3,7002) PIUlVItRHO1,E1*ZlTR1,SBARI SUB2 315
2700 FORMAT (4E16.8) SUB2 316
2669 CONTINUE SUB2 317
UBARO2=SQRT(UBARO2) SUB2 318
IF (EO2.LT.I.E-5) GO TO 273 SUB2 319
IF (ABS((E02-EO)/E02).LT.EPS4) GO TO 273 SUB2 320
IF (ABS(DEOI.GT..01*EPS4) GO TO 275 SUB2 321
273 IF (ABS((RHO02-RHOO)/RHO02).LE.EPS3I GO TO 285 SUB2 322
IF (ABS(DRHOO).LT.EPS3) GO TO 285 SUB2 323
275 ITS22=ITS22-1 SUB2 324
IF (ITS22.GT.0) GO TO 280 SUB2 325
WRITE (3,278) ITS2 SUB2 326
278 FORMAT (35HOE AND RHO FAILED TO CONVERGE AFTERI4,6H TRIES) SUB2 327
WRITE (3,2791 I,KZOtROEORHOO,P0tEO2,RHOO02P02 SUB2 328
279 FORMAT (1X2HI=,I4,4X2HK=,I4'/1K4HZO =tE15.8,4X4HRO =-EI5.8,4X4HEO =SUB2 329
1,E15.8,4X6HRHOO =,E15.8,4X4HPO =,E15.8/1X4HEO2=tE15.8,4X6HRHOO2=,ESUB2 330
115.8,4X4HPO2=,E15.8/lHl) SUB2 331
STOP SUB2 332




GO TO 250 SUB2 337






CALL OVCHK(KQI SUB2 344
KICK=285 SUB2 345
IF (KQ.EQ.1) GO TO 9980 SUB2 346
IF (K.EQ.2) GO TO 286 SUB2 347
VBARO=VP*LO SUB2 348
GO TO 287 SUB2 349
286 VBARO=O. SUB2 350
287 CONTINUE SUB2 351
295 PO=P02 SUB2 352
IF (K.EQ.2) GO TO 296 SUB2 353
UBARO=UBARS1-UBARO SUB2 354





IF (ABS((UBAR-UTOH)/UBAR).LE.EPS6) GO TO 350 SUB2 360
IF (ABS(UBAR-UTOH).LT.EPS6) GO TO 350 SUB2 361
ITS44=ITS44-1 SUB2 362
IF IITS44.GT.O) GO TO 325 SUB2 363
WRITE (3,297) ITS4,UTOH,UTO SUB2 364
297 FORMAT (30HOUBAR FAILED TO CONVERGE AFTER,14,6H TRIES/lX5HUTOH=,EISUB2 365
15.8,4X4HUTO=,E15.8) SUB2 366
CALL EXIT SUB2 367
WRITE (3,279) ItKZOROEORHOO9POtEO2,RHOO2,PO2 SUB2 368
C SUB2 369
C INIT. FOR MORE U BAR ITERATIONS SUB2 370
C SUB2 371
325 UTOH=UBAR SUBZ 372
AVMO=(TAB(il10,K)+MO)*.5 SUB2 373
AVLO=(TAB(I,9,K+LO)*.5 SUB2 374




GO TO 195 SUB2 379
C SUB2 380
C ONE SHOCK POINT HAS CONVERGED SUB2 381
C SUB2 382
350 TAB2(I,1,K)=ZO SUB2 383
TAB2(l 2,K)=RO SUB2 384
TA82( I3,K)=PO SUB2 385
TAB2 41,4K)=UO SUB2 386
TAB2(I ,5K)=VO SUB2 387
TAB2(I,6,K)=RHOO SUB2 388
TAB2( I,7K)=EO SUB2 389
TAB21 ,8,K)=AO SUB2 390
TAB2(I,9,K)=LO SUB2 391
TAB2( 1,10K)=MO SUB2 392
TAB2( 1,1,K)=UBARO SUB2 393
TAB2(I ,l2,K)=VBARO SUB2 394
TAB2(t,13,K)=UTO SUB2 395
KICK=500 SUB2 396
CALL DVCHK(KQl SUB2 397
IF (KQ.EQ.1) GO TO 9980 SUB2 398
C SUB2 399
C SUB2 400
500 CONTINUE SUB2 401
505 CONTINUE SUB2 402
RETURN SUB2 403
9980 WRITE (3,9985) KICK SUB2 404
9985 FORMAT (32HODIVIDE CHECK NEAR STATEMENT NO.,1515H IN SUBR. SHOCK/SUB2 405
11Ht) SUB2 406
CALL EXIT SUB2 407
RETURN SUB2 408
END SUB2 409
SUBROUTINE FGOF1(ZX*RXSSQQ) SUB3 I
C SUB3 2
C COMPUTES SLQ11 FOR SHOCK LINE SUB3 3











COMMON ZOROPOUOVOtLOMOtRHOOEOAOtUBAROVBARO SUB3 14
C SUB3 15
COMMON NPNTNRNINDELISUB SUB3 16
C SUB3 17
COMMON ZMIN,ZMAX,RMIN,RMAXRADIUS,GZGR,DELTAH SUB3 18
COMMON DIRCOS SUB3 19
COMMON TIME SUB3 20
COMMON IRARF SUB3 21
COMMON KSTOP SUB3 22
COMMON TPSI SUB3 23
COMMON KKK SUB3 24
REAL LOMO,LENGTHMUKO SUB3 25
C SUB3 26
DIMENSION ANS46 SUB3 27
C SUB3 28
REAL LO,MO SUB3 29








SUBROUTINE INTER SU84 1
C COMPUTES INTERIOR REGION POINTS SUB4 2
COMMON CASEID(14),ITSI,ITS2,ITS3,ITS4,1TIItIT12,1TI3,1TI4,EPSI,EPSSUB4 3
12,EPS3,EPS4,EPS5,EPS6,EPII EPI2,EPI3,EPI4,EP.15,EPI6, EPIT7VPARLENSUB4 4
1GTHKAPR,BPR*BIGAPR BGBPRPRESTARtALPHABETARHOSTREPRSRHOS SUB4 5
COMMON XMESH(20,20,6),XMESH2(20,206)Z20,R(20R(20,SURF(158)SURF2SUB4 6
1(15,8),TAB(15t142) ,TAB2(15,14,2),SPART(15,2,2b)RARF(15,l1),RARF2(SUB4 7
115,4),RPART( 15,2 SUB4 8
C SUB4 9
C SUB4 10
COMMON ZOROtPOUO,VO,LOMOtRHOOtEOAOtUBAROVBARO SUB4 11
C SUB4 12
COMMON NPNTtNRNI,NDEL*ISUB SUB4 13
C SUB4 14
COMMON ZMIN,ZMAXRINRMAXtRADIUSGZGRDELTAH SUB4 15
COMMON DIRCOS SU84 16
COMMON TIME SUB4 17
COMMON IRARF SUB4 18
COMMON KSTOP SUB4 19
COMMON TPSI SUB4 20
COMMON KKK SUB4 21
C SUB4 22
C SUB4 23





EXTERNAL FGOFI,FGOF5 SUB4 29
INTEGER CHECKtCHECK2 SUB4 30
C SUB4 31
I FORMAT (1HI) SUB4 32
EPS=.0000001 SUB4 33
DO 905 J=1,20 SUB4 34





CALL DVCHK(KQ) SUB4 40
IF (KQ.EQ.1) GO TO 9980 SUB4 41
IF (M.EQ.3.AND.ZO.LT.EPS.AND.ABS(RO-RADIUS).LT.EPS)M=1 SUB4 42
IF (M.NE.1) GO TO 900 SUB4 43
DO 2 L=19NP SUB4 44
IF (TAB(L,14,1).LT.O.) GO TO 20 SUB4 45
2 CONTINUE SUB4 46
IF (IRARF.EQ.1) GO TO 20 SUB4 47
DO 3 N=1,NR SUB4 48
IF (R(J).GT.RARF(N,2)) GO TO 5 SUB4 49
3 CONTINUE SUB4 50
GO TO 6 SUB4 51
5 CONTINUE SUB4 52
M=PICK(Z(?,R(J),3) SUB4 53
FF=R(J)-RARF(M+N1,2-(RARF(M,2)-RARFF((2M+12I*4Z(II-RARFiM+1,I1))/RASUB4 54
1RF(M, l-RARFMN+1.1)) SU84 55
IF (FF.GT.0. GO TO 20 SUB4 56





EO2-RARF( 1,7 SUB4 62
A02=RARFIlt8i SUB4 63
GO TO 870 SUB4 64
20 CONTINUE SUB4 65
CALL GUESS(2,KODtZORO,I,JtZZtRRDZtDR) SUB4 66
IF (KOD.EQ.11 GO TO 580 SUB4 67
WRITE (3,575 IJZO,0RO SUB4 68
575 FORMAT (41HONO GUESS FOUND FOR INTERIOR REGION POINT/3HOI1=I46X2HKSUB4 69
1=l [.1OX3HZO=tE15.8,1OX3HRO=,E15.8/IHI SUB4 70
CALL EXIT SUB4 71
580 CALL DBLTRP(ZZRRANSl SUB4 72
C SUB 73
















CALL DVCHK(KQI SUB4 90
IF (KQ.EQ.1) GO TO 9980 SUB4 91





GO TO 620 SUB4 97
C SUB4 98
C SUB4 99
594 IF 4ABS(RO-RADIUS).GT.EPSl GO TO 600 SUB4 100





GO TO 620 SUB4 106





GO TO 620 SUB4 112
C SUB4 113
C SUB4 114







C ITERATE FOR I VALUES SUB4 121
C SUB4 122
619 CONTINUE SUB4 123
620 00 630 KK-1LLL SUB4 124
LUMP=L1 SUB4 125
ISUB-LL(KKI SUB4 126
621 CONTINUE SUB4 127





IF (KODE.NE.0) GO TO 6200 SUB4 133





EI(ISUB)=ANS(5) . SUB4 139
AI(ISUB-)ANS(6) SUB4 140




CALL DVCHK(KQI SUB4 145
IF (KQ.EQ.1) GO TO 9980 SUB4 146
GO TO 6400 SUB4 147
C SUB4 148
C BICHARACTERISTIC SELECTION SCHEME SUB4 149
C SUB4 150
7000 WRITE (3,7001) SUB4 151
7001 FORMAT (41HOBICHARACTERISTIC SELECTION SCHEME FAILED SUB4 152
WRITE (3,614) ZORO SUB4 153
WRITE (3,7002) (PSI (NMN)tMNMN=1,7),UAtVAAAUBVBtABtUCtVCACZZtSUB4 154
IDZvRRDRtANG19ANG2 SUB4 155
SUB=ISUB SUB4 156
WRITE (3,7002) SUB,ZI(ISUB),RI(ISUB) SUB4 157
7002 FORMAT (4E16.8) SUB4 158
CALL EXIT SUB4 159
6200 CONTINUE SUB4 160
IF (NBIC.NE0,1 GO TO 7000 SUB4 161
IF (LI.NE.2.0R.LL(1).EQ.1) GO TO 7300 SUB4 162
LL(1)=1 SUB4 163
GO TO 619 SUB4 164
7300 CONTINUE SUB4 165
IF (LI.NE.3) GO TO 7310 SUB4 166
IF (PSI(6).GT.4.2) GO TO 7310 SUB4 167
PSI(61=5.75959 SUB4 168
GO TO 619 SUB4 169
7310 CONTINUE SUB4 170




















DO 6210 LM=12 SUB4 191


















IF (LM.EQ.21 GO TO 6700 SUB4 210
IF (M.EQ.1) GO TO-6203 SUB4 211
GO TO 6800 SUB4 212
6700 CONTINUE SUB4 213
IF (M.NE.1) GO TO 6203 SUB4 214
6800 CONTINUE SUB4 215
MMnMMn+ SUB4 216
IF (MM.LE.360/NOMI GO TO 6201 SUB4 217
612 WRITE (3,613 ITII SUB4 218
613 FORMAT (44HOFAILED TO FIND 2 POINTS IN THE SAME REGION 21H IN SUBRSUB4 219
1. NRIT2 AFTERI4,6H TRIES) SUB4 220
WRITE (3,614) ZO0RO SUB4 221
614 FORMAT (1X5HZO -,EIS.8,4X5HRO -,E15.89 SU84 222
WRITE (3,6144) LM SU84 223
WRITE (3,6145) M SUB4 224
WRITE (3,61461 KODE SUB4 225
WRITE (3,7002) XB,YB,XB1,YB1 SUB4 226
6144 FORMAT 14H LM=,I4) SUB4 227
6145 FORMAT (3H M=,I4) SUB4 228
6146 FORMAT (6H KODE=,I4) SUB4 229
CALL EXIT SUB4 230
6203 GO TO (6204,6205),LM SUB4 231
6204 ANG=TPSI SUB4 232
MM=o SUB4 233
GO TO 6210 SUB4 234
6205 ANG2=TPSI-DTPSI SUB4 235
6210 CONTINUE SUB4 236
AL=LLL+1 SUB4 237




6300 CONTINUE SUB4 242
NBIC=1 SUB4 243
GO TO 619 SUB4 244
C SUB4 245
C SUB4 246
6400 CONTINUE SUB4 247
IF (L1.EQ.2.OR.L1.EQ.3) GO TO 642 SUB4 248
CALL NRIT2(ZI(8)tRI(81,ZZtDZRRtDREPIIEPI2,FGOF5,ITI1,KOOE) SUB4 249
IF (KOOE.EQ.0I GO TO 635 SUB4 250
ISUB=8 SUB4 251
WRITE (3t622) ITItl,,JISUB,ZO,ROtZZRRZI(81,RI(8) SUB4 252
622 FORMAT (27HOFAILED TO FIND ZIRI AFTERI14,6H TRIES,3X2HI=1493X2HJSUB4 253
1=,l143X5HISUB=,I4/IX3HZO=,E15.8,6X3HRO=,E15.8/1X3HZZ=,EI5.8,6X3HRRSUB4 254
1=,E15.8/1X3HZI=,E15.8,6X3HRI=,E15.8/1HII SUB4 255
CALL EXIT SUB4 256
C SUB4 257
C SUB4 258








642 00 670 IL=l1LLL SUB4 267
NN=LL(IL) SUB4 268
M=PART( lZI(NN)iRI(NNtZXRXDELTAeNDELI SUB4 269
IF (M.EQ.1) GO TO 645 SUB4 270
PUR(NN)=O. SUB4 271
PVR(NN)=O. SUB4 272
GO TO 648 SUB4 273




648 M=PART(2,ZI(NN),RI(NN),ZXRXtDELTANOEL) SUB4 278
IF (M.EQ.1) GO TO 650 SUB4 279
PUZ(NN)=O. SUB4 280
PVZ(NN)=O. SUB4 281
GO TO 655 SUB4 282







IF (ABS(RI(NN)I.GT.EPS) GO TO 660 SUB4 290
CON=PUR(NN) SUB4 291
GO TO 662 SUB4 292
660 CON=UI(NN)/RI(NN) SUB4 293
662 S(NN)=-RHOI(NN)*H*AI(NNI**2*(S(NNI+CON)+PIINNI+RHOI(NN)*AI(NN)*CPSSUB4 294
1I(NN)*UI(NNI+RHOIfNN)*AI(NNI*SPSI(NN)*VI(NN) SU84 295
670 CONTINUE SUB4 296
1005 CONTINUE SUB4 297
1002 FORMAT (4E16.8) SUB4 298
KICK=670 SUB4 299
CALL DVCHK(KQ) SUB4 300
IF (KQ.EQ.1) GO TO 9980 SUB4 301
C SUB4 302
C COMPUTE NEW PU,V SUB4 303
C SUB4 304
GO TO (690,692,695,698).L1 SUB4 305




GO TO 700 SUB4 310
C SUB4 311
C SUB4 312






GO TO 700 SUB4 319
C SUB4 320
C SUB4 321





GO TO 700 SUB4 327









700 KICK=700 SUB4 337
CALL DVCHK(KQ) SUB4 338
IF (KQ.EQ.1) GO TO 9980 SUB4 339
C SUB4 340
C SUB4 341
C ITERATE FOR RHOO,EO SUB4 342
C SUB4 343
705 ITI33=IT13 SUB4 344
IT144=ITI4 SUB4 345
KM=l SUB4 346
708 CONTINUE SUB4 347
CALL EQOSI(PO2,PGRHOPGEBIGGCHECKKRTTAO2,EO2,RHOO2,KMtEPS) SUB4 348
IF (KRTT.EQ.1 GO TO 871 SUB4 349






CALL OVCHK(KQ) SUB4 356
IF (KQ.EQ.1) GO TO 9980 SUB4 357
C SUB4 358








C CHECK E02,RHOO2 FOR CONVERGENCE SUB4 367
KICK=726 SUB4 368
CALL DVCHK(KQI SUB4 369
IF (KQ.EQ.I) GO TO 9980 SUB4 370
C SUB4 371
IF (ABS(DEC/EO).LT.EPIT) GO TO 726 SUB4 372
IF (ABS(DEO).GT..O1*EPI7) GO TO 730 SUB4 373
726 IF (ABS(DRHOO/RHOO).LE.EPI6) GO TO 740 SUB4 374
IF (ABS(DRHOO).LT.EPI6) GO TO 740 SUB4 375
730 IT133=ITI33-1 SUB4 376
IF (ITI33.NE.0) GO TO 735 SUB4 377
WRITE (6,732) ITI3,It,J,Z0,ROPOUOtVORHOOtEOtPO2,U02,VO29RHOO2,EOSUB4 378
12 SUB4 379
732 FORMAT (33HOE0,RHOO FAILED TO CONVERGE AFTERI14,6H TRIES/1X2HI=I14SUB4 380
I,4X2HJ,I14,4X2HZ=,E15.84XZHRtE15.8/5X2HPO18X2HUOISX2HVO18X4HRHOOSUB4 381
116XK2HE0/5X3HPO217X3HU0217X3HV0217X5HRHO0215X3HEO2//(5E20.8t SUB4 382
WRITE (3,11 SUB4 383
CALL EXIT SUB4 384
735 EO=E02 SUB4 385
RHOO=RHOO2 SUB4 386
KM=O SUB4 387
GO TO 708 SUB4 388
C SUB4 389
C CHECK FOR PROPER EQUATIONS SUB4 390
C SUB4 391
740 CONTINUE SUB4 392
PGE=-PGE SUB4 393
PGRHO=-PGRHO SUB4 394
IF (RHOO2.GE.RHOSTRl GO TO 750 SUB4 395
IF (EO2.LT.EPRS) GO TO 750 SUB4 396
742 CHECK2=0 SUB4 397
GO TO 752 SU84 398
750 CHECK2=1 SUB4 399
752 A02-SQRT(+PGRHO+PO2*PGE/RHOO2**21 SUB4 400
IF (CHECK.EQ.CHECK2) GO TO 870 SUB4 401
IT144=IT144-1 SUB4 402
IF (ITI44.NE.0) GO TO 770 SUB4 403
WRITE (3,755) ITI4,1,J,ZOROPO,UOVORHOO*EOtAOPO2UO2V02RHOO2SUB4 404
IlE02,A02 SUB4 405




WRITE (3,1) SUB4 410
CALL EXIT SUB4 411
770 KICK=770 SUB4 412
CALL DVCHK(KQ) SUB4 413
IF (KQ.EQ.11 GO TO 9980 SUB4 414
ITI33=ITI3 SUB4 415
GO TO 735 SUB4 416
C SUB4 417
C ALL VALUES HAVE CONVERGED FOR I INTERIOR POINT SUB4 418
C SUB4 419
871 KRTT=0O SUB4 420







CALL DVCHK(KQ) SUB4 428
IF (KQ.EO.1) GO TO 9980 SUB4 429
900 CONTINUE SUB4 430
905 CONTINUE SUB4 431
IF (ITS3.EQ.1I GO TO 950 SUB4 432
CALL ITRP SUB4 433
RETURN SUB4 434
950 CONTINUE SUB4 435
9980 WRITE (3,99851 KICK SUB4 436
WRITE (3,6141 ZOtRO SUB4 437
9985 FORMAT (32HODIVIDE CHECK NEAR STATEMENT NO.,15915H IN SUBR. INTER/SUB4 438
IIHI) SUB4 439
CALL EXIT SUB4 440
RETURN SUB4 441
END SUB4 442
SUBROUTINE EQOS14PRHO,PPPPVVPEEEETRHOKICKI SUBS I
COMMON CASEI0(14)tITS1,ITS2,ITS3,1TS4ITII tIT1I2TI3,ITI4,EPSIEPSSUB5 2
12,EPS3tEPS4,EPSS5EPS6,EP1E2EEPI2EEP13,EPI4EPI5EPl6,EP[ITVP,ARtLENSUB5 3
IGTHAPRBPRBIGAPRtBIGBPRESTARALPHAtBETARHOSTREPRSRHOS SUBS 4





COMMON ZOROtPOUOtVOtLOMOtROOEOtAOUBAROtVBARO SUBS 10
C SUBS 11
COMMON NPtNTNRtNINDELISUB SUBS 12
C SUBS 13
COMMON ZMINZMAX,RMINtRMAXtRADIUSGZGRDELTA,H SUB5 14
COMMON DIRCOS SUB5 15
COMMON TIME SUBS 16
COMMON IRARF SUBS 17
COMMON KSTOP SUBS 18
COMMON TPSI SUBS 19
COMMON KKK SUB5 20
C SUB5 21
C SUBS 22
REAL LOMOLENGTHtMUKO SUB5 23
RHO=RHOSTR SUBS 24
E=VP**2/8. SUBS 25












IF(ABS(DLTRHOI.LT.1.E-07) GO TO 101 SUBS 37
C IF (ABS(DLTRHO).LT.1.E-06) GO TO 101 SUBS 38
100 CONTINUE SUBS 39
KICK=2200 SUB5 40
GO TO 9980 SUBS 41







9980 RETURN SUBS 49
END SUBS 50









COMMON ZOROtPOUOVOLOeMOtRHOOtEOtAOUBAROVBARO SUB6 10
C SUB6 11
COMMON NPNTtNRtNINDELISUB SUB6 12
C SUB6 13
COMMON ZMINZMAXtRMINtRMAXRADIUStGZGRDELTAH SUB6 14
COMMON DIRCOS SUB6 15
COMMON TIME SUB6 16
COMMON IRARF SUB6 17
COMMON KSTOP SUB6 18
C SUB6 19
COMMON TPSI SUB6 20
COMMON KKK SUB6 21
C SUB6 22













SUBROUTINE EQOS3(RHO,AAE,P) SUB7 1








COMMON ZOROtPOtUOVOLOMORHOOtEOtAOtUBAROVBARO SUB7 10
C SUB7 11
COMMON NPNTNRtNINOELISUB SUB7 12
C SUB7 13
COMMON ZMINZMAXRMINRMAXtRADIUStGZGRtDELTAH SUBT 14
COMMON DIRCOS SUB7 15
COMMON TIME SUB? 16
COMMON IRARF SUB7 17
COMMON KSTOP SUBT 18
COMMON TPSI SUB7 19




REAL LOMOLENGTHMUKO SUB? 23
70 ETA-RHO/RHOSTR SUB7 24
MU=ETA-1. SUB? 25
EE-E/( ESTAR*ETA**2 ) 41 SUB7 26
IF IRHO.GT.RHOSTRI GO TO 72 SUB7 27
IF (E.GE.EPRS) GO TO 74 SUB? 28
72 PGRIO=E*(APR.BPR/EE)+BIGAPR/RHOSTR(2.*SIGBPR*MU)/RHOSTR*(2.*E**2*SUB7 29
IBPR II( ESTAR*ETA**2*EE**21 SUB? 30
PGE-(APR+BPR/EE )*RHO-(E*SPR*RHOI/4ESTAR*ETA**2*EE**2) SUB? 31
GO TO 75 SUB? 32
74 Cl-RHOSTR/RHO-1. SUB? 33
C2=EXP(-BETA*Cl) SUB? 34
C3-EXPI-ALPHA*C 1**2) SUB? 35
Tlm( BPR*E*RHOI /EE+BIGAPR*MU*C2 SUB? 36
T2-2.*ALPHA*Cl*(RHOSTR/(RHO**211 SUB? 37
T3=BPR*E/EE SUB? 38
T4-( 2**E) /(ESTAR*ETA**2*EEI SUB? 39
T4-T3*T4 SUB? 40
T5=(BIGAPR*C21 /RHOSTR SU87 41
T6- (SIGAPR*MU*BETA*RHOSTR*C21/ (RHO**2) SUB? 42
PGRH()mAPR*E+C3*( TI*T24T3,T44T54T6) SUB? 43
T?-(BPR*RHO)/EE ,SUB? 44
PGE=APR*RHO4C3*(T7-T7*(E/IESTAR*ETA**2*EE))) SUB? 45
75 AA-SQRT(PGRHOPGE*P/RHO**2) SUB? 46
RETURN SUB? 47
END SUB? 48
SUBROUTINE EQOSS(PFRPFEl SUBS 1
COMMON CASEID(141,ITS1,ITS2,1TS3,1TS4, 1T11,1T12,1T13,1T14,EPSIEPSSUBS 2
12,EPS3,EPS4,EPS5,EPS6,EPI11,EPI2,EPI3,EPI4,EPI5,EP16,EPI?,VPARLENSUBS 3
IGTHtAPRSPRBIGAPRBIGBPRESTAR, ALPHA, BETA*RHOSTR, EPRS, RHOS SUBS 4
COMMON XMESH(20,20,61,XMESH2(20,20,6*,Z(205,R(20),SURF415,81,SURF2SUB8 5
1W15,SI.TAB(15,14,21,TAB2(15,14,21,SPART(1522)RARF(1511)RARF2SUB8 6
115943,RPART( 15,2) SUBS 7
c SUBS 8
C SUB8 9
COMMON ZOlROPO,UOVOLOMOtRHOOtEOtAOUBAROVBARO SUBS 10
C SUB8 11
COMMON NPNT*NRNI,NDELISU SUBS 12
C SUBS 13
COMMON ZM MMIMAX1RMINtRMAXRADIUSGZGRDELTAH SUB8 14
COMMON DIRCOS SUB8 15
COMMON TIME SU88 16
COMMON IRARF SUB8 17
COMMON KSTOP SUB8 18
COMMON TPSI SUB8 19
COMMON KKK SUB8 20
C SUB8 21
C SUBS 22
REAL LOMOLENGTHMUKO SUB88 23




















COMMON ZOROPOtUOVOLO.MOtRHOOtEOtAOIUBAROVBARO SUB9 10
C SUB9 11
COMMON NPNTNRNINOELISUB SUB9 12
C SUB9 13
COMMON ZMINtZMAXtRMINRMAXRADIUStGZGRDELTAH SUB9 14
COMMON DIRCOS SUB9 15
COMMON TIME SUB9 16
COMMON IRARF SUB9 17
COMMON KSTOP SUB9 18
COMMON TPSI SUB9 19
COMMON KKK SUB9 20
C SUB9 21
C SUB9 22







SUBROUTINE EQOSI(PO2,PGRHO,'PGEtBIGGCHECKtKRTTtAO2,EO2,RHOO2KM EPSU10 1
IS) SUIO 2








COMMON ZOROPOtUOVOLOMOtRHOOEOtAOUBAROVBARO SU10 11
C SU10 12
COMMON NPoNTtNRNI0NDELISUB SU10 13
C SU10 14
COMMON ZMINZMAXRMINIRMAXRAOIUStGZtGRO0ELTAH SU10 15
COMMON DIRCOS SU10 16
COMMON TIME SUo1 17
COMMON IRARF SUIO 18
COMMON KSTOP SU10 19
COMMON TPSI SU10 20
COMMON KKK SU10 21
C SU10 22
C SU10 23
REAL LOMOLENGTHMUtKO SU10 24
INTEGER CHECKCHECK2 SU10 25











GO TO 870 SU10 37




IF 4RHOO.GT.RHOSTR) GO TO 720 SU10 42
IF (EO.LT.EPRS) GO TO 720 SU1O 43
715 C1=RHOSIR/RHOO-1. SU10 44
BEC1=BETA*C1 SU10 45
IF (BECI.LT.10.EIO) GO TO 716 SU10 46
C2=0.0 SUO1 47
GO TO 717 SU10 48
716 C2=EXP(-BEC1) SU10 49
717 C3AL-ALPHA*Cl**2 SU10 50
IF (C3AL.LT.1O.E12) GO TO 718 SU10 51
C3=0.0 SU10 52
GO TO 719 SU10 53
718 C3=EXP(-C3AL) SUlO 54
719 CONTINUE SUMO 55
TIZI BPR*EO*RHOO) /EE4BIGAPR*MU*C2 SUIO 56
T2m2.*ALPHA*Cl*(RHOSTR/(RHOO**21 I SUIO 57
T3=BPR*EO/EE SUIO 58
T4-(2**E0* /(ESTAR*ETA**2*EE) SUlo 59
T4-T3*T4 SUIO 60
T5=(BIGAPR*C2) /RHOSTR SUIO 61
T6=IBIGAPR*NU*8ETA*RHOSTR*C2)/ (RHOO**21 SUIO 62
T7-( BPR*R14001/EE SUIO 63
PGRHOSAPR*E04C3*( TI*T2eT34T4+T54T6) SU10 64
PGE-APR*RHOC3*(T7-T7*(EO/(ESTAR*ETA**2*EE))) SULO 65
B IGG=P02-APR*EO*RHOO-TI*C3 SUIO 66
CHECK-0 SUIO 67
GO TO 725 SUIO 68
720 T1=APR+BPR/EE SU10 69
T2-( BPR*EO) /1ESTAR*ETA**2*EE**2) SUIO 70





CHECKS 1 SUIO 76
725 CONTINUE SUIO 77
870 CONTINUE SUIO 78
RE TURN SUlO 79
END SUbo 80
SUBROUTINE SOUT2 Sull I
C SUll 2










COMMON ZOROPOtUOtVOLOtMORHOOEOAOUBAROVBARO SUII 13
C SUl1 14
COMMON NPNTNRNINDELISUB SUI1 15
C SUll 16
COMMON ZMINZMAXRMINRMAXRADIUStGZtGRDELTAH SU1i 17
COMMON DIRCOS SUIt 18
COMMON TIME SU11 19
COMMON IRARF SU11 20
COMMON KSTOP SU11 21
COMMON TPSI SUll 22
COMMON KKK SU11 23
REAL L0CMOLENGTHMUvKO SUI1 24
C SU11 25
4 FORMAT (///30H CURVES OF DISCONTINUITY AT TO//40X20H--PROJECTILE SSU1I 26
1HOCK--//) SU11 27
6 FORMAT (//35X29H--PROJECTILE PARTICLE CURVE--//) SU11 28
8 FORMAT (//42X16H--TARGET SHOCK--//) SU1l 29
10 FORMAT (//38X25H--TARGET PARTICLE CURVE--//) SU11 30
12 FORMAT (//42X15H--RAREFACTION--//) SUll 31
14 FORMAT (//35X30H--RAREFACTION PARTICLE CURVE--//) SU11 32
16 FORMAT (?X1HZ19XIHR19X1HPi9X1HU19XLHV/7X3HRHO17XIHEI9X1HA19X1HL19XSUlI 33
11HM// SUll 34
18 FORMAT (7XlHZ19X1HR//l SU11 35
20 FORMAT (7X1HZ19X1HR19X1HL19X1HM//I SU11 36
30 FORMAT 45E20.8/5E20.8//) SU1l 37
35 FORMAT (2E20.8) SU11 38
38 FORMAT (4E20.8) SU1t 39
39 FORMAT (//35X16H--FREE SURFACE--//) SU11 40
40 FORMAT (1H1 SU11 41
WRITE 43,4 SU11 42
WRITE (3,16) SU11 43
WRITE (3,30) ((TAB2(IvJlilJaltlOltI-lNPl SUI1 44
WRITE 43,6) SU11 45
191
WRITE (3,18) SUlI 46
WRITE (3935) ((SPART(IJ,)lltJ1,2),I=lNP) SU11 47
WRITE (3,8) SUl1 48
WRITE (3916) SU11 49
WRITE (3,30) ((TAB2Z(IJ2),J=1l10),I=INT) SU11 50
WRITE (3,10) SUll 51
WRITE (3,18) SU11 52
WRITE (3,35) ((SPART(I9J,2),J=1,2)tI=1,NT SUII 53
WRITE (3,12) SU11 54
WRITE (3t20) SUt1 55
WRITE (3,381 ((RARF2(IJ)9J=1v4)vIalNR) SUlk 56
WRITE (3,14) SUll 57
WRITE (3,39) SU11 58
WRITE (3,35) ((SURF2(IIJ)*,J1,2),I=iNP) SU11 59
WRITE (3,40) SUl1 60
RETURN SU11 61
END SUl1 62
SUBROUTINE SOUT SUI2 1
C SU12 2
C PRINTS 4 LINES OF Oi CONTINUITY AT TO-H SU12 3
C SU12 4








COMMON ZOROPOUOVOL0,MO,RHOOtEOtAOUBAROVBARO SU12 13
C SU12 14
COMMON NPtNTtNRsNIvNOELISUB SU12 15
C SU12 16
COMMON ZMINtZMAXRMINtRMAXtRADIUStGl,GROELTA,H SU12 17
COMMON DIRCOS SU12 18
COMMON TIME SU12 19
COMMON IRARF SU12 20
COMMON KSTOP SU12 21
COMMON TPSI SU12 22
COMMON KKK SU12 23
REAL LOMOLENGTHMUKO SU12 24
C SUI2 25
4 FORMAT (///32H CURVES OF DISCONTINUITY AT TO-H//40X20H--PROJECTILESU12 26
1 SHOCK--//I SU12 27
6 FORMAT (//42X16H--TARGET SHOCK--//) SU12 28
8 FORMAT (//42X15H--RAREFACTION--//) SU12 29
10 FORMAT (tXIHZ19X1HR19XIHP19X1HU19X1HV/TX3HRHOI7XIHE19XIHA19XIHL19XSU12 30
IIHM//I SU12 31
15 FORMAT (5E20.8/5E20.8//) SU12 32
18 FORMAT (1H1) SU12 33
21 FORMAT (//35X16H--FREE SURFACE--//) SU12 34
25 FORMAT (2E20.8) SU12 35
WRITE (3,4) SU12 36
WRITE (3r10) SU12 37
WRITE (3,15) ((TAB(IJll),J=lO10),IlNP) SU12 38
WRITE (3,61 SU12 39
WRITE (3,10) SU12 40
WRITE (3,15) ((TAB(IJ,2),JlI,1O),Il1,NT) SU12 41
WRITE 43,8) SU12 42
WRITE (3,10) SU12 43
WRITE (3,151 ((RARF(IJl,J=1,0),I=1,NRI SU12 44
WRITE (3,21) SU12 45
WRITE (3,251, ((SURF(IJI,J=1,2),I*1tNP) SU12 46
WRITE (318) SU12 47
RETURN SU12 48
END SU12 49
SUBROUTINE PRINT(BLtZTAB,RTABtKK) SU13 1




IGTHAPRBPR GAPBIAPRIGBPRESTARtALPHABETARHOSTR.EPRSRHOS SU13 6





COMMON ZOROPOUOeVOLOtMOeRHOOEO,AOUBAROeVBARO SU13 12
C SU13 13
COMMON NPNTNRNIiNDELISUB SU13 14
C SU13 15
COMMON ZMINZMAX,RMINtRMAXRAOIUStGZGROELTAH SU13 16
COMMON DIRCOS SU13 17
COMMON TIME SU13 18
COMMON IRARF SU13 19
COMMON KSTOP SU13 20
COMMON TPSI SU13 21
COMMON KKK SU13 22
REAL LO0MOoLENGTHMU*KO SU13 23
C SU13 24
DIMENSION BL120920,6)i.ZTAB(.20),RTAB(201 SU13 25
C SU13 26
00 15 I=1,20 SU13 27
00 15 J=l120 SU13 28
IF (ABS(BL(I,J,11)) ABS(BL(IJ,2))+ABS(BLtIJ3ll)I 20,15,20 SUl3 29
15 CONTINUE - SU13 30
WRITE (3,18) SU13 31
18 FORMAT (15HITABLES ALL = 0/1H1) SU13 32
CALL EXIT SU13 33
20 11-I SU13 34
DO 30 1=11,20 SU13 35
IF (ABS(BL(I,1,l)I+ABSIBL(I,1,2))+A8S(BL(I,1,31)1 30,22,30 SU13 36
22 00 25 J=1,20 SU13 37
IF (ABS(BL( I J,1 +ABS(BL I .JZ) I+ABS(BL I,J,3 3) 30,25,30 SU13 38
'25 CONTINUE SU13 39
12=I-1 SU13 40
GO TO 35 SU13 41
30 CONTINUE SU13 42
12=20 SU13 43
35 00 45 J=1,20 SUl3 44
IF (ABS(BL(11,JIl)+ABS(BL(I1,J,2))+ABS(BL(I1,J,3)I 45,37,45 SU13 45
37 00 40 I=I1,12 SU13 46
IF (ABS(BL(ItJtl) ABS(BL(I,J,2)I+ABS(BL(l,J9,3) 45,40,45 SU13 47
40 CONTINUE SU13 48
J2=J-1 SU13 49
GO TO 50 SU13 50
45 CONTINUE SU13 51
J2=20 SU13 52
50 J1=1 SU13 53
C SU13 54
C PRINT TABLE SU13 55
C SU13 56
GO TO (52,56),KK 5U13 57
52 WRITE (3,53) SU13 58
53 FORMAT (I/24HOINTERIOR REGION AT TO-H///) SU13 59
GO TO 62 SU13 60
56 WRITE (3,57) SU13 61
57 FORMAT (//22HOINTERIOR REGI'ON AT TO///) SU13 62
62 DO 70 1=I1,12 SU13 63
WRITE (3,64) ZTAB(I) SU13 64
64 FORMAT (///7HOZTAB =,FO.4//7XIHR9XlHP17XIHU17X1HV17X3HRHOI5XIHE17SU13 65
1XIHA// SU13 66
00 69 J-J1,J2 SUL3 67
WRITE (3,68) RTAB(J),(BL(ItJKl)K=1,6) SU13 68
68 FORMAT (Fl2.4,6E18.8) SU13 69
69 CONTINUE SU13 70
70 CONTINUE SU13 71
80 WRITE (3,82) SU13 72
82 FORMAT (1H)I SUI3 73
RETURN SU13 74
END SU13 75
SUBROUTINE NRIT2(X,YXO,DX,YO,OYEXEYFGOFITtKODE) SU14 1
C SU14 2
C NEWTON-RAPHSON METHOD FOR SOLUTION OF SU14 3
JO
C TWO NON LINEAR EQUATIONS IN TWO UNKNOWNS SU14 4
C SU14 5








COMMON ZOROtPOUOTVOLOtMORHOOEOtAOUSAROtVBARO SU14 14
C SU14 15
COMMON NPNTNRoNINDELISUB SU14 16
C SU14 17
COMMON ZMIN,ZMAX,RMINRMAXRADIUStGZGRDELTA.H SU14 18
COMMON DIRCOS SU14 19
COMMON TIME SU14 20
COMMON IRARF SU14 21
COMMON KSTOP SU14 22
COMMON TPSI SU14 23
COMMON KKK SU14 24









1 CONTINUE SU14 34






CALL FGOF(XBYYF2,G21 SU14 41
CALL FGOF4XXYBtF1,G1l SU14 42








IF (DET.EQ.O.) GO TO 920 SU14 51
OELX(8B2*CI-B1*C2)/DET SU14 52
OELY-(A1*C2-A2*C1/DET SU14 53
IF (ABS(DELXI.GT..0011 GO TO 8 SU14 54
OELX=O. SU14 55
8 IF (ABS(OELY).GT..001 GO TO 9 SU14 56
DELY=O. SU14 57
9 CONTINUE SU14 58




C TEST FOR SAME REGION SU14 63
C SU14 64
00 10 J-1IT SU14 65
XB1-XB+DELX SU14 66
YBIYBDOELY SU14 67
IF (YB1.LE.0.YB1-0. SU14 68
M=COMP(XB,YBeXBY81) SU14 69
IF (M.EQ.11 GO TO 15 SU14 70




10 CONTINUE SU14 75
/9,
GO TO 930 SU14 76
15 IF (ABS(XB-XB1).GT.EXI GO TO 45 SU14 77
fVkF (ABS(YB-YB1).GT.EYI GO TO 45 SU14 78





45 CONTINUE SU14 84
IF (KOOE.NE.11 GO TO 46 SU14 85
IF (SOEL.GT.EPII) GOO 46 SU14 86
DELX=.S*DELX SU14 87
DELYa.5*DELY SU14 88
GO TO 9 SU14 89
46 XB=X81 SU14 90
YB=YB1 SU14 91
DEL-DELTA SU14 92
00 70 N-1,NDEL SU14 93
X82uXB+DEL U514 94
MNCOMP(XBYBtX82,YIB SU14 95
IF (N.NE.1i GO TO 55 5U14 96
DXXmDEL SU14 97
GO TO 80 SU14 98
55 XB2-XB-DEL SU14 99
M-COMP(XBtY8,XB2,Y8 SU14 100
IF (M.NE.11 GO TO 60 SU14 101
DXX=-DEL SU14 102
GO TO 80 SU14 103
60 DEL*.5*DEL SU14 104
70 CONTINUE SU14 105
GO TO 980 SU14 106
80 DEL-DELTA SU14 107
00 100 N-1INOEL SU14 108
YB2-YB+OEL SU14 109
N-CONP(XB,YB,X6BYB2) SU14 110
IF (M.NE.) GO TO 85 SU14 111
OYY=DEL SU14 112
GO TO 50 SU14 113
85 YB2=YB-DEL SU14 114
M=COMP(XBYB,X8,YB2) SU14 115
IF (M.NE.1) GO TO 90 SU14 116
OYY=-OEL SU14 117
GO TO 50 SU14 118
90 DEL=.5*DEL SU14 119
100 CONTINUE SU14 120
GO TO 990 SU14 121
50 CONTINUE SU14 122
XXB1 SU14 123
Y=Y81 SU14 124
IF (KOOE.EQ.1) RETURN SU14 125
KODE=l SU14 126
GO TO 1 SU14 127
920 WRITE (3,922) 1 SU14 128
922 FORMAT (46HODETERMINANT IS 0 IN SUBR. NRIT2 FOR ITERATIONI64 SU14 129
GO TO 950 SU14 130
930 KODE=2 SU14 131
RETURN SU14 132
950 WRITE (3,952) XO,YOXBtYBXBIYBt1,ELX*DELY SU14 133
952 FORMAT (IX5HZO -,E15.8,4XSHRO -,E15.8/IXSHZB =,E15.8,4X5HRB ,SU14 134
1E15.8/IX5HZB1 ,tE15.8,4XSHRB1 =,E15.8/IX5HOELZ=,E15.84X5HOELR=,E1SU14 135
15.8/1HI) SU14 136
CALL EXIT SU14 137
RETURN SU14 138
980 KODE=3 SU14 139
RETURN SU14 140
990 KODE=4 SU14 141
RETURN SU14 142
END SU14 143
FUNCTION COMP(ZPtRPtZP1,RPI) SU15 1
C SU15 2








COMMON ZO,ROtPOUOtVO.LOMORHOOtEOtAOU8BAROtVBARO SUI5 11
C SUI5 12
COMMON 'NPNTNRtNINDELISUB SU15 13
C SU15 14
COMMON ZMINtZMAXRMINRMAXtRADIUStGZGRtDELTAH SU15 15
-COMMON DIRCOS SU15 16
COMMON TIME SU15 17
COMMON IRARF SU15 18
COMMON KSTOP SU15 19
COMMON TPSI SU15 20
COMMON KKK SUI5 21
REAL LO,MOLENGTHtMUtKO SU15 22
EPS-.0000001 SU15 23
IF (RP1.LT.O.! GO TO 80 SU15 24
IF (ZP1.GE.O.) GO TO 4 SU15 25
IF (RP1.GT.RADIUS) GO TO 80 SU15 26
C SU15 27
C FIND CONTROL CONSTANTS FOR ZP*RP SU15 28
C SU15 29
4 CONTINUE SU15 30
IF (ITS3.EQ.1 GO TO 33 SU15 31
IF (IRARF.EQ.1I GO TO 13 SUI5 32
M=PICK(ZPRP,3l SUI5 33
IF (ZP.GT.RARF(MNt).AND.M.NE.1nM=M-1 SUI5 34
FF=RP-RARF(M+1,2)-(RARF(MIt2-RARFIM+1,2)$*(ZP-RARF(M+1,11 /IRARF(MSU15 35
,ll)-RARF(M+19t1I SU15 36
IF (FF.LT.O.) GO TO 11 SU15 37
10 NN=1 SU15 38
GO TO 13 SU15 39
11 NN-0 SU15 40
13 CONTINUE SU15 41
DO 22 K=1,2 SU15 42
M=PICK(ZP1,RP1,K) SUIS 43
IF (RPl.LT.TABM,2,K).ANDO.M.NE.1)M=M-1 SU15 44
5 CONTINUE SU15 45
FF=ZPL-TAB(M+1,1,K)-(TAB(Me,1K)-TAB(M+I, tK))*IRPl-TAB(M+1,2,K)l/(SU15 46
ITAB(Mt2,K)-TAB(M+1,2,K)) SU15 47
IF (K.EQ.2) GO TO 17 SU15 48
IF (RPI.GT.RADIUS) GO TO 21 SU15 49
IF (FF.LT.-EPS) GO TO 90 SU15 50
GO TO 21 SU15 51
17 IF (FF.GT.EPS) GO TO 100 SU15 52




IF (FF) 80,22922 SU15 57
22 CONTINUE SU15S 58
IF (IRARF.EQ.1) GO TO 33 SU15 59
M=PICK(ZP1,RP3) SU15 60
IF (ZP1.GT.RARF(M,1).AND.M.NE.1)M=M-1 SU15 61
FF=RPI-RARF(MR(M21-RARF(M+1,2)*ZPI-RARF(M+1,1I|/(RARFSU15 62
1(Ml)-RARF(M+191)1 SU15 63
IF (FF.LT.0.) GO TO 31 SU15 64
30 NNI=1 SU15 65
GO TO 32 SU15 66
31 NNI=O SU15 67
32 IF (NN1.NE.NN) GO TO 110 SU15 68




80 COMP=2 SU15 73
COMP=COMP+.2 SU15 74
RETURN SU15 75
90 COMP=3. SU15 76
COMP=COMP+.2 SU15 77
RETURN SU15 78
100 COMP=4. SU15 79
COMP=COMP+.2 SU15 80
RETURN SU15 81




FUNCTION PICK(ZP*RPKOOE) SU16 1
C SUl6 2
C DETERMINES 2 CLOSEST CONSECUTIVE POINTS ON SPECIFIED SU16 3










COMMON ZOROtPOUOtVOtLOMOtRHOOEOAO.UBAROVBARO SUI6 14
C SU16 15
COMMON NPvNTNRvNIeNDELlSUB SU16 16
C SUI6 17
COMMON ZMINZMAX,RMINtRMAXtRADIUSGZtGRDELTAH SUI6 18
COMMON DIRCOS SU16 19
COMMON TIME SU16 20
COMMON IRARF SU16 21
COMMON KSTOP SU16 22
COMMON TPSI SU16 23
COMMON KKK SU16 24
REAL LOtMOLENGTHMUtKO SU16 25
C SU16 26
GO TO (510100300)KODE SU16 27
5 NNNP SU16 28
K=i SU16 29
GO TO 15 SU16 30
10 NN=NT SU16 31
K=2 SUI6 32
15 AA=(TAB(IleKI-ZPI**2+(TAB(,82,KI-RP)**2 SUI6 33
C SUI6 34
C SEARCH SHOCK TABLES SU16 35
C SU16 36
DO 60 N-29NN SU16 37
A=(TAB(N1,KI-ZPI**2+ITAB(Nt2tK)-RPI**2 SU16 38
IF (A.GE.AA) GO TO 23 SU16 39
AA-A SU16 40




23 PICK-N-i SU16 45
PICK-PICK+.2 SU16 46
RETURN SU16 47
100 AA=(RARF(1ilt-ZP)**2+(RARF(1i2)-RP)**2 SU16 48
C SU16 49
C SEARCH RAREFACTION TABLE SU16 50
C SU16 51
00 200 N-2,NR SU16 52
A-lRARF(Nl)-ZP)**2+(RARF(N,21-RP)**2 SU16 53
IF (A.GE.AA) GO TO 203 SU16 54
AA=A SU16 55




203 PICK-N-i SU16 60
PICK-PICK+*2 SU16 61
RETURN SU16 62
300 AA=(SURF(tllI-ZPI**2+(SURF(121-RP)**2 SUi6 63
C SUl6 64
C SEARCH FREE SURFACE TABLE SU16 65
C SU16 66
00 400 N-=2NP SUl6 67
A=(SURF(N,1)-ZPI**2+(SURF(N,21-RPI**2 SU16 68
IF (A.GE.AA) GO TO 303 SU16 69
AA-A SU16 70




303 PICK-N-1 5016 75
PICK=PICK+.2 SU16 76
304 CONTINUE SU16 77
RETURN SU16 78
END SU16 79
SUBROUTINE GUESS(KOD01KO02,ZPRP,12,K2tZGtRGtDZtRI SU17 1
C SU17 2
C DETERMINES STARTING POINT AND DELTAS SUIT 3
C FOR NEWTON-RAPHSON ITERATION SUIT 4
C SUT7 5
COMMON CASEID(14)ITSIITS2,ITS3lITS4ITIIIT12,lTI3,1TI4,EPSI,EPSSUI7 6







COMMON ZOtROtPOtUOtVOtLOtMORHOOEOtAOtUBAROtVBARO SU17 14
C SUIT 15
COMMON NPNTNRNINDOELlSUB SU17 16
C SU17 17
COMMON ZMINZAINZMA IN,RMAXtRADIUStGZGRDELTAH SU7 18
COMMON DIRCOS SU17 19
COMMON TIME SU17 20
COMMON IRARF SUI7 21
COMMON KSTOP SU17 22
COMMON TPSI SU17 23
COMMON KKK SUIT 24
REAL LOMOLENGTHtMUvKO SUIT 25
C SUIT 26
KS-O SUIT 27
IF (KOD1.EQ.21 GO TO 10 SU17 28
ZG-TAB(I21,lK2) SU17 29
RG=TAB(122,tK2) SUIT 30
IF (IRARF.EQ.1) GO TO 9 SUIT 31
2 M=1-INR-2*(K2-2) SU17 32
FF=RG-RARF(M+1,2)-(RARFnIM221)-RARF*ZG-RARF(M+1,1)/(RARFi(SUI 33
lll-RARF(M+191l) SU17 34
IF (FF.GT.O.I GO TO 9 SU17 35
ZG=(1.-.02/(RADIUS-RG))*ZG SU17 36
RG=RG+.02 SU17 37
IF (RG.GT.(RADIUS-.O1I) GO TO 110 SU17 38
GO TO 2 SU17T 39
9 CONTINUE SU17 40
GO TO 50 SU17 41
10 JJJ-NT-i SU17 42
IF (ITS3.EQ.1) GO TO 26 SU17T 43
00 24 M=I,JJJ SU17 44
IF (RP.GT.TA8(N+1,22).OR.RP.LT.TAB(M2t2) GO TO 24 SU17 45
GO TO 25 SUIT 46
24 CONTINUE SUIT 47
25 CONTINUE SU17 48
FF=ZP-TAB(M+Itl,2-(TAB(NIM 2)-TAB(M+1,1,2)1*(RP-TAB(M+1,2,2)/(TASU17 49
1B(N,2Z2)-TAB(M+I,2,2)) SU17 50
IF (FF.GT.O.l GO TO 20 SU1T 51
26 CONTINUE SU17 52
ZG=ZP SU17 53
RGsRP SUIT 54
GO TO 50 SU17 55
20 IK=M SU17T 56
N=CROSS(TAB(IKl,2),TAB(IK922),TAB(IK+19192)tTABIIK+1,2,2),O.0t.,SU17 57
lZPRPZGRG) SU17 58
GO TO (50*920,930)tM SU17 59
C SU17 60
C COMPUTE DELTAS SU17T 61
C SUIT 62
50 DEL=DELTA SUIT 63
C SU17 64
C Z OELTA SU17 65
C SUIT 66
LL=0 SU17 67
52 00 70 N=1,NOEL SU17 68
ZZ=ZG+DEL SU17 69
M=COMP(ZGtRGZZRG) SU17 70
IF (NMNE.I) GO TO 55 SUIT 71
DZ-DEL SU17 72
GO TO 80 SUIT7 73
55 ZZ=ZG-DEL SU17 74
M-COMP(ZGtRGZZRG) SU17 75
IF (M.NE.1) GOO 60 SU17 76
0Z=-DEL SU17 77
GO TO 80 SU17 78
60 DEL=.5*DEL SUIT 79
70 CONTINUE SUIT7 80
LL=LL+1 SUIT 81
IF (LL.EQ.3) GO TO 75 SU17 82
RG-RG-DELTA/5. SUIT 83
DEL=DELTA SU17 84
GO TO 52 SUIT7 85
75 KOD2=2 SU17 86
RETURN SUIT7 87
80 DEL-DELTA SU17 88
IF (KS.EQ.I) GO TO 120 SUIT 89
C SU17 90
C R OELTA SU17 91
C SUIT 92
LL=0O SU17 93
82 00 100 N=I,NOEL SU17 94
RR=RG+DEL SUIT 95
M=COMP(ZGtRGZGRR) SU17 96
IF (M.NE.1) GO TO 85 SU17 97
DR=OEL SU17 98
IF (KS.EQ.I1) GO TO 50 SU17 99
GO TO 120 SU17 100
85 RR=RG-OEL SUIT 101
M=COMP(ZGRGZG,RR) SUIT 102
IF (M.NE.1) GO TO 90 SU17 103
OR=-DEL SU17T 104
IF (KS.EQ.1) GO TO 50 SUIT 105
GO TO 120 SUIT 106
90 DEL=.S*DEL SU17 107
100 CONTINUE SU17 108
108 CONTINUE SUIT 109
LL-LL+1 SU1T 110
FLL=LL SUIT 111
IF (LL.EQ.5) GO TO 110 SUIT 112
C SUIT 113
104 ZGI=ZG+DELTA/5.*FLL*(-.I)**LL SUIT 114
M=COMP(ZGRG,ZG1,RG) SUIT 115
ZG=ZGI SUIT 116
IF (M.NE.1) GO TO 108 SUIT 117
KS=1 SUIT 118
GO TO 82 SUIT7 119
110 KOD2=2 SU17 120
RETURN SUIT 121
120 K002=1 SUT17 122
RETURN SU17 123
920 WRITE (3,922) SUT7 124
922 FORMAT (42HOERROR FOR COINCIDENT LINES IN SUBR. GUESS) SUIT7 125
GO TO 950 SU17 126
C SUIT 127
930 WRITE (3,932) SUIT 128
932 FORMAT (40HOERROR FOR PARALLEL LINES IN SUBR. GUESS) SU17 129
C SU17 130
950 WRITE (3,952) KOD1,I2,K2,ZPRP SU17 131




CALL EXIT SUIT 136
RETURN SU17 137
END SU17 138
FUNCTION CROSS(XlYlX2Y2,X3tY3tX4Y4tXY SU18 1
C SU18 2


















10 IF (ABS(D1).GT.EPS) GO TO 20 SU18 21
IF (ABS(D21.LE.EPS) GO TO 30 SUI8 22
20 CROSS=3 SU18 23
CROSS-CROSS+.2 SU18 24
RETURN SU18 25




316 CONTINUE SU18 30
RETURN SU18B 31
END SU18 32
FUNCTION PARTIMODEtZPtRPZXtRXDELTA.NDELb SU19 1
C SU19 2
C LOCATES A POINT IN THE SAME REGION AS A GIVEN POINT SU19 3
C TO BE USED IN COMPUTING A PARTIAL SU19 4
C NOOE-1,WITH RESPECT TO R SU19 5
C MOOE=2,WITH RESPECT TO Z SU19 6
C SU19 7
GO TO (2,4,NMODE SU19 8
2 DR-DELTA SU19 9
OZ-O. SU19 10
GO TO 8 SU19 11
4 DR=O. SU19 12
DZ=DELTA SU19 13








IF (M.EQ.1) GO TO 60 SU19 22
DZ-DZ*.5 SU19 23
DR=DR*.5 SU19 24










FUNCTION PICK24ZPRP#KODEI SU20 1
C SU20 2
C DETERMINES 2 CLOSEST CONSECUTIVE POINTS ON SPECIFIED SU20 3








COMMON ZOROPOUOVOLO.MO,RHOOEOtAOUBAROVBARO SU20 12
COMMON NP,NTNR,NINDEL,ISUB SU20 13
C SU20 14
COMMON ZMIN,ZMAXRMIN,RMAXtRADIUSGZGRtOELTAtH SU20 15
COMMON DIRCOS SU20 16
COMMON TIME SU20 17
COMMON IRARF SU20 18
COMMON KSTOP SU20 19
COMMON TPSI SU20 20
COMMON KKK SU20 21
REAL LOMOLENGTHtMUKO SU20 22
C SU20 23
GO TO (5,1t100.205,210,300,500),KODE SU20 24
5 NN=NP SU20 25
KuI SU20 26
GO TO 15 SU20 27
10 NN=NT SU20 28
K-2 SU20 29
15 AA=(TAB2(1tlK-ZP**2+(TA82(1t2,Kg-RP)**2 SU20 30
C SU20 31
C SEARCH SHOCK TABLES SU20 32
C SU20 33
00 60 N=-2NN SU20 34
A-(TAB2(N, lKI-ZP)**2+(TAB2(N,2,KI-RPI**2 SU20 35
IF (A.GE.AA) GO TO 23 SU20 36
AA-A SU20 37




23 PICK2-N-1 SU20 42
PICK2-PICK2+.2 SU20 43
RETURN SU20 44
100 AA-(RARF2(ll)-ZPI**2+(RARF2(1,21-RPI**2 SU20 45
C SU20 46
C SEARCH RAREFACTION TABLE SU20 47
C SU20 48
DO 200 N-2,NR SU20 49
A-(RARF2(Nl)-ZPI**2+(RARF2(N, 2)-RP)**2 SU20 50
IF (A.GE.AA) GO TO 203 SU20 51
AAA -SU20 52




203 PICK2-N-1 SU20 57
PICK2-PICK2+.2 SU20 58
RETURN SU20 59
205 NN-NP SU20 60
K-i SU20 61
GO TO 215 SU20 62
210 NN-NT SU20 63
K=2 SU20 64
215 AA=(SPARTIIllK)-ZP)**2+(SPART(12,K)-RPI**2 SU20 65
C SU20 66
C SEARCH SHOCK PARTICLE TABLES SU20 67
C SU20 68
00 260 N=2,NN SU2O 69
A=(SPART(N,1,K)-ZP)**2+(SPART(N,2,K)-RP)**2 SU20 70
IF (A.GE.Aa) GO TO 223 SU20 71
AA=A SU20 72




223 PICK2=N-1 SU20 77
PICK2=PICK2+.2 SU20 78
RETURN SU20 79
300 AA=(RPART(I111-ZP)**2+(RPART(1,2)-RP)**2 SU20 80
C SU20 81
C SFARCH RAREFACTION PARTICLE TABLE SU20 82
C SU20 83
00 400 N=2,NR SU20 84
A=(RPART(N,I)-ZP)**2+(RPART(N,2)-RP)**2 SU20 85
IF (A.GE.AA) GO TO 403 SU20 86
AA=A SU20 87




403 PICK2=N-1 SU20 92
PICK2=PICK2+.2 SU20 93
RETURN SU20 94
500 AA=(SURF2i1,1)-ZP)**2+(SURF2(1,2)-RP)**2 SU20 95
C SU20 96
C SEARCH FREE SURFACE TABLE SU20 97
C SU20 98
00 520 N=2tNP SU20 99
A=(SURF2(N,1)-ZP)**2+(SURF2(N,2)-RP)**2 SU20 100
IF (A.GE.AA) GO TO 523 SU20 101
AA=A SU20 102








FUNCTION TEST(ZP,RP) SU21 1
C SU21 2
C SU21 3
C DETERMINES IF A GIVEN INTERIOR POINT IS IN SU21 4
C THE REGION TO BE CONSIDERED SU21 5
C SU21 6








COMMON ZOtROPOUOtVOLOMORHOOEOtAOUBAROVBARO SU21 15
C SU21 16
COMMON NPvNTNRNINDELISUB SU21 17
C SU21 18
COMMON ZMINZMAXRMINRMAXRADIUSGZGRD0ELTAH SU21 19
COMMON DIRCOS SU21 20
COMMON TIME SU21 21
COMMON IRARF SU21 22
COMMON KSTOP SU21 23
COMMON TPSI SU21 24
COMMON KKK SU21 25
REAL LOMOLENGTHMUKO SU21 26
C SU21 27
EPS=.0001 SU21 28
IF (ITS3.EQ.1 GO TO 5 SU21I 29





CALL DVCHK(KQf SU21 35
IF (KQ.EQ.1I GO TO 9980 SU21 36
IF (FF) 200,5,5 SU21 37
5 CONTINUE SU21 38
IF (ZP.GT.-EPS) GO TO I SU21 39
IF (RP.GT.(RADIUS+EPS)) GO TO 200 SU21 40
1 00 10 K=1,2 SU21 41
IF (ITS3.EQ.1) GO TO 100 SU21 42
M=PICK2(ZP,RP,K) SU21 43




CALL DVCHK(KQ) SU21 48
IF (KQ.EO.1) GO TO 9980 SU21 49
IF (K.EQ.21 GO TO 50 SU21 50
IF (RP.GT.RADIUS) GO TO 10 SU21 51
IF (FF) 200,10,10 SU21 52
50 IF (FF1 10,10,200 SU21 53
10 CONTINUE SU21 54
00 20 K=1,2 SU21 55
J=K+3 SU21 56
M=PICK2(ZPvRP#JI SU21 57




CALL OVCHK(KQ) SU21 62
IF (KQ.EQ.1) GO TO 9980 SU21 63
IF (K.EQ.2) GO TO 15 SU21 64
IF (RP.GT.RAOIUS) GO TO 20 SU21 65
IF (FF.LT..O011 GO TO 300 SU21 66
GO TO 20 SU21 67
15 IF (FF.GT.-.0011 GO TO 400 SU21 68
20 CONTINUE SU21 69





CALL DVCHK(KQ) SU21 75
IF (KQ.EQ.1) GO TO 9980 SU21 76





CALL OVCHK(KQ) SU21 82
IF (KQ.EQ.1) GO TO 9980 SU21 83
IF (FF.LT.O.) GO TO 500 SU21 84
100 TEST=1 SU21 85
TEST=TEST+.2 SU21 86
RETURN SU21 87
200 TEST=2 SU21 88
TEST=TEST+.2 SU21 89
RETURN SU21 90
300 TEST=3 SU21 91
TEST=TEST+.2 SU21 92
RETURN SU21 93
400 TEST=4 SU21 94
TEST=TEST+.2 SU21 95
RETURN SU21 96
500 TEST=5 SU21 97
TEST=TEST+.2 SU21 98
RETURN SU21 99
9980 WRITE (3,9985) KICK SU21 100




SUBROUTINE FGOF5(Z5,RS,SSQQ) SU22 I
C SU22 2
C COMPUTES SS,S5 FOR INTERIOR REGION SU22 3
C ITERATION FOR Z5tR5 SU22 4
C SU22 5





115t4),RPART( 15,2 SU22 11
C SU22 12
C SU22 13
COMMON ZO,ROtPOUOVOLOMORHOOEOtAOtUBAROVBARO SU22 14
C SU22 15
COMMON NPNTNRtNINDELISUB SU22 16
C SU22 17
COMMON ZMINZMAX,RMINtRMAXtRAOIUStGZGRDELTAH SU22 18
COMMON DIRCOS SU22 19
COMMON TIME SU22 20
COMMON IRARF SU22 21
COMMON KSTOP SU22 22
COMMON TPSI SU22 23
COMMON KKK SU22 24
REAL L0MO,OLENGTHMUIKO SU22 25
C SU22 26
DIMENSION ANS(6) SU22 27
C SU22 28







SUBROUTINE ITRP SU23 1
COMMON CASEID(14),ITS,1TS2,ITS3,ITS4,IT11,ITI2ITI3,1TI4,EPSI,EPSSU23 2
12,EPS3,EPS4,EPS5,EPS6,EPIl,FPI2,EPI3,EPI4,EPI5,EPI6,EP17,VPtARLENSU23 3






COMMON ZO,RO,POUO,VOLOMOtRHOOEOAO,UBAROVBARO SU23 10
C SU23 11
COMMON NP,NT,NR,NI,NDEL,ISUB SU23 12
C SU23 13
COMMON ZMINZMAX,RMINtRMAXtRADIUSGZ,GGRDELTAH SU23 14
COMMON DIRCOS SU23 15
COMMON TIME SU23 16
COMMON IRARF SU23 17
COMMON KSTOP SU23 18
COMMON TPSI SU23 19
COMMON KKK SU23 20
C SU23 21
C SU23 22
REAL LOMOLENGTH,MUKO SU23 23
C SU23 24
C INTERPOLATION SCHEME FOR POINTS BETWEEN PARTICLE CURVES SU23 25





00 1000 J=1,20 SU23 31
00 1000 I=1,20 SU23 32
M=TEST(Z(I),R(JI) SU23 33
IF (M.NE.5) GO TO 906 SU23 34
IF (IRARF.EQ.1) GO TO 906 SU23 35
NRI=NR-1 SU23 36
00 907 JJ=1,NRL SU?3 37
IF (RARF2(JJ,1).LT.Z(I).AND.RARF2(JJ+1,1).GT.Z(I)) Gn TO 908 SU23 38
907 CONTINUE SU23 39
908 CONTINUE SU23 40
FF=R(J)-RARF2(JJ+1,2)+(RARF2(JJ,2)-RARF2(JJ+1,2))*(Z(I)-RARF2(JJ+ISU23 41
1,1 ) /(RARF2(JJ,I )-RARF2( JJ+1,1)) SU23 42
IF (FF.LT.0.) GO TO 1000 SU23 43
906 CONTINUE SU23 44
IF (M.EQ.3.AND.Z(I).LT.EPS.AND.ABS(R(J)-RADIUS).LT.EPS) GO TO 1000SU23 45
IF (M.LT.31 GO TO 8051 SU23 46
WRITE (3,8050) SU23 47
8050 FORMAT (30HOINTERPOLATION SCHEME EMPLOYED) SU23 48
614 FORMAT (lX5HZO =,E15.8,4X5HRO =,E15.8) SU23 49
ZO=Z(I) SU23 50
RO=R(J) SU23 51
WRITE (3,614) ZO,RO SU23 52
WRITE (3,8888) M SU23 53
8888 FORMAT (1X4HM =,14) SU23 54
8051 CONTINUE SU23 55
GO TO (1000,1000,1001,1010,1100),M SU23 56




IF (FF.GT.O.) GO TO 1003 SU23 61
00 8002 K=16 SU23 62
L=K+2 SU23 63
8002 XMESH2(I,J,K)=RARF(L,L) SU23 64
GO TO 1000 SU23 65
1003 L=I+1 SU23 66
N=TEST(Z(L),R(J)) SU23 67
GO TO (1004,1007,1030,1030,1050),N SU23 68
1004 M=PICK2(Z(I),R(Ji,1) SU23 69
00 1006 K=1,8 SU23 70
ANS=TAB2(MK,11+(TAB2(M+1IK,1-TAB2(M,K,1ll*R(J)-TAB2(M,2,1))/(TASU23 71
1F2(M+12,11-TAB2(M,2,1)) SU23 72
IF (K.NE.1) GO TO 8005 SU23 73
ANS1=ANS SU23 74
GO TO 1006 SU23 75
8005 CONTINUF SU23 76
IF (K.FQ.2) GO TO 1006 SU23 77
KX=K-2 SU23 78
IF (ABS(R(J)-RADIUS.GT.EPS) GO TO 9024 SU23 79
IF (K.GT.5.OR.K.LT.4) GO TO 9024 SU23 80
ANS=TAB2(M+I,K,I| SU23 81
9024 CONTINUE SU23 82
XMEXMESIJKX)=ANS+(XMESH2(LJ,K)-ANS)*(Z(I)-ANSI)/(Z(LI-ANS1) SU23 83





1006 CONTINUE SU23 89
GO TO 1000 SU23 90
1007 MM=PICK2(Z(I),R(J),2) SU23 91
M=PICK2(Z(I),R(J),1) SU23 92
00 1009 K=1,8 SU23 93




IF (K.NE.1 GO TO 1008 SU23 98
ANSI=ANS SU23 99
ANS2=ANSW SU23 100
GO TO 1009 SU23 101
1008 CONTINUE SU23 102
IF (K.EQ.2) GO TO 1009 SU23 103
KX=K-2 SU23 104
XMESH2(I,JKX)=ANS+(ANSW-ANS)*(Z(I)-ANS1)/(ANS2-ANS1) SU23 105
1009 CONTINUE SU23 106
GO TO 1000 SU23 107
o2/g




IF (FF.GT.0.) GO TO 1013 SU23 112
DO 1012 K=1,6 SU23 113
L=K+2 SU23 114
1012 XMESH2( IJ,K)=RARF(I,L) SU23 115
GO TO 1000 SU23 116
1013 L=I-1 SU23 117
IF (ABS(Z(I)I.LT.EPS) GO TO 1017 SU23 118
N=TEST(Z(L),R(J)) SU23 119
GO TO (1014*101791030 19300171051)N SU23 120
1014 M=PICK2(Z(IIR(J),2) SU23 121
00 1016 K=1,8 SU23 122
ANS=TAB2(M,K,2)+(TAB2(M+1,K2)-TAB2(MK,21)*(RIJi-TAB2(M,2,K2)/(TASU23 123
18B2(M+1,2,2)-TA82(M,2,2)) SU23 124
IF (K.NE.1) GO TO 1015 SU23 125
ANSI=ANS SU23 126
GO TO 1016 SU23 127
1015 CONTINUE SU23 128
IF (K.EQ.2) GO TO 1016 SU23 129
KX=K-2 SU23 130
XMESH2(IJtKX)=ANS+(XMESH2(L,J,KX)-ANS)*(Z(II-ANS1)/(Z(L)-ANS1) SU23 131
1016 CONTINUE SU23 132
GO TO 1000 SU23 133
1017 L=J-I SU23 134
N=TEST(Z(I)tR(L)) SU23 135
GO TO (1024,1030,1030,1030,1051)N SU23 136
1024 M=PICK2(Z(I),R(J),2) SU23 137
00DO 1026 K=2,8 SU23 138
ANS=TAB2(M,K,2)+(TAB2(M+1,K,21-TAB2(MK,2))*(Z(I)-TAB2(Mtl21|/(TASU23 139
1BZM+11l,2)-TAB2fMI1,2)) SU23 140
IF (K.NE.2 GO TO 1025 SU23 141
ANS1=ANS SU23 142
GO TO 1026 SU23 143
1025 CONTINUE SU23 144
KX=K-2 SU23 145
IF (ABSZ(Ifl).GT.EPS) GO TO 9125 SU23 146
IF (K.GT.5.OR.K.LT.4) GO TO 9125 SU23 147
ANS=TAB2(M+l,K,2) SU23 148
9125 CONTINUE SU23 149
XMESH2(I,J,KX)=ANS+(XMESH2(IvLKX)-ANS)*(R(J)-ANSII/(R(L)-ANS1) SU23 150





1026 CONTINUE SU23 156
GO TO 1000 SU23 157





GO TO (1101,1030,1051,1030),M SU23 163
1101 CONTINUE SU23 164




1106 CONTINUE SU23 169
GO TO 1000 SU23 170
1050 JJI=J SU23 171
Ill=1 SU23 172
K001=1 SU23 173
GO TO 1000 SU23 174
1051 JJ2=J SU23 175
112=1 SU23 176
KOD2=1 SU23 177
1000 CONTINUE SU23 178
IF (KODI.EQ.01 GO TO 2000 SU23 179
M=PICK2(ZIIIi)tRJJI)ll) SU23 180
00 2016 K=1,8 SU23 181
ANS=TAB2(M,K,)I+(TAB2(M+1,K,1t-TAB2(M,Krl)*(R(JJ11-TAB2(M,2,1l)/(SU23 182
1TAR2(M+1,2,1)-TAB2(M,2,1)) SU23 183
IF (K.NE.1) GO TO 2005 SU23 184
ANS1=ANS SU23 185
GO TO 2016 SU23 186




IF (K.EQ.2) GO TO 2016 SU23 191
KX=K-2 SU23 192
XMESH2(I,JKXI=ANS+(XMESH2(L,J,KX-ANS)*(Z(I)-ANS11/(Z(LI-ANS1) SU23 193
2016 CONTINUE SU23 194
2000 IF (KO02.FQ.0) GO TO 3000 SU23 195
M=PICK2(Z(II2),R(JJ2),2) SU23 196
00 3016 K=1,8 SU23 197
ANS=TAB2(MK,2)+(TAB2(M+lK,21-TAB2(MtK,2)*(R(JJ2)-TAB2(M,2,2)1/(SU23 198
LTAB2(M+1,2t2)-TA2(M,2,2)) SU23 199
IF (K.NE.1) GO TO 3015 SU23 200
ANSI=ANS SU23 201
GO TO 3016 SU23 202




IF (K.FQ.2) GO TO 3016 SU23 207
KX=K-2 SU23 208
XMESH2( I,J,KX)=ANS+(XMESH2(LJ,KX)-ANS*(Z( I )-ANSI/(l(L)-ANS) SU23 209
3016 CONTINUE SU23 210
3000 CONTINUE SU23 211
GO TO 3017 SU23 212
1030 WRITE (3,1040) I,J SU23 213
1040 FORMAT (27HO TIME STEP TOO LARGE AT I=,I4,2HJ=,I4,///) SU23 214
CALL EXIT SU23 215















COMMON ZO,ROPOUO,VO,LOMORHOO,EO,AOUBAROtVBARO SU24 11
C SU24 12
COMMON NPqNTNRNINDELISUB SU24 13
C SU24 14
COMMON ZMIN,ZMAXtRMIN,RMAXRADIUSGZGR, ELTA,H SU24 15
COMMON DIRCOS SU24 16
COMMON TIME SU24 17
COMMON IRARF SU24 18
COMMON KSTOP SU24 19
COMMON TPSI SU24 20
COMMON KKK SU24 21




SUBROUTINE FGOFI(ZXRX,SS,QQ) SU25 1
C SU25 2
C COMPUTES SI,QI FOR INTERIOR REGION SU25 3










COMMON ZO,RCPOUOVOLOPMORHOOEOAO,UBARO,V8ARO SU25 14
C SU25 15
COMMON NPNT,NRNI,NDELlISUR SU25 16
C SU25 17
COMMCN ZMINZMAXRMINRMAXRADIUS,GZ,GRDELTAH SU25 18
COMMON OIRCOS SU25 19
COMMON TIME SU25 20
COMMON IRARF SU25 21
COMMON KSTOP SU25 22
COMMON TPSI SU25 23
COMMON KKK SU25 24
REAL LOMOLENGTHvMUKO SU25 25
C SU25 26
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Abstract 
Results from a'numerical scheme based on the 
method of characteristics are presented for the 
axially symmetric, hypervelocity impact of similar 
materials . The analysis is restricted to the early 
stages of the impact of a right ci~cular cylinder 
on a halfspace . The resulting rarefaction and 
shock waves produced by the ~pact are considered 
as discrete wavefronts which divide the impacted 
zone into regions . Numerical diffusion is then 
controlled by requiring that the values of the de-
pendent variables at a given point in the impacted 
zone to, depend on only the calculated values at 
earlier times at points in the same region as the 
point in question . The numerical results give ac-
curate representations of the stress wave profiles 
(i . e., rarefaction and shock waves) which should be 
useful as inputs for a later stage elastoplastic 
analysis and/or spallation analysis. The effects 
of "numerical diffusion" on the calculated pressure 
and flow fields when the rarefaction wave is not 
considered as discrete is investigated and the 
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Introduction 
f . . 1-3 Most 0 the ex~sting numer~cal codes for 
hypervelocity impact calculations are based on 
procedures which allow some smearing of the re-
sulting ~arefaction and shock waves. The present 
analysis of the ~nitial hydrodynamic phase of an 
axially symmetric, hypervelocity impact is based on 
the method of characteristics while treating the 
rarefaction and shock waves as discrete discontinu-
ities. The definitiveness of the resulting flow 
field obtained from such an analysis should be use-
ful as inputs to a subsequent elastoplastic analy-
sis for studying later stage cratering effects and/ 
or spallation calculations which require rather 
accurate representations of both the peak pressure 
and the incident shock wave profile at reflection . 
The results based on a numerical code using the 
method of characteristics for the impact of a right 
circular aluminum cylinder on an aluminum half-
space are presented. The impact configuration is 
depicted schematically in Fig. 1. 
Figure 1 Impact configuration 
In order to give some insight into the mecha-
nism of "numerical diffusion", an analysis using 
the method of characteristics by not considering 
the rarefaction as discrete is also considered. In 
t The authors are grateful to Mr. P. Townsend of Northeastern University for his assistance in adapting the 
computer program to the Northeastern University Computer , the running of the programs, and the preparation 
of the figures. The research of one of us (T.S.C.) was partially supported by the National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration under Contract No . NGR 34- 002 - 084, and the Advanced Research Projects of the 
Department of Defense while monitored by the Office of Naval Research under Contract No. NOOOl4 - 68 ·,A- Ol87 . 
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doing so, the speed of the release wave from the 
free surface of the projectile and the free surface 
of the target is not controlled. Results from such 
an approximate analysis are compared with the dis -
crete rarefaction case and the limitations of the 
"diffused" solution are delineated. 
Characteristic Surfaces 
As described in references 4 and 5, during the 
initial stages of a hypervelocity impact, the mate-
rial in the impacted zone may be assumed to obey 
the inviscid fluid dynamic equations. For axially 
symmetric impact, these equations may be expressed 
as follows: 
Conservation of Mass 
Dp + p (~ + av ~) 0 - + , Dt ar az r 
Conservation of Momentum 
DU ap 0 p - + a; , Dt 
DV ap 0 p Dt + az- , 






a U ~ + v a 







and P is the pressure, p is the density , a is the 
isentropic speed of sound, t is the time, and (r,z) 
and (U,V) are the radial and axial coor dinates and 
velocities , respectively . 
Equations (1) to (4) f orm a system of non -
linear, hyperbolic , partial differential equations. 
The corresponding characteristic equation for this 
system of equations is: 
0 D$ a$ a$ Dt Pa r Paz 
a$ 0 D$ 0 ar PDt 
a$ 0 0 D$ az PDt 
D<P 2D$ 0 0 Dt -a Dt 
where $ = $ (r ,z,t ) , and surfaces of $ 
are the characteristic surfaces . 
0 (6) 
constants 
The solutions of Eq. (6) are given by 
and 
(D$)2 




The characteristic surfaces described by Eqs . (7) 
and (8) correspond to two distinct types of charac-
teristic propagations . Corresponding tQ Eq . (7) , 
the characteristic propagation is described by the 
differential equations of the bicharacteristics 
dr _ 
dt - U + acos8 , (9) 
dz V . e dt = + aSl.n , (10) 
where, 0 ~ e ~ 2rr. These bicharacteristics de-
scribe the propagation of pressure,_density, or 
velocity disturbances. Corresponding to Eq. (8), 
the characteristic propagation is described by 
dr = U 
dt ' 
(ll) 
dz = V 
dt ' (12) 
which are the particle path equations and describe 
the propagation of entropy disturbances . 
The set of bicharacteristics from a point , 
with 0 ~ e :0 2rr, forms the conoid of dependence for 
the point which is at its vertex. The interior of 
'the conoid contains all the points whose values of 
U,V,P,p, etc. may influence the corresponding val-
ues at the point at the vertex. The intersect ion 
of this conoid and a particular time plane forms 
the domain of dependence of the point at the vertex 
of the conoid and contains all the points whose 
values of U, V,P, p , etc. influence the corresponding 
values at the point at the vertex . A schematic 
representation of these ideas are given ~n Fig . 2 . 
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Conoid and domain of dependence 
Com12atibilit:t Conditions 
It will not be difficult to demonstrate that 
along a'bicharacteristic, U, V, and P must satisfy 
the following differential relation in a time in-
terval dt: 
dP + pacosedU + pasinedV 
= - pa 2dt [(~) sl.·n2e - (~+ ~) ar az ar sinecose 
(13) 
Similarly, along the particle path, the following 
differential expression must be satisfied: 
(14) 
where e is the specific internal energy. Equations 
(13) and (14) are called the bicharacteristic and 
particle path compatibility conditions, respective-
ly. 
Equation (14) is essentially the first law of 
thermodynamics expressed along the particle path 
for an isentropic process . This choice of a parti-
cle path compatibility equation was made in order 
t o introduce the internal energy variable. The 
P,p,e variables are re lated by an equation of state 
of the form, 
P = P(p,e) . (15) 
The particular form of the equation of state used 
in this analysls is that of Tillotson. 6 For alumi -
num, it can be expressed as follows: 
For p > p*, with e > 0 or e S e
s
' 
P [ 1. 63 ] 2 0.5 + l+e/ (e n2 ) ep + 0.752~ + 0.65~ , 
s (16) 





0.5ep + [ 1 . 63ep 
l+e/ (e n2 ) 
s 
n = p/p* , ~ = n - 1 , (18) 
p* = 2.70 gm/ cm3 is the ambient density for alumi-
num, and e = 0 . 03 megabar cm 3/gm is the sublima-
tion energ§ for aluminum. In Eqs . (16) and (17). , 
P is expressed in megabars, p in gm /cm3, and e in 
megabars cm 3/gm. 
Numerical Procedure 
The differential expressions, Eqs. (9)-(14) , 
are cast in finite difference forms accurate to the 
order of h2 , where h is the time step . For ~xampl~ 
the bicharacteristic compatibility equation for a 
particular value of a is 
_ (~ + elY ). sinS.cosS. 
el z elr ~ ~ ~ 
where the subscript "0" refers to t = t and the 
point where the values of U,V , P , p, etc.oare being 
calculated and the subscript "i" refers to the cor-
responding values at the intersection of the bi-
3 
characteristic Si with an (tQ-h) - time plane at 
which all data has been prev~ously calculated. In 
spite of the fact that the error over each time 
step is of order h2 , the accumulated errors reduce 
the aggregate solution to the order of h. 
The unknowns in Eq . (19) are P 'Uo,V
o 
and 
therefore unless one (or more) of tgese values is 
specified, three bicharacteristics are required for 
each calculation . After P ,U ,V are determined , 
the values p and e are ogta~neg with the aid of 
o 0 
the particle path compatibility condition and the 
equation of state . This procedure is applicable at 
points not on the boundary of the impacted zone, 
(i.e., on the shocks, rarefaction, free surfaces , 
or axis of symmetry) . At points on the boundary , 
auxiliary relations are available and consequentl~ 
fewer independent bicharacteristic conditions are 
required for 'each calculation . A scheme is also 
used to insure that finite difference relations are 
not written across discontinuities and "numerical 
diffusion" across these discontinuities is minimiz-
ed. The details of the various calculational pro -
cedures are given in references 4 and 5. 
Numerical Stability 
The problem of constructing a stable numerical 
procedure for the present analysis is resolved by . 
following certain qualitative guidelines. The 
basic idea is suggested by the stability crit~rion 
of Courant, Friedrichs , and Lewy, (or the C.F.L . 
Condition) . According to this condition, the do-
main of dependence of the difference equations must 
encompass the domain of dependence of the original 
hyperbolic differential equations for numerical 
stability. The following is a brief account of the 
approach used in this analysis to ascertain numeri-
cal stability. 
Consider the domain of dependenee of the par -
tial differential equations in the (to-h) - time 
plane as illustrated in Fig . 3(a) . If the conoid 
. of dependence is approximated by the three bi -
characteristics passing through the triangular 
points (1,2,3) , the domain of dependence is des -
cribed by the triangle of dashed lines connecting 
the three points. Since , for the purpose of at-
taining numerical convergence , the points (1,2 , 3) 
must be relatively close to the circular region 
which is the domain of dependence of the differen-
tial equations , instabilities cannot be avoided. 
To insure numerical stability, the values at points 
(1,2,3) are obtained by interpolation using the 
vaLues at the twelve grid points (circular dots) 
which surround the three original points as shown 
in Fig . 3(b) . In doing so, the domain of depend -
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Figure 3 Domains of dependence: (a) without 
interpolation, (b) with interpoladon 
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ence of the difference equations is i ncreased to 
the convex hull of dashed l i nes indicat ed in Fig . 
3(b). This convex hull should encompass the circu-
lar domain of t he differential equations . Such an 
interpolation scheme seems to be sufficient to in-
sure the requ i red numerical s'tability for the pres-
ent analysis . 
Results and Discussion 
The example chosen i n this paper to illustrate 
the results of the characteristic method is the ax-
ially symmetric impact of an infinitely long cylin-
drical aluminum projectile with a diameter do equal 
to 2 . 5 cm on a n alumi num hal fspace. The initial 
velocity Vo of the project ile is taken to be 7 . 6 
km/sec and the halfspace is assumed to be at rest. 
The results of the characteristic method are com-
pared with the results obta i ned from the well-known 
"OIL Code" of reference 1. Results from the dis -
crete rarefact'ion case is then compared with those 
for a case where the "numerical diffusion" of the 
' rarefaction wave is allowed . 
. Figure 4 shows the pressure distributions for 
both the "OIL" solution of reference 1 and t he 
method of characteristics with discrete rarefaction 
at a time of t = 0 . 74 ~sec after impact when the 
rarefaction has not yet propagated near the axis of 
symmetry . The pressure distributions are compared 
by mapping the isobar& for P = 1.OB , O. B, 0 . 5, and 
0.2 megabars (MB) . The results of the method of 
characteristics are shown as solid lines and the 
"OIL" distributions as dashed lines. The locations 
of the two shocks and the rarefaction (P =' 1 . OB MB) 
are quite c learly defined for the characteristic 
method . One difference immediately apparent between 
the two s ets of results is that the isobars for the 
"OIL" approach begin and end on the axis of synime-
try , whereas the isobars for the characteristic 
method begin and end on the projectile and target 
shocks. The difference, of course , comes from the 
smearing of the shock fronts in the "OIL" solution. 
The "OIL" approach predicts additionally two regions 
of press ure higher than the one- dimensional region 
which is bounded by the t wo shocks and the rarefac-
tion . The reduction in pressure in the rarefied 
region compares quite favorably for both methods . 
Major differences among the isobars of P = 0 . 5 and 
0 . 2 MB obtained from the two methods are noted in 
the region near the original free 'surface where the 
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Comparison of isobars obtained by the 
characteristic method (with discrete ra~ 
efactioH) and the "OIL" results . Vo = 7.6 
km/sec , t = 0 . 74 ~sec, do = 2.5 cm 
4 
Figure 5 shows the pressure distribution a -
long the axis of symmetry at a time of t = 1 . 2B 
~s ec after impact just prior t o the actual reflec-
tion of the rarefaction wave from the axis of sym-
metry. The dashed curve shows the correct uni form 
pressure distribution based on the discrete rare-
faction solution. The solid line shows the pres-
sure d istribution predicted by the numerical method 
which allows "diffusion" across the rarefaction 
wave . In the latter case , the pressure along the 
axis is underestimated. The lowest value is ap-
proximately 60% of the actual value. This drop i n 
pressure is due to the fact that the effective 
speed of the rarefaction for the "diffused" case i s 
equal to the actual rarefaction s peed plus the mesh 
speed (i . e., the rarefaction front travels one ad-
ditional grid spacing in each time cycle). The 
fact that the pressures are in error by 40% could 
be serious if the target shock wave were to be re -
flected from a free surface at the back of a target 
with a finite thickness or if these results were to 
be used as inputs for an elastoplastic analysis for 
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Figure 5 Pressure distribution along t he axis of 
symmetry . Vo = 7.6 km/sec, t = 1 . 2B 
~sec, do 2 . 5 cm 
Figure 6 shows the pressure d istribution a -
long the axi s of symmetry at a later time 
(t = 1.55 ~sec) after the rarefaction has been re -
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Pressure distribution along the axis of 
symmetry . Vo = 7 . 6 km/ sec , t = 1 . 2B 
~sec , do = 2 . 5 cm 
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fleeted. Again the dashed eurve is that of the 
discrete rarefaction solution and the solid curve 
is the "diffused" solution . At or near this time 
and for subsequent times, the results of the two 
solutions are very close to each other and the dis-
crepancies among the results diminish with the in-
crease of time. 
Figure 7 maps the isobars for the entire flow 
field for both the discrete rarefaction solution 
(dashed curves) and the "diffused" solution (solid 
curves) at t = 1.28 ).J sec after impact. ·It is noted 
that in regions close to the axis of symmetry and 
the rarefaction, there are large discr epancies 
among the numerically calculated pressures using 
the two different methods . In addition, due to the 
premature decay of the projecti~e shock near the 
projectile free surface, the calculated pressures 
near the target shock close to the f ree surface 
using the "diffused" scheme are much higher than 
those for the discrete rarefaction solution . This 
effect also causes a slightly higher target shock 
velocity near the free surface . In other regions 
far away from the free surface and the rarefaction 
front, the calculated pressures from t he two meth-
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Pressure field. Vo = 7 . 6 kID / sec 
t = 1 . 28 ).Jsec , do = 2 .5 cm 
Figure 8 shows a comparison of the isobars in 
the impacted zone at t = 1.55 ).Jsec after impact. 
At this time, the isobars are in close agreement 
throughout the flow field. Nevertheles s , some of 
the effects of the "diffused" rarefaction can still 
be observed . For instance , there is a slightly 
higher pressure region predicted by the "diffused" 
r esults near the target shock close to the axis of 
symmetry. 
Figure 9 compares the velocity vectors for the 
two methods of calculations at t = 1 . 50 ).J sec after 
impact . For all practical purposes , the results 
are nearly identical. It is apparent that the 
effect of "numerical diffusion" is more important 
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Velocity vectors . Vo = ~ . 6 kID/sec, 
t = 1.50 ).J sec, do = 2 . 5 cm 
Concluding Remarks 
It may be surmised from the calculated results 
using the method of characteristics that , if the 
rarefaction is not considered as a discrete dis-
continuity, the pressures for the initial stages of 
an axially symmetric hypervelocity impact may be 
quite different from their actual values before the 
rarefaction is reflected from the axis of symmetry . 
This is particularly true for the pressure distri -
bution at the aXis of symmetry . After the reflec-
69 -355 
tion of the rarefaction wave, however, the · effect 
of numerical "diffusion" introduced by not treating 
the rarefaction front as a discrete discontinuity 
dim inishes . This means that if the pressure fields 
and shock fronts are desired at a time after the 
rarefaction wave has been reflected from the axis 
of symmetry, an approximate procedure of the method 
of characteristics by not treating the rarefaction 
as discrete may be used . Since the computing time 
required for hypervelocity impact calculations 
using the method of characteristics with discrete 
rarefaction and shock fronts is very large , this 
procedure of allowing diffused rarefaction can be 
useful for relatively long impact time cal culations 
or spallation analyses with relatively thick target 
plates (compared with the projectile diameter) . 
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Abstract- Two classes of closed form olulions of one-dimensional, nonlinear waves in a rate- en itive, 
elastoplaslic material are reported. One class of the e olutions is self-similar and the other class consist 
of con tant speed propagations. Applications of these solutions to unsteady motions behind propagating 
discontinuities are also con idered. 
I. I TRODUCTIO 
THE PURPOSE of this paper i to di cuss two interesting clas es of clo ed form solution 
of one-dimensional , un teady motion of a rate-sensitive, ela toplastic material. One 
class of these solution i self- imilar and is deduced from the invariant theorem of 
continuou groups of tran formation. Thi cia of un teady motion is governed by a 
single, first-order , nonlinear , ordinary differential equation of the Riccati type and 
closed form solutions in terms of elementary functions are obtained under special 
circumstances. If the material in consideration posses es the additional property of 
in tantaneous linear elasticity [1] under 'high rate ' of training, it may be demonstrated 
that one of the e elf- imiLar olution can be u ed to de cribe the di persed nonlinear 
wave motion behind a propagating hockfront into an initially quiescent region. 
The econd class of solution i obtained by searching for one-dimen ional wave 
motion with constant peed of propagation. These solutions are expressible as imple 
quadrature and clo ed form expressions can be obtained for specific constitutive 
relation . Such solution repre ent non-characteri tic propagations , i.e. they are not 
propagations of weak discontinuities of arbitrary wave forms , It may be demonstrated, 
u ing the Poincare-Bendixon theorem , that the e solutions , in general , are not periodic. 
A uming a sub-ela tic, con tant- peed , propagating discontinuity preceded by an 
elastic precur er with an unloading relaxation zone, or a con tant tress region , the 
nonlinear wave olution with a constant propagation peed equal to that of the di -
continuity can be used to describe the 'unsteady':!: motion behind the discontinuity. 
One-dimensional rectilinear motion , in the trict en e , involve not just one spatial 
coordinate but al 0 only one component of tress, strain, and particle velocity. For 
such a type of motion , only a one-dimensional tress-strain or constitutive relation is 
required. Variou rate- en itive, con titutive equation have been propo ed in the 
t Permanent address: orth Carolina State niver ity. 
t Such an 'unsteady ' motion , of cour e, become essentially steady for a moving observer following the 
propagating di continuity. 
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literature and a comprehensive rev iew of th is subject can be found in Cristescu [2]. T he 
solutions described in this paper are obtained based on a model first proposed by 
Sokolovsk ii [3 , 4]. T his mode l cannot, in general , be used to describe the structure or 
generation of shock waves [5 , 6]. In applying the solutions given in this paper to the 
un teady motions behind propagating shock laye rs or re laxation zones, additional 
mate rial properties may have to be ass umed within the e shock or re laxation regions. 
2. MAT H E MAT ICAL FO RMULAT ION 
O ne-dimensional motion may be described by a scalar deformation field , 
x = x(X, t), (2. I ) 
where x is the instantaneous position coordinate at time f of a generic particle whose 
position coordinate at 1 = 0 was X. T he Lagrangian equation of motion and kinematic 
compatibility condition for rectilinear, one-dimensional motion are.!. 
pa u/a f = aa-/ax. 
aE/a f = au/ax, 
where (f is the longitudina l stre ,and 
u=ax/af, 
E = ax/aX-I. 
(2.2) 
(2. 3 ) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
are the particle velocity and linear Lagrangian strain, respectively. The materia l i 
assumed to be initiall y unstressed and unstrained with a constant density p. 
I n thi s analys is , the material under consideration will be assumed to follow the 
special constituti ve relation for a rate- en itive, elastoplastic material generali zed 
fro m a model sugge ted by Sokolovskii [3.4], 
(2.6) 
where jO is a dimensionless Cl function withj(17) > ° for 17 > 0,1 +(·) is the Heavi-
side function , E is the modulus of e lastici ty which is assumed to be a constant , 0"0 is 
the static yie ld tress, and 'Y i a material constant. Thus, the material is assumed to 
have an e lastic range with a constant modu lu . If the strain rate is held constant, 
Equation (2 .6) may be integrated by simple quadrature:j: . Typical stress- strain curves 
for BE/a f = constant are di splayed in F ig. I . Jt is seen that the dynam ic yield stress is 
rate-sensitive and there are no train-hardeni ng effect. Equation (2.6) includes the well-
known models suggested by Cowper and Symonds [8] , and Perzyna [9], as special ca es. 
It is a pecial form of a more general con titu tive equation suggested by Malvern [1 0]. 
Equations (2.2) and (2.6) are the bas ic equations describi ng the functions, lI(X, f), 
(f(X, I), [and d X, I) ], characterizing the one-di mensional motions to be considered in 
thi paper. T he e equation may be combined into one ingle, second-order, nonl inear, 
t See e.g. Courant and Friedri ch [7]. 
:j:The authors are grateful to Professor A. C. Eringen for sugges ting thi . 
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Fig. I . Typical stres - strain curves for constant tra in rates. (a) Vy/k = 1. (b) V y/k = 2, 
(c) V Y/k = 3, (d) Vy/k = 4. k = af;fa f. 
hyperbolic , partial differential equation of the evolution type in dimensionles form a 
follows : 
where 
o- (x, t ) == 0'/0-0 - ] , 
is the dimen ion less overstres , 
x == OlX , 
t == Olct , 
c == v'Elp, 




(2. 1 I ) 
(2.12) 
B( ' ) is the Dirac delta functional , and {3 > 0 i a dimensionles con tant included here 
in the definition of Ol for convenience. 
Materials described by the constitutive relation given in (2.6) probably cannot 
support shock layers or explain the generation of hockfront. If a shock layer i di-
sipative, then generalized viscoelastic theories and constitutive relations such as those 
considered by Varley and Rogers [6], Coleman and Gurtin[ll], Dunwoody and Dun-
- - - - - - - ------------ -- ---- --~ 
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woody[12] and Pipkin[5] , or further generalizations of these models, should be used 
to describe it. For propagation in a rod, the shock layer may be dispersive due to 
lateral deformation t in tead of due to any dissipative mechanism. Such a shock transi-
tion may be described in terms of a low frequency, large rate of strai ning expansion of a 
three-dimensional deformation field similar to that considered by Parker and Varley 
[13] . In applying one of the self- imilar motions described in this paper to a nonlinear 
wave motion behind a propagating shockfront , it will be assumed that the rate of 
training in the shock layer is high enough to allow the material to exhibit instantaneou 
linear elasticity:j: [1]. Thus , across uch a shock layer, it will be assumed that 
(2. 13 ) 
where [X] denotes the jump in value of X across the hock layer , and the value of E 
will be assumed to be a constant and have the same value as the modulus of the elastic 
range of the constitutive relation given by (2.6). 
From the Lagrangian equation of motion (2.2) and the kinematic compatibility 
condition (2.3) , two additional jump condition relating [u] , and [e], can be deduced 
formally following a technique suggested by Courant and Friedrichs [7]. The results 
are: 
pU[u] + [(f] = 0, 
U[e] + [u] = 0, 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
where U is the propagation speed of the shockfront. Equations (2.14) and (2.15) can 
a lso be deduced from ph ysical arguments directly. The jump conditions , (2.13 )-(2.15), 
indicate that the speed of propagation of a shock layer of a material exhibiting in tan-
taneous e lasticity i 
lUI = v'E!P. (2. 16) 
which is, in fact , the arne as the elastic speed of propagation of mall disturbances. 
In appl yi ng the con tant speed olutions to the ' unsteady' motion behind a propagat-
ing discontinuity which moves at a constant sub-ela tic speed , it will be assumed that 
there is an elastic precurser and an unloading , relaxation zone, or a constant stress 
region , ahead of the discontinuity. The details of the unsteady motion of a relaxation 
zone ahead of such a discontinuity may be very complicated and will not be considered 
in thi paper. 
3. A C LASS OF SELF-SIMIL A R SO LU TI O S 
Cowper and Symonds [8] proposed , in 1957 , a power law, 
t The authors are indebted to Professor E. Varley for a discussion pertaining to thi point. 
(3. 1 ) 
t The range of rate of s training within which materia ls exhibit in tantaneous elasticity varies from one 
material to another. There i usua ll y an upper (and lower) cutoff point in rate of straining above (and below) 
which a material may have to be considered vi scoelas tic. T he author are indebted to Professor R. S. Ri vlin 
for pointing this out to them. 
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Fig. I. T ypical tress- strain curves for constan t strain ra tes. (a) V'Y/k = I, (b) V'Y/k = 2. 
(c) V'Y/k = 3, (d) V'Y/k = 4 , k = a€/ar. 
hyperbolic , partial differential equation of the evolution type in dimen ion less form a 
follows: 
where 
is the dimensionless over tress, 
x == aX, 
t == act, 
c == VETP: 




(2. 1 1) 
(2.1 2) 
0( ' ) is the Dirac delta functional , and {3 > 0 is a dimensionless constant included here 
in the definition of a for convenience. 
Material de cribed by the can titutive relation given in (2.6) probably cannot 
support hock layers or explain the generation of shockfronts. If a shock layer is di -
sipative, then generalized viscoelastic theories and consti tutive relations such a those 
considered by Varley and Rogers [6], Coleman and G urtin[ ll], Dunwoody and Dun-
- - - -- -- -----
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woody[12] and Pipkin [5], or further generalizations of these models, should be used 
to describe it. For propagation in a rod, the shock layer may be dispersive due to 
lateral deformationt instead of due to any dissipative mechanism. Such a shock transi-
tion may be described in terms of a low frequency , large rate of straining expansion of a 
three-dimensional deformation field similar to that considered by Parker and Varley 
[13]. In applying one of the self-similar motions described in this paper to a nonlinear 
wave motion behind a propagating shockfront, it will be assumed that the rate of 
straining in the shock layer is high enough to allow the material to exhibit instantaneous 
linear elasticityt [1]. Thus , across such a shock layer, it will be assumed that 
[0'] = E[E], (2. 13) 
where Lx] denotes the jump in value of X across the shock layer, and the value of E 
will be assumed to be a constant and have the same value as the modulus of the elastic 
range of the constitutive relation given by (2. 6). 
From the Lagrangian equation of motion (2.2) and the kinematic compatibility 
condition (2.3 ), two additional jump conditions relating [u] , and [E] , can be deduced 
formally following a technique suggested by Courant and Friedrichs [7]. The results 
are : 




where U is the propagation speed of the shockfront. Equations (2. 14) and (2. 15) can 
also be deduced from physical arguments directly. The jump conditions, (2.1 3 )-(2. I 5), 
indicate that the speed of propagation of a shock layer of a material exhibiting instan-
taneous elasticity is 
IUI=~ (2.16) 
which is, in fact, the same as the elastic speed of propagation of small disturbances. 
I n applying the constant speed solutions to the ' unsteady ' motion behind a propagat-
ing di scontinuity which moves at a constant sub-elastic speed, it will be assumed that 
there is an e las tic precurser and an unloading, re laxation zone, or a constant stress 
region , ahead of the di scontinuity. The details of the unsteady motion of a relaxation 
zone ahead of such a di scontinuity may be very complicated and wi ll not be considered 
in this paper. 
3. A C LASS OF SELF-SIMI LAR SOLUTIONS 
Cowper and Symonds [8] proposed, in 1957, a power law, 
t The authors are indebted to Professor E. Varley for a discussion pertaining to this point. 
(3. 1 ) 
t The range of rate of st rai ning within which materials exhibit instantaneous elasticity varies from one 
material to another. T here is u ually an upper (and lower) cutoff point in rate of straining above (and below) 
which a material may have to be considered vi coelastic. The authors are indebted to Professor R. S. Ri vlin 
for pointing thi ou t to them. 
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where 0 > 0 is a dimensionless material constant , to describe the rate-sensitivity of 
perfectl y plastic materials. This law seems to be quite adequate in approximating the 
dynamic responses of certain meta llic al\oys[14. 15] under moderately high rates of 
s training. The material constants, y and 0, for such a material may be determined by 
explosive ring-tests as suggested by Perrone [16]. Recent in vestigators [17 -21] have 
applied thi s model to impulsively loaded beams, rods, and plates. The cl ass of self-
similar solutions described in this paper is based on the constitutive relation (2.6) and 
the special form of J(er) given by (3. I). Under these constitutive assu mptions , equation 




and su bscripts denote partial differentiation. T he constant (3 which appeared in the 
defin ition of ex in (2. 12) has been rep laced by the material constant o. 
Consider a one-parameter continuous group of transformations defined by 
(X,T,l) = (bx , bmf, b"er) , (3.4) 
(3.5) 
where b is the parameter, and m,n are constants. It can be shown that for the special 
case of m = I, n = 1/(1-0), 
where it is ass umed that 8 ¥- 1. For 8 = I , equation (3.2) is linear and the analytical 
solution has been di cussed in detail by Malvern [10]. Thus , 1> is a constant conformal 
invariant under the group defined by equations (3.4) and (3.5) with m = I , and n = 1/ 
( I -8). According to a theorem proven by Morgan [22], the solution to equation (3.2) 
may be expressed in terms of a fu nction F(~) of an absolute invariant ~ of the trans-
formation group defined by 
(X, T) = (bx, bf ) . 
The function F(n is an absolute invariant of the transformation group defined by 
(X , T , 1 ) = ( bx , bf, bI IC H ler). 
I t will be straightforward to verify that 
~ = f ix , 





are abso lute invariants of the groups defined by equations (3 .7) and (3 .8) , respectively. 
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Th us, there exists a cia of self-si milar soluti ons to equation (3. 2) of the form 
(3. I I) 
where g is given by (3.9). 
Substituting equation (3. 11 ) into equation (3.2) and u ing equation (3.3), a non-
linear, second-order ordinary differential equation re ult . For a- > 0 , thi s equation 
expressible as fo llows: 
(e - I )F"- {[2o/( 1-8) ]g+ F 6-J }F ' + [8/( I -o )2] F = 0, (3 . 12) 
where prime denote differentiation. 
For the speci al ca e of 0 = 2, g > 0 , equation (3. 12) is immediately integrable to 
the following Riccati equation: 
2 (g2 - I ) F I + 4g F - p2 = 4 K, (3. 13 ) 
where K i an arbi trary constant. T hi s equation may be converted into a linear, second-
order, ordinary differentia l equation by the following tran formation : 
ce- I)''V(z) = Exp [-4 r ;~~)I dt]' 
2z = g+ 1. 
The result is: 
z( I -z) V"+2(l + ,. )( 1- 2z) V' - (2,.- K)V = 0, 
where r satisfies the quadratic equation , 





Equation (3. 16) has three regular singular points at z = 0, I , and 00. The solutions to 
th is equation are expressible in terms of hypergeometric funct ions. For g > I , the 
appropriate general solu tion to (3. 16) is, in the usual notation, 
(3. 18) 
where C is an arbitrary constant. Thus , from equation (3. 14), the corre ponding 
expre ion for F(g) is 
F(g) = 6(g - l ) -41'+2(21' + 3) (g- I )2F J[2r+4,3, 5; 2/(g+ I )] . (3. 19) 
(g+ 1)2FJ[2,. +3, 2, 4; 2/(g+ I )] 
The express ion (3. 19) for F(g) assumes orne particularly imple forms in te rms of 
e le mentary fu nctions for special values of K. As examples, typical express io ns for 
F(D and a-(x, t) fo r two different va lues of K are li sted below: 
Nonlinear waves in a rate-sensitive, elastoplastic material 
K = 0, (i.e . r = 0, or-] ) 
F(/;) = 8{2~+ (~2 -1 ) In [(~-l) / (~+ 1)] +A)(e -l )}-l. 
u(x, t ) = 8x{2xt+ (t2 _X2 ) In [(t-x) / (t+x)] +AJ(t2_ X 2)}-I. 
K = -3, (i.e. r = 1/2 or -3/2) 
F(~) = 6(1+A2~+e)/(A2+3~-e), 
u(x, () = 6 (x2 + A 2x ( + (2) / (A 2.x3 + 3x2( - (3). 
I n these expressions, A 1 and A 2 are arbitrary constants. 
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(3.20) 
(3 .21 ) 
(3 .22) 
(3 .23 ) 
It is interesting to note tha t the solution gi ven by (3.2 1) i invariant under the trans-
lation defined by (x' , (') = (x + a, t + a) , where a is an arbitrary con tant. This property 
will be utili zed in Section 5 to derive a c losed form solution of a self-si mil ar , unsteady , 
dispersed, nonlinear wave motion behind a constant 'e last ic-speed' shockfront propa-
gating into an initia lly quiescent region. 
4. 0 LI EA R WAVES WITH CO STA T SPEEDS 
Equation (2.7) is a nonlinear, hyperbolic differentia l equation of the evolution 
type. T he characteristic speeds related to this equation are given by, 
(4 . 1 ) 
or , 
(4 .2) 
where D ±( ·)/Dfand D ±O /Dt denote differentiation along the characteristics. 
Due to the presence of the evolution or dis ipative term, [l +(u )df(u )/du + o(u )f (O)l 
au /a t, in equation (2.7), it i expected that , in the plastic range , the material can also 
support dissipative , di persive waves in addition to the characteristic propagations of 
di scontinuiti e given by equation (4.1 ) or (4.2). To demonstrate the existence of non-
characteri tic propagations, a class of con tant peed solutions to equation (2.7) is 
considered in thi section. This class of solutions i obtained by searching for expres-
sions of the form: 
u (x , t ) =g(s ), (4. 3) 
where 
s == cl-x , (4.4) 
and c = constant determines the speed of propagation. 
Substituting equation (4.3 ) into equation (2.7), a non linear, econd-order , ordinary 
differential equation re ults : 
{3(1 - c2)g" = c[l +(g)f' (g) + o (g)f(O)]g' , (4.5) 
where primes denote differentiation. This equation can be integrated once immediately 
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to yield , 
(4.6) 
where A is an arbitrary constant. Actually, the fact that equation (4.5) can be integrated 
once in closed form is not du e to the special choice of the constitutive equation, (2.6), 
since , by as uming solutions of constant speeds of propagation, equation (2.2) can be 
integrated at once without making any additional assumptions. By comparing the 
express ion (4.6) with the bas ic equ ations, (2.2) and (2.6), it is easily demonstrated that 
A = O. T hus , 
(4.7) 
fo r constant peeds of propagation. 
If g < 0, then equation (4.7) becomes 
(1- (:2)g' = O. (4.8) 
Except fo r the trivial case of g = constant , equation (4.8) requires that t = ± 1, which 
of course is the ela tic speed of propagation. For g > 0, equation (4. 7) requires that 
(i) (:2 < I ,for (g'lt) > 0, 
(ii ) (:2 > I , for (g'IE) < O. 
(4.9) 
(4. 10) 
T hus, fo r the physically more meaningful case {;2 < I , the overstress may increase or 
decrease with s depending on whether (; > 0 or < O. Equations (4.9) and (4. 10) also 
indi cate that if solutions for g > 0 exist, the waves represented by these solutions are 
not characteristic propagations. t 
O n setting h = g', equation (4.5) fo r g > 0 may be written as 
h' 
g' (4. 1 I) 
Si nce f(g) is a Cl function , equation (4.11) does not have any singular points. Thus, 
according to the Poin care-Bendixon theorem, it may be concluded that equation (4.11), 
in general, does not possess periodic solutions. 
For g > 0 , equation (4.7) may be integrated , in general , by quadrature as follows: 
(4. 12) 
where C' is an arbitrary constant. 
Perzyna[9] in 1963, suggested two interesting expressions for fW. In slightly 
generali zed forms , these expressions are given as follows: 
t In fact , these waves are similar to the so-called so li tary waves which are constant-speed, nonlinear 
propagations of special wave form s. The authors are indebted to Professor G. S. S. Ludford for pointing 
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(4.13) 
L 
(ii) f(O = bo+ L b1(Exp ,1_ 1) , (4.14) 
1=1 
where aI, b1 are constants. Expression (i) or equation (4.13) includes the modelfW = ,6 
suggested by Cowper and Symonds [8] as a special case. For FW = ,6, and 8 "" I , 
equation (4.12) becomes , 
(4. 15) 
where gl = g(Sl), Sl is a constant , and f3 has been chosen as 8. 
Another simple result i obtained for the constitutive relation (ii) or equation (4.14) 
with L = I. The integrated expression is 
(4.16) 
where, again, gl = g(SI), SI is a constant, and f3 ha been cho en as b l · 
I t is of interest to note that for the constitutive relation (i), or equation (4. 13), 
f-I(,) may be expressed in the form: 
m n 
f- I(O = L ck(al' +a2)-k+ L (dp'+ep )( f3 l,2+2 f32'+ f33)-P, (4.17) k=l P=l 
where ai' a2, f31 ' f3 2' f3 3, Ck, dp and ep are real constant, with f3; < f3 l f33' Thu , the 
integral in equation (4. 12) can alway be evaluated in clo ed form in terms of elementary 
function 
5. 0 L I EAR WAVE MOTIO BEH I D PROPAGATI G DISCO T I U IT I ES 
5. I Self-similar solution behind a constant-speed shockfront 
Consider a one-dimensional shockfront propagat ing at orne speed U(> 0) into a n 
initially quiescent one-dimensional region (x ~ 0). As it had been remarked earlier if 
the range of the rate of straining within the shock layer renders the materia l to exhibit 
insta ntaneous linear elasticity, then the shockfront will propagate at a constant speed , 
U = YElp, (5. 1 ) 
where E i the in tantaneou modulus of ela ticity. If the value of E i cho en to be the 
arne a the modulu of the ela tic range of the con titutive equation, (2.6), then the 
hock speed ha the a rne value a the characteri tic peed D -rXID l given by equation 
(4. 1). Under such an a umption , the values of u and (j immediatel y behind the hock 
layer must sati sfy the characteri tic compatibility condition [10]: 
d(f - pcdu = - Eyf( a-/a o - I ) 1 + «(fja o - I ) dr, 
where c = U = YElp. 
(5.2) 
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The va]ues of u, (i, and E, immediately behind the shock layer must also satisfy the 
jump conditions given by equations (2.13 ) to (2. IS). Since u, Ci = 0 in the quiescent 
region in front of the shock layer , equation (2.14) requires that, 
Ci=-pUu = -pcU, (S.3) 
immediately behind the shock layer. Combining equations (S.2) and (S.3), the following 
differential equation results : 
2{3da = - f(a) 1+(a) dt , (S.4) 
where as before, a == (Ci/a o - 1) and t == act with a == (3'Y V pE/ao. Equation (S.4) 
indicates that , if a > 0, then the overstress immediately behind the shockfront always 
attenuates with time along the shock. 
Assuming that a > 0 behind the shockfront , equation (S.4) can be integrated by 
quadrature as follows: 
(S.S) 
where the integral is identica l to that of equation (4. 12). Thus , closed-form solution 
of equation (5.5) are possible for special constitutive assumptions. For f(O = ~6 with 
o "" I , equation (S. S) becomes 
(S.6) 
where at == a(O), a nd {3 has been chosen as o. T herefore , the overstress immediately 
behi nd the shock attenuates monotonically with time a long the shockfront from a = al 
at t = 0 to a = 0 at t = co. 
lt is interesting to note that for 0 = 2, equation (S.6) can be satisfied by one of the 
self-si milar so lutions given in Section 3: 
where TJ = (t + a)/(x + a) , and a, A t are constants. To satisfy the compatibi li ty condition 
(S.6) for 0 = 2, the constant a in (S.7) must be chosen as follows: 
a = 4/al' (S.8) 
Therefore , the dimensionless overstress a(x, t) behind the shockfront is given by, 
(S.9) 
and the stress boundary condition at x = 0 is, 
(S .IO) 
The behavior of thi s function for various va lues of A 1 is shown in Fig. 2. 
I . 
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Fig. 2. Variation of u lu , with u ,fl4 at X = O. Self- imilar olution (8 = 2). (a) A , = In 2, (b) 
A , = In 4 . ee) A , = In 8. 
In dimensional form , the resulting expressions for eT (X , l) , u(X , l) , and E(X, l) for 
this case are given as follows : 
eT = u /eTo - 1 = [ 4CCTo / (El' ) ] (X + cto) [2 c( X + cto) (1 + 10) - [c21(1 + 2to) 
- X (X + 2cto) ]{In [ (cl+ X + 2cto)/ (cl- X)] + B })-l, (5.11) 
u = - (eTo/p ) [eT(l+ to)/(X + cto) + c 1 ] , (5.12) 
E= ( eTo/p )[eT (l+ to)2/(X + ctO)2+ c-2 ] , (5.13 ) 
where 
(5. 14) 
and B is a constant. The behavior of the function s u(O, l) and E(O, l) for various value 
of A J are indicated in Figs. 3 and 4. I t is of intere t to note that (5.13 ) yield a permanent 
strain Ep given by 
(5. IS) 
Typical distributions of the permanent train are hown in F ig. 5. 
5.2. Constant speed solution behind an elas tic precurser 
Duvall [23) sugge ted that the one-dimensional , un teady motion in a emi-infinite 
(x ~ 0), rate- en itive, ela topla tic region generated by a continuou Iy applied load 
at it boundary (x = 0) may eventually con ist of an ela tic precur er propagating into 
an initially quiescent region, an unloading, relaxation zone, and a ub-ela tic , constant-
speed , nonlinear wave motion as depicted in Fig. 6. After a reasonable length of time, 
the elastic precurser will be far ahead of the leading wave of the constant speed region 
___ J 
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Fig. 3. Variation of -[pCU/CTo+ l] /CT, with CT,1 /4 a t X = O. Self-s imilar solu tion (8 = 2). (a) A, = 
In 2 , (b) A, = In 4, (c) A, = In 8. 
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Fig. 4. Variation of[pc'e/CTo- I]/CT, with CT,1/4 a t X = O. Self- imila r solution (8 = 2). (a) A E = In 2, 
(b) A, = In 4, (c) A, = In 8. 
and the boundary of x = 0 will be far behind it. Relative to an ob erver moving with the 
leading wave of the constant speed region, the unsteady motion behind the leading wave 
becomes essentia ll y steady. 
A ny of the con tant-speed, non linear wave solutions described by equation (4. 12) 
in section 4 with c < I may be considered as a constant-speed portion of such an 
'un steady' motion. If the overstress on the leading wave 5 = 51 is <T1 > 0, then the 
quadrature express ion , (4. 12), becomes, 
(5. 16) 
where 5 == ct - x, and c < 1. From equation (5.16), the stres boundary condition 
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F ig. 5. T ypical distributions of the permanent strain. Self-similar solution (8 = 2). (a) A , = In 2, 
(b)A, = In 4, (c)A, = In 8. 
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F ig. 6. Schematic representation of a nonl inear wave motion behind a relaxation zone. (I ) 
quiescent region, (2) e lastic precursor, (3) relaxation zone ,(4) ub-e las tic. con tant peed region. 
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required to maintain the con tant- peed motion ca n be eva luated in a straigh tforward 
manner. 
It i of intere t to note that , if the initia l rate of loading of the applied stres at the 
boundary is not too high uch that the time required to rai e the stre s (j from zero to 
the value of the stati c yield stres (To i much longer than the pertinent characteri sti c 
re laxatio n time of the medium, then a complete de cription of a pos ible non-linear 
wave motion for a continuously loading boundary may be constructed exactl y. F igure 7 










Fig. 7. Schematic representation of a poss ible no nlinear wave motion due to a continuou sly 
loading boundary at X = O. 
separated by three discontinuitie described as follows : 
( I) 5 olu lion regions 
R I : the undisturbed region , if = 0 
R 2 : the e lastic region , (j' < (To 
R 3: the constant stress region, if = (To 
R 4 : the constant speed solution region, (j' > (To . 
(2) Discontinuities 
51: the leading elastic wave 
5 2: the trailing elastic wave 
53: the leading constant speed wave. 
Such an unsteady motion may be generated by a monotonically increasing stre s 
boundary condition. The manner in which the tre s vari es at the boundary in the 
ela tic range can be quite arbitrary (so long as the rate of loading is small enough so 
that there will be no dynamic over tressing in the elastic precurser) and has been chosen 
as a li near function of 1 in Fig. 7 for simplicity , while the rate of stressing beyond the 
stat ic yield stress must follow the expression given in equation (4. 12) or the diffe rential 
equation , (4.7). It i clear from equation (4.7) tha t nontrivial solutions in R4 can be 
generated from a leading wave 5 3 on which the stres is (j = 0 only if / (0) > O. The 
value of / (0) can be arbitrarily small. Altern atively, if/CO) = 0 for a specific constitutive 
relation , a so lution such as the o ne depicted by Fig. 7 can still be generated by viewing 
5 3 a a mall discontinuity in the value of (j such that the overstress jumps across thi s 
'plastic shock' from zero to some small constant positive value (TI ~ 1. The jump in (T 
from 0 to (Tl at the boundary of X = 0 may be viewed as the result of a very fast rate 
of loading r in a small interval of time M near 1 = to such that lim (rM) = O'J = (1 + (TJ)(To 
:>1 --+ 0 
and 0 < (TI .;;; I. The fact that (j' = (To in R3 is an admi ss ible solution can be deduced 
immediately from equ ation (2.7). 
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Resllme- Deux classes de solutions du type ferme d'ondes non-lineaires a une dimension. dans un materiau 
e lasto-plastique sensible ala vitesse sont presentees. Une classe de ces solutions est auto-semblable et 
I'autre classe consiste en des propagations a vi tesse constante. Des applications de ces solutions a des mouve-
ment instables en arriere de la propagation de discontinuites sont egalement considerees. 
Zusammenfassung-Zwei KJassen von Losungen geschlossener Form von eindimensionalen, nicht-linearen 
Wellen in einem ratenempfindlichen elestoplastischen Stoffe werden mitgeteilt. Eine KJasse dieser Losungen 
ist selbst-ahnlich und die andere Klasse besteht aus konstanten Geschwindigkeitsfortpflanzungen. Anwen-
dungen dieser Losungen auf unstetige Bewegllngen hinter s ich fortpflanzenden Diskontinllitiiten werden 
auch untersucht. 
Sommario- Si tratta di una relazione su due classi di soluzioni di forma chiusa di onde monodimensionali e 
non lineari in un materia Ie elastoplastico e ensibile al ritmo. Una cia e di queste oluzioni e auto imilare e 
I'altra consiste in propagazioni a velocita constante . Si prendono anche in considerazione Ie appl icazioni di 
que te solllzioni ai movimenti instabili dietro Ie discontinllita di propagazione. 
A6cTpaKT - YCTaHoBneHbl llBa Knacca peweHHi1 3aMKHYToro BHlla llnil O)l.HOMepHblx HenHHei1Hblx 
BonH B 3naCTOnnaCTH'leCKHM MaTepHane '1YBcTBHTenbHoM K CKOpOCTH. O)l.HH Knacc 3THX peweHHi1 
- caMonoll06HblM, a llPyroi1 COCTOHT 113 pacnpocTpaHeHKH nocToilHHoi1 CKOpOCTH. PaccMoTpeHhl 
H npHMeHeHH5I 3TH peWeHHf1 K HecTaUHoHapHblM llBHlKeHHilM 3a pacnpOCTpaH5IIOIUHeCb pa3pblBbl. 
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Curved Characteristics Behind Blast Waves 
O. LAPORTE 
Department of Physics, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104 
AND 
..1:. S. CHANG· 
Center for Space Research, Massachusetts Institt/te of Technology, Cambridge, Massacll1tsetts 02139 
(Received 22 December 1970; final manuscript received 6 August 1971) 
Exact solutions, expressed in closed form in terms of elementary functions, are presented for the three 
sets of curved characteristics behind a self-similar, strong blast wave. 
Blast waves are produced in gaseous media due to the 
sudden deposition of large amounts of energy in 
relatively small regions. The propagation of a point-
source blast wave into an ideal gas, whose initial 
pressure is assumed to be negligibly low, is known to be 
self-similar. This property can be deduced using either 
dimensional argumentsl or invariant theorems of con-
tinuous groups of transformations.2 Closed form 
solutions describing the flow variables in the nonisen-
tropic region behind such a blast wave in n= 1, 2, 3 
dimensions were obtained independently by von 
eumann3 and Sedov.4 The reflection of strong blast 
waves was discussed in an earlier papers by the authors. 
It is known that the basic equations governing the 
nonisentropic flow behind a propagating blast wave 
admit three distinct characteristic directions given by 
dr 
- =1t u±a (1) tit ' , 
where r is the radial distance from the point of ex-
plosion, t is the elapsed time, u is the velocity, and a 
is the isentropic speed of sound. The first characteristic 
direction coincides with the local particle velocity and 
a (u) characteristic, 
dr/ dt= (2+n) Uay(a)/2, (2) 
where 
U = [2Kn/ (2+n) ] (Eo/ po) 1/(2+n)t-n/(2+n) (3) 
is the shock speed, yea) is given by Eq. (5) of Ref. 5, 
a=ut/ r, Eo is the energy released per unit area for a 
planar wave, per unit length for a cylindrical wave, and 
the total energy released for a spherical wave, Po is the 
initial density, and K n is determined by the condition of 
conservation of total energy. 
But, from the definition of the similarity parameter 
and the expression for the shock radius of Ref. 5, it can 
be shown that, in general, 
dr/dt=Kn(Eo/ po)1/(2+n)t-n/(2+n) [2y/ (2+n) +t dy/ dt]. 
(4) 
Therefore, from Eq. (5) of Ref. 5 and Eqs. (2)-(4), it is 
found that, 
dlny da 
dlnt= d:a a-[2/ (2+n)] ' (5) 
the family of characteristics is, therefore, composed of along a particle line, where, 
particle lines. This direction corresponds to the speed 
of propagation of entropy disturbances. The other two 
characteristic directions correspond to the local speeds 
of propagation of pressure, density, or velocity dis-
turbances. The purpose of this note is to report the 
interesting result that these three families of curved 
characteristics can also be represented in closed form, 
and remarkably, still in terms of elementary functions . 
First, consider the (u) characteristics or particle 
lines. According to its definition and the self-similar 
dlny = (-y-l)a2/ 2+[a-2j (2+n)][a-2/y(2+n)] 
da a[2/y (2+n) -a][(2-n+n-y)a/ 2-1] 
(6) 
and 'Y is the adiabatic index. Thus, Eq. (5) can be 
integrated in terms of elementary functions . The result 
is 
(7) 
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{31 = (2-;+n- 2) [n( -y - 2) r l{32, 
(32=n-y (2+n) (2- -y ) (-y- 1)[2(2n-y+2-y-n+2 ) 
X (2-n- 2-y) +2n-y (2--y) (n-y+4 ) +2 (-y+ 1) (2 + n) 
X (n-yL 2n-y+n+2-y-2 ) J-I , 
{33= (2+n) (n-yL 2n-y+n+2-y-2 ) [n (2 --y ) 
X (n-y-n+2 ) J-I{32-1, (8) 
t= 1/ 10 is a dimensionless time normalized with respect 
to some convenien t t ime scale 10, and the A's are given 
by Eqs. (6) of Ref. 5. 
To complete the solution for the particle lines, an 
expression relating (r, I, 12) is obtained from Eqs. (2) 
and (5) of Ref. 5. In dimensionless form, this expression 
becomes, 
1'= (A lu)-A2[A 3(-yu/ A 2- 1) JAs 
X [ Al ( 1-A5U) / (A l- A5) JA 6-A9t2/(Hn}, (9) 
where 1'=r/R (lo). Equations (8) and (9) form the 
closed form parametric solu tion for the family of (u) 
characteristics or particle lines behind a self-similar 
blast wave. 
For the (u±a) characteristics, we have 
d±r , [-YP' g Jl/2 dt =uf± p'h 
= [U / (-y+ 1) J{ 2A lUY (12) 
±[2-y(-y-1)g(u) j h(u)JI/2), ( 10) 
where g(u), h(u), and y(u) are given by Eqs. (4) 
and (5) of Ref. 5, and the shock speed U by Eq. (3). 
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FIG. 1. Curved characteristics behind a strong blast wave for 
n=3, "'1=5/ 3. 
d Int=G(u) du, (11) 
where, 
G(u) = (d lny/du) {[u-2/(2+n)J 
±[ -y (-y-1) (2- 2u-nu) j 2(2-yu+n-yu- 2) J1/2ul-l. 
(12) 
The expression d Inyj du in G(u) is known and given by 
Eq. (6). Therefore, G(u) may be reduced to an alge-
braic function involving square roots of second degree 
polynomials of 12 as radicals. This means that Eq. 
(11 ) can be integrated in terms of elementary, albeit 
transcendental, functions. T he results are 
Int=K±+ln I A5U/ ( 1-A5U) I ± (m/ ll/2) 
X sin-l {[lj (A 5-I_U) - kJ j (k2-l) 1/2), (13) 
where, 
k=A5-L h+l)[-y(2+n) J-I, 
l= A5-L 2A5-1(-y+ 1) [-y(2+n) J-I+4[-y(2+n)2J-I, 
m= -A5-1[(-y-1 ) / 2JI/2. (14) 
Equation (13) and the parametric expression for 
(1', t, 12) given by Eq. (9) form the closed form para-
metric solutions for the two families of (u±a) char-
acteristics in the dimensionless 1'-t plane. The constant 
K± in Eq. (13) must be evaluated for each character-
istic from a set of known values of (1', l, 12). 
Figure 1 displays a typical set of solution curves ex-
pressing the dimensionless time t as functions of the 
dimensionless distance l' for n= 3 and -y = i. The termi-
nating curve A is the path of the front of the blast wave. 
Behind A, there are three families of characteristics: 
(1) The solid curves are the (u) characteristics or 
particle lines; (2) the dashed curves are the (u+a) 
characteristics; and (3) the dot-dashed curves are the 
(u- a) characteristics. 
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Comments on "Application of singular eigenfunction expansions to the propagation of 
periodic disturbances in a radiating grey gas" 
..T. S. Chang· 
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and 
K. H. Kim and M. N . (Jz~ik 
Departments of Engineering Mechanics and Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, North Carolina State University, 
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(Received 5 June 1972) 
Recently, we have been extending our analysis1 of 
sound propagation in dissociative, radiative media to 
include the effects of scattering. It is of interest to note 
that the set of pertinent integrodifferential equations 
can also be solved exactly using the singular eigen-
function expansion technique. For the special case of 
an ideal, grey, scattering gas, our resulting integral 
equation for the elementary solutions (in terms of the 
notations of Cheng and Leonard2) becomes 
( 1-~) it.(p.)=!![g(v;C)]-I+C) 11 it. (p.') dp.', Buv -1 
(1) 
with 
- (V' c) = [(1-c)+i,B](v2-~) 
g, (v2+1h) (1-c)2 , 
and 
n= _ (1-c)h+i,B 
<; (1-c)+i.B ' 
where c denotes the single scattering albedo which is the 
ratio of the scattering coefficient to the extinction 
coefficien t. 
It can be shown that Eq. (1) admits both discrete 
eigenvalues and a continuous spectrum. The discrete 
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FIG. 1. The first discrete root (vo) of A (v) =0 for Bo = 3.23, "y = 1.4, 
and c=O.O, 0.2. 
A(v) = 1-!(Buv) ![g(v; C)jl+C} 1 1 ~ =0, (2) 
-1 Buv-p. 
which for c= 0 corresponds to Eq. (11) of Ref . 2. Using 
the argument principle we are able to show that Eq. (2) 
admits either two or four discrete roots in plus-minus 
complex pairs. In Figs. 1 and 2 we present the discrete 
eigenvalues of va and V1 for Bo (Boltzmann number) = 
3.23, -y= 1.4, and c= 0.2. We note that, similar to the 
results of Cheng and Leonard, there exists a frequency 
cutoff of the second pair of roots ±V1 below a critical 
Bouguer number, B~0.08161. 
We find that it is possible to obtain explicit expres-
sions for the eigenroots of the transcendental equation 
(2). For example, to determine the explicit expressions 
for the four roots for c=O with Bu~Bu1=0.1107, we 
merely calculate A(z) and X(±z) at two arbitrary 
values of Z= Z1 .2 (preferably along the imaginary axis) 
according to Eqs. (12) and (26) of Ref. 2. Equation 
(34) of Ref. 2 then provides a pair of coupled poly-
nomial equations for va and Vt, 
( 2 2)( 2 2)_A(Zi)«(l-zl)[1+(1/i,B)] Va -Zi VI -Zi - X(Zi)X( -Zi) 
for i= 1 and 2. (3) 
Equations (3) can be solved readily to yield the desired 
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FIG. 2. Second discrete root (VI ) of A(v) = 0 for Bo=3.23, "Y=1.4, 
and c=O.O, 0.2. 
159 
160 COMME TS 
TAllLE 1. Discrete eigenvalues for Bu = 1/ 6, Bo=3.23, -y= 1.4, 
and c= O. 
a b c 
Revo 0.07738627380 0 .07738629373 0.07738 
Imvo -0 .9372360013 -0 .9372359958 -0.9372 
Revl 4.860766870 4.860766867 4.860 
Imvl - 0. 7599477400 -0.7599477363 -0 . 7599 
• Calculated using a bisection method where the roots are 
determined by simult2.neous sign changes of the real and imaginary 
parts of A(z). 
b Calculated using the explicit expressions. 
o Values provided by P. Cheng. 
sample calculations of the discrete eigenvalues based on 
this method have been compared with those obtained 
using the more conventional numerical schemes in 
Table I. In general, we are able to obtain an accuracy 
up to eight significant figures using the explicit ex-
pressions. 
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ELEMENTARY SOLUTIONS OF COUPLED MODEL 
EQUATIONS IN THE KINETIC THEORY OF GASES 
1. T. KRIESEt 
Department of Nuclear Engineering, North Carolina State Univer ity, Raleigh, North Carolina 27607, U.S.A. 
T. S. CHANG t 
Physics Department, Mas achu etts In titute of Technology, Cambridge, Mas achusetts 02139, U.S.A. 
C . E. SIEWERT 
Department of Nuclear Engineering, North Carolina State Univer ity, Raleigh, North Carolina 27607, U.S.A. 
Abstract-The method of elementary solution is employed to solve two coupled integrodifferential equation 
sufficient for determining tempera ture-den ity effect in a linearized BGK model in the kinet ic theory of 
gases. 
Full-range completeness and orthogonality theorems a re proved for the developed normal modes and the 
infinite-medium Green 's function is constructed a an illustration of the full-range formalism. 
The appropriate homogeneou matrix Riemann problem is di cussed , and half-range completeness and 
orthogonality theorems are proved for a certain subset of the normal mode. The required existence and 
uniquenes theorem relevant to the H matrix , ba ic to the half-range analysi , a re proved, and an accurate 
and efficient computational method is di cu ed. The half- pace temperature- lip problem is solved ana lyti-
cally, and a highly accurate value of the tempera ture-slip coefficient is reported. 
I. r TRODUCTION 
THERE EXJSTS in the kinetic theory of gase a clas of one-dimensional problems for 
which the transverse momentum and heat-transfer effect can be eparated by project-
ing the basic kinetic equation de cribing the particle distribution function onto certain 
properly chosen directions in a Hilbert space. The resulting expression de cribing the 
heat-tran fer and com pre ibjlity effects is a vector integrodifferential equation with a 
matrix kernel similar in form to one tudied previously by Bond and Siewert [4] and 
Burni ton and Siewert [5] in connection with the cattering of polarized light. It can be 
shown that uch a vector integrodifferential equation admit a general olution similar 
to that uggested by Case [7] for calar transport problems and applied by 
Cercignani [12] to kinetic equation . 
We develop in thi paper the elementary olution to the vector integrodifferential 
equation ba ic to a linearized , con tant colli ion frequency (BGK) model sugge ted by 
Bhatnagar et al. [3] and Welander [29]. The elementary solut ions, ome of which are 
generalized function [14] , can be shown to po ess rather general full-range and half-
range completenes and orthogonality propertie . The expan ion (or completeness) 
theorems are proved by reducing a y tem of ingular integral equations to an equival-
ent matrix Riemann problem and subsequently making use of the theory of 
Mandiavidze and Hvedelidze[20] and Muskhelishvili[21] to e tablish the solubility of 
the resulting equations. 
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As an application of our es tabli hed analysis, we construct in this paper the infinite-
medium Green' function u eful fo r developing particular solution to the ba ic trans-
port equation. We a lso make use of the half-range expansion theorem to olve the 
notoriously diffi cult temperature slip problem considered prev iously [2, 19,23,28, 29J 
by approx imate methods. Our solution permits an accurate computation of the ' tem-
perature slip coeffic ient' which may be u ed to evaluate the merits of approximate 
techniques. 
2. T H E K T ETTe MOD EL AND LINEARIZATTON 
Bas icall y, the BGK model is constructed by replacing the collision integra l in the 
Boltzmann equation by a more tractable relaxation term ; we therefore write 
[ a~ + u · V J f(Y , u, 7") = }lr/(Y, u, 7") - fey , u, 7" )], (2.1) 
where iCy, u , 7" ) is the particle distribution function , y is the position vector, u i the 
partic le vel ocity, 7" i the time, and }I is a characteristic colli ion frequency. To ensure 
that the model con erves particles , mo mentum and energy, we require that 
(2.2) 
where the integration is to be taken over a ll velocity space and U is a five-element vec-
tor w ith components 1, U " U 2, U 3, and u 2, the colli ional invariants. Here U,,' (l' = I, 2, 
and 3, and u are respectively the compo nent and magnitude of u. The in variance re-
quirements given by equ ation (2.2) can be sati fied by choo ing 
A [ m J312 [m 1u - q(y,7")12J f ey , u, 7" ) = n(y, 7") 27TkT(y , 7" ) exp - 2kT(y,7") , (2.3) 
the local Maxwellian distribution. Here m is the partic le mass and k is the Boltzmann 
constant. In addition 
[ 
n(y, 7") ] I [ ) ] 
n(y , 7" ) q(y , 7") = f ey, u, 7") U d3 u 
3n (y , 7") kT(y , 7") mlu - q(y , 7")1 2 
(2 .4) 
defines the local number den ity n(y , 7") , the fluid velocity q(y , 7") , and the absolute 
temperature T (y , 7" ). 
It is not difficult to de mo nstrate that the model given by equation (2.1), (2.3), and 
(2.4) admits an H theorem, uch that 
a~ J feu , 7" ) In feu , 7") d3 u ~ 0, (2.5) 
fo r spatiall y unifor m conditions. Thu the model posse es many of the important prop-
ertie of the full Boltzmann equatio n. 
Because of equation (2.4), the model is described by a non linear functional equa-
tion ; however, we con ide r circumstances for which the particle di stribution function 
I~ 
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fCy , U , T) differs only slightly fro m an initial Maxwellian distribution fo(u) characterized 
by a set of constant initial va lue of the number den ity no, fluid velocity qo, and 
temperature To. If we now write 
fey, u, T) = fo(u) + f,(y , u, T) , (2.6) 
and truncate ley , u, T) at the linear term in a Taylor eries expansion about fo, we find 
that equation (2. 1) can be approxi mated by 




( m )' /2 x = v 2kTo y, t = VT, (2.9a,b) 
( m )'/2 e = 2kTo (u - qo) , ( m )'12 v = 2kTo qo, (2.10a,b) 
and 
fo(e)h (x, e, t) = ft(x , e, t). (2 .1 1) 
A model equation more general than equation (2.7) may be con tructed , as 
sugge ted by Gross and Jackson [13] and Sirovich [27], by expanding the kernel of a 
linearized Boltzmann equation in an appropriately chosen complete and orthonormal 
et of eigenfu nction . We ha ll , however, restrict our attention to the linearized model 
described by equation (2.7). 
If we now let C/>", (e) , a = I, 2, . . . , 5, denote the element of the vector 
V1(c 2 - !) 
<p (e) = ~ V2 C2 
7T 
(2. 12) 
where c" C2, C3, and c are re pectively the components and magnitude of e, then 
equation (2.8) can be written a 
K(e' : e) = cf, (e) <p (e') . (2.13) 
Here the superscript tilde i used to denote the tran pose operation. We note that the 
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elements of cfJ (c) obey the orthonormal conditions 
in a Hilbert space (a) of the functions of c defined by the inner product 
(A" A 2)a = f A,(c)A2(C) e- c2 d3 c. 
(2. 14) 
(2. 15) 
The elements cf>" (c) are , of course, related to the collisional invariants which define the 
U vector in equation (2.2), and the orthogonality conditions stated in equation (2.14) are 
therefore direct consequences of the invariance requirements of equation (2.2). 
3. THE VECTOR KINETIC EQUATION 
As stated in the Introdu ction, we are primarily interested in steady- tate gas-kinetic 
problems with plane symmetry. Without loss of generality, we set qo = 0, and thus the 




We now follow Cercignani [12] and consider the functions 
(3.3) 
It is a straightforward matter to demonstrate that the g functions given by equations (3.3) 
satisfy the orthonormal conditions 
(3.4) 
in a sub pace (b) of the function s of C2 and C 3 defined by the inner product 
(3.5) 
We now span the Hilbert space (b) by the subspace (c) characterized by the g,,'s and a 
subspace (d) , the orthogonal complement to (c); subsequently we expand h(x" c) of 
equation (3.2) in the manner 
4 
h (x" c) = 2: 'l'a(X" c,)g,, (C 2, C3) + 'l's(x" c), (3.6) 
a - I 
where '¥s(x" c) is the component of h (x" c) belonging to the sub pace (d). Such an 
. , 
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expansion yields the interesting property that the inner products ("¥a, cPa)a, a = 1, 2, 3, 
and 4, are simply related to the perturbations of the number density, the temperature, 
and the transverse components of the fluid velocity, respectively. 
Substituting equation (3.6) into equation (3.2) and projecting each term onto the 
appropriate directions of ga in the Hilbert space (b), we obtain 
[ a] A 1 f ~ ~ A .2 p.,- + 1 'IT(x, p.,) =. , J (p., ) J(p.,')'IT(x, p., ') e-" dp.,' , ax v 1T _~ (3.7) 
where ~(x, p.,) is a four-element vector with components "¥ a (x, p., ), a = 1,2, ... , 4, and 
[
"V1(PO 2 -!) 1 0 0] 
'\11 000 
J(p.,) = 0 010. 
o 0 0 I 
(3.8) 
For convenience, we have changed the variables Xl and Cl to x and p.,. We note that the 
two functions "¥1(X, p.,) and "¥2(X, po) , characterizing the perturbations of the number 
density and temperature respectively, are described by a set of two coupled integ-
rodifferential equations. The e two equations are, of course, uncoupled from the func-
tions "¥3(X, p.,) and '¥4(X, p., ) which describe the perturbations of the transverse 
momenta. 
4. ELEMENTARY SOLUTIONS OF THE TWO-VECTOR TRANSPORT EQUATION 
RELEVANT TO TEMPERATURE-DENSITY EFFECTS 
We are interested in the steady-state, ga -kinetic effect of temperature-density 
variations in plane-parallel media. According to equation (3 .7), the relevant coupled 
equations are 
a 1 f~ ~ -.2 p.,-'lT(x, p.,) + 'IT(x, p., ) = . , Q(p.,) Q(p.,')'IT(x, p., ')e " dp., ', 
ax v 7T _~ 
(4.1) 
where Q(p., ) i the transpose of 
(4.2) 
and "¥1(X, p., ) and '¥2(X, p.,), which are sufficient to determine the temperature-density 
effects, are respectively the upper and lower entries in the two-vector 'IT(x, p.,) . We 
should like to note that equation (4. 1) is quite similar to the equation of transfer used in 
a related study [4, 5] of the scattering of polarized light. 
Following Case [7] who introduced the method of normal modes in regard to 
one-speed neutron-tran port theory , we search for elementary solutions to equation 
(4.1) of the form 
(4.3) 
where ~ and F(~, /L ) are the eigenvalues and eigenvectors to be determined. From equa-
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tion (4.1) , we obtain 
(4.4) 
where the normalization vector M(£) is given by 
(4.5) 
Equation (4.4) admits both di crete eigenvalue and a continuous spectrum. We 
con ider first the discrete spectrum: g = 'YJ ;, 1m 'YJ; ~ 0, and olve equation (4.4) to obtain 
(4.6) 
where 'YJ; are the zeros (in the complex plane cut along the entire rea l ax i ) of the 
dispersion fun ction 
A(z ) = det A (z). (4.7) 
Here the dispersion matrix is 
(4.8) 
with I denoting the unit matrix and the characteristic matri.x. given by 
(4.9) 
Further, M( 'YJ;) is a null vector of A( 'YJ;) such that 
A ('YJ;)M ( 'YJ;) = o. (4.10) 
The argument principle[IO] may be used to show that A(z ) has no zero in the fin ite 
cut plane ; however, since A(z) - (a l z·) + . .. , for Iz l tending to infi nity, we may ded uce 
four 'discrete' solutions to equation (4.1). In the li mit Iz I .... H o, we obtain fro m equations 
(4. 6) and (4.10) 
(4. 11) 
To construct the other two solutions requires a technique discussed by Case and 
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It hould be noted that equation (4.11) are olutions to equation (4.1) and to equation 
(4.4) in the limit I~I ~ 00; whereas, equations (4.12) are solutions only to equation (4.1). 
We now con ider the continuous spectrum: ~ = TJ, with 1m TJ = 0, and the solutions 
to equat ion (4.4) are 
(4.13) 
where Pv(l/x) denotes the Cauchy principal-value distribution, and 8(x) represents the 
Dirac delta distribution. Pre-multiplying equation (4.13) by 6 (,.,.,) e- ".2 and integrating 




and hence from 
(4.16) 
we obtain a quadratic equation for the function A *( TJ). In general there are two solu-
tions which we label At( TJ) and A ~(TJ) , and thu we write the two-fold degenerate 
continuum olution as 
where the vectors M" (TJ) are to be determined by the corre ponding A!( TJ), through 
equation (4.14). 
Having establi hed the elementary olution, we write our general olution to 
equation (4.1) a 
W(x, ,.,.,) = ~I A" F,,(p,) + ~) A" W"(x,,.,.,) + ~I L~ A...(TJ)F,, (TJ, p,)e- X/TJ dTJ, (4. 18) 
where the expan ion coefficient A" and A ,, (TJ) are to be determined once the boundary 
condition of a particular problem are specified. Although in general the integral terms 
in equation (4.18) may diverge for x =f 0, this will not be the case when the 
pecific problems of ection 7 and 13 are con idered. 
5. A FULL- RA GE EXPA SIO THEOREM 
To ensure that the normal mode developed in the previous ections are sufficiently 
general for full-range, ,.,., E(- 00, 00), boundary-value problems, we should now like to 
prove a basic re ult. 
Theorem 1. The functions F I ( ,.,.,) , F2 (,.,.,), Fi p,) = '1')(0, ,.,.,), F.(p,) = '11. (0 , p,), and 
F,, (7), JL) , IX = 1 and 2, TJ E(-oo, (0), form a complete basis set for the expansion of an 
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arbitrary two -vector I(J.L), which is Holder continuous on any open interval of the real 
axis and, for sufficiently large IJ.L I, sati sfies 
IIa (J.L)I exp (-IJ.LI) < co, a = lOI2, 
in the sense that 
(5 . 1) 
To prove the theorem, we shall con truct an analytical solution to the above coupled 
singular integral equations. For the sake of brevity, we write 
4 
I (J.L) = I (J.L) - 2: A aFa(J.L) , (5.2) 
a - I 
introduce the (2 x 2) matrix 
(5.3) 
let A( 1) denote a vector with elements A a (1), a = 1 and 2, and thus write equation (5.1) 
as 
(5.4) 




is the (2 x 2) normalization matrix. We now pre-multiply equation (5.4) by 6.cJ.L) e- IL ' , 
make use of equation (5.5), and integrate the {) term to obtain 
(5.7) 
where B( 1) = V( 1) )A( 1). Equation (5.7) may now be solved explicitly by using the 
theory of Muskhelishvili [21]. To convert equation (5.7) to a special form of a matrix 
Riemann problem, we introduce the sectionally holomorphic matrix 
- 1 f '" d1) N(z) - -2' 1)B(1)--. 
7Tl -~ 1) - z (5.8) 
The boundary values of N(z) as z approache the real line from above (+ ) and below 
. j 
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Equations (5.9) and (5.10) may now be used in equation (5.7) to yield 
(5.11) 
which can be solved to give 
(5. 12) 
We note that for large Iz J, 




- . 12 2[ ~ ~] A (z) - - 5 z ~ i ,a Izl-') oo, (5.14) 
and therefore if the N(z) as given by equation (5.12) i to vani h when Izl tends to 
infinity, as equation (5.8) pre cribe , we mu t impose on the vector J(IL) the four 
constraints 
(5. 15) 
Recalling equation (5 .2) for J(IL ), we observe that equation (5.15) will be inherently 
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sati fied if we specify the expansion coefficient A " 0' = 1, 2, 3, and 4, to be 
A , 
- U'2 + I, . + In 
A 2 12 ~I'2 - 'v'1 I ,. - 'v'1I22 
A 3 s\I'6; 
- H" + 113 + 12 , 
(S. 16) 
A 4 ~III - 'v'1I , 
- 'v'1 I2' 
where 
(S. 17) 
and I ,(f.,L) and I 2( f.,L) are re pectivel y the upper and lower entrie of I(f.,L). Theorem 1 is 
therefore established. 
Although we cou ld pursue equations (S.9b) and (S.12) to obtain explicit result for 
the continuum coefficients A. Cry) , 0' = 1 or 2, we prefer to summarize the final expres-
sions in term of the formali sm of the full-range orthogonality relations given in the 
next section . 
6. ORT HOGO ALITY R ELA TION S AND E XPLIClT SOLUTIONS 
We hould fir t like to state the general orthogonality relation relevant to all 
solutions including the special distribution s, F({;', f.,L ) , of the separated equation (4.4). 
Theorem 2. All eigenvectors F({;" f.,L ) which are so lut ions of equation (4.4) are 
orthogonal on the full range, f.,L E (- 00 , (0) , in the sense that 
(6.1) 
To prove the theorem, equation (4.4) is first pre-multiplied by F(f, f.,L )e- ""/{;', the tran -
pose of equation (4.4) with {;' changed to {;" is po t-multiplied by F({;" f.,L)e- ""/{;,', and the 
two resulting equations are then integrated over all f.,L and ubtracted one from the other 
to yield 
(6.2) 
which establishes equation (6.1). Though equation (6.2) i a general tatement of 
fuJI-range orthogonal ity, it i clear that several additional relation are required here. 
Fir t of all , since F,(f.,L) and F2(f.,L) are both a ociated with {;' ~ CX), equation (6.2) doe not 
ensure that they will be mutually orthogonal in the sense of equation (6.1) . In addition, 
the vectors F3(f.,L) and F4(f.,L), being derived from the olutions of equation (4.1), rather 
than equation (4.4) , are not included in Theorem 2. However, it can be ea ily shown 
that F,(f.,L) and F2(f.,L) are mutually orthogonaJ , and, in fact, elf-orthogonal; the same is 
true for F3(f.,L) and F4( f.,L). In addition, F3(f.,L) and F4(f.,L) are orthogonal to the continuum 
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solutions F,(7), JL) and Fi7), JL). We note that F,(JL) and F2(JL) are not orthogonal to 
F3(JL) and F4(JL); however, suitably defined adjoint vectors for these special cases can 
be developed by employing a Schmidt-type procedure. 
Con idering first the normalization integrals related to the solutions given by equa-
tion (4.13) , we find 
L~ F,, (7)' , JL)F{3 (7) , JL)e- 1L 2 JLdJL = S(7))o(7) - 7)')o".{3; cx,{3 = 1, 2, (6.3) 
where 
S (7)) = ..,J-;.[ 7T 27) 2 + ,\ ~(7))'\ ~(7) )]M" (7) )W( 7) )M{3 (7)). (6.4) 
The Kronecker o".{3 appearing in equation (6.3) should be noted since it ensure that the 
degenerate continuum olutions given by equation (4.13) are orthogonal even for 'Y/ ' = 
7). To establish equation (6.3) requires the u e of the Poincare-Bertrand formula [21] and 
(6.5) 
a relation which can be deduced from equation (4.14). 
Though the representation of the two continuum olutions given by equation (4.13) 
were convenient for proving the full-range expansion theorem, we choose to make use 
of more explicit form for actual application. We note that equation (4.16) is quadratic 
in ,.\ *( 7)), and thu the two solution will in general involve radicals. To avoid the 
cumbersome nature of the en uing solution , we prefer the linear combination 
(6.6) 










A 1(7) ) = 4 + ( 7) 2 - 4) Ao( 7) ). (6.9) 
We note that equations (6.7) are not mutually orthogonal for 7) ' = 7) ; however, a 
Schmidt-type procedure may be used here as well. Since our final adjoint vectors follow 
in a manner analogous to that reported by Siewert and Zweifel [26] , we shall simply 
summarize our conclusions below. For the case of the degenerate continuum modes, 
we find that the procedure discu sed in reference [26) can be used to establish the 
required adj oint vector . To unify our notation, we also define 
(6.10) 
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The required orthogonality relations among the full-range basis and adjoint sets 
are: 
(6. 13 a) 
(6.13b) 
(6. 13 c) 
(6.13d) 
With the formali m thu e tabli hed, we note that all expan ion coefficients in 
equations of the form 
(6.14) 




7. THE I FINITE-MEDIUM GREE 'S FU CTIO 
In order to illustrate the u e of the elementary olution of equation (4. 1) and the 
relevant orthogonality relation , we hould now like to develop the infinite-medium 
Green function. Here we eek a solution to 




Clearly, since the kinetic equation con erves particle , kinetic energy, and momentum, 
there will exi t no bounded (at infinity) olution to equation (7.1); however, the Green's 
function we develop may be used in the cia ical manner to con truct particular solu-
tions to equation (7.1) for arbitrary inhomogeneou source term for erni-infinite or 
finite media. A di Cll ed by Ca e and Zweifel [8], we neglect the inhomogeneous term 
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in equation (7. 1) and requi re the olution to the re ulting ho mogeneou equation to 
sati sfy the 'jump' boundary condition 
fL E(- oo, oo), (7.3) 
where the a rgument Ii t ha been ex tended to incl ude the pa ra meters xo, fJ-1 , and fJ-2. We 
therefore write the desired so lution as 
(7.4a) 
and 
for x> Xo, 
'IT(Xo, fJ- 1, fJ-2; x, fJ- ) = - ~3 A ", 'IT", (x - Xo, fJ- ) - ~, L~ A ", (7) )<P", (7), fJ- ) e- (x -xol/'l d7) 
for x < Xo. (7.4b) 
Substitution of equation (7.4) into equation (7.3) yields the full-ra nge expan ion 
(7.5) 
Though the left-hand ide of equation (7.5) certa inly i not a Holder function , Case and 
Zweife l [8] have concl uded that expansion theorem imilar to our Theorem 1 remain 
va lid formall y even fo r thi s type of delta di tribution. We therefore pre-mul tiply equa-
tion (7.5) by X", efJ- ) e- ".2, Q' = 1, 2, 3, or 4 and X,, (7) ', fJ- ) e- "" , Q' = 1 or 2, and integrate 




where the subscript 1 and 2 are u ed to denote the upper and lower e lement of the X 
vectors. Since a ll expansion coeffi c ients requ ired in equations (7.4) are given by equa-
tions (7.6) , the infinite-medium Green's function is e tabli hed . 
8. A H ALF-R A GE EXPANSION THEO REM 
H av ing developed in ections 5 and 6 the necessary completeness and orthogonality 
properties of our normal modes, we hould now like to discuss the analys i required for 
the con iderabl y more intere ting problems defined by ha lf-range, fJ- E(O, 00), boundary 
conditions. The fo ll owing theorem state the very importa nt half-range expansion prop-
erties bas ic to a certa in subset of our derived elementar y solution . 
Theo rem 3. The functions F'(fJ- ), F2( fJ- ) and F", (7), fJ- ) , Q' = 1 and 2, 7) E(O, 00) , fo rm 
a com plete basis set fo r the expansion of an arbitrary two-vector I(fJ- ) which is H older 
1 _ 
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continuous on any open interval of the positive real axis and, for sufficiently large IfL I, 
satisfies 
IL,(fL)1 exp (-lfL I) < co, a = 1 or 2, 
in the sense that 
(8.1) 
To prove thi theorem , we premultiply equation (8.1) by e- .... 2 Q (fL), integrate the 
8 term and use equation (4.13) and (4.14) to obtain 
where 
2 
I(fL) = I (fL) - 2: A a Fa (fL) (8.3) 
a = J 
and 
(8.4) 
In addition, V( 7) is given by equation (5 .6) and the unknown A( 7) ha elements 
A I( TJ) and A 2( TJ). In a manner similar to th at u ed to prove Theorem 1, we now introduce 
I l~ d N(z) = -2. TJB (7)-7)- . 
7rl 0 7) - z 
(8.5) 
The N matrix is clearly anal ytic in the complex plane cut along the po itive real ax i . 
Further, the Plemelj formulae [21] can be u ed, with equation (8.5), to show that the 
boundary value of N(z) ati fy 
(8.6a) 
and 
Equation (8.6) can now be u ed , a long with equation (5. 10), to expre equation 
(8.2) in the form 
If we now let X(z) denote a canonical (non- ingular in the finite plane) olution to the 
homogeneou Riemann problem defined by 
(8.8a) 
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where 
(8.8b) 
then equation (8.7) can be olved immediately to yield 
(8.9) 
Here, P(z) is a matrix of polynomial, and 
(8.10) 
Since the G matri x given by equation (8.8b) is continuous for fL E [0, (0), G(O) = I and 
G(fL )~ I as fL ~OO, the analy i of Mandzavidze and Hvedelidze[20J can be used, after 
an elementary transformation of variables, to ensure the existence of a canonical solu-
tion to the Riemann problem defin ed by equation (8.8a). In section 9 we argue that the 
partial indice K , and K 2 a sociated with our canonical solution X(z ) are 
(8.11) 
and thus if we a ll ow our canonical matrix X(z ) to be of normal form at infinity [21J , we 
may write 
lim z X(z ) = A, (8.12) 
wh ere A is nonsingular and bounded. 
From the defining equation (8.5), we observe that z N(z) mu t be bounded as Iz 1 ~ 00, 
and thu s from equation (8.9) we conclude that 
(8 .13) 
we mu st therefore set P(z) = 0 and, in addition, require that 
(8.14) 
Equation (8. 14) is, of course, not sati fied by all j(fL), but reca ll ing equation (8.3), we 
conclude that choosing the discre te expansion coefficients to be o lution of 
(8.15) 
render equation (8. 1) valid for a ll appropriate I(fL). The matrix in equation (8.15) whose 
inverse is required to obtain A I and A 2 can be hown to be non-singular by making 
use of a Cauchy integral re presentation of X(z). The theorem is therefore proved. 
• I 
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Though, as for the full-range ca e, we could pur ue thi completenes proof to 
construct the continuum expansion coefficients A( 'T/) , 'T/ E (0,00), we find it more conve-
nient to express the final results in terms of half-range orthogonality relations. 
9. A PROOF REGARDING THE PARTIAL INDIC ES OF THE 
RIEMANN PROBLEM 
The proof of the half-range expansion theorem given in ection 8 is based on the 
proposition that the partial indices K 1 and K 2 are both non-negative. In fact, equation 
(8.13) is valid only if the partial indices are given by K 1 = K 2 = 1. In this section we 
develop the required proof that K 1 = K 2 = 1. 




Here we seek a matrix 4> (z) analytic in the plane cut along the positive real axis, 
non-singular in the finite plane, and with boundary values 4> =(J1-) which satisfy equation 
(9.1). 
Since G(O) = I and G(J1-) ~ I in the I imit as J1- ~ 00, we can define G(J1-) = I on the 
entire negative real axis and thu consider equation (9. 1) for J1- E(- 00, 00). To make use 
of the re ult developed by Mandzavidze and Hvedelidze[20], valid for clo ed con-
tours , we make the change of variables 
(9 .3) 
which maps the upper half of the z plane into the interior of the unit circle in the 
~ -plane. We note that the po itive (negative) real axi map into I~I = I , 1m ~ > «) O. 
The existence of a olution to the Riemann problem in the ~ plane follows from the 
theory of Mandzaviaze and Hvedelidze [20], ince the re ulting G matrix i continuous 
on the unit circle, and 4> (z), the canonical olution in the z-plane, i the image of the 
solution in the ~ plane postmultiplied by an appropriate matrix of rational function 
It can be demon trated [5] that the A matrix can be factored as 
A(z) = 4> (z)gJ(z) cP (- z) (9.4) 
where <1> (z) is any canonical solution (of ordered normal form at infinity) to equation 
(9.1) and gJ (z) i a matrix of polynomials, which depend on the particular choice for 
<1> (z). 
The fact that G(J1-) = [G(J1-)r\ where the bar indicate the complex conjugate, en-
ables us to extend the re ults of Siewert and Burni ton's [25] Theorem II to the 
Riemann problem defined by equation (9.1) : 
Theorem 4. There exists at least one canonical matrix 4>1(Z) of ordered normal 
form at infinity for the Riemann problem defined by equation (9. 1) such that 4>1 (i) = 
<1> 1(Z ). 
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Since the proof of Theorem 4 fo llow very closely one previously reported [25] , it 
will not be given here. 
If we use cI> ,(z) in the factorization of A(z), the resulting po lynomial matrix \iJ>(z) is 
such that \iJ> (z ) = cfj( - z) and \iJ>(z ) = \iJ>(z), since A(z) = A(z) = A( - z) and A(z) = A(z). 
By definition [21], a canonical olution of ordered normal form at infinity is uch that 
z°,,> ] = K , det K oj:. 0, (9.5) 
where K , and K 2 ;::O: K , are the partial indices. Furthermore the sum of K , and K 2 mu t 
yield the tota l index K , which in the manner of Muskeli hvili [21] can be computed di-
rectly once the G matrix and the appropriate contour are pecified . For this problem, we 
find 
K , + K 2 = K = 2. (9.6) 
If we now evaluate equation (9.4) , for cP (z) = cP,(z) at z = 0, we obtain 
g:>(0) = cP ~'(O)<P ~'(O) , (9.7) 
and since cI> ,(O) is real (recall that cI> ,(z) = cP,(z)), we conclude from equation (9.7) that 
\iJ>11(0) oj:. 0 and \iJ>2l0) oj:. O. Again from equation (9.4), for cI> (z) = ep ,(z), we can write, 
after using equation (5.13), 
° ] K-'[ ~ Y,,6 ]K_,[(-z )"1 0] 
Z "> Y,,6 ~ ° (-z)"> ' (9.8) 
as Izl-HO, 
from which it follows, since K is real , that 
(9.9) 
It is clear, since cI> ,(z) is a canonical solution of ordered normal form at infinity, and 
since K, = K 2 = I , that 
(9. 10) 
is also a canonical solution of ordered normal form at infinity and i uch that cI>o(z ) = 
cPo(Z). In view of equations (9.8) and (9. 10), we can therefore write equation (9.4) as 
A (z) = epo(z) <Po(- z), (9.11 ) 
where 
epo(O)<Po(O) = I (9. 12a) 
I -
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and 
[ 
yf:, V6 ] 
lim zePo(z) = v'2 0'2 ~ . 
1>1 2 
(9. 12b) 
We note that Cercignani [11] ha reported a factorization in the spirit of our equation 
(9. ] 1). We have been unable, however , to justify some of Cercignani 's results [11 ; pp. 
84-85] ince, for example, upon 'taking' determinants of hi s equation (311) we find an 
incon istency in the number of poles on the two sides of the equality sign. We have 
found that the extension of calar results to the case of matrix Riemann problems, in 
general, does not foll ow immediately [6]. 
10. HALF-RA GE ORTHOGO ALITY AND NORM ALIZATION INTEGRALS 
The half-range orthogonality relations developed by Ku scer, McCormick, and 
Summerfield [18] for the elementary solutions of the one-speed neutron-transport equa-
tion have proved to be useful for establishing concisely the solution to a scalar singular 
integral equation somewhat analogous to equation (8 .1) . We should thus like to prove, 
in a manner similar to that reported by Siewert [24] for an equation of tra n fer ba ic to 
the scattering of po larized light, the following theorem concerning the half-range or-
thogonality propertie of a ub et of our developed normal modes. 
Theorem 5. The eigenvectors F ,(p,) , F2(p,), F ,(T/, p,) , and F2(T/, p, ), 71 E(O, 00), are 
orthogonal to the related set G ,(p,) , G 2(p,) , G ,( 71, p,) and G 2 ( 71, p,), 71 E (0 , (0), on the 
half-range, p, E(O, 00) , in the sense that 
(10. 1) 
Here F(g, p,) , g = 00 or E (0, (0), denotes any of the eigenvector F ,(p,), F2( p, ), for g = 00, 






and H(p,) is the H matrix ba ic to our half-ra nge analysi . In section 11 we prove the 
exi tence of a unique o lution to the y tem of ingular integra l equations 
(lO.4a) 
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plus the constraint 
(10.4b) 
which we take to specify H(J-L). As shall be shown, H(J-L) can be expressed in terms of 
cI>o(z ), our canonical olution, of ordered normal form at infinity, of the matrix Riemann 
problem defined by equation (9. 1) ; that is 
(10.5) 
which can be extended to the complex plane cut along the negative real axis to yield a 
factorization of A(z): 
(10.6) 
To establish our Theorem 5, we first pre-multiply equation (4.4) by (;.(g ' , J-L) e- ""/ g, 
we then post-multiply the transpose of equation (4.4), having changed g to g' , by 
Q- '(J-L )fr'(e)H(J-L )Q (J-L )F(g, J-L) exp (- J-L 2)/ g', integrate the two resulting equations over 
J-L from 0 to co and subtract the two equations, one from the other, to obtain 
(10.8) 
and 
If now, in the manner imilar to that previously reported [24] , we make u e of 
equations (4.5), (4.11), (4.13), (4.1 4) and (l0.4) to evaluate equations (10.8) and (10.9) for 
all appropriate g and g' , we find 
K.(g ', g) = K 2(g' , 0; g' E (0, co), g = co or E (0, co), (10.10) 
and from equation (10.7) we obtain 
(10.11) 
which proves the theorem. We have only established equation (10.11) formally for 
e =I co. However, con idering that case separately, we do find that G ,, (J-L), a = 1 or 2, is 
orthogonal to F(g, J-L) in the sense of Theorem 5. Of cour e, ince F,(J-L) and F2(J-L) both 
correspond to the eigenvalue g = co, equation (10.1) does not ensure that the inner 
product, in the sense of Theorem 5, of G,(J-L ) with F2(J-L) and GiJ-l) with F,(J-L) is zero. 
--~--. - -
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However, for thi pecial ca e we have carried out the algebra prescribed by equation 
(10.1) to show explicitly that 
(10.12) 
so that all of the half-range eigenvectors are orthogonal in the manner of Theorem 5. 
Having established the required half-range orthogonality results, we should now like 
to consider again the normalized solutions given by equation (6.7) in order to present 
our half-range normalization integrals in a form analogous to that used for the full-range 
theory. We consider then the half-range adjoint set 
(l0. J3a) 
and 
where the vectors X,,(71, fL) , a = I and 2, are given by equations (6. 11 e) and (6.1lf); we 
can therefore summarize our results in the manner 






With the half-range formalism thu e tabli hed , we note that the olutions for all 
expan ion coefficients in equation of the form 
(10.15) 
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We note that a set of integra ls of the form 
has been evaluated and is listed elsewhere [1 6]. 
and 
I I. EXISTENCE AND UN IQUENESS OF T H E H MATRI X 
We fir t wish to prove 
Theorem 6. The equations 
(1 0.17) 
(1 1.1 a) 
(11.1b) 
possess a unique solution in the class of functions continuous on every open interval of 
the positive real axis. 
Though fo r the sake of brev ity we do not give an explicit derivation of equations 
(11.1), we note that the H matrix specified by equations (11. 1) is ufficient for e tablish-
ing the half-range orthogonality theorem. 
To prove Theorem VI we make u e of the equivalence of the given singular-integral 
equations to a certain matrix version of the Riemann problem. In the manner of 
Muskhelishvili [21] , we introduce the matrix 
1 l~ d N(z) = -2' H (7) )W(7))-7)-
7fL 0 7) - z 0 1.2) 
which is analytic in the plane cut along the real ax is and vanishes at lea t as fast as 1/z 





If we make use of equations (5 .10), (11.3) and (1 1.4) then equation (11.1 a) can be cast in 
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The solution to equation (11.5) can be written as 
- I [J ~ dT) ' ] N(z) = -2 . cP (z ) K (T) --+ P(z) 
7TL 0 T) - z ( 11.7) 
where P(z) is a matrix of polynomials, 
(11.8) 
a nd cP (z) is any canonical solution (of ordered normal form at infinity) to the 
homogeneous Riemann problem defined by equation (9.1). In order that equation (11.7) 
have behavior a Izl approache infinity con i tent with equation (11.2), we mu t take 
P(z) to be a constant matrix. 
Following closely Siewert and Burniston 's [25] work on the scattering of polarized 
light, we can now use the constraint to pecify uniquely the constant P(z) in equation 
( 1 I .7). It thus follows that equation (l I .7) along with equations (9.11) and (1 1.4) yields 
the result 
(11.9) 
where cPo(z) is the canonica l sol ution (of ordered normal form at infinity) used in 
equation (9.1 I). We note from equation (11.9), ince cPo(z) = cPo(i), that H(J..L) i real for 
J..L E (0, 00). Further, equation (11.9) can be used to extend the definition of H(J..L) to the 
comp lex plane: 
(11.10) 
so that the A matrix can now be factored a 




J~ d H (z) = 1+ zH (z) H (T)'I'(T) - +T) o T) z (11.12) 
or 
(l1.13) 
Since we have e tab li hed the exi tence of a unique solution to equation 01.1) and 
developed equation (1 1.13) pecifically to be u ed , along with equation 0 !.1b), as the 
L- __ 
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basis for our procedure for computing the H matrix, it follows that we require proof of 
Theorem 7. The equations 
l~ d H(J.L ) = I + J.L H(J.L ) H( 'I'J )'1'( 'I'J )_+'I'J ,J.L E [0,00), o 'I'J J.L (11.14a) 
and 
(11.14b) 
possess a unique solution in the class of functions continuous on every open interval of 
the positive real axis. 
We have shown that equations (11.1) possess a unique solution; thus we need only 
show that any solution of equation (11.14a) is also a solution of equation (11.la). We 




If the transpose of equation (ll.1Sb) is post-multiplied by 
then , after making use of some partial-fraction analysis and equations (4. 15) and (11.15) , 
we obtain 
(11.16) 
which proves Theorem 7. 
12. A EXPEDIENT METHOD FOR COMPUTING THE H MATRIX 
It is clear from the previous sections of this paper that the H matrix is the basic 
quantity required in the solutions of problems defined in terms of equation (4.18) and 
specified by half-range, J.L E (0,00), boundary conditions. It is also apparent from the 
analysis of section 11 that the ba ic proofs regarding the existence and uniquenes of 
the H matrix have been establi hed; however, to demonstrate the utility of our analy i , 
we mu st now establi h a procedure by which we can compute the H matrix accurately 
and efficiently. 
As we have discu ed, the H matrix is uniquely specified by the nonlinear equation 
I 
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i= d H(~) = I + ~ H(~) H( 7J )'It( rd-+7J , ~E [0, 00), o 7J ~ 02.1a) 
and the constraint 
(12. Jb) 
Rather than seek a numerical solution to equation (12.1a) which must also satisfy equa-
tion (12.1b), we prefer [15 , 22] first to write 
H(~) = (1 + ~)L(~) , ~ E [0,00). (12.2) 
If we now substitute equation (12.2) into equation (12.1a), perform some elementary 
partial-fraction analysis , and make use of the constraint, equation (12.1b), then we find 




It follows from Theorem 7 that equations (12.3) have a unique solution. We regard 
equation (12.3) as the basic equations to be olved numerically because an iterative 
procedure based on these equations has proven to converge faster than a similar itera-
tive solution of equations (12.1). 
For calculational convenience, we now prefer to make in equations (12 .3) the change 
of variable 
(12.4) 
and thus to write 
11 1 - 2s - ds L .(t) = I + t L.( t) 0 (J _ s )3L.C s ) 'It .( s) t (I _ s) + s (J _ t)' t E [0, 1), (12.5) 
where we have introduced the notation g.(t) = g[t/(l- t)]. We have found that equa-
tion (12.5) can be olved quite effectively by iteration. 
The computation were performed in double-precision arithmetic on an IBM 
370/165 computer, and we u ed an improved Gaus ian-quadrature [17] representation of 
the integration proce . The iterative procedure wa terminated when succe ive calcu-
lation of L.(t) differed by no more than 10- 15 • 
To ubstantiate confidence in our computations, everal "checks" were incorporated 
in the calculation. As expected L .(t) satisfied 
( ' - dt 
1- Jo L .(t)'It.(t)(1_ t)3 = 0, (12.6) 
L __ _ 
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an identity corre ponding to the constraint, equation (12.1 b), to thirteen significant 
figure . The equation in terms of L .(t) corresponding to the identity [16] 
was a l 0 verified to thirteen sign ificant figure 
The analytical solution [16] 
[0. 2 {I ( ~ + dp.} H(z) = det H (z) = ysz exp - 'IT' Jo arg A (p.) p. + z ' 
where arg A +(0) = - 2'IT', can be hown to satisfy 
where 
f() 11 _"'2[11 2 8 - ", ' ! "',2d ] TJ = --e --TJ - TJe e t. 





Rather than solve equation (12.9) and the appropriate constrajnt for R(p.) we prefer to 
write 
(12.11) 
If we substi tute equation (12.11) into equation (12.9) , perform some partial-fraction 
analy is and make use of two identitie [16J for R(p.) then we find that (after an 
appropriate change of variable) L .(t) = det L .(t) must sati fy 
J ( ' (1-2s)2 ds 
L.(t) = 1- t Jo (1 - s)s f ·(s)L .(s) s (1 - t) + t(l - s)' t E[O, 1). (12.12) 
We have compared L.(t) as computed from equation (12.5) to a direct solu tion of 
equation (12.12) and the appropriate constraint to find agreement to nine significant 
figure. 
Finall y the number of quadrature points u ed to represent the integration process 
was increased to suggest that the numerical values of the L . matrix given in the 
accompanying Table (I) were in ensitive to further refinements in the quadrature 
scheme. 
13. AN APPLI CATION OF THE THEORY: 
THE TEMPERATU RE LIP PROBLEM 
We consider the effect of a body urface on the behavior of the particle distribution 
function of a rarefied gaseou medium. It is known that, in the ab ence of boundaries, 
the particle di tribution function in a gas with slowly varying physical parameters obey 
the C hapman-Enskog equation (and therefore the macroscopic variables obey the 
L 
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Table I. The L. matrix 
L . ,,(t) L..2(t) L.,,(t) L.,,(t ) 
0·0 1·0 0·0 0·0 1·0 
0·05 1·05781 - 0'0409718 - 0,0406202 1·08988 
0·1 0 1·08842 - 0'0702992 - 0,0691920 1·14897 
0·15 1·10976 - 0'0960791 - 0·0939297 1·19824 
0·20 1· 12527 - 0 '11 9749 - 0· 11 63 14 1· 24 158 
0·25 1·13648 - 0, 14 1931 - 0·136989 1·28073 
0·30 1'14424 - 0' 162963 - 0, 156307 1·31664 
0·35 1·14909 - 0 '1 83053 - 0' 174483 1·34992 
0·40 1·15139 - 0·202341 - 0, 19 1658 1·38097 
0-45 1·1 5138 - 0,220921 - 0,207929 1·4 1009 
0·50 1·14926 - 0·238862 - 0·22336 1 1-43748 
0·55 1· 145 14 - 0'2562 14 - 0·238000 1-46333 
0·60 1·1 3912 - 0'2730 11 - 0·25 1873 1-48774 
0·65 1·13125 - 0,298278 - 0,264997 1·5 1082 
0·70 1·12157 - 0'305030 - 0·277373 1·53265 
0·75 1· 11008 - 0·320274 - 0·288995 1·55328 
0·80 1·09678 - 0·3350 10 - 0,299844 1·57276 
0·85 1·08162 - 0'349228 - 0,309887 1·59 111 
0·90 1·06454 - 0·362913 - 0,3 19081 1·60835 
0·95 1·04545 - 0·376036 - 0·327361 1·62449 
0·99 1·02864 - 0·386 105 - 0·333271 1·63660 
Navier-Stokes equation ). Near the body surface, the behavior of the gas i described 
by a rarefied Knudsen layer in which the collisional effects are only of secondary im-
portance. It is na tural to a k how the outer Chapman-Enskog (or Navier-Stoke ) region 
can be matched con istently with the inner Knud en layer. Saying it differently , we ask 
what are the velocity and temperature slip boundary conditions at a body surface for 
the Navier-Stokes equations due to the presence of the Knud en layer adjacent to the 
body surface. 
To understand the asymptotic behavior of the Knudsen layer, we may stretch loc-
ally the coordinate normal to the body su rface uch that the ga -kinetic motion in the 
Knud en layer reduce to a locally defined half- pace problem and the kinetic equation 
ta ke on a one-dimensional character in the form studied in this paper. 
Since the asy mptotic boundary condition of the Knud en layer is given by the 
Chapman-Enskog equations, the a ymptotic for m of the particle distribution function 
is nearl y Maxwellian. If we aJ 0 assume that the effect of the body urface is to re-emit 
molecule de cribed by a uitably cho en Maxwellian distribution and that the macro-
copic variab le do not vary appreciably throughout the Knud sen layer, a linearization 
scheme for the one-dimensional kinetic equation in the sense described in ections 2 
a nd 3 i ju tified. Ba ed on the con tant collision frequency BGK model , the pertinent 
linearized kinetic equation for the Knudsen layer i that given by equation (3 .7). The 
velocity-slip (or Kramer problem) for thi equation for a diffu ely reflecting wall has 
been olved exactly by Cercignani [9] and an accurate velocity-slip coefficient has been 
calculated, [1]. A lthough approximate anaJy e of the a sociated temperature lip prob-
lem have been reported by a number of author [2, 19,23, 28, 29], an accurate calcula-
tion of the temperature- lip coefficient ha not been previou Iy reported . Since the 
temperature-den ity effect for the problem for a diffusely reflecting wall are un-
coupled f rom the tran ver e momentum effect , we will how that an accurate determi-
----.--~-
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nation of the temperature slip coefficient for steady gas-kinetic motion may be effected 
by using the method of elementary solutions and the half-range expansion theorem de-
veloped in this paper for the vector integrodifferential equation (4.1). 
It is straightforward to demonstrate that the heat flux in the normal direction in the 
Knudsen layer is a constant and since the Chapman-Enskog solution relates the heat 
flux linearly to the temperature gradient, to match the Chapman-Enskog region and the 
Knudsen layer it is only necessary to consider an asymptotic boundary condition with a 
constant temperature gradient. It i interesting to note that such an asymptotic bound-
ary condition, as far as the temperature-density effects are concerned, can be satisfied 
by taking the asymptotic perturbation distribution function to be 
(13.1) 
where the 4J ~s and W~s are the discrete solutions to equation (4.1), and C2, C3 are the 
components of the dimensionless particle velocity in the transverse directions. Since 
the Chapman-Enskog theory requires the medium to obey the perfect gas law and the 
press ure in the Knudsen layer far from the wall is a specified constant, we deduce from 
the definitions 
( ) " - 3/2 I h ( ) _c 2 d3 n os, x = 7T as, x, c e c, (13.2) 
and 
T. ( ) "2 - 312 I h ( 2 3 _<2 J as, X = 'j 7T as, X, C)(C - 2) e d c, (13.3) 
the requirements 
A 2 = -\I1A, and A4= -\I1A3. (13.4) 
For an asymptotic temperature gradient of unity , it is clear that the temperature slip 
coefficient g defined by Tasy(O) = g(d/dx)T""y (x)l x 0 will be given by g = E'l" [19], where 
E ' = v1A" (13.5) 
It = (4/5)(J{f nk )(m /2kT) '/2 i a mean free path, and 'J{ is the thermal conductivity. 
For a diffusel y reflecting wall , the boundary condition at x = 0 requires 
(13.6) 
The unknown constant B is related to the density of the gas near the wall and need not 
be specified for temperature-slip coeffi cient calculations. We make use of equation 
(13 .4) and the specified asymptotic temperature gradient to write equation (13.6) as 
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Theorem 3 and equation (10.16a) enable us to solve equation (13.7) for AI: 
AI = i= 01(/L)[v14JhL) - 4J.(/L)] e- ... 2 /Ld/L. (13.8) 
It is clear from the definition of 01(/L) that A I may be expressed in term of 
appropriate moments of the H matrix discussed in section 11. The numerical procedure 
used to evaluate integrals involving the H matrix was given in section 12. We find 
E' = ~7T 1/2 (1·]7597). (13.9) 
This compares with the variational result of E' = ~ 7T 1/2 0'1621), [2, 19,23], Wang Chang 
and Uhlenbeck's result of E' = h 1/2 0'150), [28], and Welander' value of E' = h 1/2 
(1·173), [29]. We believe our result to be accurate to the number of significant figure 
quoted. 
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Resume-La methode des so lutions elementaires est employee pour resoudre deux equat ions integro-
differentielles couplee pour la determination des effets du rapport temperature-densite, dans un modele 
BGK linearise dans la theorie c inetique de gaz. L 'etat complet de tout Ie domaine et les theoremes 
d'orthogonali te sont demontres pour Ie modes normaux developpes et la fonction de Green pour un milieu 
infin i est etablie com me illu tration du formal i me ur tout Ie domaine. 
Le probleme de Riemen approprie a une matrice homogene e t etudiee et I'etat complet de tout Ie domaine 
et les theoremes d'orthogonali te sont demontres pour un certain ou - ysteme des modes normaux. Les 
theoremes necessai re d'exi tence et d'unicite concernant la matrice H , fondamentale pour I'analyse du 
domaine complet, sont demontres et une methode de cal cu i precise et efficace est presentee. Le probleme du 
glis ement de temperature d 'un demie pace est resolu analytiquement et une valeur tres precise du coeffi cient 
de glissement de temperature e t don nee. 
Zusammenfassung-Da Verfahren elementarer Lbsungen wird verwendet , um zwei gekuppeite Integro-
differen tialgleichungen zu Ibsen, die geniigen, um die Temperatur-Dichtewirkungen in einem lineari ierten 
BGK-Modell in der kinetischen Theorie von Gasen zu be timmen . 
V ollbereich -Voll tiindigkeits- und Orthogonalitiitstheoreme werden fUr die entwickelten Normalformen 
bewie en und Green 's Funktion des unendlichen Stoffe wird al eine Illustration de Vollbereich fo rmal i 
mu konstruiert. 
Das ent prechende Riemann'sche Problem einer homogenen Matrix wird besprochen und Halbbereich -
V oli stiindigkeits- und Orthogonalitiitstheoreme werden fUr eine be timmte Untergru ppe der Normalformen 
bewiesen. Die fUr die Ij -Matri x belangreichen erforderlichen Exi tenz- und Eindeutigkeitstheoreme, grund-
legend fUr die Halbbereichs-Analy e, werden bewie en , und eine genaue und wirksame Berechnung methode 
w ird besprochen. Das Temperaturgleitproblem de Halbraume wird analytisch gelb t und ein ehr genauer 
Wert de Temperaturgleitkoeffiz ienten wird berichtet. 
Sommario--TI metoda delle oluzion i elementari viene usato per ri olvere due equazioni integrodifferenziali 
accoppiate, ufficienti a determinare gli effetti della densi ta di temperatura in un modello BGK linearizzato 
nella teo ria cinetica dei ga . 
Vengono dimostrati i teoremi della completezza e dell'ortogonalita su tutta la gamma per i modi normali 
svi luppati e, per i llu strare il formalismo sull ' intera gamma, v iene costruita la funzione di Green per un mezzo 
infinito. 
V iene discusso il problema di Riemann per una matrice omogenea appropriata e, per un certo ottoas-
sieme dei modi normali, vengono dime trati i problemi di completezza e ortogonalita per la emigamma. Ven-
gono dimostrati i neces ari teoremi di es istenza e unicita relativi alia matrice Ij , fondamentali per I'anali i 
dell a semigamma, e v iene discusso un metoda di ca lcolo accurato ed efficiente. II problema 
temperatura!scorrimento del semispazio viene risolto analiticamente e viene dato un val ore molto accurato 
del coeffi ciente temperatura! corrimento. 
A 6cTpaKT - IlpliMeHeH MeTO,D, 3JleMeHTapH.b1X pellJeHI111. ,D,nll pellJeHl1l1 ,D,ByX I1HTerpO-,D,I1<p<pepeHLI;l1aJ1bHbIX 
ypaBHeHI1H ,D,OCTaTO'fHbIX ,D,n ll orrpe,D,eneHl1l1 3<p<peKTOB TeMlJepaTypbl 11 IlnOTHOCTI1 B ffiIHeapl130BaHHOH 
MO,D,emt (BGK) B Kl1HeTI1'leCKoll. TeOpl1\{ raJOB . )J,aHbJ ,D,OKaJaTeJIbCTBa TeopeM 06 06~el% IIOJlliOTe H OpTO-
r OHaJlbHOCrl1 ,D,JllI paJBI1BaeMbIX 1{OPMaJJbHbIX pelKHMOB, IJOCTpOeHa <PYHKLI;l1l1 rpl1Ha ,D,Jlll 6eCKOHe'fHOH 
Cpe,D,hI B Ka'feCTBe HJln IOCTpaLI;\{\{ 06~ero <popMaITI13Ma. 06cYlK,D,eHa COOTBeTCTBYIOIII.all pHMaHOBCKall 
Ilp06JleMa O,D,HOPO,D,BOH MaTpl1LI;hl, ,D,al-fbl ,lIOKaJaTeJlhCTBa TeopeM 0 nOJlOBIUlHOH 1J0JIHOTe 11 opTOrOHaJIb-
HOCTI1 ,lIJllI olJpe,D,eJleHHoi1: rrO,D,CI1CTeMbl HOpMaJlbHblX pelKl1MOB. )J,oKaJaHbl I1CKOMble TeOpeMbI 0 cy~ecTBo­
BaHI1 \{ 11 e,D,I1HCTBeHHOCTI1 OTHOCI1TeJlbHO MaTpl1LI;hl H , JlelKaIII.He B OCHOBe aHaJll13a nOJlOBI1HHOH rrOJlHOTbl, 
a TaKlKe o6cYlK,D,eH TO'fHbIH paLI;l1oHaJJbKbll% MeTO,D, Bhf'iI1CJleHl1l1. AHanHTH'leCKI1 peweHa rrp06JleMa norry-
npOCTpanCTBeHHOrO CKOITblKeHl1l1 H TeMlJepaTypbl , C006III.eHO BbICOKOTO'fHOe 3Ha'feffHe K03<P<PI1LI;l1eHTa 
CKOIThlKeHHlI H TeMnepaTyphl. 
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In view of experimental considerations, we give a model-independent argument that the novel tricritica l 
points in multicomponent fl uid mixtures, where three phases simultaneously become critical, are points 
on the boundary of a single two-dimensional surface of critical points. This result is corroborated by the 
Landau model suggested by G riffiths. The relationship between these tricriticaJ points and the complex 
"higher-order" cri tical points proposed to exist in certain magnetic systems is elucidated. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In 1970 Griffiths 1 proposed the concept of a 
tricritical point as being the point of intersection 
of three lines of critical points in a phase diagram 
using intensive thermodynamiC variables_ He 
fur ther s uggested, as examples, metamagnets ,2 
He3-He4 mixtures,3 and ammonium chloride. 4 
Ther e has also been considerable speculation1 •5 
that similar points might exist and might be found 
in the phase diagrams of complex fluid mixtures . 
That such points have already been proposed and, 
indeed, that they had been investigated prior to 
1970 has recently been pointed out by Widom and 
Griffiths. 6 - 8 A full and very complete discussion 
of experimental evidence for these points has been 
given in Refs. 6-8, and we refer the reader to 
these papers for details . 
A different way in which critical points more 
complex than tricritical points can occur has been 
shown to involve intersecting lines of tricritical 
points, and a classification of critical points has 
been introduced to differentiate these points from 
tricritical points or ordinary critical points. 5 The 
question has been raised608 as to how the new pOints 
discovered in fluids are related to such a classifi-
cation . 
Properties of the phase diagram9 were the basis 
of the approach we suggested previously.5.lo In 
particular, we emphasized the importance of the 
connectivity properties of different spaces of 
critical points and tricritical points. Accordingly 
it is the connectivity of the different critical points 
of multicomponent fluid mixtures in the space of 
truly intensive or "field" variables that we empha-
size here_ 
9 
ll . DEMO STRATIO T HAT ALL CRITICA L POINTS 
FORM A SING LE CO ECTED SU RFACE 
The basic idea is to consider a system where 
three distinct phases can be in equilibrium. These 
might be three liquids or two liquids and a vapor 
phase . On changing the thermodynamic var iables 
(temperature, pressure, chemical potential s of 
different components) one pair of phases will be-
come critical, in the presence of the third. In a 
binary system the point where this occurs is the 
end point of a line of critical points which bounds 
the surface of points where the two phases coexist. 
There are no degrees of freedom and such a point 
is unique in the phase diagram. 7 
In a ternary , quaternary, or more complicated 
system this point has one or more degrees of 
freedom. Thus a line of "critical end points" 
is possible. Such a line is the boundary of a sur-
face of critical points where two phases are criti-
cal. 
In the particular systems of interest it is pos -
Sible, by varying physical conditions, to make a 
different pair of the three phases become critical 
in the presence of the third, thus producing a 
second line of critical end points . 
Finally, by achieving exactly the correct physi-
cal conditions it is possible for all three phases 
to become critical simultaneously. In a ternary 
system such a point is unique; there are zero 
degrees of freedom_ Here, only this and s imilarly 
simple cases are considered. 
Experimentally there is the following arrange -
ment. A tube containing a three-component mix -
ture with a three-phase system is cooled to ob -
serve the appearance of successive phases . We 
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will call these phases O!, {3, and Y, where for 
purposes of argument Pa<PS <Py. The ratio of the 
various components is varied until the second 
meniscus appears via a critical mode. This could 
be the lower meniscus in which case phases y and 
{3 become critical at a lower temperature. If 
pressure, temperature, and one other intensive 
parameter are allowed to vary, a phase diagram 
of the type shown in Fig. 1 (a) will be observed. 
At the point P, the phases Y and {3 become critical 
in the presence of a third phase O!. If pressure is 
increased, the lightest phase O! will disappear and 
a line of critical points between phases Y and {3 
will develop . For increaSing temperatures above 
P, there will be a line of critical points bounding 
the surface of coexistence points which separates 
the region of light phase O! from the region of the 
heavier phase y{3. 
By varying the ratios of components appropriate-
1y' it is possible, in the physical systems of 
interest, to make the upper meniscus, separating 
phase {3 from phase O!, appear second on cooling. 
The corresponding phase diagram is shown in 
Fig . 1 (c). Again there is a special point pi which 
i s the end point of a line of critical points for 
phases {3 and O!, and which is also the end point 
of the line of points where three phases coexist. 
If the temperature is increased above pi then the 
coexistence surface separating phase y from the 
(b) 
(0) 0 
2X2 ~ r 2x2 {3 
combined phases (3a will terminate in a line of 
critical points. 
If the transition to the phase diagram of Fig. 
1 (c) happens by a continuous variation from Fig. 
1 (a) then there must be a situation where both 
menisci become critical simultaneously. 
The corresponding phase diagram is shown in 
Fig.l(b). It may be seen that the pointP of Fig. 
1 (a) has migrated along the coexistence surface 
to the point P t on the boundary. At the point Pt all 
three lines of critical points, a (y{3 critical), 
b (yO' critical), and c ({3O' critical) meet. 
The purpose of constructing Figs. l(a)-l(c) is 
to consider the behavior of the critical surface in 
the immediate neighborhood of the tricritical point 
Pt , and the figures should therefore be understood 
to represent the phase diagram close to Pt and not 
far away from the tricritical point. Also, since 
our primary interest is the connectivity of the 
surface of critical points, and not its specific 
shape, we do not have to choose the variables 
preCisely, since the connectedness would remain 
unchanged even if different variables were chosen. 
[Similar remarks apply to Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) in 
what follows.J 
We can now demonstrate that the lines of critical 
points a,b,c in Figs. l(a) - l(c) form a single con-
tinuous surface of critical points bounded by the 
line of critical end points P - P t _P' . Consider a 
~ 
(c) 
FIG. 1. Three-dimensional subspaces of the full four -dimensional space of field variables of a three-component 
system (or of five dimensions for four components) . The variable t may be thought of as the temperature, the variable 
v as the pressure. and the third variable u as a suitable combination of chemical potentials. We use the notation of Ref. 
5 to indicate lines and surfaces of critical points in the diagram. Lines of critical points are indicated 2RI (order 2. 
dimenSion 1). Coexistence surfaces are indicated by 2 X2 (two phases and dimenSion 2). (a) Section containing a point P 
where the two heavier phases 'Y. (3 are critical in the presence of the lightest a. as represented by the schematiC tube 
showing the 'Y(3 meniscus critical and the {3a meniscus stable. (b) Section through the point P t where all three phases 
become critical simultaneously. the 'Y(3 and f3a menisci are Simultaneously critical in the schematic tube. (c) Section 
containing a point P' where the lighter phases f:!. a are critical in the presence of the heaviest 'Y. as shown in the 
schematic representation. 
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point on line a in Fig . 1 (a); move continuously 
through Figs. 1(b) to 1(c). Now move along the 
line a-b to a point at the "b" end, and now move 
along continuously through Figs . 1 (b) to 1 (a). Still 
being on line b, we can move along the line b-c 
to the "c" end. Now move continuously through 
Figs. 1(b) to 1(c) and our assertion is demon-
strated. We have not passed through the point P t 
and so the lines a, b, c form sections of a Single 
continuous surface of critical points bounded by 
lines of critical end points P - Pt - P'. 
The fact that there is only a single surface of 
critical points is also corroborated by the model 
of Griffiths8 (see his Fig . 3). This fact is in strong 
contrast to the metamagnet where it is not possible 
to go from a point on the wing boundaries to a 
point on the physical critical line without passing 
through a tricritical poinF· 1o and the spaces of 
critical points are distinct and separate. 
It will be plausible to conjecture that since all 
the critical points form a Single surface, the criti-
cal-point exponents are the same at all critical 
points except the tricritical point itself. In con-
trast, for a metamagnet no reasons have been 
presented for why the critical-point exponents 
should be the same along all three of the critical 
lines meeting at the tricritical point. However , 
it has been suggestedll that for most tricritical 
points the existence of a hidden variable linking 
the wing boundaries to the physical critical line 
(the variable called a3 by Griffiths8 ) might force 
the equality of exponents. 
tIl. MODEL SURFACE OF CRITICAL POINTS 
The phase diagrams of Figs. 1 (a)-1 (c) were 
three dimensional and so parametrizing them with 
an extra field variable introduces a fourth dimen-
sion to the phase diagram. The connectivity, and 
other properties, of the surface of critical points 
formed by the critical lines a, b, c of Fig . 1, are 
most easily studied in a three-dimensional sub-
space of the full phase diagram which contains the 
whole critical surface . The shape of the critical 
surface in such a subspace may be determined as 
follows . 
Consider the critical lines as they appear on the 
paper in Figs. 1(a)-1(c) and consider how these 
lines would form a smooth surface in three di-
mensions if the extra parameter were used to plot 
the height of the paper , with Fig. 1(c) above 1(b) 
above 1 (a). By this combined projection and 
motion we generate a Single connected surface of 
critical points with a boundary formed by the line 
of points P - Pt -P'. 
A surface, which is topologically equivalent to 
the surface of critical points thus obtained, is 
shown in Figs . 2(a) and 2(b) . Fig . 2(a) is a con-
tour map of the surface, and the heights h of the 
contours are given by the hyperbolae xy = h. The 
boundary of the surface P-Pt -P' is represented by 
the parabola y = - cx2 in the lower half of Fig. 2 (a). 
The topological equivalence of the surface of Fig. 
2(a) to the surface of critical points may be seen 
as follows . 
Consider a section of Fig . 2(a) at constant height 
h. If h > 0 there are two hyperbolae, one in the 
upper right quadrant and one which terminates on 
the portion of the parabola labeled P in the lower 
left. This is a representation of Fig . 1 (a) for 
which there are two critical lines, one labeled 
(a) terminating at P and another labeled (b - c ). 
If h < 0 there are again two hyperbolae, one in 
the upper left quadrant which corresponds to the 
line of critical points (a, b) of Fig . 1(c), and one 
(0) 
FIG. 2. Section of the four-dimensional space of field 
variables containing the full surface of critical points. 
The surface is represented by a contour map of hyper-
bolae and is fully explained in the text. The variables x 
and yare suitable field variables. (a) Boundary of the 
surface is smooth at Pt. The lines of critical end points 
P, P ' form a smooth line in the four-dimensional space. 
(b) Boundary of the surface is cusplike at Pt. The lines 
of critical end points P,P' form a cusp in the four-di-
menSional space. 
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in the lower right quadrant of Fig. 2 which cor-
responds to the cr itical line c terminating at P 
in Fig. l(c). 
When h = 0 the hyperbolae degenerate into the 
three axes, for x < 0, Y > 0, and x> 0 corresponding 
to the lines a, b, c of Fig. 1 (b) which terminate at 
Pt· 
Accordingly, in Fig . 2, the ends of the hyper-
bolae are labeled a, b, c according to the parts of 
the critical lines in Fig. 1 to which they corre-
spond. 
The complete topological correspondence be -
tween the sections of the sUI·face in Fig. 2 and the 
critical lines of Fig. 1 is therefore clear. The 
points P,Pt ,pI are a line form ing a boundary of 
the surface of critical points, and the point P t , 
which is the tricritical point, corresponds to a 
saddle point of the surface in the projective space 
of Fig. 2. 
It may seem that a very special space has been 
chosen, and that the boundary has been made to go 
in a very special fashion-through the saddle point. 
However, this is merely in accordance with the 
following general physical requirements: (i) Only 
one point P occurs in each phase diagram; there-
fore the boundary has to pass from the lower left 
quadrant to the lower right quadrant without 
passing through the upper two quadrants; (ii) Criti-
cal lines only split or end at a point like P. Thus 
the point P has to pass through the origin where 
the section would otherwise necessarily give four 
lines of critical points intersecting. 
This analysis of the critical points as a single 
surface provides another viewpoint from which to 
understand the fact that only two pairs of the three 
possible pairs of phases became critical in the 
presence of the third. The simplest viewpoint is 
that of the test tube itself. If the phases (}I, {3, Y 
are ordered in increaSing density, then ((}I , (3) can 
be critical (same density) in the presence of y , 
and ({3y) can be critical in the presence of (}I, but 
((}Iy) cannot be critical and of equal density without 
the phase {3 having a density equal to both. Thus 
the possibility ((}Iy) critical in the presence of {3 
is eliminated. Widom7 has related this fact to the 
geometriC asymmetry of the solid figure containing 
three distinct phases (}I, {3, y at constant tempera-
ture less than the tricritical temperature. 
In terms of the phase diagrams in spaces of 
truly intensive variables (Widom used densities , 
or extensive variables), the existence of two lines 
of critical end points instead of three has a very 
simple topological interpretation: the boundary of 
a single surface is locally divided into two sepa-
rate parts by the removal of a single point. Thus 
the tricritical point P t divides the boundary of the 
surface of critical points into two lines of critical 
end points but cannot divide it into three different 
lines of critical end points. 
IV . SPECIAL DIRECflONS 
It was shown by Griffithss that in his model there 
are four variables of scaling, each with different 
exponents at the special point. From a purely 
phenomenological point of view one can define 
four different directions at the special point Pt in 
the same spirit as Griffiths and Wheeler. 9 From 
Fig. 2 it may be seen that these directions are 
(i) the limiting "strong" direction for the surface 
of critical pOints, (ii) the limiting "weak" direc-
tion for the surface of critical points, (iii) the 
tangent to the line of critical end points at the 
tricritical point, and (iv) the limiting second direc-
tion parametrizing the surface of critical points. 
These correspond to the variables called au a2 , 
a4 , and a3, respectively , by Griffiths.s 
V. TRANSLATION TO COM POSITIO VARIABLES 
The variables over which the experimentalist 
has easy control are unfortunately not the intensive 
field variables like the chemical potentials, but 
only the densities. In these variables the phase 
diagrams have been discussed by Widom.7 It has 
been pointed out by Griffiths8 that the precise 
composition of the tricritical point Pt probably 
does not coincide with the composition of the 
regions of coexistence of three phases at tempera-
tures smaller than the temperature at Pt . 
Such behavior has probably been observed in the 
system carbon-dioxide-methanol-water because 
when a constant volume specimen (i.e., a sealed 
tube) of precisely the correct composition is in-
creased in temperature, one does not observe the 
simultaneous disappearance of two menisci. In -
steadl2 one meniscus disappears critically and 
simultaneously a second appears critically. This 
remarkable behavior does not change any of our 
geometric conclUSions, because it can be inter-
preted as follows: the constant volume, constant 
composition path does not follow the line of points 
where three phases coexist in Fig . l(b), but rather 
it passes from one coexistence surface (y, (3) to 
another ((}I , (3) directly through the point Pt . 
VI. RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER COMPLEX SYSTEMS 
In previous workS,LO we have given several ex-
amples of complex magnetic systems and we have 
attempted to systematically classify all the coex-
istence and critical points in such systems. For 
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points where several phases coexist without being 
critical this is relatively simple, since the ap-
propriate quantities are the number of coexisting 
phases and the dimensionality of the space, These 
are related to the total number of thermodynamic 
intensive variables by the phase rule,s 
For critical points, it can be argued that every 
phase that becomes critical after the first two 
implies the loss of an extra degree of freedom 
in addition to the one lost because of coexistence. 7 
Hence if there is a system with n thermodynamic 
variables possessing a point where p phases are 
in coexistence, of which q are critical (altogether 
rather than in two separate groups ql and q2' al-
though the generalization to such cases is simple). 
The dimensionality of the space on which this 
occurs will be given by 
d = n - (p - 1) - m, (1 ) 
where 111 = max(q - 1,0) since the case q = 1 is not 
meaningful and m =0 if q =0. As a special case if 
all P of the phases are critical we obtain d =n + 2 
-2p. 
While this equation holds for fluids, it is vio-
lated by the original tricritical points, for which 
n = p = 3, d = 0 and also by certain magnetic models1o 
which contain highly symmetric points where lines 
of tricritical points intersect, and n = p = 4 and 
d = O. Before giving the equation which correctly 
describes both fluids and the complex magnetic 
systems let us contrast the two ways of classifying 
more complicated critical points that have been 
proposed. 
For fluids Widom7 has proposed that the impor-
tant quantity is the number of phases becoming 
critical, and that this number should be used as 
the order of the critical points. 
For complex magnetic systems we have proposed 
an apparently different scheme which is based on 
the original proposal for tricritical pOints1 where 
three different lines of critical points intersected. 
Accordingly we gave examples of systems where 
different lines of tricritical points intersected, 
and gave the points of intersection an order dif-
ferent from (one larger than) that of tricritical 
points. Because of the symmetry of the various 
systems we investigated, there were no lines 
of critical end pOints, i.e., points where one or 
more phases coexist with others that are critical. 
Consequently the number of variables n needed to 
obtain a point where four phases are simultaneous-
ly critical was reduced from six to four. 
For tricritical points in fluids, it is possible to 
artificially reduce the number of variables and 
eliminate the lines of critical end points from the 
phase diagram. For example, Fig. 1 (b) is an 
illustration of this since it is a three-dimensional 
section of the four-dimensional field space with 
all lines of critical points ending at the tricritical 
point. Similarly the h = 0 section of Fig. 2 produces 
the same result. Griffithss has shown how a simi-
lar phase diagram can be obtained by taking the 
section a3 = 0 of his four-dimensional phase dia-
gram with variables au a2 , a 3 , a4 • 
Let us now return to the case of the intersecting 
lines of tricritical points in the variable inter-
action metamagnet. It has been shownlO that the 
point of intersection (the point of order 4) is a 
point where four phases become simultaneously 
critical. Thus in this case the definition of order 
suggested by us coincides with the definition sug-
gested by Widom.7 This fact may be generalized, 
because the only reason there should be more than 
one line of tricritical points is because there are 
more than three phases available. The different 
lines of tricritical points will intersect at points 
where more than three phases become simulta-
neously critical. 
To obtain a version of Eq. (1) which is satisfied 
by all the cases considered so far, it is necessary 
to consider the number of variables which possess 
nonzero scaling power at the point under consider-
ation. It is important to note that this number may 
be less than the number of Significant directions 
picked out by the phase diagram. For example, 
on an ordinary line of critical points three direc-
tions are determined, but only two (the strong 
and weak) are associated with variables which 
scale. Alternatively, on the line of critical end 
points P , Pt ,P', all four of the directions (i) - (iv) 
are defined but only (i) and (ii) are associated 
with variables which scale (except at Pt where all 
four enter the scaling equation), The implications 
of the simple Landau modelS are that for fluids 
the number of scaling directions s = 2 (q - 1). 
Another quantity that is important is the number 
of phases which are in equilibrium but which are 
not critical, x = p - q. In terms of the variables 
s and x , Eq. (1) may be rewritten as13 
s +x +d=n. (2) 
It will be seen that this equation also holds for 
the old tricritical paints, and the intersection of 
lines of tricritical paints. It is satisfied by con-
struction from (1) by all the points in generaliza-
tions of Widom's scheme for which the order is 
given by 0 = q = t + 1 and by all the points in our 
schemeS for which the order is given by 0 = s. 
These two possibilities express, respectively, 
the maximum and minimum number of scaling 
variables at a point where 0 phases became criti-
cal, 0 .;; s .;; 2(0-1). For 0 = 2 there is only one 
pOSSibility, s =2; for 0 =3 there are two cases, 
s = 3,4; and for 0 > 3 there are many possibilities. 
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Thus we have proposed5 a minimal scheme for 
complex c ritical points whereas Widom and Grif-
fiths have proposed a maximal scheme. 
In conclusion it should be reiterated that while 
the definition of order for critical points suggested 
in Ref. 5 does not appear to be applicable to fluids, 
it is consistent with the definition in terms of the 
number of phases becoming critical.7 
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Generalized Scaling Hypothesis in Multicomponent Systems. I. Classification of ' Critical 
Points by Order and Scaling at Tricritical Points* 
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The goal of this work is to provide an analysis of spaces of critical points for multicomponent 
systems. First, we propose the geometric concept of order 0 for critical points; we distinguish it from 
a previous definition of a " multicritical" point. Specifically, we may define the intersection of spaces of 
critical points of order 0 to be a space of critical point of order (0 + I). Ordinary critical points are 
defined to be of order 0 = 2, so that the tricritical points introduced by Griffiths are of order 0 = 3. 
We discuss more general examples of critical spaces of order 0 =3 which are known for a wide variety 
of systems, we also propose several examples of models of magnetic systems showing critical points of 
order 0= 4-i.e., systems having intersecting lilfes of trieritical points. The analysis of critical and 
coexistence spaces also provides a new form of the Gibbs phase ru le suitable for complex magnetic 
models. Next we define-for the critical points of order 0 of which examples have been given- special 
directions in terms of which to make a scaling hypothesis. We give the hypothesis for simple systems 
and then for tricritical points, and then, in a subsequent paper, part II , the special directions are used 
to make a scaling hypothesis at spaces of critical points of any order. Certain predictions (e.g., scaling 
laws and "single-power" caling functions) follow in a simple and straightforward fashion . We consider 
the s.caling hypothesis at a critical space of order {) in terms of a group of transformations. We can 
define a set of invariants of the group. It is possible, for {) ~ 3, to make a second scaling hypothesis 
for the space of order 0 - I using certain of these invariant as independent variables. This is 
advantageous because certain "double-power" scaling functions then follow directly; these predict that 
for {) = 3, experimental data collapse from a volume onto a line. This prediction is to be contrasted 
with ordinary scaling functions, which predict that data collapse by only a single dimension (e.g., from 
a volume onto a surface or from a surface onto a line). 
I. INTRODUCTIO : THE ORDER OF A CRITICAL POINT 
The pur pose of this wor k is (i) to propose the 
concept of the "or der" of a critical point, (ii) to 
give examples of critical points of orders three 
and fo ur, and (iii) to pr esent a form of the scaling 
hypothesis for spaces of arbitrary order. The 
wor k is divided into two pa rts. In this pape r (I), 
we focus upon concrete examples illust r ating criti-
cal paints and scaling at critical pOints of or der 
three, while in a s ubsequent paperl (II), we con-
sider scaling for spaces of ar bitrary order. First-
ly, we m ust develop the concept of the order of a 
critical point, and that is the task of this section. 
The scaling hypothesis was originally formulated 
fo r the critical point of a simple magnet and a sim-
ple fluid . 2- 4 These systems each have two purely 
intensive var iables [(H, T) and (p, T), respective-
ly]. Such variables we call fields, adopting the 
terminology of Griffiths and Wheeler. 5 
A very wide variety of physical systems whose 
critical phenomena are under active study have 
more than two field variables; two common exam-
ples are antiferromagnets and binary mixtures. 
In such systems, one can have lines (or, in gen-
eral , spaces of dimenSion larger than one ) of crit-
ical points. Recently, special attention has come 
to focus on those systems for which three lines of 
8 
----------- --- ---
critical points inte r sect, and the point of intersec-
tion has been called a tricritical point by Griffit hs . 6 
The scaling hypothesis has recently been ex-
tended7 to t r eat some (but not all) aspects of this 
novel type of "critical point". In this work we 
present a comprehensive scaling treatment of gen-
eral m ulticomponent systems. First we give a 
detailed treatment of tricritical points. Our ap-
proach is then gene r alized to more complex situa-
tions . 
One example of a mor e complex situation i s a 
system for which four lines of critical points inte r-
sect; in a natural extension of Griffiths's te r mi-
nology, Nagle and Bonner8 have called such points 
tetracritical paints. We show here that, in the 
particular case studied by those autho r s, the tetra-
critical point is qualitatively the same as a tri-
critical point in the sense that the formulation of 
the scaling hypothesis there is the same as at tri-
critical points . 
Qualitatively different points ("spaces ")9 can be 
achieved in systems with more than three field 
variables; a more general scaling hypothesis is 
needed and correspondingly more predictions are 
obtained, These are discussed in detail in Paper II . 
Two simple examples of systems with more 
than three field variables are provided by He3-He4 
and ammonium chloride, and both these systems 
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show lines of tricritical points. 
Liquid He 3_He4 mixtures have thermodynamic 
variables [p, T, il4 - il3, 11], where P denotes pres-
sure, T denotes temperature, 1-'4 and 1-'3 are the 
chemical potentials of He4 and He 3 , respectively, 
and 1/ is a variable conjugate to the superfluid den-
sity. The "A line" in the P- T plane becomes a 
two-dimensional surface of singularities with in-
creasing mole fraction of He3 • This surface termi-
nates at a line of special points, lOla) which is in 
fact a line of tricritical paints. 
Ammonium chloride possesses an order-disorder 
transition for which the transition temperature in-
creases with increasing pressure, and changes 
from first order to second order at a tricritical 
point. If one replaces some of the hydrogen by 
deuterium in the ammonium group/O(b) then the posi-
tion of the tricritical paint (and the whole line of . 
order- disorder transitions) changes. The variables 
are thus (p, T, iJ.H -I-'D, 11), where 11 is a variable 
conjugate to the order parameter. 
In a system of sufficient complexity, several 
lines of tricritical points can occur. A point of 
intersection of lines of tricritical points is qualita-
tively different from a point where lines of ordinary 
critical points intersect. This should be clear 
from the topology of the situation: At a line of tri-
critical paints, surfaces of critical points meet, 
while at a point where lines of tricritical points in-
tersect, several surfaces of critical points (bounded 
on each side by the tricritical lines) converge on 
,the point. 
To distinguish such points-and in general spaces 
of such points-we will refer to them as critical 
points of higher order, and we will associate a 
number with each order as follows. We define 
ordinary critical points to be of order 0 = 2; then a 
critical point (or space of points) of order 0+ 1 (0 
~ 2) is defined to be a special point whe re lines (or 
spaces) of points of order 0 intersect. Thus a tri-
critical point is of order 0= 3 and a point of inter-
section of lines of tricritical paints is of order 
0 = 4. 
Griffiths and Wheelers reasoned that the dimen-
sionality of a space of ordinary critical points (of 
order 0 = 2) is (n - 2). In the systems we consider 
below the dimensionality, d, of a space of critical 
points of order 0 is always one less than the dimen-
sionality of the spaces of critical points of order 
(0-1) which intersect at it. Therefore, we find the 
value of d for arbitrary t) by induction from (9= 2 to 
be, in these cases, 
d = n - 0 , (1. 1) 
where n is the total number of field (and fieldlike)l1 
variables available. 
Critic'al points of complex thermodynamic sys-
tems can also be analyzed by making the scaling 
hypothesis from the outset. The significant quan-
tity is then the number of relevant scaling vari-
ables. Using the renormalization group, it has 
been suggested12 how more than two relevant scal-
ing variables can occur, but the geometry of the 
phase diagram was not considered at all. In most 
of the examples known to the authors, the number 
of significant scaling directions is equal to the or-
der. This may not always be true for more com-
plex systems [e. g. , fluid mixtures, for which Eq. 
(1. 1) may need modification, becoming d S n - 0] . 
A specific example which demonstrates the im-
portance of distinguishing the order of a critical 
point from the number of critical lines meeting 
there is the tetracritical point. This is a point of 
order 0 = 3 with true field variables (H, H2 , T), 
where Hand H2 are direc~ and staggered (i. e. , 
wavelength 2 lattice sites) magnetic fields . When 
a fieldlike variable iR (the ratio of short- to long-
range- interaction strengths) is also included, (i.e., 
n = 4), Eq. (1. 1) indicates that the system has a 
line of critical points of order 0 = 3. This is veri-
fied in the analysis of Sec . III, where it is shown 
that in this model there are three surfaces of criti-
cal pOints of orde r 0 = 2 , meeting at the line of 
points of order 0 = 3. The tetracritical point is 
Simply a point on a smooth line of tricritical paints; 
the "tetracritical point" arises because we have 
chosen a section of the four-dimensional (H, H2 , T, 
dl) space that is tangent to the line of tricritical 
points, rather than a section which intersects it. 
First we give , in Sec. II, examples of systems 
exhibiting spaces of critical paints of order o~ 3, 
and explain a convenient notation for the phase dia-
grams of such systems. This leads to an equation 
equivalent to the Gibbs phase rule. 
In Sec. III we expliCitly demonstrate the impor-
tance of distinguishing between the order of a criti-
cal point and the number of lines meeting at a crit-
ical point-the former leads to an essential increase 
in complexity, while the latter does not. To do 
this, we compare several one-dimensional ISing 
models with long- range interactions, all of which 
are exactly soluble. 
Special directions at spaces of order 0 are de-
fined in Sec. N; these are analogous to the strong 
and weak directions defined by Griffiths and Wheel-
. er. S A way of deriving these directions for tricrit-
ical points using the renormalization group ap-
proach has been pointed out by Riedel and Weg-
ner. 12 (0) 
To make the formulation of a scaling hypothesis 
easier to follow, we give an account in Sec. V of 
the scaling hypothesis using generalized homoge-
neous functions 'and equations invariant under a one-
parameter continuous group of transformations at 
points of order 2. 
In Sec. VI we give a full account of the scaling 
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hypothesis at tricritical points and we include an 
account of a space of invariant variables as a very 
useful way to derive "double- power" s caling func-
tions and to plot "crossover surfaces". These 
predictions have not yet been tested experimentally. 
We present the scaling hypothesis at a critical 
point of arbitrary order in Paper II. The hypothesis 
is framed as a sequence of operations to be re-
peated as the hypothesis is formed successively at 
critical points of decreasing order . The proposed 
sequence is illustrated by detailed consideration of 
a system of ISing planes with a variable interplanar 
inte raction. 
11. SYSTEMS EXHIBITING CRITICAL POINTS OF ORDER 
HIGHER THAN TWO: NOTATION FOR SUCH POINTS 
Critical points more complex than ordinary {) = 2 
critical points have been found in many experimen-
tal and theoretical systems . Without doubt, the 
systems exhibiting the richest possibilities are 
multicomponent fluid mixtures; however, specific 
examples of critical points of order three or more 
in these systems have yet to be found. 
Systems on which experiments have been anal-
yzed are liquid helium , IO(a) ammonium chloride, IO(b) 
metamagnets, 13 and anisotropic antiferromagnets. 14 
In addition, one-dimensional magnetic models pro-
vide a rich opportunity for theoretical and numeri-
cal investigations . Liquid helium IO(a) and NH4CI IO (b) 
provide excellent examples where there exist lines 
of tricritical points- as discussed in Se c. 1. In 
metamagnets, 13 lines of tricritical points can be 
generated by introducing transverse fields, and 
also by introduCing a parameter into the Hamil-
tonian which changes the strength of the interaction. 
Decreasing the latter causes the tricritical poi.nts 
to converge to a point on the temperature axiS; this 
point is a critical point of order 4 and is treated 
in more detail below. 
An anisotropiC antiferromagnet, 14 which exhibits 
a spin-flop transition, contains a point in its phase 
diagram where two lines of ordinary critical points 
intersect a line of first-order transitions . This 
special point has an order of at least 3, but whether 
it is 3 or more has yet to be determined. 
To be able to discuss phenomena in phase dia-
grams of any complexity easily, we introduce a no-
tation for spaces of points where several phases 
coexist and for critical points of arbitrary order 
{). Cri tical spaces are denoted by an abbreviation 
of the notation CRS of Griffiths and Wheelers; the 
order of the space will be given a preceding s uper-
script and the dimens ionality a subscript, and 
hence a critical space of order {) and dimensionality 
d is written as ORa. The relation between {), d, 
and the total number n of field (or fieldlike) vari-
ables, in general, is given by Eq. (1.1), 0=n -d. 
Coexistence spaces are designated by an abbre-
------ ------------
viation of the Griffiths - Wheeler notation CXS but 
now the number of coexisting phases is given by 
the preceding superscript; hence the general space 
of dimension d where p phases coexist is written 
as PXa. The equation analogous to Eq. (1. 1) is 
(2.1) 
The dimension d of the CXS may be interpreted 
as the number of "degrees of freedom", f, and for 
a chemical system n is one greater than the number 
of components c. Thus (2. 1) is similar to the 
usual statement of the Gibbs phase rule, p ~ c - f 
+ 2, but it is in a form valid for all the systems 
considered in this work. The Gibbs phase rule 
contains an inequality because it refers to any 
phase diagram, even those in a restricted space 
of fields. For example, the 2 X 2 in the H- T plane 
of a simple nearest-neighbor antiferromagnet (with 
field variables H, H2 , and T) satisfies Eq. (2.1) 
as an equality providing all three fields are con-
Sidered, but as an inequality if only T and H are 
considered. Consideration of other models8 ,Is 
leads us to conclude that Eq. (2.1) is satisfied as 
an equality (for T > 0) if and only if a sufficient set 
of conjugate fields (i. e. , conjugate to every possi-
ble phase of the system) has been introduced . 
Thus Eq. (2 . 1) can be used as a criterion for 
whether enough conjugate fields have been consid-
e red or not. It is noteworthy that Eqs. (1. 1) and 
(2. 1) depend only on topologically significant quan-
tities like the dimension of a subspace in the phase 
diagram, and should therefore be understood as 
topological statements. 
To illustrate the notation and to provide a good 
example of a system with a phase diagram exhibit-
ing critical spaces of orders 2, 3 , and 4, we con-
sider the d = 3 Ising model with variable interaction 
strength (ftJ between planes of constant z: 
JC= - 6 SX,y ,Z [J(SX+I,Y,Z + Sx,Y+I.z) 
Here the symbol Sx.y,Z is the value of the spin on 
lattice site with coordinates (x, y, z ). The vari-
able (ft allows for a variation in the strength of in-
teraction in the z direction. The phase diagr'am of 
this model is four dimenSional, with fields H, H2, 
T, and the fieldlike variable (ft. For m > 0, we 
have a three-dimensional Ising model with "lattice 
anisotropy, " which tends as m - 0 to the two-dimen-
siona l ISing model. The inva riance of the Hamil-
tonian under the transformation Sx, Y,Z - (- 1) eSX,y,Z' 
m- - m, H-Hz, and H 2 -H relates the phase dia-
gram for m < 0 to that for m > O. 
For (ft<0, Eq. (2.2) describes a metamagnet. 
The phase diagram of this system is well known 
and shown in Fig. 1. As I (ftl is decreased , the 
values of T t and T N decrease (unpublished results 




FIG. 1. (a) Phase diagram for 6!=ffit <0, in the (H, T) 
plane (H ,= 0). The 2RI terminates at a pair of tricritical 
points (3Ro) shown as TCP. The 2X2 separating the anti-
ferromagnetic phases A+ A- is bounded below the tricritical 
temperature T t by the lines offirst-order transitions L F , 
which terminate at a magnetic field value Hel • (h) The 
same for ~ < 0, where I~ 1 < 16lt I. Note that HC2 < Hel 
and that both T t and TN have decreased. See also, F. 
Harbus et al., Ref. 1. 
of F. Harbus) . This is shown in the Fig. l(b) as 
compared to Fig. l(a). 
As I (RI - 0, the behavior of T N«(R) is described 
by the well- known crossover exponent and sym-
metry between (R< 0 and (R> 0 mentioned above 
shows that in the plane H = Hz = 0 there is a reflec-
tion symmetry about (R= O. 
From these considerations we obtain Fig. 2, 
which is a three- dimensional phase diagram in the 
Hz = 0 plane . For (R < 0 and constant, there is a 
phase diagram like Fig. 1, and for (R> 0 the ordi-
nary crossover behavior ho lds. 
The two tricritical points in Fig. 1 become lines 
of critical paints of order 3, 3R I , in Fig. 2. The 
symmetry of the Hamiltonian shows that there are 
two additional 3RI for (R>O at nonzero Hz . The 
symmetry of the Hamiltonian forces these four 
lines (tricriticallines) to converge upon a point 
lying on the temperature axis- a critical point of 
order 4. On the temperature axis below the 4Ro 
four phases are in coexistence: it is a 4X1 . 
The validity of Eqs. (1.1) and (2.1) may be veri-
fied and it can also be seen that in this system a 
"Xa+1 is bounded for increasing T by a ORa, where 
o = p. A CXS which in the full phase diagram is a 
PXa+1 is, when considered in the zero-temperature 
plane, only a PXa. In the model considered in this 
section, therefore, a coexistence hypersurface 
which in the T= 0 phase diagram is a "Xa evolves 
as the temperature increases into an oRa, with 
e =p. In other words, the space of critical points 
of order 0 is the upper bound (as temperature in-
creases) of a space of points where 0 phases co-
exist. 
This is a very significant point and can be under -
stood by examples, and from the following consid-
eration. In a phase diagram, a space where three 
phases coexist is necessarily a place of intersec-
tion of spaces where two phases coexist . The spaces 
where two phases coexist are bounded from above 
by spaces of critical points of order two. There-
fore, the upper bound of the space where three 
phases coexist is either the boundary of one criti-
cal space of order 2 or the intersection of all three 
critical spaces of order 2. Because of the symme -
try properties holding in the present model, and 
FIG. 2. Phase diagram in the H2 = 0 hyperplane for Is-
ing model with variable interplanar interaction. For 6! 
<0 the 6!=const sections are similar to Fig. 1. These 
s ections are schematically shaded. As 6! varies continu-
ously the PXa and BRa of Fig. 1 become "Xa+1 and BRa+I' 
Thus the 2X2 of Fig. 1 becomes the interior of the "moun-
tain"; this is a 2X3 separating phases A+, A-. The lines 
LF where three phases coexist become surfaces of the 
mountain fX2) below the line of tricritical points 3RI cor-
responding to TCP of Fig. 1. The 2RI of Fig. 1 becomes 
a 2R2, the top of the "mountain" in Fig. 2. The Taxis 
becomes a line of special points where all four phases 
A+, A-and the fe rromagnetic F+ and F" all coexist; it is 
a 4Xo. The 3RI meet at the T axis at the end of this line; 
at a 4Ro• The region (R >0 appears simpler because it 
corresponds to the (H = 0) section of (R <O, and the rest of 
the mountain occurs a t H2 '" O. See also, F. Harbus etal., 
Ref. 1. 






FIG. 3. The phase diagram at T = O of an ISing (a) anti-
ferromagnet and (b) ferromagnet . The phases with spins 
parallel are indicated by F± and with spins antiparallel 
by A'. The lines indicate where the various phases are 
in equilibrium. 
also because it is an Ising model, the latter condi-
tion holds. An entirely analogous argument can be 
constructed for critical points of order 4 or more. 
It is therefore possible, for ISing models, to 
make predictions about the relationships between 
eRd in the full phase diagram, by considering the 
relationships between the PXd in the T = 0 phase 
diagram. We will make extensive use of this meth-
od in Sec. III. 
m. SPACES OF TRICRITlCAL POINTS IN 
o E-DIME SIO AL MODELS 
There has been much work recently on one-di-
mensional Ising models possessing a long-range 
interaction. 8 ,15 The effect of this interaction is to 
shift the critical temperature from the value T = 0 
to a nonzero temperature, thereby enabling the 
critical points to obey scaling laws. 
The purpose of this section is to display two 
models for which critical points of order 0=4 oc-
cur; these are both Ising models with long-range 
interactions. 16 
Models exhibiting a critical point of order 4 also 
possess a line of points where four phases coexist, 
as explained at the end of Sec. II. Therefore, a 
simple method of deciding whether a particular 
model can possess a critical point of order 4 is to 
analyze the T= 0 hyperplane of the phase diagram 
and see if points where four phases coexist con-
tinue to have four distinct phases in equilibrium as 
T is increased. Cases where this does and does 
not happen are discussed below . 
Before analyzing a case where there is a long-
range interaction, let us consider the T = 0 phase 
diagram of a one-dimensional ISing antiferromag-
net with only nearest-neighbor interactions. 
Hamiltonians 
The Hamiltonian is given by 
N - I N N 
JC SR =- J SR 6 SISI+I- H 6 SI - H2 6 (_)I+ISI , 
1=1 1=1 1=1 (3.1) 
where J SR is the nearest- neighbor (nn) interaction 
strength and S 1 = ± 1 are the ISing spins situated at 
site i of the chain. When J SR > 0 the interaction is 
ferromagnetic and when J SR < 0 the interaction is anti-
ferromagnetic. H is the magnetic field and H2 is 
the s aggered magnetic field of wavelength 2 lattice 
sites. The phase diagram will appear as in Fig. 
3(a). Here the four phases F', A' are defined in 
Table I: F means ferromagnetic and A means anti-
ferromagnetic. The T= 0 "critical point" of the 
TABLE 1. Definitions, energies, and equations of 
Figs. 3 and 5 . Here<R = JSR!JLR; h = H/ J LR; h2= H2/ JLR • 
Star means not shown in Fig. 5. 
Configuration Name Field Energy 
F" H EF =-JLR -JsR-H 
r 
A+ H2 E 2=+ J SR -H2 
K 
Surface Equation Line Equation 
(F+,F-] H = O Ll h 2= 1 + 2~ h=O 
~ 1 
<R>- "2" 
fA+,K] H2=O L 2 h 2" 1- 2<R; h = O 
(F+,A+] * h -h2+ 1 + 21R=O L 3 h =-1- 2tR; h2= O 
d'i <- t 
(F-,K] * h - h2 -1 + 2<R= 0 L 4 h = -1 + 2tR; h2=O 
(F +, A-]* h +h2 + 1 + 2!R=O 
(F -,A+]* h+h2-1-21R= O 




FIG. 4. (a) The extension of Fig . 3 (a) into the space 
with T > 0 when a weak long-range interaction is included. 
Note that the T = 0 plane corresponds to Fig . 3 (a), and 
that the [A +, A -] phase boundary only separates phases at 
T = O. The other lines in Fig . 3(a) develop normally, giv-
ing coexistence surfaces (2X2) ending in critical lines 2R1 . 
(b) The phase diagram of the s ame model but without the 
antiferromagnetic interaction (JSR=O or JSR>O) . Now 
all lines in the T = 0 plane become coexistence surfaces 
2X2• The points of interaction become 3X1 (lines where 
three phases coexist) and there terminate at two 3RC (tri-
critical points) . 
Ising antiferromagnet becomes a line of critical 
points for nonzero values of magnetic field. This 
line bifurcates at pOints where it is energetically 
more favorable l7 for the system to order ferro-
magnetically (i. e. , with all spins parallel). 
Normal scaling laws do not apply to one-dimen-
sional ISing models with short- range interactions, 
as these display essential singularities at the T = 0 
critical point . Thus the lines in Fig. 3 (a) are lines 
of both critical points and coexistence points. 
These lines do not have very much in common with 
either the conventional critical points 2Rd or the 
conventional coexistence surfaces PXd that divide 
up the field space at finite values of temperature. 
A suitable nomenclature for the lines of Fig. 3 (a) 
might be "coexistence-critical surfaces" and we 
will denote them by CXRS. A CXRS is necessarily 
confined to the T = 0 plane as for Fig . 3 (a). Thus 
we see that the nn ISing antiferromagnet contains 
five CXRS lines where two phases coexist and two 
CXRS points where three phases coexist. 
Then we introduce in addition to :!C SR of Eq. 
(3.1), a long-range interaction, defined by the 
Hamiltonian 
:!C LR = - t 6J(r)s IS I." 
1=1 r 
where 
J(r) = lim aye-Y1rl , 
y-O 
(3.2a) 
(3 . 2b) 
the phases F' are stabilized at nonzero tempera-
ture and continue to show long-range order for 
T> O. The phase diagram is given in Fig. 4(a). 
The CXRS [on the H axis of Fig. 3(a)] is not sta-
bilized at T > 0 by the long- range interaction; the 
two antiferromagnetic phases A' coexisting at the 
CXRS at T = 0, Simply become a single disordered 
phase for T > O. 
There are two 2X2 separating the ordered (fer-
r omagnetic) phase from the disordered phase at 
higher temperatures. These 2X2 end in 2Rl (lines 
of critical points). 
If the dominating nearest- neighbor interactions 
are ferromagnetic, JSR > 0, then the situation de-
picted in Figs. 3(b) and 4(b) results . The two 
points where three phases coexist at T = 0 become 
the end points of two 3X1 lines where three phases 
coexist. Each 3X1 line terminates at a 3R O (a tri-
critical point). 
If sufficient care is taken to decide whether a 
space in the T = 0 hyperplane is a CXRS or a CXS, 
then the nature of the extension of the space and 
its subspaces into T > 0 can be easily ascertained. 
The rules exemplified from Figs. 3 and 4 are the 
following: (i) Two phases which can only be dis-
tinguished by a staggered magnetic field coexist 
on a CXRS. (ii) Such staggered phases give only 
one phase for T > O. (iii) A line where one phase 
which maintains order for T > 0 coexists with any 
other phase is alway s a CXS. (iv) A point where a 
CXRS meets a CXS has no special properties. It 
is simply a point on a CXS. 
Using these rules we can analyze the model of 
Nagle and Bonner8 which includes a long- range in-
teraction, a variable Short-range interaction, and 
the two fields of Fig. 3. 18 A point where four 
critical lines meet, a tetracritical point, is known 
for this model. We will show here that this point 
is a critical point of order 3. Since a variant of 
this model, which we discuss below , shows a crit-
ical point of order 4, it is worth treating the 
Nagle-Bonner model in some detail first. 
Figure 5 depicts the surfaces of coexistence of 
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H 
L, 
FIG. 5. T = 0 hyperplane for an Ising model with 
competing long- and short- range interactions . Here 6t 
== JsrJ J LR and H2 is a staggered magnetic field of wave-
length 2 lattice sites . The lines L t , L 2 are in the (H2,6t) 
plane. and the lines L 3 • L4 are in the (H,6t) plane . The 
surfaces [A-F+], [A+F-], [F+,A+], [F-,A-) have 
been omitted . The surface [A+, A -] is a CXRS, Fig . 3 (a) is 
an (H2,H) plane for iRd\~, while Fig . 3 (b) is for iR>~. 
equations are given in Table L For clarity four 
surfaces are omitted; e. g., those that separate 
the phases [F+A+], [rK], [FK], and [rA+] . 
As may be seen there are four lines where three 
phases coexist and a pOint Q where all four phases 
coexist. The surface [A +A - ] bounded by the lines 
L3 , L4 , is a CXRS since for constant values of 6t 
less than xQ, the phase diagrams are the same as 





FIG. 6. H = 0 hyperplane of the model of Fig. 5 . The 
lines L t , L 2 extend into T >0 . The lines where three 
phases coexist in Fig . 4(b) have become a s ingle surface, 
denoted here by 3X2• This terminates at a line of tri-
critical points 3Rt ; the 3Rt also bounds a surface of or-
dinary critical pOints 2R2 • The point t where the 3R t in-
tersects the plane h2 = 0 is the location of the tetracritical 
pOint (Ref. 8) . The 6t= 0 section of this figure corr e-
sponds to the H =O section of Fig . 4(b) . Note that at t a 
surface al= const is parallel to the 3Rt • 
where J LR is the "eqUivalent neighbor" long-range 
parameter. B • 
For T*O, the two 2XZ surfaces [A+F +] and 
[A-F - ] of Fig. 5 end in a single surface of critical 
pOints, and the same is true for the [A -F+ ], 
[A+F-] surfaces; this is shown in Fig. 4(a). 
The point Q of Fig. 5, where four phases coexist, 
FIG. 7. Ray projection of the 
four- dimensional space, from Q 
onto m= 0 showing the topology of 
the surfaces of critical pOints . The 
& axis in Figs. 5 and 6 has become 
a combination of 6t and h . The 
curved 2R 2 surfaces are the ends 
of those surfaces which end on L 3 
and L4 of Fig . 5. The 2Rt of 
Figs . 4(a) and 4(b) are lines in this 
surface. The flat 2R2 shown in the 
(T, H 2) plane is the surface 2R2 of 
Fig . 6. 
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FIG. 8. Plot of the 2X 2 and the four lines of critical 
pOints meeting at the tetracritical point t . The value of 
the interaction strength ratio <R = JSa/JLR is equal to its 
appropriate value &tc = o. 
is seen (Fig. 6) to be only a special point on a 3XZ 
and Q does not give rise to a 4XI on increasing the 
temperature. To see this (in the full phase dia-
gram) it is necessary to consider Figs. 4(b) and 
5-7. First, in Fig . 4(b), the phase diagram of the 
system is shown at constant <R> O. The relationship 
of this figure to Fig . 5 can be understood by looking 
at the T = 0 plane of Fig. 4(b) . The lines where two 
phases coexist are lines on the appropriate sur-
faces of Fig. 5, and points where lines in the T = 0 
plane of Fig. 4(b ) meet are points on the lines LI> 
L 2 • Therefore Fig. 4(b) shows that the lines L I , 
Lz do give rise to coexistence surfaces and are 
lines on 3Xz , as shown in Fig. 6 . The line of points 
where three phases coexist fXI ) in Fig. 5 has be-
come a surface fXz) in Fig. 6, and this surface is 
terminated by a single line of tricritical pOints, 
3RI • Figure 6 shows that the point Q is just a point 
on a 3XZ' and does not generate a 4XI • 
The three surfaces of critical points generated 
by the lines of critical points in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) 
are shown schematically in Fig. 7 . It can be seen 
that the two 3Ro (tricritical points) of Fig . 4(b) 
form a continuous line (a 3RI ) bounding three 2R2 
(surfaces of c ritical points). The point t was called 
a tetrac ritical point by Nagle and BonnerS because, 
for dl = dle , jour lines of critical pOints meet there 
(see Fig. 8 ). However, Figs. 6 and 7 show that t 
is an indistinguishable point on a smooth line of tri-
critical paints of order 3; this is corroborated by 
the factS that the exponents at t are the same as at 
the other tricritical paints. 
To produce a model where the point Q is stable 
at higher temperatures demands only a slight change 
in the structure of the interactions. We draw the 
linear-chain nearest-neighbor Ising antiferromag-
net in the form shown in Fig. 9, with the nn anti-
ferromagnetic interaction along the solid lines, and 
a long-range interaction along each of the dotted 
lines. The latter stabilizes each sublattice inde -
pendently, enabling the system to adopt an antifer-
romagnetic ordering at nonzero temperature: 
JC I =JC SR +JC~ R +JC fR' 
where 
JC~': = -BL: J(2r)slsl+Zr. 
I r 
(3.4a) 
(3. 4b ) 
Here odd- numbered spins are on the top lattice of 
Fig. 9 and JC O has all i odd. Even numbered spins 
are on the lower lattice and JC E has all i even; 
J(2r) is defined by Eq. (3.2b). The point Q is now 
at the origin and stable for T > 0, and we are able to 
have four 3XZ; these are generated by the lines L I , 
L z, L 3 , L4 (of Fig. 5) meeting at the 4XI , generated 
by Q. The 3XZ should end in a 3Rl (as in Fig. 6) 
but unlike the system of Fig. 6, the 3Rl all termi-
nate at a 4Ro . 
This Hamiltonian has an important discrete sym-
metry which will necessarily be reflected by the 
phase diagram of the s olution of the model. It is 
given by the operation SI- (- ) ISI' H- Hz, Hz- H, 
JSR - - J SR • Therefore, 
G(H, Hz, T; + JSR ) = G(H2 , H, T; - J SR ) • 
Further, the point Q in Fig. 5 (which is now stable 
at T > 0) is now located at the origin. There are now 
four 3RI ; two of which lie in the Hz = 0 hyperplane 
for dl < 0 and these are symmetrically complemented 
by two more 3Rl in the H =O for dl>o. These four 
3Rl meet at the T-axis at some finite value of T. 
This point at which all four 3 Rl meet is a 4 Ro . 
The phase diagram for this .model is the same 
as that for the ISing model with variable interplanar 
interaction discussed in Sec. II (Figs. 1 and 2). 
For the model just discussed, we were able to 
make use of the extensive analysis of Nagle and 
Bonner in conjunction with the T = 0 phase diagram, 
and thus we deduced the structure of the full phase 
diagram. The existence of the discrete symmetry 
and the consequent analogy with the model discussed 
in Sec. II makes us more confident in our conclu-
sions. 
For the next model, we use only an analysis of 
the T = 0 phase diagram and we make the extrapola-
FIG. 9. Modified one-dimensional lattice exhibiting a 
critical point of order (5=4. The solid lines represent 
antiferromagnetic interactions and the dashed lines, long-
range (ferromagnetic) interactions . 
J 
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TABLE II. Definitions of spin orderings of phases and 
fields for an ISing model with two staggered fields . 
Spin configura tion Name Conjugate field 
F+ H 
F -








~ ~ [H2 - H4 ± J{j 
~ 
Md ! [-H2-H4 ± HI 
M -d 
tions explained at the end of Sec. II. Our knowl-
edge of the extensive occurrence of tricritical 
points in certain ISing models gives us a reasonable 
basis from which to predict the existence of a crit-
ical point of order 4. 
This second model for which an exact solution is 
fairly readily obtainable16 is a model with a second 
staggered magnetic field. It turns out that the 
analysis for an exact solution is simplest if the 
staggered field, "H4'" is of wavelength four lattice 
sites . 19 The Hamiltonian will therefore be given by 
N 
JC=JCsR+JC LR-H4 ~ U1S 1 , 
1=1 
(3.5) 
where the number U 1 = + 1 for i = 4n + 1, 4n + 2 and 
'U\BLE III . Energies of various phases a t T = 0 for an 
ISing model with two staggered fields . Here the long-
range energy is given by J LR and the nearest neighbor by 
JSR ' Only the phase + is shown; to get the value of Ex-, 
reverse the s ign of the conjugate field. 
Phase Energy per spin 
F+ EF = -JLR-JSR - H 
A i E 2=+ JSR -H2 
A+ 
4 E 4= -H4 
~ E. = - ! J LR - ! [+H2 +H4 + J{j 
M+ b Eb = - ~ J LR - ! [- H2+H4 + J{j 
~ Ec = - ! J LR - ! [+ H2 - H4 + J{j 
M+ d Ed = - ! J LR - ! [-H2 -H4 +J{j 
U 1 = - 1 for i = 4n - 1, 4n . We define the names of 
the various phases in Table II and also the phase of 
H4 relative to H2 • We give the energies of the 
phases at T = 0 in Table III. The phase adopted at 
T = 0 is that of lowest energy, and so the problem 
of finding the phase diagram at T= 0 is simple. 
The phases coexist at points where the energies of 
two different phases are equal, and the most im-
portant equalities are given in Table IV(a). 
An extended analysis 16 shows that the significant 
values of &i are - 1, - t, and 0, and a sequence of 
phase diagrams can be drawn in the space of vari-
ables H, H2 , H4 for values of &i greater than, equal 
to, and less than these numbers. A representative 
TABLE IV. (a) Equations of planes and lines in Fig . 10 
for an Ising model with two staggered fields . Here we 
have divided all energies through by J LR and defined hi 
=H/JLR, @. = JSW'JLR. In Fig. 10, iRis positive, e.g . , 
! or "" . Sta r means that the plane was omitted from Fig. 
1 O. Double s tar indicates that this is only a line: (b) 
Equations of lines in Fig . 10 . 











[4: F +rK.Ar,,1 
[3 :F+F-AtJ 
[3 : F +M"AtJ 
[3: F+M~!J 
[4: F+M~.,AiJ 
[3 : ~, Ar", A:jl 





h2 + h4 - 1 - 2cR= h 
h2 - h4+ 1 + 2cR = - h 
h4 -l-@.=h 
h4 - h2 -1 =h 
h4 +h2 -1 =h 
h2 - 1 -2@. =h 
h2 - h4 - 1 - 2@.= h 
(b) 
Intersection 
lY, rllM;, Ar"J 
[F"~], [F - , Ar"J 
[F+, rj[F +, A4J 
[r,AtJ * 
[F+,A!] [A4, ~l 
[F"M~J* 
[F+A:jJ [At. MbJ 
[F+, MbJ * 
[F+, ~J * [F+M.,l * 
lM;, A2J lM;, Ail 
[M;, M~ [M;, A4J 
[M~, A!I* 
lM;, M~J, [M;, Ail 
~,AiJ 
Region 
h, h2' h4 >0 
h,h4 >0 , h2<0 
h4 >0, h >0 
h, h4 >0 , h2 >0 
h, h4>0, h2 < 0 
h, h2 >0; h4 = 0 
h, h2' h4 >0 
Equa tion 
h2 +h4=1 + 2@. 
h=O 
h4 = 1 +@. 
h=O 
h4 - h =l +@. 
h2 =@. 
h4 - h = 1 +@. 
h2= -@. 
h2 - h= l + 2@. 
h4 = 0 
h4 - h2 =1 
h=O 
h2 - h4 = 1 + 2 @. 
h = O 
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diagram is shown in Fig. 10 for which the equations 
of the lines are given in Table IV(b) . Some of the 
surfaces and lines of Fig. 10 are labeled and the 
reader can discover the labels for the rest by ref-
erence to Tables IV{a) and IV{b). 
There are several important points about this 
model: firstly , the "mixed" phases M: are dis-
tinguished at T = 0 as M; ... M; but above absolute 
zero there are only phases M + and M - . The phases 
M' are stable for T > 0 because they contain a long-
range cont r ibution to their energy; thus all the 
lines and surfaces on Fig. 10 will survive at T > 0 
because they separate phases stabilized by the 
long- range interaction from phases (A~, A! ) stable 
only at T = O. 
There are several points where many phases 
coexist. In particular, at the point P 2 the phases 
F', M!, and A: coexist. The lines where three or 
more phases coexist which meet at P 2 are all stable 
at T > 0 and so should end in tricritical points. 
Thus P 2 will give rise to a line of points where five 
phases coexist; this line ends at a critical point of 
order 4. Other points in Fig. 10 (viz., Pt) are 
much more complex in structure and will not be 
discussed here. The object of introducing the 
model given by Eq. (3. 5) was to show a critical 
point of order four and this, at least, we have done. 
In this section we have shown that it is reason-
ably easy to find model systems which are soluble 
and which show critical points of order 4 or more. 
The analysis of the two models suggested was 
omitted for the sake of brevity, and will be given 
in future work. 16 
IV . SPECIAL DIRECTIONS AT CRITICAL SPACES OF 
ORDER 0: A SET OF "CANONICAL DIRECTIONS" 
In order to properly formulate the scaling hy-
pothesis for multicomponent systems, it is impor-
tant to choose the proper independent variables . It 
is this problem that is treated in the present sec-
tion. We shall argue that the considerations that 
Griffiths and WheelerS applied to their discussion 
of second-order critical spaces (2R d ) can be ex-
tended to spaces of higher order in a natural and 
straightforward fashion. 
A 2Xd is, by definition, a hypersurface where two 
phases coexist; it necessarily divides the total 
space of n field variables locally into two regions 
and is therefore of dimension d =n - 1 , where n is 
the total number of truly intensive or "field" vari-
abIes. S A 2Rd (a simple second-order critical 
space) is the boundary of a 2Xn _1 and is therefore 
of dimension d = n - 2. 
At a 2 R n-2 there are n - 2 directions parametriz-
ing the critical space. The two remaining directions 
are of Significance for the generalized scaling 
hypothesis. Directions not locally parallel to 
the 2 X n- 1 (coexistence surface) we call strong di-
rections, and directions locally parallel to the 
2Xn _1 but not in the 2Rn _2 we call weak directions. 
The strong and weak directions will be called direc-
tions of type 1 and 2, respectively; this terminology 
is useful in Sec. VI and in Paper IT, where the ap-
propriate generalization to critical spaces of order 
larger than 2 is made. Examples are given in 
Figs. 11 and 12. 
FIG. 10. Coexistence surfaces in 
the T = 0 phase for a system with a 
long-range interaction, a nn interaction, 
magnetic field h, and staggered mag-
netic fields h2' h4 of wavelengths 2 and 
4. Here the short-range interaction is 
also ferromagnetic . The surfaces are 
labeled by the phases in coexistence. 
The surface fF+,1I<;1 is omitted. The 
lines are labeled by the three or four 
phases in coexistence there. At the 
point P 2, five phases coexist; at PI, 
seven phases coexist. The phases F 














(0 ) ( b ) 
FIG. 11. (a) Phase transition for a ferromagnetic sys-
tem. The coexistence surface 2Xl ends at a critical 
point 2RO' The strong direction H and weak direction 
T are defined at the 2RO' (b) Phase transition for a sim-
ple fluid . The coexistence surface 2Xl ends a t a critical 
point 2RO' The strong direction xl and weak direction x2 
are indicated; both P and T directions are strong. 
Next, we introduce the concept of a direction of 
type 3. In the examples discussed, the critical 
spaces of order 3 have a dimension of d = n - 3. If 
one approaches a particular tricritical point along 
a line of critical pOints of order 2, then in addition 
to the two directions singled out by the 2 Rl (and its 
associated 2X2 ), there is a third direction of signifi-
cance for scaling. This direction, which we call a 
direction of type 3, is a direction tangent to the 
line of critical pOints (Figs. 12 and 14). This concept 
is easily generalized to n > 3 for the case mentioned 
above, for which the dimension d of the space of 
critical points of order three is indeed given by 
d =n - 3. In this case directions of type 3 are those 
directions which are neither strong nor weak for a 
particular 2Rn~ bounded by the 3Rn _3, nor are they 
locally tangent to the space of critical pOints of 
H 
T 
FIG. 12. Phase transition for an antiferromagnet. 
The coexistence surface 2X2 lies in the H, T plane and 
the line of critical points 2Rl bounds it. The strong direc-
tion is everywhere Hat' the staggered magnetic field. 
The weak direction may be either H or T, except at the 
Neel point where it can only be T. The independent 
direction Xo lies in the 2 Rl . 
Xl 
third order. 
FIG. 13. Invariant 
space for an antiferromag-
net. (xs is merely a pa-
rameter. ) 
In the similar cases where Eq. (1. 1) holds as an 
equality, one can generalize the above concepts to 
define directions of types 1, 2, ... , f), and these are 
important in applying the scaling hypotheSiS to criti -
cal spaces of order f). SpeCifically, since a criti-
cal point of order f) is, by definition, a particular 
point on a "line" of critical points of order f) - 1, 
the generalization follows by analogy with the case 
treated above. The directions of types 1 through f) 
are of great importance because they are used as 
the independent variables of the Gibbs function 
when the scaling hypotheSiS is made. Accordingly, 
they will be referred to in later sections as the 
"principal directions of scaling. " 
Thus, to set up a coordinate system at a fJRn _fJ 
(a general critical space of order f»), a set of crit-
ical spaces JR n _J of orders j = 2, 3, .•. , f) must be 
selected. This set of spaces must satisfy an inclu-
sion principle: fJRn _fJ C IRn_1 c JR n _J for j < i < f). The 
directions of types 1, 2, .. " f) are then sequential-
ly defined. Here the inclusion symbol c means 
not only that the i Rn_1 is also part of a J Rn- J (for 
i >j) but also that the IRn_1 can be reached as a 
limiting point or boundary of the 'R n -,. 
The hierarchy of spaces 'R n - J is not unique, and 
the large number of choices available presents an 
apparent problem because many more than f) lin-
early independent vector directions are definable . 
For the f)= 3 example of Fig. 14 the 3RO can be ap-
proached along any of the three 2R1 , and each of 
these three Ucritical lines" (with its associated 
ZXz) defines a set of directions of types 1, 2, and 
3. This apparent problem is resolved by the gen-
eralized scaling hypotheSis, because the shape of 
each critical space of order j (j < () ) near the fJRd 
is constrained by the scaling hypothesis so that all 
the different directions end up mutually consistent. 
Accordingly, we now turn our attention to the scal-
ing hypothesis, making it firstly in Sec. V for sim-
ple systems (n=2), for n=3 systems with a 3Ro 
(tricritical point) in Sec. VI, and in Paper II for a 
fJ R n- fJ (a general critical space of order f»). 20 
V. lNY ARIANT lHEORFMS OF ONE-PARAMETER 
CO TINUOUS GROUPS ; APPLICATIO TO THE 
SCALI G HYPOTHESIS FOR CRITICAL SPACES OF 
ORDER 2 
The scaling hypothesiS for a Simple system with 
two independent field variables can be made in 
I 
I~ 
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L, 
TN (2R, ) 
T 
FIG. 14. Phase diagram for 'a metamagnet. The three 
2X2 end in lines of critical points 2R1 • These lines inter-
sect at the tricritical pOint 3 Ro. At a point P on the line 
L1, a triad of strong, weak, and pa rallel (to L I ) directions 
is s hown. This triad attains the limiting orientation 
\xl' X2' X3} at the tricritica l point 3 Ro. 
several essentially equivalent fashions. One state-
ment is that the singular part of the Gibbs potential 
is asymptotically a generalized homogeneous func -
tion (GHF) of the appropriate variables. 21 For 
the simple magnet, this statement takes the form 
that there exist two numbers a H , aT (called "scaling 
powers") such that for all positive A, 
(5 .1 ) 
where H is the magnetic field and T =' T - Te. Using 
Eq. (5. 1 ), one can express al l possible thermody-
namic exponents in terms of (a H , aT ) . 21 
This form of the scaling hypothesis implies that 
the singular part of the Gibbs potential 
C=F(H, T) (5.2) 
is an invariant equation under the "scaling" trans-
formation defined by 
C'='AC, (5. 3a) 
(5.3b ) 
such that C' = F(H', T'). The transformations de -
fined by Eq. (5 .3 ) form a one-parameter group22 
SF and the scaling hypothesis may be restated in 
the following fashion: (5 .2) is an invariant equation 
under the gr oup of transformations SF of (5 .3 ). 
For a simple magnet the thermodynamic axes 
are parallel to the directions used in the scaling 
hypothesis (5.1) (the "principal axes of scaling"). 
In other systems, this is not always so. In Fig. 11 
we contrast the phase diagrams of a sim]Jle fluid 
and a simple magnet, and show the orientations of 
the strong and weak directions (Xl, X 2 ) for each. 
For a magnet, H is a strong direction and T is the 
weak direction, but Fig. l1 (b) shows that for a 
simple fluid, both P and T are strong directions 
and that the weak direction, x 2 , is a special com-
bination of the P and T directions. 
This is usually the case for general thermody-
namic systems- more than one thermodynamic axis 
is strong (as for the simple fluid) or more than one 
axis is weak (as for an antiferromagnet, see Fig. 
12). 
The scaling hypothesis at a 2Rn' 2 for a gener al 
system can be made by chOOSing the strong and 
weak directions as the principal axes of scaling. 
Then the statement is that the Singular part of the 
Gibbs function 
(5 .4) 
is an invariant equation under the one-parameter23 
continuous group of transformations g: 
lc ' = AC, S , _ ·1 ._ XI - A XI' t-1,2, ... ,n, (5.5a) [a j = 0, i > 2] . 
(5 .5b) 
Equation (5.5) is defined for all positive A; the a l 
are called scaling powers. This statement is 
equivalent to the scaling hypothesis 
C(A·IXI, A·2x2; x 3 " ~, xn) = AC(xl, X2; ••• x n). (5. 6) 
For future reference, we will use a superscript 
s to denote the subgroup generated by the trans-
formations of the independent variables X I (i = 1, 
2, "', n). Thus we may generally define the full 
group by two equations, where the second denotes 
the subgroup SS. 
To illustrate the scaling hypothesis when an in-
active parameter is present, we consider the exam-
ple of the antiferromagnet (see Fig. 12 ). Here we 
hypothesize that the singular part of the Gibbs po-
tential 
(5. 7) 
is an invariant equation under the one parameter 
continuous group of transformations SA: 
lC' = AC, SA , at ' a2 , H.t = A H. t , x2=A x2 , xs =xs, (5. 8 ) 
where x 2 is a weak direction, [T- Te(H)] or [H 
- He(T)], and Xs parametrizes the position of the 
critical point on the line of critical points. Equiva-
lently C satisfies a GHF equation24 
C(A· IH. t , A· 2x 2 ; xs )=AC(H. t , x2 ; xs). (5.9) 
Her e H. t denotes the staggered magnetic field . 
Scaling functions fo r ferro magnets and antifer-
r omagnets can be obtained the usual wall from 
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Eqs. (5.1) and (5.9), respectively. For example, 
by setting A'" 1/ I Hll/aH in Eq. (5.1), we obtain25 
G(l, T/ !H!aTF H)= !H!-l/aHG(H, T). (5.10) 
The function G(H, T) can be plotted as a curve in a 
two-dimensional plane with coordinates specified 
by G/ IHll/aH and T/ IHIaT/aH. We note that both 
G/ IHll/aH and T/ IHla'TlaH are absolute invariants of 
the group SF defined by Eq. (5 . 3), i. e. , 
G' G (5.11a) GH", IH'II/aH IHll/aH 
, 
T T (5.11b) TH'" IH'laT/aH IHlaT/aH 
where the second equalities in (5.11) follow from 
(5.3) . 
Similarly, by setting A"'1/IH.t l l/al, Eq. (5.9) 
may be written 
G(l, x2/ I H.t I azlal ; x3 ) = I H.t 1-l/a1G(H.t , x2; x 3 ) , 
(5.12) 
and G/ I H.t Il/al, X z / I Hot I azla l , X 3 are absolute in-
variants of the group SA' In addition, the last two 
quantities are absolute invariants of the subgroup 
S~. 
To derive exponents and scaling laws for the 
antiferromagnet, the procedures developed in Ref. 
21 can be simply applied to Eq. (5.9). At points 
where the critical line is not parallel to the T axis, 
it is easily shown that 
{3= (1- al)/ aZ , 
1/ 0=(1- al )/al, 
-y=(1- 2a l)/ a2, 
-a=(1- 2a z)/ az , 
(5. 13a) 
(5.13b) 
(5 . 13c) 
(5.13d) 
where the order parameter M . t tends to zero when 
the critical line is approached in a weak direction 
with exponent (3 , 
M. t cc! T- Tc(H) !a, (5. 14a) 
and with exponent 1/0 when it is approached in a 
strong direction 
(5. 14b) 
The staggered susceptibility x.t = 8M. t / 8Hst di-
verges with exponent y, 
Xst CC! T-Tc(H) !-Y, (5. 14c) 
and the specifiC heat at constant order parameter 
diverges with exponent a: 
(5. 14d) 
The last two exponents y and a refer to weak direc-
tions of approach (in the plane Hst = 0) to the criti-
cal line. 26 
In the same way, exponents for the ordinary 
magnetization M, and ordinary susceptibility X 
= 8M/ 8H can be derived. It turns out on using Eq. 
(5. 13d) that 
(5. 15a) 
(5. 15b) 
From Eqs. (5. 13a)- (5 . 13d) the usual scaling law 
equalities can be derived by eliminating the scaling 
powers al and az: 
{3(o-l)=y, (3(o+ 1)=2 - a. 
These results are also obtainable from two sim-
ple group invariant theorems which we shall find 
particularly useful in making the scaling hypothesis 
for critical subspaces of higher order. 
Theorem 1. Consider a one-parameter continu-
ous group of transformations: 
l X~ =!(A ! XO)' (5. 16a) S X ;=!/(A !XI ,X2, ... ,xn ), i=l, 2, .. . n. (5. 16b) 
There exist n functionally independent absolute in-
variants of the X I (i =O, 1, "', n). This theorem 
is proved in Appendix A. 
For our applications, we shall choose the invari-
ants, denoted by Y/ (i = 0, 1, "', n -1), such that, 
fori = O, 
~*o (5. 17a) 
8x o ' 
andfor i >O, 
(YI' Yz, "', Yn-I) (5. 17b) 
are the n - 1 functionally independent absolute in-
variants of the subgroup SS. 
For the simple ferromagnet, G/ I HlllaH is an 
absolute invariant under SF [see Eq. (5.3)] and 
T/ I HloT/o H is the functionally independent absolute 
invariant of (H, T) under the transformation S~. 
For the antiferromagnet, G/ I Hst 11/01 is an absolute 
invariant under SA, and (x2 / IHst !oZ/01, x 3 ) are the 
two functionally independent absolute invariants 
under S~. 
Theorem 2. If 
(5.18) 
is an invariant equation under S defined by (5.16) 
(i. e. , if Xo is a GHF), then it can be expressed as 
(5. 19) 
where the Y j (i = 0, 1, . " , n - 1) form a set of func-
tionally independent absolute invariants of S given 
by (5. 16), and satisfying (5.17). 
The proof of this theorem is given in Appendix 
B. Equations (5.10) and (5.12) are simple applica-
tions of these theorems. The usefulness of theo-
rems 1 and 2 will be apparent in Sec. VI. 
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VI. SCALING HYPOTHESIS FOR TRlCRlTICAL POINTS 
Before making the scaling hypothesis and exam-
ining its consequences for a critical space of arbi-
trary order 0, we will make it for the special 
case of a 3 Ro (tricritical pOint) for which there are 
three fields available (n = 3). This will clarify both 
notation and concepts, and make passage to the 
general case more painless. 
As was shown in Sec. IV, it is possible at a crit-
ical point to select strong and weak directions (di-
rections of types 1 and 2). These we call Xl and x2 
as before. In a space of total dimension three, the 
critical subspaces terminating at a 3RO are all 2R l . 
At a point on a 2Rl we may select a direction tan-
gent to the line. Thus as one approaches the 3 Ro 
along a given 2Rl , the directions of types 1,2, and 
3 are uniquely defined (see Fig. 14). 
Since three critical lines meet at a 3Ro , three 
"rival" coordinate systems exist at the point 3 Ro. 
A scaling hypothesis cannot be made at the tricriti-
cal point unless a unique coordinate s ystem can be 
defined, and this represents an apparent obstacle. 
The solution of this problem is somewhat subtle, 
and the full details have been given in a previous 
paper. 7 (b) The basic idea is that a scaling hypothe-
sis at the 3RO determines the general shape of a 
line of critical points near the 3 Ro; thus a scaling 
hypothesis made in a coordinate system defined by 
one line will restrict the shapes of the other two 
lines meeting it (at the tricritical point). 
The coordinate systems defined with reference 
to the other two lines are consistent in the sense 
that we could have selected any line first to make 
the scaling hypothesis and we would have obtained 
the same final result. 
To set up a coordinate system in which to make 
a scaling hypothesis at the 3RO' we choose a point 
P on one of the critical lines (say L l ) and we set up 
a triad of directions X I (L l ). Two of these direc-
tions are of types 1 and 2, while the third is tan-
gent to the 2Rl . The coordinate system at the tri-
critical point is now defined to be 
XI = lim xl(P) (6. 1 ) 
p_3 RO 
(see Fig. 14). The direction X3 is of type 3. The 
bars are used in order that the present notation be 
consistent with that of Ref. 7(b). 
We now introduce a scaling parameter A- (A- > 0) 
and make the scaling hypothesis that the Singular 
part of the Gibbs potential is a GHF , i. e. , 
G(A-aIXI , A-a2X2, A-Q3 X3 ) = A- G( x l , x2 , x3 ), (6.2) 
where (ai' a2 , a3 ) are the "tricritical scaling pow-
ers". Equation (6.2) is equivalent to the statement 
that G =.rF (Xl, X2, X3) is an invariant equation 




According to theorem 1 of Sec. V, the hypothe-
sized invariance property of (6.1) under S3 implies 
that there exists a basis set of functionally indepen-
dent absolute invariants of S3' We adopt a canoni-
cal form for the invariants Y I by scaling XI with re-
spect to the tangent variable-here X3 - as follows: 
(6 .4) 
with xo= G. Thus, theorem 2 of Sec. V states that 
G(xl , X2, x 3 ) may be expressed as27 
(6. 5) 
Since the variables Yl and Y2 forms a basis set 
of functionally independent absolute invariants of 
the scaling field variables Xl, X2 , and X3 of the 
group of transformations SL any point (k l , k 2 ) in 
the two-dimensional space (Yl, Y2) gives rise to an 
invariant curve of points in the three- dimensional 
space (XII x2 , x3 ) . That is, the point given by 
(6. 6) 
corresponds to a line in the x , space that may be 
conveniently parametrized by 
(6.7) 
where A- is an arbitrary parameter (see Fig. 15). 
In particular the lines of critical points L J con-
verging on the tricritical point can be expressed in 
the fo rm of Eq. (6 .7 ), since according to the scal-
ing hypothesis (6.2) they must be invariant under 
the gr oup of symmetries S3 of (6.3). 
Previously7lb) we have derived Eq. (6.7) directly 
from Eq. (6.2) and demonstrated that if the scaling 
powers al are all different , the curves parame-
trized by Eq. (6.7) end up parallel to the axis XI 
corresponding to the minimum al (unless k, = 0). 
Although the direction of type 3 defined for one 
line is not necessarily parallel to the direction of 
type 3 defined for another line, it will at least be 
parallel to some member of the triad defined for 
that other line. Thus all choices of scaling direc-
. tions will be mutually consistent 17 (b) ,28 
Along a critical line 2RlI the conventional scaling 
hypothesis is normally stated in terms of a GHF 
equation of the form 
G(jJ.·lX l , jJ.·2X2 ; x 3)= jJ.G(xl, x 2; x 3), (6 .8) 
where X3 is a paramete r and does not scale. Near 
the 3 R o, however , the shape of the critical line is 
determined by Eq. (6.7). A 2Rl near the 3Ro maps 
into a point (k ll k2 ) in the Y l - Y2 plane given by 
Eq. (6.6). Furthermore, the value of Yo=xo / x~/a3 
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= G/x ~/ii3 changes only if Yl and/o r Y2 changes. It 
is therefore more proper to make a precise scaling 
hypothesis about the critical line 2Rl near the 3Ro 
making use of the variables (Yl' Y2)' 
If we adopt the strong requirement that a point in 
one phase remains in that phase under the scale 
transformation 83 , the C:XS surfaces become lines 
in the YI-Y2 plane. Hence, it is possible to choose 
the principal directions of scaling for the 2Rn_Z as 
linear combinations of the variables Yl1 Y2' 
Because the scaled variables must be zero at the 
critical line we consider the variables 
Yl =Yl - kl' 
Y2=Y2 - kZ' 
(6.9a) 
(6. 9b ) 
For the line Ll of Fig. 15, kl = 0, the coordinate 
Yl, is everywhere strong and (Y2 + k) is weak. For 
L2 and L3 , the weak direction is parallel to the CXS 
mapped in the Yl - Y2 plane, and both Yl' Y2 are 
strong directions unless the wings end up parallel 
to one axis. 
We therefore define linear combinations of the 
variables (Y j - kj), which give the weak and strong 
directions (they are of necessity also absolute 
invariants of the group 8s): 
2 
Yj=6RI}{YJ - kJ)' (6.10a) 
J=1 
where fl. jJ is a "rotation matrix" . Defining 
Yo=Yo, (6.10b) 
we hypothesize that along a 2Rl near the 3Ro , Yo is 
a GHF of (y 1> Y2), 
(6. 11) 
i. e., Yo= ff"2{Yl, Y2) is an invariant equation under a 
group 8z defined by 
{ -, -9 Yo= J.l.Yo, 2 - , aj - • Y j= J.I. Y j, t=1,2 . (6.12a) (6.12b) 
In general, the group 82 will be diffe rent (having 
different a j ) for each critical line at the tricritical 
point, and will only be valid within a certain region 
close to the critical line. The different groups 82 
for the different lines L j do not have regions of 
overlap and there is therefore no conflict. 
We can now form absolute invariants of 82 , 
Scaling with respect to the weak direction we obtain 
- -ZO=y-~~.2 ' Zl= -~17.2' 
2 Y 2 
(6. 13) 
Theorem 2 of Sec. V states that under the hypothe-
sis (6. 11), ji OGI' Y2) may be expressed as27 
(6.14) 
The simplest example of this is for the line Ll 
of Fig. 15. Here the variables of scaling are 
(6 .15a) 
(6.15b) 
where k is defined in Fig. 15. Rotation is not nec-
essary and RI} = OjJ' Hence on using (6. 13) and 
(6.15), Eq. (6. 14) can be written in the "double-
power law" form27 
G 
For a simple system with n = 2, scaling functions 
predict data collapSing for functions of two variables 
from a surface onto a line. For n = 3 and functions 
of three variables, data collapse from a volume 
onto a surface. However, the double-power scaling 
function of Eq. (6.16) predicts that data will col-
lapse from a volume onto a line. Clearly this hap-
pens only within the region of validity of both 
groups of transformations 92 and 83 , 
The region of influence of 82 in the neighborhood 
of the tricritical point 3Ro should also be controlled 
by the group 83 , This means that the region of in-
fluence of 82 should be bounded by a surface which 
scales toward the 3RO' In Fig . 15, where a line 
which scales is represented by a point, a surface 
which scales will be represented by a line. We 
therefore plot the surfaces bounding the region of 
influence of the group 82 (of transformations about a 
2RI , L j ) as a line surrounding the point in the YCY2 
plane, representing the particular line L j • 
In terms of the variables Yl , Y2 such a line will 











FIG. 15. (a) Plot of the invariants (Yt>Y 2) for the group 
8 3 of transformations about the tricritical pOint. The 
strong and weak directions for the line LI are YI and Y2 ' 
The circle around Ll is a possible shape for the crqssover 
region. (b) The principal points of interes t of Fig. 15 (a) 
in the full space (%10 X2 , X3) ' The point labeled LI has be-
come a line and the circle surrounding it has become a 
cone. 
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T' 
g' 
LI : Y2 = -k 
FIG. 16. Figure 15 (b) s liced in the X2, x3 plane. The 
cone has become the two lines labeled Y2 = Ct , C2 [see 
Fig. 15(a)] . These are generally referred to as cross-
over lines: (T',g') = (T -Tt,g - gt) · 
or 
(6.170) 
The area bounded by this Curve (6. 17 ) maps into 
a conical volume surrounding the c ritical line Ll 
(Fig. 15). Scaling will not tell us the actual shape 
of the Curve in the Yl - Y2 plane but it does limit the 
shape in the (Xl, X2 , X3 ) space, s ince all points in 
the Yl -Y2 plane give rise to Curves approaching 
the tricritical point along a particular direction-
the axis corresponding to the minimum aj • 
Intheplane x 1 = 0, Eq. (6.16) requires29 that 
(6.18 ) 
and the conical surface of Eq. (6. 17) becomes the 
two "crossover lines" 
(6.19) 
as shown in Fig . 16. The Crossover exponent 
cp,7(a ) given by 
(6 . 20) 
determines the shape of the CrOSsover lines, and 
it can be determined directly from the shape of the 
line Ll (2R 1) . 
The lines are called CrOSsover lines, because the 
behavior of a particular function CrOsses over from 
an exponent characteristic of the 3RO far away from 
the line, to an exponent characteristic of the 2Rl at 
points close to the 2Rl • It is important to realize 
that the group S3 does not cease to be valid , and the 
CrOSsover does not refer to changing from one 
gr oup to another . The group S3 is everywhere 
valid, and the Cr ossover merely marks the limits 
of validity of S2' This prinCiple will be extended 
in Paper II and the groups S j will control crOSS-
overS (or boundaries for the regions of validity) of 
Sj where j >i. 
Finally, a few remarks should be made about the 
exponents and the directions of approach to the tri-
critical point. Equation (6. 18) shows that if "2/ 
Ix'sl1f2 / ii3 is a constant the exponent for Gis l / as . 
For a function f with a tricritical-point (TCP) scal-
ing power a" and a critical-line scaling power at, 
the equation analogous to Eq. (6. 18) predicts expo-
nents at/ as and a,/ a2 ' For example, for the stag-
gered susceptibility Xst = a2G/ aH!h from (6. 16 ), 
(6.21) 
and af = 1-2al and af = 1- 2al for this case. Thus 
for all the exponents considered below the numer-
ators can be appropriately be replaced by af Or af' 
If the 3Ro is approaches along a direction not 
asymptotically parallel to the "3 axis (i. e., outside 
the crossover lines), G scales with a power l / a2 • 
If the 2Rl is approached along a line of constant 
x3 , in the plane Xl =0 Eq. (6.1 8 ) shows that G has 
an exponent 1/ a2 • This is expected, of course, 
since G has an exponent 1/ a2 for any point (i. e. , 
fixed x 3 ) on the line 2Rl even when the point is far 
away from the 3RO [see Eq. (6. 8)]. 
In Sec . V, exponents were demonstrated in terms 
of the scaling powers a j [Eqs. (5.13)] and the same 
can be done here for the 2Rl (exponents in terms of 
a j) and the 3 Ro (exponents in terms of the aj ) sepa-
rately. The only new exponents, which will be de-
rived, are exponents for the directions of approach 
to the 3RO along Y2 = constant and these give expo-
nents of the fo r m 
(6 .22 ) 
These can be related to exponents of approach 
along directions of type 2 by relations of the form 
(6 .23) 
These are new predictions of scaling specifiC to 
tricritical points [the others are analogous to Eq. 
(5 . 13) p(e) 
Finally, we emphasize the importance of expres-
sing the scaling relations in terms of invariants. 
For example, Eq. (6 .21 ) may be written in the 
alternative "mixed- exponent fo r m" 
Xst ex C(x2 + kx 1/ ~ rY, 
where 
with 
- 1- 2a l 
- y = - --. 
a2 
(6 .24 ) 
(6.25) 
(6. 26 ) 
Expressions (6.24) and (6.25) appear more compli-
cated than they actually are. The exponents are 
actually not mixed when expressed in the invariant 
from as shown in Eq. (6.21). 
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APPENDIX A: PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Theorem 1. Consider a one- parameter continu-
ous group of transformations 
(Al) 
whe re i = 0, 1, ... , n. There exist n functionally 
independent absolute invariants of the x j (i = 0, 1, 
..• , n) . 
Proof of theorem 1. Consider a function F(xo, 
x{, ••• , x~) . Assume the derivatives of f l with re-
spect to A exist. We expand F0cQ, x;, ... , x;) in a 
Maclaurin series 
where 
f=F0c o,xl , .•• ,xn), 
f'=(~~t~o = VF(x o, Xl' "" xn), 
(A3) 
with Ao the value of X corresponding to the identical 
transformation and 
n (a) V= 6~j - , 
1=0 aX I 
(A4 ) 
~ =(~). I ax (A5) 
If, therefore, F0co, Xl, ..• , xn) is an absolute in-
variant of the group S, then 
F0c~,x{, ••. ,x~)=F0co,xl' "" xn)' (A6) 
The necessary and sufficient condition for F = const 
is that 
VF = 6 ~I - =0. n (aF) 
1=0 aX I 
(A7) 
Thus, F is a solution of the partial differential 
equation (A7) and consequently, F 0co, Xl, •.. , xn) 
= const is a solution of the system of the equivalent 
ordinary differential equations 
dxo _ ~ _ ••• _ dXn 
~o - ~l - - ~n • (AS) 
These equations admit n independent solutions (first 
integrals)30,3l and theorem 1 is proved. 
APPENDIX B: PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Theorem 2. If the equation 
xo=xo0cl ,xz, ••• ,xn) 
is invariant under 
)xo=f(X1xo), 
g~X;=fl(xlxl.xz, ... ,xn), 
then it can be expressed as 




where (Yo, Yl, •• . , Yn -l) form a set of functionally 
independent absolute invariants under S, with 
~*O 
axo ' 
and (Ylo Yz , "', Yn_l),the n -l functionally indepen-
dent absolute invariants of S·. 
By hypothesis, Yo is an absolute invariant of (Xo; 
Xl, .. , , xn) of S. Thus, (B3) implies that the in-
variant equation (Bl) may be written 
Yo (Xo; Xl, Xz , "', Xn)= YO(Yl , Yz, .•• , Yn-l)' (B4) 
Since (Yl, Yz, . • • , Yn-l) form a basis set of func -
tionally independent absolute invariants of (Xl' Xz, 
•.• , Xn) of S', (B4) is equivalent to the statement 
that Xo is expressible as an implicit function of 
(xli x z , •. " xn): 
Yo(xo ; xl , XZ , ••• , xn)= g(xl, XZ , ••• , xn) , (B5) 
where g is an absolute invariant of (Xl' Xz , ••. , xn) 
under S·. 
Before we launch into the proof of the theorem, 
we give a proof of the following lemma. 3Z 
L emma. A necessary and sufficient condition 
for xo, implicitly defined by (B 5), as a function of 
(xl ' X z, •• • ,Xn ), to be the same function as x~ of 
(xL x~ , ••• , x~) implicitly defined by 
Yo(x~ , x {, x;, "', <)=g'0c{, x;, "' , x~) (B6) 
is that g is an absolute invariant of (Xl, Xz, ., " xn) 
under S·. 
Proof of lemma. Since Yo is an absoh.:te invari-
ant of S, we have 
Yo(Xo; Xl, x z , • . " xn) =Yo(xo; x {, x~, ••. ,x~). 
(B7) 
Since we require XO(xlo x z , "', xn) to be exactly the 
same function as x~ (x l, X2, . .. , x~), (B5)- (B7) re-
quire that 
g(x l , xz, .•. , xn)=g' (x{, x;, "', x~) 
=g(xL x;, •.. , x~) . (B8 ) 
This is the necessity proof. 
We now demonstrate (BS) is sufficient to ensure 
(B5) and (B6) admit an invariant solution such that 
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Xo(Xt. x 2, " ' , x ") is exactly the same function as 
x~ (x{, x~, . •• ,x~). Inverting (B5 ) and (B6), we obtain 
xo(x l , x2 , "' , x")=h(g; Xl' X 2 , "' , X,,), 
(B9) 
in some neighborhood of the (Xl, X2, ••• , X") and 
(x{, x;, "', <) spaces, respectively. It is obvious 
that h(g; Xl, X2, • •• , x n) is exactly the same function 
as h' (g~; x ~ , x; , . .. , x~). But, by hypothesis, 
g(xt> X2 , ••• , x n) is exactly the same function as 
g ' (x; , x;, . .. , x~). Therefore, XO(x ll X2, ••• , x n) is 
exactly the same function as x;(x;, x~ , . . , xn)' 
Proof of theorem 2. Using the lemma and the 
factthat g (XI, X2, .•. , xn) in (B5) is an absolute in-
variant of (Xl, X2 , .•• , xn)under 9 s, we immediately 
verify the statement of theorem 2. 
APPENDIX C: PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
Theorem 3. Consider a one -parameter continu-
ous group of transformations S: 
) X~ = AXO ' 
S( X;=f/A) X/ , i =l , 2, .. . ,n. (C1) 
If 
(C2) 
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We in troduce invariants of the scaling equation about the tricritical point. Using these invariants, a 
modified version of the sca ling hypothesis about the three critica l lines meeting at the tricritical point is 
presented. From it we demonstrate that the thermodynamic equation of sta te near a t ricritica l point 
and near a critical line may be expressed a double-power scaling functions. These imply that 
experimental data should collapse from a volume onto a line (i.e., by two dimensions) . This behavior 
is in contrast to ordinary "single-power" scaling functions, which predict data collapsing from a volume 
onto a surface or from a surface onto a line (i.e., by one dimension). 
I. INTRODUCTION 
There have been recent experimental measure-
ments1 near tricritical pOints2 (TCPs) in metamag-
nets, NH4CI, and 3He_4He mixtures. 1 These data 
have been partially interpreted recently in terms 
of scaling arguments in which one makes not one 
but two scaling hypotheses. 3-5 Riedel and Wegner6 
were perhaps the first authors to note that in re-
gions for which two scaling hypotheses are simul-
taneously valid, double -power-Iaw behavior of cer-
tain functions results. In this work we present a 
variation of scaling for tricritical points, utilizing 
generalized homogeneous functions 7 (GHF's) of in-
variants of the scaling equation about the tricritical 
point. We obtain, in regions near a critical line 
and a tricritical point, double-power scaling func-
tions which permit data to collapse from a volume 
onto a line, in contrast to the behavior of single-
power scaling functions, which permit data to col-
lapse by only one dimension (e. g., from a surface 
onto a line, or a volume onto a surface) . 
Before we can proceed to make the scaling hypo -
thesis for a TCP, it will be necessary to determine 
the relevant directions for scaling. 3 The three 
thermodynamic fields (T, temperature; 1], order-
ing field; and g, nonordering field) near a TCP are 
believed to constitute an affine space in which di-
rections may be defined by parallelism only. A 
TCP is a point of intersection of three critical lines 
in this three-dimensional affine space (cf. Fig. 1). 
At each point P on a critical line, three different 
types of directions can be established. The first 
direction, X l (P), is a direction not locally parallel 
to the coexistence surface. The second, X2(P), is 
locally parallel to the coexistence surface but not 
parallel to the critical line. These are the "strong" 
and "weak" directions of Griffiths and Wheeler. 8 The 
third direction, X3(P), is locally parallel to the 
critical line. 
As the point P moves toward the TCP, these di-
rections attain limiting orientations. Since there 
are three critical lines terminating at a TCP, 
three "rival" sets of directions of this type exist 
at the TCP . It has been shown4 that if scaling holds 
at a TCP, these t hree sets of directions are equi-
valent. Thus, we choose the relevant directions 
for scaling at a TCP as Xi'" lim(P- TCP)xi(p), 
where P is a point on the critical line Ll (see Fig. 
1). 9 
II. SCALING HYPOTHESIS FOR TCP 
Having ascertained the relevant scaling direc-
lions Xi for TCP, we now introduce a scaling pa-
rameter X (> 0) and make the homogeneity hypothe -
sis 3-7 that the Singular part of the Gibbs potential 
is asymptotically a GHF, 
G(XG1Xl' X·2 X2, XaSX3) = XG(Xl, X2, xs), (1) 
where ai are the scaling powers. Equation (1) is 
equivalent to the statement that 
G=F3 (Xl, X2, X3) (2) 
is an invariant equation under the one -parameter 
(X) group (S3) of transformations 
, -, ii. - ( ) G = XG, Xi = X Xi' i = 1, 2, 3 . (3) 
In other wordS, under the transformations, Eq. (2) 
becomes G' =F3(XL x~, x;). 
The group S3 admits a basis set of three (i = 0, 
1, 2) functionally indep~ndent absolute invariants, 
Yi(G', xl, xL XS)=Yi(G, Xl, X2, X3), such that all 
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FIG . 1. Schematic phase diagram showing a TCP 
(at T = T t ) . Shaded a reas a re coexis tence surfaces. At 
a point P on LI> a triad of directions xi (P) are shown. 
This triad becomes xi at T CP . 
other absolute invariants are expressible in terms 
of these. One such basis set is 
The scaling hypotheSiS, Eq . (1), requires Eq. (2) 
to be expressible in terms of the basis set as a 
"single -power" scaling function, 
(5) 
T 
which states that G (and other thermodynamic func-
tions)' when appropriately scaled, are functions of 
the invariants 01, Y2) alone. This result allows 
data near a TCP to collapse from a volume onto a 
surface . 
Y2 )(2 






(0 ) (b) 
We r emark that, using Eq. (1), it is possible to 
determine all exponent relations and "single-pow-
er" scaling laws for a TCP. 3-5 
Ill. GEOMETRY OF SURFACES AND CURVES NEAR TCP 
Since the quantities Yl and Y2 defined in Eqs. (4) 
form a basis set of functionally independent abso -
lute invari~nts of Xi under the group of transforma-
tions xI = >cai Xi' points in the invariant (Yl, Y 2) 
plane give rise to invariant curves in the (Xl, X'2, 
'is) space. We have seen that the scaling hypotheSiS 
requires scaled thermodynamic functions near a 
TCP to depend on Yl and Y2 only. This implies that 
each of the three critical lines near the TCP can be 
expressed as a point Y j = k j in the (Y l ,Y2) plane, 
where k i are constants . 
Usually, for systems exhibiting a TCP, one of 
the critical lines is a planar curve lying entirely in 
the (g, T) plane (e. g. , Ll of Fig. 1). Since Xl = 0, 
Eq. (4) implies that Ll is given by (Yl, Y2) = (0, - k) 
in the invariant plane. 
Near L l , it is expected that the symmetry prop-
erty of the critical line will also influence the as-
ymptotic form of the thermodynamic functions. 
The region of influence is bounded by some "cross-
over" curve, Ix 01, Y2) = ° [Fig. 2(a)], or 
(6) 
which is a conical surface surrounding Ll in the 
\xl , X2, Xs) space [Fig. 2(b)]. Scaling cannot tell 
us the actual shape of the curve in the 01, Y 2) 
plane, 10 but it does limit the shape of the conical 
"crossover" surface in the (Xl, X2, X3) space, 
since all pOints in the (Yl, Y2) plane give rise to 
curves approaching the TCP along the X3 axis (cor-
r esponding to the minimum a) . 11 
IV. DOUBLE·POWER SCALING FUNCTIONS FOR L I 
We now proceed to deduce the restriction on the 
asymptotic form of the thermodynamic functions 
near a TCP adjacent to the critical line Ll .12 
Along L l , the conventional scaling hypotheSiS is 
FIG. 2. (a) Invariant (y j, Y2 ) 
plane. The strong and weak direc-
t ions for LI are Yt and Y2 . and the 
cr ossover curve is shown (Ref. 8). 
(b) Principal pOints of inter est of 
(a) in the (XI • .%2 • .%3) space. 
l 
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normally stated in terms of a GHF equation 
G(J.I.a1 Xl, J.I.a2X2:; X3)=J.I.G(X1, X2; X3 ), 
where J.I.(> 0) is an arbitrary parameter, al and 
(7) 
a2 are the scaling powers for L 1 , and X3 is an "in_ 
active" variable which does not scale. Near the 
TCP, by Eq. (5) the value of Yo= Gr,Na3 changes 
only if the values Y1 and/ or Y2 change. It is much 
better therefore to make a scaling hypothesis 
about L1 near the TCP uSing Y1 and Y2' 13 
Since the coexistence surface bounded by L1 maps 
into the vertical axis of the (Y1, Y2) plane, the di-
rection Y1 is strong and Y2 is weak. Thus, we de-
duce that the proper scaling variables for L1 (near 
the TCP) are 
(8) 
these vanish at the line (Y1, Y2) = (0, - k). 
We now hypothesize that along L1 near the TCP, 
510= Yo is a GHF of (.Y1, Yz): 
(9) 
In other words, instead of (7) we postulate that 
(10) 
is an invariant equation under the group (S 2) of 
t f t · f::-J - - 1 a1 - d -I a2 - ) rans orma IOns \Yo = J.I.Yo,Y1 = J.I. Y1, an Y2 = J.I. Y2 . 
By the same reasoning used for the derivation of 
Eq. (5), we see that (9) requires that (10) may be 
written in the form 
(11) 
where zo= yoly~/a2 and Zl = Y1/y~1/a2 form a set of 
functionally independent absolute invariants of S 2 
and therefore of the variables G, Xl, X2, X3 under 
the direct-product group S2®S3' 
Reexpressing Eq. (11) in terms of the original 
variables G, Xl, X2, and X3 we obtain the "double-
power" form14 
G 
= F1( Xl ). 
X ~ /ii3 (xdx3iiz /ii3 + k) l /a z Xi1/ii3(xdx3iiz/ii3 + k)a1/a 2 
(12) 
Equation (12) predicts that near the TCP and L 1 , 
data will collapse from a volume onto a line. 
Clearly, this happens only within the crossover 
cone of Eq. (6) [cf. Fig. 2(b) ]. 
In the plane Xl = 0 [i. e., the (g, T) plane], Eq. 
(12) requires1S 
(13) 
and the conical surface of Eq. (6) becomes two 
crossover lines (cL Fig. 3) %2 = CjX3·2/·3 or Yz = Cj , 
where i = 1, 2. The crossover exponent cp = a3/ a2, 
which determines the shape of the crossover lines, 





FIG. 3. Figure 2(b) sliced in the Xl =0 plane. The 
crossover lines are labeled Y2 = CI> C2• The projection 
of X2 +kxQ21ii3 along the T axis is T- Tc(g) , and (1', gJ 
=(T-T t , g -gt) · 
Y. EXTE SIONS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The entire discussion in this paper may be ex-
tended to the scaling of any thermodynamic func-
tionf. For example, for the staggered suscepti-
bility Xst= a2G/ a71zcc a2G/ axr (or a2G/ axn and the 
direct susceptibility X= a2c/ agZcc a2c/ ax~ (or a2G/ 
ax~) of a metamagnet, the expression analogous to 
Eq. (13) is 
(14) 
whereh=xst andfz=x. We note that Eq. (13) has 
the appropriate divergence properties at the criti-
cal line and at the TCP. 
Finally, we make a few remarks about the expo-
nents and directions of approach toward the TCP 
and L 1 • Using the experimentally accessible func-
tion Xst as an example, we I).ote that if we approach 
the TCP along a curve Xz!X3azta3 = const, the scaling 
exponent is - Ystcp-1 = (1 - 2(1)!as. If we approach 
the critical line L1 along a line X3 = const, the scal-
ing exponent is - 'Yst = (1 - 2a1)/ az as expected. On 
the other hand, if the TCP is approached along a 
path outside the crossover lines, Xst scales with 
an exponent - :Yst = (1 - 2(1)/7i2' Similar remarks 
may be made with respect to the three-dimensional 
"double-power" scaling functions of Eq. (12). 
Equation (14) may be cast in "mixed-exponent" 
forms; e. g., Xst -C[T - Tc(g)rst , in which Xz 
+ kX;2!ii3 has been replaced by its proj ection along 
the T axis (Fig. 3), and C- X3(r.t-:;.t)/~ is the 
asymptotic amplitude. Depending on the relative 
magnitudes of 'Yot and :Yst, the asymptotic amplitude 
may diverge, vanish, or stay constant as the TCP 
is approached within the crossover cone. 
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The ideas of this work provide the basis of a 
fo rmulation of the scaling hypothesis near critica l 
points that are more complex than tricritical points. 
For these points, the direct product of more than 
two groups of scaling transformations arises natu-
r ally . A detailed a ccount of this extension will be 
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